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Abstract 


The teaching and learning of the addition and subtraction of integers in the first year of Senior 


Phase mathematics (Grade 7) remains problematic. Many learners, even up to grade 10 also 


experience problems with this. Finding appropriate ways to teach this meaningfully in order to 


enhance understanding, is not always easy. In this paper I critically look at a context used in an 


activity on the addition and subtraction of integers, found in a Dutch text that relates to the process 


of mathematizing. This involves the translation of real life mathematical content extracted from 


reality into mathematical problems. The nature of the activity is analysed in terms of four levels of 


abstraction, namely the formal, general, referential and situational. I also share experiences that 


relate to ways of co-ordinating the activity and how learners generally interact with the context, 


concrete equipment and underlying mathematical content.  


     


Introduction 


The teaching of addition and subtraction of integers in Grade 7 (the first year of Senior Phase 


mathematics) in Western Cape schools in South Africa, have always been problematic. Many 


learners, even up to grade 10 also experience problems with this. This is simply because most 


learners never actually grasped the concepts and procedures involved. In order to make the 


topic more practical and to enhance sense-making, teachers make use of the horizontal number 


line, they use contexts related to golf, temperature scales on weather charts and height above 


sea-level among others.  


As is the case with some other mathematical content as well, it is sometimes not easy to find 


relevant or meaningful contexts or models that would facilitate understanding and learning of 


particular concepts. One of the contexts that I came across in a Dutch mathematics textbook 


(Van den Born et al, 1998) works extremely well. I have used this method with many learners at 


different schools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa (such as Willemsvallei Primary 


School (PS) in Porterville, Laurie Hugo PS in Moorreesburg, Uitkyk PS Vredendal-Noord PS, 


IDMkize High School (HS) in Gugulethu, Masiphumelela HS in Fish Hoek, etc), and learners 


almost always grasp the concepts involved and apply them successfully. Through small group 







work and proper facilitation learners usually get it right, and manage to complete most of the 


related exercises on their own.  


 


Discussion in a mathematics education context 


Realistic Mathematics Education 


This discussion is situated in the realm of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) and deals with 


one of the key principles on which it is based, namely that of “emergent modelling” (Drijvers, 


2003, p. 52) or also referred to as “self-developed models”(Gravemeijer, 1994, p. 91). Realistic 


Mathematics Education originated with Freudenthal’s (1983) view of mathematics as a human 


enterprise which essentially deals with the process of mathematizing, According to Gravemeijer 


(1994, p. 91) this is the act of translating real life mathematical content extracted from reality into 


mathematical problems. The emphasis is thus on mathematizing mathematics subject matter 


taken from learners’ own mathematical experiences and activities. There is a deliberate effort to 


refrain from presenting mathematics as ready-made or pre-packed facts and laws (Gravemeijer, 


1994; Barnes, 2005) to learners to passively acquire and apply. 


The other three additional principles on which RME are based are the following:  


(1) Guided reinvention and progressive mathematization, according to which learners 


should be afforded the chance to experience a process similar to that by which a given 


mathematical topic was invented (Freudenthal, 1973, 1983; Gravemeijer, 1994). 


Progressive mathematization refers is the process by means of which mathematical 


knowledge is developed by progressively formalizing informal but meaningful strategies 


(Drijvers, 2003, p. 52; Gravemeijer, 1994, p. 90). 


(2) The notion of didactical phenomenology was developed by Freudenthal 


(1983).Situations applicable to particular mathematical aspects are probed for two reasons, 


namely it addresses the “relation between thought object and phenomenon from the 


perspective of teaching and learning” as well as “the question [of] how, mathematical 


‘thought objects’ can help organising and structuring phenomena in reality” (Drijvers, 2003, 


pp. 52-53); and  


(3) Horizontal and vertical mathematization is considered the fourth principle. According to 


Drijvers (2003, p. 53) the former “concerns organizing, translating, and transforming realistic 


problems into mathematical terms”, whilst the latter deals with “reflection on the horizontal 


mathematization from a mathematical perspective”, by “developing a framework of 


mathematical relations”. 







 


 


Modelling to facilitate understanding 


A very common problem for teachers of mathematics is to find appropriate ways to teach abstract 


mathematical knowledge and concepts. According to Gravemeijer (1994, p. 77) “In the mainstream 


information processing approach, one usually presents concrete models” to assist learners in 


acquiring this abstract knowledge. However, he warns that concrete “in the sense of tangible does 


not necessarily mean ‘concrete’ in the sense of making sense”, and substantiates his stance by 


saying that “… even if a certain mastery of procedures is attained, their application appears to be 


problematic. The manipulatives approach fails, probably because – although the models as such 


may be concrete – the mathematics embedded in the models is not concrete” for the learners. 


In this activity I make use of a concrete model (transparent plastic; blocks, cylindrical cardboard 


thermometer) where an “artificial environment is created” (Gravemeijer (1994, p. 78) and which 


compels learners to focus on the mathematical content at hand. To a large extent the activity, 


based on the teaching model put forward by Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989, p. 32) which holds 


that the knowledge encountered by learners is “… situated, being in part a product of the activity, 


the context, and culture in which it is developed and used”. This activity thus aims to develop 


knowledge and skills in an applied situation (Gravemeijer (1994, p. 81). The successes 


experienced with this activity can be ascribed mainly to the use of the wooden blocks in 


combination with a ‘modified’ number line, since the concrete approach facilitates understanding 


and assist learners in making sense (Gravemeijer, 1994, p. 77). Furthermore, the mathematics 


contained in manipulating the blocks and number line is experienced as concrete. 


It needs to be stressed that contexts involving negative numbers cannot actually be realistic, since 


negative numbers can be seen as a mathematical creation to serve a particular mathematical 


need. The context in which the activity occurs might not be experienced by some learners as being 


totally realistic. In this case it deals with a woman who brews potions which could either be 


medication, love potions or poison and who regulates the temperature inside the pot by adding or 


removing negative or positive blocks. Learners who have been exposed to traditional healers and 


herbal medication may identify closer to the context used in the activity, whilst others may 


experience it as fiction.  


The nature of the activity would compel learners to grow more self-reliant and only turn to peers 


“for validation of their answers or for the directions for … solution procedures” (Gravemeijer (1994, 


p. 89). Upon scrutiny of the activity that appears below, it is possible to distinguish four 


(progressive) levels of abstraction as put forward by Gravemeijer (1994, pp. 101-102), namely:  







• the level of the situations (situational), where … situational knowledge and 


strategies are used within the context of the situation … [Compare Exercise 1 and 2 


below] 


• a referential level, where a mathematical focus on strategies dominates the 


reference of the context [Compare Exercise 3 below] 


• a general level, where a mathematical focus on strategies dominates the reference 


to the context [Compare Exercise 4 below] 


• the level of formal [manipulations], where one [only] works with conventional 


procedures and notations [Compare Exercise 5 below]. 


Diagrammatically the relationship between the four levels (reflecting vertical mathematization) 


referred to above is represented as follows (Drijvers, 2003, p. 54; Gravemeijer, 1994, p. 102): 


 


The activity below is thus essentially based on a model which is “context-specific” since it refers to 


a “meaningful problem situation” (Drijvers, 2003, p. 54) that should be experientially real for the 


learner. Through the process of engaging and interacting with the model, it “gradually acquires a 


more generic character and develops into a model for mathematical reasoning that is possible 


because of the development of new mathematical relations that the model starts to refer to” 


(Drijvers, 2003, p. 54).   


The nature of the activity itself 


The whole activity is based on the following handout that learners receive at the outset of the 


lesson. It is taken (and somewhat adapted) from the text written by van den Born W. et al (1998). 


The idea was developed by Professor Hans Freudenthal of the Netherlands. It more or less reads 


as follows: 


You visit a woman who uses a big black pot in which to brew a potion.  She uses wonder cubes to 


regulate the temperature inside the pot. When there are the same amount of positive (hot) and 


negative (cold) wonder cubes inside the pot the temperature is 0 0C. When she adds 8 hot cubes, 







the temperature increases to 8 0C. If she wants to lower the temperature by 5 0C, she adds 5 cold 


cubes.  


1. One day she starts by placing 2 hot and 2 cold cubes inside the pot..  


1.1 The temperature inside the pot is now …… o C 


1.2 The woman then adds another 4 cold cubes. The temperature changes to …. o C 
 


2. On another day the woman makes a fresh brew and starts regulating the temperature by 


putting 12 hot and 7 cold cubes inside the pot.  


2.1 The temperature inside the pot is now …. o C. 


2.2 She then puts 8 hot cubes inside the pot. The temperature now becomes …. o C. 


 


3. Complete the table below: 


 


Starting 


temperature 


Inside the pot is 


placed 


Colder or hotter The temperature now is 


a.  2 o C 2 cold cubes  …………….. 


b. -6 o C 3 cold cubes  …………….. 


c.   7 o C 9 cold cubes  …………….. 


d. -12 o C 5 hot cubes  …………….. 


e    


 


4. Complete the following table by filling in the missing information (First complete one row 


before starting with the next): 


 


Starting temperature Inside the pot is placed End 


temperature 


Addition 


(summarised) 


5 o C 6 hot cubes 11 o C a. 5 + 6 = … 


5 o C 7 cold cubes … b.  5+ -7 = … 


… 9 hot cubes … c. -3 +9 = … 


4 o C 9 cold cubes … d.  4 + ….. 







… … … e. -6 + 8 = … 


-2 o C 4 cold cubes … f. ……. 


 


5. Add up the following.  


    


5.1 -3 +4 = ….   5.6) 8 + 8 = ….  
5.2 –2 + (-13) = …. 5.7) -8 + 8 = ….  
5.3 –6 + 4 = ….  5.8) 8 + (-8) = ….  
5.4 4 + (-9) = ….  5.9) -8 +(-8) = ….  
5.5 -5 + (-15) = …. 5.10) -8 + 0 = …  
 


6. It also happens that the woman has to change the temperature by taking blocks out of the 


pot when it is too full! Luckily she has a long tongs with which to take cubes out of the pot. 


 


6.1 The woman takes two hot blocks out of the pot. Does the temperature drop or does it 


increase.  ……………………………….. 


6.2 What happens with the temperature if the woman takes 5 cold blocks out of the pot? 


……………………………………………….………………………………………… 


 


7. On a particular day the temperature in the pot is 10oC. She uses the tongs to remove 4 hot 


blocks from the pot. 


7.1 What is the temperature now? ………………………. oC. 


7.2 The temperature in the pot is changed to –5 oC. The woman removes 2 cold blocks. The 


temperature now becomes ……………… oC. 


7.3.1 When the temperature inside the pot reaches –8 oC, she takes 5 hot blocks out.  The 
temperature now changes to …………. oC. 


 


8. Give 2 ways in which the woman can lower the temperature inside the pot by 4 degrees:


 Method 1………………………….…………………………………….. 


Method 2:…………….………….……………………………………… 


 


9. Complete the following table: 


 


 







Beginning temperature Out of the pot she takes Colder or hotter? End 


temperature 


8 oC 4 hot blocks Colder ……….. 


10 oC 3 cold blocks ………………… ……….. 


-2 oC 6 hot blocks ………………… ………… 


-7 oC 8 cold blocks ………………… ………… 


-10 oC 4 cold blocks ………………… ………… 


 


10. Complete the following table: 


 


Beginning 


temperature 


Out of the pot she takes Colder or hotter? End 


temperature 


Subtraction 


(summarised) 


-5 oC 3 hot  cubes Colder ……….. -5 – 3 = … 


-6 oC 8 cold cubes hotter ……….. -6 – (-8) = .. 


……… …….. ……………… ………… 3 – 7 = ….. 


……… 5 cold blocks ……………… ………… -2 - … 


……… …….. hotter ………… -13 – (-6) = .. 


……… …….. ……………… ………… 4 – (-9) = … 


 


11. Subtract the following. Think about questions 9 and 10 above: 


11.1 5 – (-8) = ……..  11.2 -4 – 8 = …….. 11.3 -1 –(-1) = ……. 


11.4 -15 – (-9)= ……..  11.5 -10 – (-9) = …….. 11.6 0 – (-8) = …… 


11.7 0 – 5 = ………..  11.8 23 – (-23) = ……… 


Coordinating the activity 


The lesson is normally preceded by a baseline assessment including questions such as the 


following, written on the writing board to ascertain (through baseline assessment) whether learners 


do indeed have a problem with adding and subtracting integers. 


+7 + (+4) = ……..; +7 + (-4) = ……..; -7 + (+4) = ……..; -7 + (-4) = ……..; 


+7 - (+4) = ……..; +4 - (+7) = ……..; -7 - (-4) = ……..; -4 - (-7) = ……..; 







If learners struggle or cannot give the answers to most of the questions, the class is divided into 


smaller groups of 5 to 8 learners, depending on the class size. The activity works well in both small 


and large classes. Each group receives about 20 negative wooden cubes and 20 positive ones; a 


transparent plastic lid from a used cake container, and a thermometer made of cylindrical 


cardboard (the type used at material shops). Learners have to read the introductory paragraph in 


the activity first and the teacher must ensure that all the terms are understood by the learners by 


extracting all the relevant information from them. Make use of dictionaries to allow learners the 


opportunity to look up ‘difficult’ words such as potion; regulate themselves. This is especially of 


value to Second and Third Language speakers. Let one or two learners relate (in their own words) 


the information in the first paragraph to the whole class – in their own words. This helps them to 


focus on the task at hand. 


 


 


 


Get learners to explain what the different apparatus would be used for. While busy doing the 


exercises learners need to put different blocks into the pot or take them out in terms of what the 


exercise requires. In most cases when the blocks inside the pot are grouped in pairs of positive 


and negative, some ‘odd’ ones will remain, say for instance one negative block remains, the 


answer to the sum would be -1, in the case of [+3 + (-4)].  


 


 


Negative (cold) & 


positive (hot) cubes  


Thermometer 


(number line) 


Transparent plastic 


container (black pot) 







Learners should understand  


the different signs as meaning  


the following:      


+3 (three hot / positive   


blocks) + [(added / put into  


the pot) - 4(four cold/negative  


blocks)] = -1. 


 


 


In the case of [+3 -(-4) = +7] 


 


+3 (three hot / positive  


blocks) - (subtracted / taken  


out of the pot) - 4(four cold/ 


negative blocks) =  +7 


It is important that this is done in conjunction with the use of the cardboard thermometer, which is 


actually a ‘modified’ number line. Using the number line in a vertical position seems to enhance 


learners’ understanding of increase and decrease significantly. One learner should be indicating to 


the group what the starting temperature is (+4), when negative or positive blocks are added or 


taken out, his or her finger should go up or down (in this case it should go down  four units) to 


indicate the increase or decrease in temperature. In this case the finger should indicate -1 as final 


temperature, which corresponds to the temperature (1 negative block) inside the pot. The 


thermometer should circulate among learners, since it is crucial for all learners to actively take part. 


The teacher needs to make certain that tables are completed row by row. When learners get to the 


later exercises where bigger and smaller values are used, the blocks are not needed anymore. 


Those learners who still struggle must draw their own extended number line to use as reference. It 


is, thus, important that they make use of a vertical number line, since they seem to conceptualise 


better then when using a horizontal one.  


+3 


+2 


+1 


0 


-1 


-2 


-3 


+7 


+6 


+5 


+4 


+3 


Adding 4 cold  


blocks decreases  


the temperature  


Taking out 4 cold  


blocks increases  


the temperature by  


Starting temperature is +3 


Starting temperature is +3 







The model applied here essentially forms the foundation of mathematical reasoning that is 


indirectly linked to the initial context or story, rather it develops into “a referential base for the level 


of formal mathematics (Drijvers, 2003, p. 55). As such, it succeeds in “bridging the gap between 


informal knowledge and formal mathematics” (Gravemeijer, 1994, p. 91). 


   


Experiences with learners 


Irrespective of who they are, where they come from, or where the school is situated, learners 


always become totally engrossed in this activity, and the enjoyment is evident. They seem to be 


oblivious of the presence of myself (facilitator), the teacher and the camera. As can be seen from 


the pictures taken at Lutzville PS and Masiphmulela HS the grades 7 and 8 learners (respectively) 


became totally absorbed into the activity. Disciplinary problems disappear, productive noise levels 


increase as learners try to make sense, and completing the questions on the activity sheet.  


 


Grade 7’s at Uitkyk Primary in Lutzville in 2004 


Feedback from learners is generally very positive. Throughout the activity the teacher does very 


little talking, and occasionally learners pose questions for clarification. The pace at which the 


different groups work, differ significantly and the teacher should have additional exercises ready for 


the fast workers. The lesson ends by revisiting the baseline assessment questions which would be 


able to answer effortlessly. 


Being able to deal with addition and subtraction of integers meaningfully has obvious implications 


for the teaching and learning of algebra, and facilitates the solving of algebraic expressions and 


equations. The experiences of our South African teachers indicate that a substantial number of 


learners in the FET (Further Education and Training) phase, which include grades 10, 11 and 12, 


struggle with applying basic strategies, discussed in this paper, correctly 
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TEACHERS’ UNDERSTANDING OF A KEY ALGEBRA CONCEPT 


Rencia Lourens and Karin Brodie 


DIPIP, University of the Witwatersrand 


Abstract 


This paper looks at how working in a professional learning community can result in a shift in 


teachers’ understandings of adding variables and the concept of a variable. As four teachers in a 


professional learning community in the Data Informed Practice Improvement Project (DIPIP) were 


designing an algebra lesson, their own understanding of a key Algebra concept developed further. 


The teachers’ development took some time and required the support and the safety made possible 


in the professional learning community.  


Introduction 


Research has shown that working with variables can be challenging for teachers and learners. 


Sfard and Linchevski (1994) looked at the history and teaching of algebra and suggested that for a 


lot of learners, algebra is nothing more than a string of symbols to which well defined 


manipulations are applied. Many learners do not make meaning in algebra classes. 


Professional learning communities as a model for teacher learning are being increasingly 


developed and researched internationally, both in mathematics education and more generally 


(Brodie, 2011). Successful professional learning communities create environments where teachers 


can explore their strengths and weaknesses with colleagues, develop collaborative solutions to 


problems of practice and implement new ideas collectively for the benefit of learners.  


In this paper we discuss how teachers in one professional learning community learned to teach 


algebra more meaningfully. 


DIPIP: Professional and Networked Learning Communities 


The Data Informed Practice Improvement Project (DIPIP) is a professional development project 


where teachers form professional learning communities. In 2011 DIPIP worked in seven schools in 


Gauteng, involving twenty-two mathematics teachers, who formed four professional learning 


communities14. During school terms a facilitator would meet with the teachers of each professional 


learning community on a weekly basis at the school. The facilitators worked closely with the 


teachers and guided the process strongly. The idea is that after the first year, the facilitators will 


gradually withdraw guidance and the professional learning communities will continue to work 


together in their schools.  


Katz et al (2010) argued that having a practice that is the focus of the professional community 


supports successful teacher learning in a professional learning community. In DIPIP this focus is 


working with learners’ errors. We acknowledge that errors make sense to learners in terms of their 


current knowledge and try to support teachers to understand why the errors make sense to 


learners. 


As part of the DIPIP activities, network meetings were organised where two or more communities 


came together for a combined meeting. In 2011 the first network meeting provided opportunities for 


each professional learning community to account for the reasoning behind learners’ errors in a 


common test that their learners wrote and the teachers analysed. Each group gave a ten-minute 


                                                           
14


 One community involved three schools. 







presentation and about thirty minutes were used for discussions where members of other groups 


as well as the project team members could comment, question, challenge and give feedback. The 


facilitator of the network learning community meeting worked towards hearing the teachers’ views, 


putting them into conversations with each other, and challenged the teachers to think more deeply 


about their practice as well as the reasoning behind learner errors (Brodie & Shalem, 2011). 


Analysing learners’ errors from tests 


In 2011 DIPIP used a standardised, international test15 as one focus of the professional learning 


communities’ meetings. One class of learners per participating teacher at each school in the 


project wrote the paper. After the test was written, the professional learning community recorded all 


the errors made by learners. Teachers found it interesting that common errors occurred throughout 


all grades. Each professional learning community identified five common errors to work with. These 


errors were analysed by describing the content addressed in the specific test item, analysing the 


correct response and analysing the error(s) and the reasoning behind them. 


The test addressed questions in algebra. One question asked learners to “Write more simply, 


where possible”, a number of expressions such as 2a + 5a, 2a + 5b, 2a + 5b + a. The focus of this 


paper is how the teachers in one professional learning community came to understand their 


learners’ errors in simplifying the expression 2a + 5b.  


Four of the classes in the school (two Grade 10 and two Grade 11 classes) wrote the test. The 


distribution of answers was as follows: 


 Observed answer % of learners 


 2a + 5b = 2a + 5b or leaving answer open (correct answer) 10% 


 2a + 5b = 7ab 70% 


 Other incorrect answers 20% 


 


The teachers of this professional learning community were concerned about the error 2a + 


5b = 7ab and the number of learners making it.  


Herscovics and Linchevski (1994) looked at the gap between arithmetic and algebra in a large-


scale assessment carried out in Great Britain, involving three thousand secondary school learners. 


They stated “when asked to add 4 onto 3n, 36% had a correct answer 3n + 4, but 31% answered 


7n while 16% gave 7 as the answer” (Herscovics & Linchevski, 1994, p. 62). They argue that 


getting the incorrect response of 7n might be as a result of what Sfard and Linchevski (1994) call 


the process-product dilemma. The dilemma lies in the fact that where we work with an expression 


7n, the 7n indicates both the process of multiplying 7 and n and the answer when the 7 and n are 


multiplied. It could also be difficult for learners to accept the lack of closure in an answer of 3n + 4. 


This difficulty stems from the arithmetic requirement that elements connected by operations be 


replaced by a single one (e.g. 3 + 2 = 5) (Herscovics & Linchevski, 1994).  
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 This test was initially developed in the United Kingdom as part of the research programme 


“Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and Science” (CSMS)  (Kûchemann, 1981). The test was 


extended and used by the “Increasing Competence and Confidence in Algebra and Multiplicative 


Structures” (ICCAMS), project based at Kings College London. We are using a slightly modified 


version of the ICCAMS test. 







Identifying a conceptual problem 


One of the facilitator’s roles is to bring research-based knowledge into the communities’ 


discussions so that they do not become solipsistic (Jackson & Temberley, 2008). Two research 


papers on algebra were discussed at the professional learning community meeting. The first paper 


by Booth (1999) reports on possible causes for children’s difficulties in learning algebra and 


highlights how a teacher can assist learners to interpret symbols. In algebra the + sign can be an 


operation, as in 2a + 5a, but it can also be in the result of an operation, like in 2a + 5b. Usiskin 


(1999) suggest that the different conceptions of algebra are related to the different uses of 


variables. He is of the opinion that there is a lot of confusion amongst learners about the different 


uses of the variable. These papers helped the teachers to see that their learners’ errors were not 


only local – other learners in other places also make them - and thus the teachers were 


encouraged to investigate the learners’ thinking behind the error and to think of ways of addressing 


them. 


At the first network meeting in 2011, the professional learning communities in one district met. 


Each professional learning community prepared a discussion on the five common errors identified 


in their learners’ tests. Each community shared their discussion on the item with the other 


communities. All of the communities identified the error 2a + 5b = 7ab and there was extensive 


discussion on this.  


At one point a teacher made a comment about the learners being unsure about the collecting of 


like terms and suggested using the metaphor of having two apples and five bananas - which stay 


as two apples and five bananas when you put them together. The project leader made a comment 


that the metaphor is actually not a good one to use. The learners can, and often do, say that two 


apples and five bananas are seven fruit. More important is the fact that a does not represent an 


apple, it represents a number. The project leader then asked the network meeting if 2a can be 


added to 5b. Initially some teachers said that it could not be, but after some wait-time on the part of 


the project leader, other teachers responded by saying that it can be added and that the answer is 


2a + 5b.  


Development of Teachers’ Understanding 


During the first professional learning community meeting after the network meeting the community 


discussed the network meeting, including the metaphor of apples and bananas. Towards the end 


of the discussion, one of the teachers, Elelwani, remarked that while she accepts the view that the 


metaphor is mathematically incorrect, her experience was that it works when it is used. She further 


indicated that it was with the same metaphor that she was taught when she was at school. Initially 


the three other teachers agreed with her, but then one teacher, Jabu, challenged Elelwani. He 


asked her why, in terms of the metaphor, we cannot add apples and bananas, but we can multiply 


them, since 2a + 5b cannot be simplified further but 2a × 5b = 10ab. His initial challenge was 


around the use of the metaphor when multiplying 2a and 5b. Immediately after that he followed up 


his own comment and said “No man, the a is not for apples – it is for a number and it cannot be the 


number of apples if there are 2 apples”. There was not a long discussion at that time and it did not 


seem that Elelwani was convinced.  


At the next meeting the activity was to design a lesson drawing on the issues that had come up in 


the error analysis and the network meeting. All four teachers would teach this lesson. When the 


facilitator asked the community what the critical issue in the lessons should be, Elelwani said that it 


should be for learners to understand that a variable represents a number and not an object. This 







comment contradicted her comment during the previous meeting when she defended using two 


apples and five bananas as a metaphor for 2a + 5b. 


The above discussion suggests that Elelwani felt safe enough to have an opinion about the 


metaphor of apples and bananas – even though it meant that she disagreed with the project leader 


and the facilitator. There is evidence of teachers using a metaphor of apples and bananas to help 


learners understand the adding of unlike terms (Chalouh & Herscovics, 1999; Philipp, 1999). 


Elelwani defended the metaphor saying that she knows why it cannot be used, but still thinks that it 


is a good metaphor. It was only when she was challenged in the professional learning community 


and the challenge indicated that the a cannot be for apples that Elelwani and the other teachers in 


the professional learning community really agreed that it should not be used and understood why. 


The reflection on the network meeting in the professional learning community meeting caused a 


critical reflection on the metaphor and helped to develop consensus that it should not be used. This 


consensus generated a new understanding, that the a and b represent numbers. The consensus 


also brought a commitment to teach with this new understanding and the teachers found a new 


way to help learners understand the meaning of a variable. 


 


Conclusion 


Cook and Brown (1999) distinguish between knowledge and knowing. Knowledge is something 


that can be possessed, while knowing implies using knowledge in action. Kazemi and Hubbard 


(2008) use the distinction between knowledge and knowing when looking at teachers’ learning in 


practice. Teachers possess knowledge, but just having the knowledge is not enough to be good at 


what they do (Kazemi & Hubbard, 2008). Knowing here refers to knowledge becoming part of the 


practice of the teacher. Elelwani had the knowledge about the metaphor not being a good way of 


teaching. Through the challenge and discussion at the network and professional learning 


community meetings it became part of her practice and the practice of the other teachers. There 


was a movement from knowledge to knowing.  


This paper argued that working in a professional learning community with a strong focus on 


learners’ errors assisted in bringing about a deeper understanding of a variable representing a 


number in the four members of one professional learning community. The key features of the 


professional learning community were that teachers were safe to express their opinions, reflected 


on challenges from their colleagues and were given time to build their understandings for 


themselves in relation to what they had learned. 
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The 2009 intake of university students were the first to have received complete school 


education within the recently implemented Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) system. 


A feature of the matriculation examination results of these students was the 


exceptionally high Grade 12 marks for Mathematics. This paper addresses the 


question of how the 2009-intake of students performed at university with respect to 


general performance, general attributes, mathematical attributes and content related 


attributes. It appears that although these students are better prepared with respect to 


personal attributes such as confidence. However, in many instances they are weaker 


than their predecessors with respect to mathematical and content related attributes.  


Yet, there are positive indications that these students adapt and improve over a 


semester. We make some suggestions on how to make the transition from secondary 


to tertiary mathematics somewhat smoother. 


 


One of the concerns of the Department of Education (DOE) after 1994, was that many 


learners did not develop the required problem solving skills and the critical reasoning ability 


during the learning process (DOE, 2000). A new education system became a priority and in 


1998 a new education system called Curriculum 2005 was implemented. 


The key principles of Curriculum 2005 include integration, holistic development, relevance, 


participation and ownership, accountability and transparency, learner centredness, flexibility, 


critical and creative reasoning, quality standards and international competitiveness (DOE, 


1997). Not only did the OBE system bring about changes in the approach but also a new 


curriculum. This meant a change at the very heart of the education system. 


One of the concerns regarding the new education system was to what extent these learners 


would be prepared for university mathematics. University preparedness of students who had 


followed the OBE curriculum was a highly relevant topic in 2009.  The first year intake of the 


previous three years all had had partial exposure to OBE – these students experienced OBE 


for a few years but returned to the old curriculum in their final three years of schooling. The 


2009 intake was the first group of students who had followed the OBE curriculum for their 


entire school career. 


 


Mathematical university preparedness 


                                                           
1 The contents of this presentation was developed jointly with Ansie Harding and Patrick 
Phiri and has been published in Engelbrecht, Harding, & Phiri (2010). 







In a recent study in Ireland in which students’ inability to cope successfully with the transition 


between secondary and tertiary mathematics was investigated, Hourigan and O’Donoghue 


(2007) found that essentially there is a big difference between the nature of first year 


students’ mathematics experience at pre tertiary level and that which they experience at 


university in mathematics intensive courses. They also found that the unpreparedness of 


students causes permanent damage to students’ further mathematics careers at university. 


Several researchers have reported on this problem. Craig (2007) and Hoyles, Newman and 


Noss (2001) reported on a number of studies dealing with the difference between university 


expectations and the wide spectrum of mathematical abilities of the new students. De La 


Paz (2005) and Hoyles et al. (2001) name, amongst others, the changing school curricula as 


one of the reasons for these changes.  


The focus in this paper is specifically on this facet. Changes in the school curricula bring 


challenges for university lecturers and may result in the development and implementation of 


bridging courses as well as the need for change of university curricula and assessment 


strategies (Craig, 2007; Wood, 2001).  


This paper follows on a paper by Engelbrecht and Harding (2008) that reports on the first 


stage of this project. In the latter the preparedness of students who had had partial exposure 


to OBE, referred to as the transition group, was investigated. It was shown that the transition 


group was on par in most skills categories and performed even better in geometry but was 


lacking in modelling skills. The results of the 2008 paper and results presented here are not 


directly comparable as the instrument used in 2008, namely the Alternative Admissions 


Research Project (AARP) tests then used for entrance purposes, are no longer in use. 


 


The 2009 intake of students 


The 2009 intake of students at university were the first to have written a Grade 12 paper in 


the OBE system.  The matriculation Mathematics examination results were surprisingly 


positive. More than 47% of those who wrote the examination passed Mathematics compared 


to about 43% in 2008. Of the learners who passed Mathematics almost half (63 000) 


obtained a mark of more than 50% in contrast to the typical 25 000 of previous years whose 


achievement was similar to that of higher-grade mathematics (Keeton, 2009). Many people 


felt that the paper was too easy and that too many learners achieved distinctions and also 


that the paper maybe was marked too “lightly”.  


A panel of experts was requested by the Department of Education to evaluate the paper. 


This request arose after criticism of the standard of the mathematics examination papers 


such as by the Concerned Mathematics Educators (2009) claiming that  


the final examination in Mathematics was watered down and has therefore widened the 


gap between school and university for the top learner. The type of questioning was 


unchallenging for talented and competent learners and if this standard is going to be used 


as a benchmark for future examinations it will not adequately prepare young learners to 


study Mathematics related courses at university level. (par. 2) 







The Ministerial Panel (2009) reported that those learners who scored 50% or more on the 


2008 National Senior Certificate Mathematics papers would historically have passed 


mathematics on the higher grade in the previous system at 40%. It was also found that there 


was a lack of differentiation between the 70 – 79% level and the above 80% level and that 


the paper did not provide enough questions at the “knowledge” level of the taxonomy.  


Another possibility for the high performance was that the exemplar papers, made available 


to the learners in advance, were too similar to the actual examination papers and created the 


opportunity for examination coaching. People also complained that learners now passed with 


a mark of 30% compared to the 40% of previous years. Incidentally, the above-mentioned 


pass rate of 47% reduces to 30% if 40% is taken as the pass rate (Keaton, 2009). 


Although the Grade 12 results look good on paper there are reasons for concern. The 


question remains whether the OBE system is sufficiently preparing the learners for university 


studies. 


Various lecturers who taught first year mathematics in 2009 reported on under preparedness 


of students. Huntley indicated that in a trend picked up by mathematics lecturers across the 


country, 71 percent of first-year engineering students had passed in 2008 compared with just 


35 percent in the 2009 mid-year examination.  In addition, the fact that more Grade 12 


learners than ever before had passed in 2008, caused record enrolments in university 


mathematics courses. This had led to enormous strain on the university’s ability to teach 


(Huntley, 2009). 


In short, although a learner may have achieved the minimum requirements to allow him to 


study for a bachelors degree, this does not necessarily mean that he will be able to cope at 


university (Roodt, 2009). 


 


Mathematics in die OBE system 


The OBE system resulted in differences in the curriculum and approach. In mathematics 


some of the more difficult topics, including geometry, were moved to a third paper, an 


optional examination paper written by only 11 000 students in 2008 nationwide (Keaton, 


2009). Certain topics were excluded from the new curriculum, for instance absolute value 


and some parts of trigonometry and logarithms.  


It is easy to determine the differences in content but much more difficult to determine the 


level of mathematical skills of the learners who passed Grade 12 in 2008. We refer here to 


mathematical skills such as algebraic manipulation and graphical interpretation. In addition 


to these mathematical skills there are also a number of personal attributes, such as 


confidence and work ethics, that may have been either improved or compromised because 


of the different approach of the OBE system.  These attributes could also have an influence 


on success in mathematics at university. 


The research question is as follows: 


To what extent was the 2009 intake of students prepared for university mathematics with 


regard to   







o Performance 
o General attributes 
o Mathematical skills 
o Content related skills? 


 


The sample 


This study is firstly based on a questionnaire completed by a number of experienced 


lecturers involved with the 2009 intake of mathematics students. It is secondly based on the 


results of the first and second semester tests in a calculus course, written by a group of first 


year engineering students at a large university in Gauteng, after five and ten weeks of 


lectures, respectively, hereafter referred to as Semester Tests 1 and 2. Although the course 


consisted of 1282 students, data was obtained and analysed for 924 students for Semester 


Test 1 and for 820 students for Semester Test 2, with an overlap of about 750 students. The 


data collection was conducted by means of an extra page attached to the back of each test 


script on which the student had to fill in the individual question scores obtained. The extra 


page had to be returned to the lecturer. Where the lecturer failed to collect these 


immediately upon handing back the papers, it proved to be an onerous task to 


retrospectively collect these, which explains the lack of data for some students. There is no 


reason to believe that the groups for which data was collected are not representative of the 


larger group.  In this calculus course students attended four lectures of one hour each? and 


one tutorial of two hours per week. The entrance requirement in mathematics for these 


students was level 6 (a mark of at least 70%) in Grade 12 mathematics. 


We used the questionnaire to determine the experience of the lecturers with the 2009 intake 


and used these opinions as guidelines for further investigation in analysing Semester Tests 


1 and 2. 


 


Grade 12 marks distribution  


In 2007, 22% of students enrolling for this course achieved a distinction (more than 80%) in 


Grade 12. In 2008 the corresponding figure was 24% and in 2009 it was 55%, dramatically 


higher than for the previous two years. Note that these percentages include students 


repeating this course and that the actual percentages for new students were somewhat 


higher. In fact, in 2009, 72% of the new students who enrolled for this course in 2009 


achieved a distinction in Mathematics in Grade 12. The percentage frequency distribution is 


given in Figure 1 and shows the remarkable distribution of the 2009 first years’ Grade 12 


marks. It is clear that the Grade 12 marks of the 2009 intake were exceptionally high relative 


to the previous two years. 


 







 


Figure 1: Percentage frequency distribution of Grade 12 performance 


All the graphs following (Figures 2 – 10) are also percentage frequency distributions, with the 


number of students on the vertical axis and the performance intervals as a percentage (0-


100) on the horizontal axis. 


 


General performance in university mathematics 


In Figure 2 we compare the Grade 12 marks of the 2009 group of students with their 


performance in Semester Test 1 and Semester Test 2. 
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Figure 2: Student performance in Grade 12 and in Semester Test 1 and Semester Test 2 


From Figure 2 it is clear that there was a strong shift to the left from Grade 12 marks to 


marks in Semester Test 1. The marks for Semester Test 2 does not display the same strong 


shift to the left. In fact, the marks distribution for the second semester test, as well as for the 


exam,  appear to show a slight shift to the right and is more similar to the Grade 12 marks 


distribution. Exam?? 


The Pearson correlation coefficient between Grade 12 performance and performance in 


Semester Test 1 is 0,37 and for Semester Test 2 it is 0,35, which are both significant (p < 







0,001) on this large sample of students, particularly so for Semester Test 2. This implies that 


Grade 12 can still be considered as a good predictor of university success in mathematics 


but that these students have to realise that their Grade 12 performance will not easily be 


repeated in university mathematics. 


The percentage frequency distribution of marks in the June examination is given in Figure 3. 


From this figure it is clear that students have to an extent recovered. Care should be taken 


not to conclude too much from this graph as students who had a semester mark of less than 


30% did not comply with examination entrance requirements and are excluded, reducing the 


group size to 1144. Wel? Gee die inligting – hoeveel? 
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Figure 3: Student performance in the June Examination 


 


Questionnaire to the lecturers 


A questionnaire was completed by ten experienced first year lecturers – some involved in 


first year mathematics for engineering students, some in teaching the mainstream first year 


courses including mathematics, actuarial sciences, financial mathematics and computer 


sciences and others in the pre-calculus extended programme..  Lecturers were asked to 


express an opinion on aspects in which the 2009 students were better off, were worse off 


and in which there was no change with respect to the following three facets: general 


personal attributes, general mathematical attributes and content related skills.  


 


General personal attributes 


Lecturers were almost unanimous in their opinion that the 2009 intake of students had more 


confidence and were more willing to try.  Students had a positive outlook and had confidence 


in their abilities.  It was noticeable that students were not prepared to blindly follow the 


method suggested by the lecturer, they wanted to “experiment” and do things “their” way. 


Unfortunately this way of doing goes along with a lack of mathematical rigour and a way of 


writing that often makes sense only to the student him/herself. Some lecturers felt that 


students had too much self-confidence and spoke about mathematics too loosely rather than 







writing it out carefully. When marking tests this personal characteristic of (excessive) 


confidence was also noticeable.  As one lecturer remarked: “Students write down everything 


that they can think about, without any coherence, and hope that somewhere there will be 


something that can earn them a mark.” This way of doing was not entirely new for 2009 


students but probably more so than in the past. It is also possible that the noticeable 


confidence of the new students can be ascribed to their high Grade 12 symbols for 


mathematics and not only to their exposure to OBE. 


Our findings of increased confidence agree with that of Adler, quoted by Smith (2009, par. 


23): “the kids are much better than they were, they are more confident, they are more aware 


of what they do and don’t know and they are more willing to try.” 


 


General mathematical skills 


There was agreement amongst lecturers regarding the deterioration in general mathematical 


skills. Lecturers were unanimous regarding decrease in the specific skills of factual 


knowledge, algebraic manipulation and mathematical formulation. Most lecturers felt strongly 


that there was a decrease in all these skills while the odd lecturer felt that there was an 


improvement in graphical manipulation and mathematical intuition.  It appears that the self-


confidence with which students started out with in the course was not justified and that this 


was not supported by the necessary mathematical skills. For example, in Semester Test 1 


around 35% of students made mathematical errors such as  
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According to lecturers there was not only a noticeable weakening of knowledge regarding 


log laws and log manipulation but there was also an increase in elementary errors such as 


that  
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Furthermore, there was a particular lack of knowledge and a lack of skills in trigonometry. 


Typical errors included 







1
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There was particular concern regarding the poor ability of students to “write“ mathematics.  


Students wrote little and appeared to be uncertain. Often something that made sense was 


obscured between nonsensical writing.  


In the empirical investigation of performance in the semester tests we grouped questions 


that mainly concern one of the components and investigated student performance in each of 


these components.  


The performance of students in questions that mainly required algebraic manipulation in 


Semester Tests 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Performance in algebraic manipulation in Semester Test 1 and Semester Test 2 


 


In Semester Test 1 the distribution leans to the left.  There are too many students that 


scored less than 50% for these questions. It is expected of students to be fluent in algebraic 


manipulation to ensure success in university mathematics.  For Semester Test 2 there 


seems to have been a slight improvement in the skill of algebraic manipulation. The 


distribution leans somewhat to the right and although the marks are still poorer than the 


Grade 12 marks, there was less reason for concern. Whereas students seemed to be out of 


their depth in Semester Test 1 as far as algebraic manipulation was concerned, they 


seemed to have adapted and improved.  







In Figure 5 we give the performance of students in questions in Semester Tests 1 and 2 that 


mainly required graphical interpretation. 
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Figure 5: Performance in graphical interpretation in Semester Test 1 and Semester Test 2 


It is clear that performance improved noticeably from the first to the second semester tests. 


Graphical manipulation has always been difficult for students but although it appeared to still 


be the case in Semester Test 1 the pleasing finding was the remarkable improvement in this 


category in Semester test 2. 


 


Performance in the other three mathematical skills categories for the two semester tests is 


given in Figure 6. Possibly the best of the three categories is the concept application 


category, especially in the second semester test, a surprising finding. It appeared that 


students’ comprehension was not poor at all but that technical manipulation was the 


stumbling block. A disturbing observation was that basic factual knowledge was not on par, 


neither in Semester Test 1 nor in Semester Test 2. Is it perhaps a feature of the OBE 


generation that they prefer to do but are not so keen to spend the required time on studying?  


 







 


Figure 6: Student performance in factual knowledge and concept application for Semester 


Test 1 and Semester Test 2 


 


The correlation coefficients between student performance in each of the components and 


their Grade 12 performance are given in Table 1.  


Table 1: Correlation coefficients between university and Grade 12 performance 


 Sem Test 


1 


Sem Test 2 


General results 0,37 0,35 


Algebraic manipulation 0,47 0,28 


Graphical manipulation and interpretation 0,39 0,21 


Concept application and interpretation 0,34 0,32 


Basic factual knowledge 0,27 0,22 


 


These correlation figures are all significant (p < 0,001). The poorer correlation in factual 


knowledge supports the notion that many of the students simply did not study enough and 


that this was not only the case for poor students.  


 


Content related skills  


It was not surprising that a deterioration in preparedness was observed regarding topics 


such as absolute value, trigonometric functions and exponents and logarithms as it was 


exactly in these topics that content decreased or was totally omitted in the new curriculum. It 


appears that students were not only inept with respect to mathematical skills but also with 


respect to content. In the empirical investigation we grouped questions that mainly 







concerned each of the content components and considered student performance in each of 


these components.  


The correlation coefficients between student performance in Semester Test 1 in each of the 


components and their Grade 12 performance are given in Table 2.  


Table 2: Correlation coefficients between performance in 


components of Semester Test 1 and Grade 12 


General result of Semester Test 1 0,37 


Inequalities and absolute value 0,33 


Functions and graphs 0,36 


Trigonometry 0,38 


Exponents and logarithms 0,19 


Limits and continuity 0,46 


 


The correlation coefficients between student performance in Semester Test 2 in each of the 


components and their Grade 12 performance are given in Table 3.  


 


Table 3: Correlation coefficients between performance in 


components of Semester Test 2 and Grade 12 


General result of Semester Test 2 0,35 


Differentiation - concepts 0,29 


Differentiation - technical 0,24 


Differentiation - applications 0,29 


Limits and asymptotes 0,25 


Continuity 0,25 


 


Again all correlations are significant (p < 0,001) and of approximately the same size, except 


for the component of exponents and logarithms in Semester Test 1. The component of 


exponents and logarithms caught the lecturers slightly off guard. Exponents and logarithms 


are included in the school curriculum and lecturers assumed that students were equipped 


with the same level of knowledge as in previous years. This was not the case. Students were 


initially inept in log laws and manipulation with exponents and logarithms, more so than 


before. The result was that although this topic was included in the school curriculum, the 


teaching pace at university was such that students floundered with their shallow knowledge. 


On realising this, effort was made for allocating extra time and to giving more attention to 


logarithms and exponent. From Figure 7 it is encouraging that there was a group of students 







that definitely had the necessary knowledge and skills and that the situation had perhaps 


improved.   
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Figure 7: Student performance in inequalities and absolute values, logarithms and 


exponents and trigonometry in Semester Test 1 


 


Inequalities and absolute value together form a topic to which more time needs to be 


devoted, as is clear from Figure 7. Too many students performed poorly in this topic. 


As for the trigonometry, although there is a group of students that has mastered the topic, 


there are too many that scored less than 50%. These students could probably be rescued 


through a slower presentation pace. 


The main thread of the mathematics course under discussion runs through functions, limits, 


continuity and differentiation – from the concepts to techniques to applications. We follow 


this thread with respect to student performance. For functions, limits and continuity (the start 


of the topic) the performance in Semester Test 1 is disappointing (Figures 8 and 9). The 


level of knowledge in these topics was too low. As a result a decision was taken to spend 


considerably more time on this topic and to gain the time by moving some of the last work to 


the second semester.  


 


 







Figure 8: Student performance in functions in Semester Test 1 


 


 


Figure 9: Student performance in Semester Test 1 and Semester Test 2 in limits and 


continuity 


 


In Semester Test 2 (Figure 9) there is no improvement from Semester Test 1 in the limits 


topic. It is clear that the topic is difficult for students. Yet, surprisingly, student performance 


increased in the continuity category. As was seen in other categories, students initially 


struggled to find their feet but then improved in performance. 


The concepts involved in differentiation did not appear to be problematic for the majority of 


students (Figure 10), although there was a tail of students for which this finding was not true. 


This tail seemed to be increasing as the topic was deployed. The performance decreased 


through technical differentiation to applications. Applications are by nature more difficult but 


the relatively poor performance in technical differentiation did not bode well for the follow-up 


topic of integration, which is far more complex. Technical differentiation requires the rigour of 


applying rules, secured by repeated practice. These students did not seem to be geared for 


practice and more practice until it becomes second nature to do differentiation. 


 


Figure 10: Student performance in Semester Test 2 in differentiation 







 


Discussion 


The change to a new education system at school level has been the most significant of the 


past few decades and it was to be expected that certain difficulties and discrepancies would 


be experienced. It was important to identify problem areas and address eminent issues. The 


interface between secondary school and university has to provide for a smooth transition 


and it would have been fortuitous if the new system decreased the existing gap. This study 


unfortunately shows that for mathematics, the new system has enlarged rather than 


decreased the gap.   


We do not put blame on anyone in this study. The national Department of Education 


involved higher education continually during the curriculum development process and the 


problems experienced at the moment are not necessarily someone’s “fault”. We are in a 


transition phase and need to address unexpected problems as they emerge.  


The secondary education structures as well as universities should devote attention to 


addressing the widening gap between secondary school and university mathematics. One 


cannot accept students for university courses if we know in advance that they are under 


prepared and will most likely experience difficulties.   


Possible solutions to smoothen the discontinuity between secondary and tertiary 


mathematics include 


o Further research to make a detailed analysis of the problem 
o Continued close cooperation between university and secondary education authorities 
o Possible changes in the school curriculum 
o The possibility of an additional mathematics subject as another of the seven school 


subjects 
o Raising of admission requirements at universities 
o Placing more students in extended programmes at universities 
o Extension of support programmes at universities 


In addition, there is a realisation at university level that the teaching pace should be slowed 


down and that the curricula in first year courses need to be revised. Content in first year 


courses has gradually increased with time and resulted in a quickening of pace. This trend 


should be halted and reversed. Emphasis has also shifted to a more theoretical approach in 


some courses for which the new intake of students is clearly not ready. The 2009 intake of 


students thus forced both universities and schools to pause for stock taking. An outreach 


should be done from both sides for successful education systems at both levels.   
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Currently, it is unpopular to propose that procedural fluency should be 
accorded high priority in the teaching of school mathematics. In this 
paper a case is made for teaching for procedural fluency. It is argued 
that procedural knowledge is the major component of the legitimate 
school mathematics knowledge as constituted by high-stakes school 
mathematics examinations such as the National Senior Certificate 
Mathematics examination. Furthermore it is argued that the teaching of 
procedures is not only about the step-by-step actions to accomplish 
whatever results are to be accomplished. Rather, examination of 
mathematics teachers’ activity shows that there is evidence of seeds for 
exploitation to enhance the mathematicalness of learners by focusing on 
the teaching of procedures. 


 


INTRODUCTION 


“Mathematics as an educational task”, the title of Fredunethal’s seminal work, conjures up 


many images and begs many questions. For example, what is at play? An education in 


Mathematics? The role of Mathematics in school education? Both? It is without doubt that 


Freudenthal through the Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) programme had a major 


influence on both the direction of the development of school mathematics curricula and 


research in Mathematics Education. 


RME a comprehensive mathematics research and development programme, with its core 


“reality is the source and domain of applications of Mathematics.” It spread from Netherlands 


to various parts of the world. In South Africa there was the Realistic Mathematics Education 


in South Africa (REMESA) project (Julie, et al, 1999), the USA had the Mathematics in 


Context (MiC) project (Romberg and Shafer, 2002) and in Indonesia there is the still 


operative Pendidikan Matematika Realistik Indonesia (PMRI) project (Sembring, Hadi & 


Dolk, 2008). 


In a sense RME was initially a dissident development against the prevailing direction of 


school mathematics developments in particularly the then Western countries. These nations 


were, to put it mildly, shocked when the Soviet Union launched Sputnik in 1957 and they 


sought renewal and modernisation of their school mathematics enterprise. A seminar was 


held at Royaumont in 1959 (Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), 


1961) to discuss the direction of this renewal and modernisation. Vigorous debate and 


interchange characterised this seminar with Freudenthal and Dieudonné apparently at each 


other’s throats. Dieudonné was advocating a school mathematics curriculum founded on the 







formal structures of Mathematics. His quest is characterised by the famous statement 


“Euclid must go!” Freudenthal was agitating for a different starting point: school mathematics 


embedded in the experiential world of the child. During the interchange it is reported that 


Freudenthal shouted at Dieudonné by stating “Don’t shout at me, for I can shout louder than 


you—and in more languages.” (Howson, 2004). However, the outcome of the seminar was 


that school mathematics curricula should be firmly based in the formal structures of 


Mathematics. This culminated in the “New Maths” school curricula characterised by set 


theory as the underpinning for school mathematics. Emblematic of the content of school 


mathematics textbooks during the era was as illustrated in Figure 1 below. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


South Africa also adopted the “New Maths” programme and an exemplar of the textbook 


entries of the day was as presented in Figure 2. 


 


Figure 2: Excerpt of "New Math" South African textbook example (Malan and Smith, 1967, p 


16) 


 


Figure 1: Excerpt from a "New Maths" textbook (School Mathematics Study Group, 


1968, p 11) 


The intersection of the lines l1 and l2 is the 


set of points common to all points common 


to both lines. Since P is the only point in 


the intersection, we write l1 ∩ l2 = {P}. 


 


P 


l1 


l2 







Freudenthal, however, continued with his project and this sense he was swimming against 


the stream of formalistic structural mathematics as the starting point for school mathematics. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: "New Maths" and Freudenthal’s ‘oppositionary’ approach 


Freudenthal’s curriculum project for school mathematics was not the only one. There were 


others such as Papert’s Logo-programming with its defining “Teaching children to be 


mathematicians vs teaching them mathematics” (Papert, 1972) and Davis’s Madison project 


(Davis, 1984) with its “assimilation paradigm”. Variants of these school curriculum 


mathematics orientations eventually replaced the “New Maths” and today are the dominant 


paradigmatic orientations for school mathematics curricula more or less across the world. 


These orientations favour the development of the processes of doing mathematics with the 


formal aspects of mathematics coming into play only later. This is diagrammatically 


depicted in Figure 4. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Current dominant focus of school mathematics approaches 


The issue pursued in this paper is “Is it time, in South Africa with her highly unsatisfactory 


performance in school mathematics, to swim against this stream and accord procedural 


fluency a higher priority?” This question is considered by firstly discussing what legitimate 


school mathematics knowledge is followed by an exposition of the content of this knowledge. 


Thirdly a model for the focus for teaching for the proposed legitimate school mathematical 


knowledge is presented. The penultimate section provides examples on how teachers are 


near to realizing this model in their activity of teaching procedures and it is concluded that 
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this might lead to ways of mathematics classroom pedagogies to arrest the unsatisfactory 


performance in high-stakes school mathematics examinations. 


LEGITIMATE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS KNOWLEDGE 


The choices of the content to be included in school mathematics and what to make its focus 


for teaching are not always clear. Mathematical content other than the current selected ones 


with different foci for teaching could as well have been chosen.  School mathematics is a 


particular kind of mathematics. (Julie, 2002). It is a hybrid of pure mathematics, 


mathematical modelling, the application of mathematics and probability and statistics, the 


traditional disciplines in higher education institutions. A further characteristic of school 


mathematics is that it is wholly situated on the established knowledge side of a knowledge 


continuum as illustrated in the Table 1. The traditional disciplines in higher education 


institutions are more towards the frontier side in as far as its research and research training 


concern. 


Established  Frontier 


Stable (current state of 


intransitivity). 


Vetted by the knowledge 


custodial community. 


State of intransitivity has a long 


existence. 


Generally publicly visible and 


recognisable 


Is teachable having gone through 


didactical transposition processes  


 Transitive (Unstable and fragile). 


Prone to refutation and falsification. 


Visibility and recognisability restricted to that 


sector of the custodial knowledge community 


who concerns themselves with the particular 


area of knowledge. 


Is not teachable but only co-explorable by the 


immediate community. 


School Knowledge 


Table 1: A Knowledge Continuum 


 


School mathematics is in essence the mathematics that is legitimized by tests and 


examinations. This notion of valid disciplinary knowledge in general is convincingly argued 


by Kvale (1993, pp. 219-220) who states that “…the examination itself contributes to 


establish the valid knowledge of a discipline…The examination committee defines what is 


valid and legitimate knowledge in a field.”  The contention in this paper is thus that legitimate 


school mathematics knowledge is the knowledge that is tested in high-stakes examinations 


such as the National Senior Certificate (NSC) Mathematics examination. 


This notion of legitimate knowledge as the knowledge constituted by high-stakes 


examinations for obtaining a certificate of worth is common in many other practices. The 







knowledge necessary to obtain a learner’s driver’s license is a less esoteric common 


example. Of all the knowledge around about driving a motor vehicle, what counts and 


focused on to obtain this initial certificate of worth for driving a motor vehicle legally, is the 


knowledge that will be tested as encapsulated in the K53 manual. A less esoteric example is 


the knowledge required to be admitted to various professions such as a certified financial 


risk analyst or a chartered accountant. 


The above constitution of legitimate school mathematics has long been realized by schools 


serving learners from high socio-economic status (HSES) environments. These schools are 


characterized by high achievement and an aspect of their practice to attain this high 


achievement is portrayed as follows for the Australian situation. 


Private establishments…exploit the socially discriminating potential of school subjects to the 
full. [They do this] by interpreting and formalizing its cognitive demands of [a curriculum] into 
a programme of group work in which concepts and operations are mastered pragmatically, 
that is, as a set of practices that represent ends in themselves, the “business” of the 
classroom and the exam. 


… These classes can be worked to a high standard of competitive performance, following 
the bureaucratic procedures of syllabus-stripping (reduction to examinable topics), chalk and 
talk, worked examples, worksheets, past papers and exam rehearsals. To this participation 
in national and university mathematics contests add luster and encouragement, as does the 
annual release of exam results and the media parade of top students. (Teese, 2000, pp 186 
- 188). 


This pragmatic approach to reform in curricula is also evident in South Africa. With the 


introduction of Outcomes-Based Education, schools serving learners from HSES 


environments re-interpreted of the curriculum to not lose the focus on the high-stakes 


examinations.  Harley and Wedekind (2004, p 202) captures this re-interpretation as follows: 


But there is another imperative, no less powerful than in all other secondary schools: the 
Senior Certificate ‘exit’ qualification known as ‘matric’. Accordingly, the OBE programme has 
a time allocation of only of only three periods per week, and the responsibility rests with the 
school librarian. For over 90 percent of the available time, learners are engaged in traditional 
subject lessons. 


Clearly, the focus is on getting the learners to succeed in high-stakes examinations. This 


situation generally holds in high-performing schools serving learners from HSES 


environments as is evident from these schools finishing the syllabus during the second 


quarter of the grade 12-year and focusing attention on preparing students to succeed in the 


NSC examination by, in a structured way, working through past and imagined papers drawn 


up by teachers. Of course, it has to be borne in mind that there are academic, cultural and 


economic capital in HSES environments which account for learners to acquiring the 


necessary wherewithal to participate in the in the “national and university mathematics 


contests” mentioned Teese. The so-called progressive ways of doing mathematics is so near 


to what happens in their extra-school environments that the school environment need not to 


be organized to spend much time on these issues. Thus in designing teaching for success in 


schools in LSES environments the practice of examination-focused organization should not 


be looked upon as retrogressive since success in high-stakes examinations, as Muller 


(2000: 62) argues, provide learners from LSES backgrounds with a necessary “article of 


universally recognized cultural capital such as a school diploma [which] confers symbolic 


power on the holder.” 







By claiming that the legitimate knowledge is the knowledge that is prioritized and constituted 


by the examination, does not imply that the examination questions are the knowledge. It is 


the knowledge inherent in such questions that are at stake.  


THE CONTENT IN HIGH-STAKES SCHOOL MATHEMATICS EXAMINATIONS 


Consideration of the two lists, with some exemplar examination questions, in Table 2 reveals 


that different “objects” of mathematical knowledge are privileged in the two situations.  With 


privileging viewed as question types having more than 50% of the questions of the kind 


given in the lists, in the two examinations, then different kinds of knowledge are accorded 


high priority in the two situations. Consequently, the intensity of the focus of teaching will 


differ for the two situations. 







 


 


List A List B 


Take any three-digit number whose digits increase 


as you read from left to right. Make another number 


by reversing the order of the digits, and subtract the 


smaller from the larger. Reverse the order of the 


digits of the difference, and add it to the difference. 


What is the answer and why? 


Find the difference between 732 


and the number formed by 


reversing the digits. 


Take any fraction. Make a new fraction with the 


new numerator the difference between the 


numerator and denominator and the new 


denominator the sum of numerator and the 


denominator. Do the same to your new fraction. 


What do you notice? 


Simplify 
104


54
 


Is “OTTO” always divisible by 11? Show that 5665 is divisible by 


11. 


Comment on the method below for the factorisation 


of quadratic expressions. 


2x2 - 7x + 3 


x2 – 7x + 6…Divide 2 by 2, multiply 3 by 2 


x2 – x – 6x + 6… Split middle term so that there are 


common factors for first and last term 


x(x – 1) – 6(x – 1)…common factor 


(x – 1)(x – 6)…common factor 


)
2


6
)(


2


1
( −− xx …Divide both 1 and 2 by 2 


 )3)(
2


1
( −− xx …Simplify 


(2x – 1)(x – 3)…  Multiply the first factor by 2. (The 


second is multiplied by 1 since the denominator of 


3 is 1) 


Factorise 2x2 - 7x + 3 


 


Table 2: Examination Question Types 







The Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) document and current high-


stakes examinations such as the NSC examination put much emphasis on questions of the 


type B. It is stated that 


 


Knowledge Routine Procedures Complex Procedures Problem Solving 


20% 35% 30% 15% 


Table 3: Percentage Distribution of Knowledge Problem Types for Mathematics Examination 


(DBE, 2011) 


This shows that the legitimate knowledge is of a procedural nature with the accompanying 


concepts embedded in these procedures. Emphasising procedural adeptness, although 


sometimes suspiciously viewed, is well-established in East-Asian countries. In these 


environments  “Teaching and learning stress both fundamental techniques (via repeated 


practice) and fundamental knowledge…embedded in a cultural belief that skilfulness (ability 


to do certain things well) can bring about cleverness and creativity.” (Leung, 2010, p 366). 


TOWARDS A MODEL FOR TEACHING PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE 


Given the proposition that the legitimate knowledge that ought to be taught in schools is 


those privileged by the high-stakes examinations and that, for the South African situation, 


this school mathematical knowledge is procedural in nature, it is proposed that teaching 


should emphasise mastery of mathematical procedures and the concepts involved in these 


procedures as given in Figure 5 below. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Focus of teaching on procedures 


In this configuration importance is accorded to procedures and by implication calculation. This is not 


such a bad thing. It can be argued that one of, if not the primary, the purposes of Mathematics is the 


quest for efficient and effective methods of calculation. For example, the pursuit for solving the 


Riemann hypothesis is to find ways of calculation. Sabbagh (2002, 222) alludes to this by asserting 


“cryptographers have to devise even better methods of encryption, and these will rely upon the 
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Development of process skills 
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Time 
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discovery of more and more sophisticated mathematical methods, some of them derived from a proof 


of the Riemann hypothesis.” 


A narrow view of intentional teaching focusing on “Practising and consolidation of concepts and 


procedures” is not advocated. Rather, where appropriate, process skills should be developed during 


this kind of teaching. In this regard, the following scheme for organizing the knowledge objects of 


school mathematics is proposed. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Organisational scheme for school mathematics 


Proposing a primary focus on mastery of procedures should not be viewed as the exclusion 


of other processes. As stated by Mason and Davis (1991, 78) “To master a topic…it is 


necessary to have a sense of what the techniques does and the kind of questions it answers 


[and] be aware of various ways of thinking about constituent ideas…”A narrow view of solely 


focussing on drill and practice of the step-by-step actions is thus not advanced. It is a myth 


that when there is talks about mastery of procedures then other aspects of doing 


Mathematics cannot be dealt with. Watson and Mason (1998) provide a scheme for 


incorporating aspects of doing Mathematics when dealing with mastery of procedures. In line 


with the objects of school mathematics given above, I have adapted it for a teaching 


development project as given in the table 3. The left-hand side is a list of the “various ways 


of thinking” or processes, aspects of being mathematical or mathematicalness.


Conventions, representations and notations 


The way things are written, the symbols that are used. Examples:  “+” is used to indicate 


“addition”; “√” is used as the “square root” sign. 


Concepts and definitions 


A concept is a mathematical “thing” with the property that there are certain elements which 


cannot be changed so that it remains the “thing” that it is. Examples: Solution; equation; 


midpoint; area and real number. 


Procedures and techniques 


Procedures are step-by-step actions to obtain a desired result. Example: Factorisation of 


quadratic trinomials; constructing the altitudes of a triangle and simplifying algebraic 


fractions. 


Relationships between concepts 


Links between different concepts and combinations, mostly operationally (addition, 


subtraction, multiplication, division, etc.) linked, of concepts. Theorems are the most 


commonly known relationships. 







 


Mathematicalness 


activity  


Example 


Exemplifying 


Specialising 


Write an explanation on how to solve for x if -1 ≤ 2 - 3x ≤ 8. 


(i) Write a test question on the simplification of algebraic fractions. 


Completing 


Deleting 


Correcting 


To find the solution of 4sin 2θ - 1 = 3 for θϵ[0o; 90o], add 1 to each side 


to get 4sin 2θ  = 4; complete this. 


Delete the unnecessary steps 


To sketch the graph of y = 2x2 + 6x – 3 


(ii) Factorise to find the x-intercepts 
(iii) Find the y-intercept 
(iv) Find the co-ordinates of the turning point 
(v) Calculate a table of values 
(vi) Plot and connect the points 


Comparing 


Sorting Organising 


What is the same and what is different about solving simultaneous linear 


equations in two unknowns using substitution or using graphs? 


Put in order some questions to help you choose which method of 


factorisation to use. 


Changing 


Varying 


Reversing 


Altering 


Factorise ak – (k + a) + a2 in two different ways. 


Find out if you can calculate the distance between two points by only 


using the coordinates of one of the points. 


Generalising 


Conjecturing 


Of what is 
xx


xx


22


22


3.22


11.6
 = 1


)3.22(


)11.6(
2


2


=
x


x


an example? 


When can the signs of terms be changed during solving linear 


inequalities? 


Explaining Justifying 


Verifying 


Convincing 


How can we sure that that 2≤x<5 if 5 ≤x + 3 < 8? 


Is it always true that to draw a graph y = 2cos θ it is only necessary to 


set up a table of values for θ = 00, 300 and 45o, plot and connect the 


points? 


Table 3: Mathematicalness, procedures and techniques 


A similar list can be constructed for the other objects mentioned in the organisational 


scheme of mathematics taught in schools in Figure 6 above. Thus the proposal for teaching 


focused on mastery of procedures as the bulk of the legitimate knowledge for school 







mathematics is not a position that excludes the development of the mathematicalness of 


learners. Rather, the contention is that such mathematicalness can be fostered through 


focusing on the mastery of procedures and its accompanying concepts. 


 


POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF FOCUSSED TEACHING OF PROCEDURES 


One of the dilemmas in South Africa is that too few learners pass with acceptable levels of 


achievement in the NSC examination for Mathematics. Although there is no magic formula to 


turn the situation around, it is generally accepted that when foci are clear and an entire 


system knows what the goals are then the chances are that there will be collective and 


concerted effort to achieve such goals.  The contention is that a firm pursuit for mastering 


the legitimate knowledge as articulated above has the potential for more learners achieving 


a higher level of quality of success than is currently the case. 


There is widespread agreement that learners who do school mathematics are not equally 


interested in it. They have diverse motives or rationales for wanting or not to do school 


mathematics. In a recent conversation with Mathematics teacher, he related about a girl in 


grade 12 performed above average in Mathematics in grade 11 changing to Mathematical 


Literacy in her current grade. The reason she offered for her switching was that she could 


obtain a higher level of pass in Mathematical Literacy which will enhance her chances for 


access into further studies for a low mathematically-based career. Her motive for opting out 


of Mathematics is different from that of a learner whose sights are set on a highly 


mathematically-based career. Drawing on the work of Mellin-Olsen (1987) and its further 


development by Goodchild (2001), a hierarchical (in terms learners reasons for doing 


Mathematics) taxonomy of rationales is: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Learners’ motives for doing school mathematics 


The teaching model’s initial focus on consolidation of flexible understanding of concepts and 


procedural aspects will address the needs of learners holding utilitarian and instrumental 


Disciplinary (Mathematical) 


Cognate disciplinary  (e.g. physics, 
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rationales, who are majority of learners in non-specialised schools, and contribute to 


enhancing their achievement. It is also possible that learners with these two rationales might 


change their rationales to the upper two ones. This results from the common notion of 


“success breeds success”. Accompanying this common sense notion is a current strong 


view that the relationship achievement � self-esteem is stronger than the one self-esteem 


� achievement.  This counters the notion that the development of the self-esteem of 


learners from low socio-economic status (LSES) environments must first be developed 


before they can achieve at much higher levels. Catering for the needs of learners holding the 


two rationales does not necessarily jeopardise chances of learners in the two upper bands. 


Learners in these bands are normally self-directed and goal-focused as can be gleaned from 


the success stories of in the media of learners from LSES environments who perform above 


normal expectation. In fact, the chances are high that such learners will achieve even higher 


given the development of learners’ mathematicalness through a strong focus on the 


procedural aspects and their accompanying concepts. Given these considerations the 


possibility is high that an increase in the number of learners offering Mathematics as a NSC 


examination might result and so counter the unhealthy practice of shepherding learners 


away from Mathematics to boost the overall pass rates of schools. 


A last potential benefit is that the focus on a particularly highly examination-prioritized aspect 


of mathematics more definitive guidance is provided for teaching in the sense of intentional 


teaching as teachers doing their business with  “specific outcomes or goals in mind for 


children’s development and learning.”  (Epstein, 2007, p. 1). Intentionality—doing things on 


purpose—having been identified as the singular attribute of outstanding teachers. (Slavin, 


2000, p. 7). 


 


WHAT HAPPENS IN CLASSROOMS? 


This question is engaged with drawing on experiences of a project, the Local Evidence-


Driven Improvement of Teaching And Learning Initiative (LEDIMTALI), which is based on the 


considerations mentioned above. Examples of how teachers participating in this project deal 


with teaching procedures are used to illustrate that there are traces of shifting the teaching of 


procedures towards one of incorporating the development of learners’ mathematicalness.  


It is widely recognized that teachers accord a lot of time to the teaching of procedures.The 


normal style of teaching procedures when they are introduced is a demonstrative exposition 


of the steps of the procedures with its unfolding written on the chalkboard as the 


demonstration proceeds. This is interspersed with questions directed at learners which are 


either answered by the teacher him/herself or learners. Upon completion of the 


demonstration of a few key examples by the teacher, the learners are presented with similar 


or near-similar problems to work through. During this phase the teacher monitors learners’ 


progress and understanding and provides assistance to learners who are struggling or 


request further assistance. At the end of the period the learners are given similar problems 


for homework. At the start of the session following the introduction, the given homework is 


checked and selected learners are requested to work through the solutions of the homework 


problems on the chalkboard. During this process, the teacher checks the work of the 


learners at the chalkboard whilst also checking whether learners did complete the assigned 


homework. The responses provided are the used by the teacher to draw learners’ attention 







to aspects of their ways of working. Some these that were observed during visiting more 


than 30 classrooms during the first and second quarters of this year are: 


Drawing attention to the ‘action words’ in mathematical problem statements: It is a fairly 


normal occurrence that when learners are engaged with particular procedures they attend 


only to the relevant steps required to obtain a particular outcome—the final answer. They 


imitate these steps as explained by the teacher or in the textbook and do not attend to 


whatever ‘action words’ such as, for example, ‘find’, ‘simplify’, ‘solve’, ‘test’. This non-


attendance might lead to learners experience problems later when the immediate cue of ‘we 


are busy with it’ is not available and they have to respond to the ‘action words’ in the 


formulation for executing the procedure. During classroom visitations, it was observed that 


there are slight indications of teachers drawing learners’ attention to such ‘action words’. For 


example, a teacher was dealing with the factorisation of trinomials in a grade 10 class. After 


her exposition of the procedure, the demonstration by a learner of a problem given as 


practice to the class, the teacher brought to the learners’ attention that the instruction given 


for these kinds of problems is “Factorise fully” or “Find the factors”. In another instance, 


dealing with exponents the teacher stressed that answers must be in their simplest form and 


the instruction to these problems will be “simplify”. A learner who did not “simplify fully” was 


reminded firmly that the answer must be in simplest form. It is contended that drawing 


learners’ attention to explicit ‘action words’ contributes towards a greater awareness of the 


language machinery inherent in working with procedures. For example when dealing with a 


question such as “Evaluate 
1


1
2


3


+−


+


xx


x
  if x = 7,85 without using a calculator. Show all your 


work” [Thanks to Mr Raymond, chief curriculum advisor of the Western Cape Education 


Department for the problem], learners will probably be able to discern what procedural steps 


must be followed to arrive at the solution as per the prescriptions in the problem statement. 


Reference to common errors/misconceptions: During the feedback on homework the 


attention of learners is also drawn to common errors/misconceptions they commit related to 


topic. It is surmised that these are errors/misconceptions which teachers have identified with 


learners’ work during their experience. In a lesson dealing with exponents, the simplification 


of 
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x


x
was dealt with. The teacher drew the learners’ attention to “-3 has to do with 


the whole bracket”. The “with the whole bracket” was illustrated with  
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 where it was stressed that the exponent, -3, has to do with the “top” 


and “bottom” of the bracket. 
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−


was presented and learners were reminded that 


the negative index indicates the “reciprocal”. They were then asked if the answer is “6”. The 


teacher was thus explicitly and, with the example at hand, drawing learners’ attention to an 


oft-repeated misconception. 







Working from the general structural representational format of a problem type: Solution of 


exponential equations was the topic being dealt with and checking of homework related to 


0=+dab
cx


and variants were completed. The teacher announced that lesson of the day will 


be on equations of the type 0=−bax n


m


, which was written on the chalkboard. He explained 


the features of this general representation and stressed that n


m


ax means n


m


xa. , highlighting 


the multiplication (.). After the explanation of the general structural representational format of 


the problem type an exemplar problem 0278 4
3


=−x was demonstratively solved with 


constant reference to how this specialized form was linked to the general structural 


representational format. 


The three examples above are representative of ways teachers deal with procedures. 


Although the primary focus is on the demonstrative exposition of the steps pertinent for the 


procedures, there are, as alluded to above, traces of reference to elements of mathematical 


ways of working with procedures given in table 3 above. I content that it is these traces that 


can be fruitfully exploited to bring them to a level of explicitness. For example, with respect 


to the common errors and misconceptions alluded to above, Mason (2000, p 10) suggests, 


amongst others, that these are converted to exercises in which learners are asked to 


“explain what is wrong about” the particular way of working. 


CONCLUSION 


There has been a long-standing debate about the prioritization of procedures as the objects 


of teaching in school mathematics. This debate is characterized by a view that the teaching 


of procedural fluency will degenerate into mindless drill-and-practice and hence mitigate 


against the development of the mathematicalness of learners. However, there have also 


been voices calling for a sense of balance. (Brownell, 1987 (first printed in 1956); Sfard, 


1991). My contention is that the balance must be tilted in favour of procedural fluency with 


the enthusiasm for a focus on the process aspects of school mathematics replaced by a 


form of pragmatism. This pragmatism is not about moving forward to the past in the sense of 


‘back to the basics’. It is, as argued above, about legitimate school mathematics. It is about 


what can reasonably work in schools in its current context of massive socio-political 


challenges that the majority of teachers face.  It is also about affording more learners the 


opportunity to perform at higher levels of achievement in high-stakes mathematics 


examinations than is currently the case—a dire need in South Africa.  
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APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMATION GEOMETRY: THE 


STUDY OF REFLECTIVE PROPERTIES CONIC SECTIONS 
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The purpose of this paper is to provide some insight into the teachers’ knowledge on the 
application of transformation geometry. Some illustrative examples of the application of 
transformational geometry to the study of conic sections are presented. Though conic 
sections are not in grade 10-12 curriculum they provide high school learners with their first 
introduction to class of curves beyond circles and straight lines; and their reflection 
properties have important applications in both science and industry. In this connection two 
conic section properties and their proofs will be discussed, namely, the reflection property of 
the parabola and hyperbola. It is hoped that teachers can get more instructional insight from 
reading this paper. 


 


INTRODUCTION  


 


The introduction of the new mathematics topics in the National Curriculum Statement (NCS) 


poses a challenge to both teachers and learners thus contribute to weak performance at 


classroom level. According to Wu(2003), for teachers, this manifests itself in (i) insufficient 


mathematics conceptual understanding and subject content knowledge, and (ii) limited 


understanding of matching teaching methodologies. Transformation geometry is one such 


new topic in the National Curriculum Statement. Most of the teachers teaching in the 


secondary school have not been formally trained in the teaching of transformation geometry, 


let alone its application to other section of mathematics or real world situations. According to 


Toh (2009), how a subject is being taught in schools is largely affected by the teachers’ 


competency of the subject knowledge. 


In 2007, the Limpopo Department of Education prioritised the upgrading of the skills of the 


mathematics educators in the province. This was particularly exercised by the urgent need to 


see improved performance in Mathematics. The intention was that, in due course, teachers 


in the province should benefit from structured mathematics continuing professional 


development. Usiskin (2001, p.86) concurs when stating that in order to teach mathematics 


well, a teacher should know a great deal of mathematics. He refers to the entire branch of 


mathematics that forms what he calls “teachers’ mathematics” that includes explanation of 


new ideas, alternative ways of approaching problems, and how ideas studied in school relate 


to idea learners may encounter in later mathematical study(Usiskin; 2001). The primary goal 


of this paper is to address the above. In fact, one of the important purposes of Mathematics 


in the Further Education and Training (FET) band is the establishment of proper connections 


between Mathematics as a discipline and the application of Mathematics in real-world 


contexts.  







 


WHY APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMATION GEOMETRY? 


 


In South Africa Transformation geometry has been introduced in the National Curriculum 


Statement (NCS) in 2006 as learning outcome 3 (Department of Education, 2003). 


Internationally there is an overwhelming agreement among mathematics educators on the 


importance of introducing transformation geometry into the high school mathematics 


curriculum (NCTM, 1989). The grade 9-12 section of the NCTM’s Curriculum and Evaluation 


Standards For School Mathematics recognizes the importance of applying transformation 


geometry to high school mathematics curriculum by listing it among the “topics to receive 


increase attention” (NCTM, 1989). According to Usiskin and Coxford(1975),the ideas and 


techniques of transformational geometry can be applied to provide theorems and solving 


problems that cannot be so easily considered using Euclidean geometry. In this regard, 


Hirschhorn and Viktora(1995) mention some of the qualities that makes school mathematics 


desirable as follows:   


• the  contents are widely  applicable,  


• they are  rich in connections to  other   areas  of   mathematics,   


• they  are  intuitive at  the outset, they are elegant in presentation,   


• they are consistent   with the  syllabus, and 


• hopefully they are interesting to learn and teach.    


Transformational   geometry fits such a list (Chakerian, 1992).  


 


WHY CONIC SECTIONS? 


 


Usiskin and Coxford (1975) suggest that the entire geometry course could be taught from 


transformational point of view. Furthermore, Barbeau (1988), in proving that an angle 


inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle, uses a rotation through 180 degree. In their article 


“Integrating Transformational Geometry into Traditional High School Geometry” Okolica and 


Macrina (1992) shows that alternate interior angles formed by parallel lines are congruent by 


rotating the segment of the transversal connecting the two angles 180 degree about its 


midpoint. None of these articles, though agreeing that applications of transformation 


geometry make geometry interesting and meaningful, say anything about its application to 


the study of conic sections.  


In South Africa the mathematics National curriculum statement Grades 10−12 indicate that 


transformation geometry should also be used to establish other geometric properties 


(Department of Education, 2003). This paper is an attempt to present to teachers of high 


school geometry on how transformational geometry can be applied to the study of conic 


sections. Conic sections were chosen for this article for the following reasons. 







• They are not ordinarily studied in high school mathematics, 


• They have a long and rich tradition in the history of mathematics; 


• Their reflection properties have important applications in both science and 
industry; and  


• More importantly, they provide high school learners with their first introduction to 
class of curves beyond circles and straight lines.  


The main body of the paper is, however, devoted to the presentation of two specific 
examples of important properties of the conic sections that can be proven using 
transformation geometry.  It begins with the definition of axial reflection and conic sections 
followed by presentation of the properties with comments. 


 


DEFINATION OF AXIAL REFLECTION  


 


In this paper the notation “  ” will be used to mean that maps   where 


 does not denote the complement of but rather the image of under the 


transformation . The most basic transformation of all, the axial reflection, has a number of 


striking applications. We define axial reflection as follows (figure 1): 


Suppose ℓ is a given line in a plane π. By the axial reflection of π in ℓ is meant the 


transformation  


[ℓ]:   given by: 


(i) If X is a point on ℓ, then  


(ii) If X is a point not on ℓ, then    is that unique point  in π such that ℓ is the 


perpendicular bisector of the segment      


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
The above definition may be regarded as describing the mirror image. If for instance, the line 


ℓ is thought of as an ordinary plane mirror and  an arbitrary point, then  will be the image 


   ℓ    ℓ 


  
 


    


Figure 1 







of in the mirror. In the light of the discussions above, it is to be noted that every point X 


has a unique image .  


THE CONIC SECTIONS- TWO ALTERNATIVE DEFINITIONS 


Historically conic sections were first obtained as the intersections of a plane with a right 


circular cone. By changing the angle and location of intersection three general cases are 


obtained, namely, the ellipse, the parabola or the hyperbola. However, there is also a planar 


definition of conic sections. For planar definition, we suppose     as a given Euclidean 


plane, and that all points referred to are in . Following are planar definitions of parabola 


and hyperbola. 


(i) A parabola is defined as the set of all points  which are equidistant from a fixed line 


 (the directrix of the parabola) and a fixed point (the focus of the parabola). In 


other words, a parabola is the set of all points  satisfying:   d(P,  ) = d(P,  ). 


(ii) A hyperbola is the set of all points  for which the absolute value of the difference of 


the distances of  from two distinct fixed points  and  is a constant. In other 


words, a hyperbola is the set of all points  satisfying: 


=2a   for some constant 2a. The points  and  are 


called the foci. Note for the hyperbola 


) < 2a, Why? (The midpoint of the segment  FF .) 


We assume that high school teachers are familiar with the concepts of distance, segments, 


midpoints of a segment, perpendicular bisector of a segment, angle, congruent angles, 


segments and triangles, etc. In fact, high school teachers are already exposed not only to 


Euclidean geometry but also to the concept of functions (i.e., domains, range, etc.). Then, 


using this knowledge, transformation such as axial (line) reflection can be defined and 


understood without much difficulty. Indeed, this is the transformation given primary 


consideration in this paper. 


 
In all our discussions in this paper we shall assume the following properties of reflections: 


• Distance is preserved by a reflection 


•  Lines go into lines under reflections 


•  Angle measures are preserved under reflection 


•  If  goes into  by reflection , then  goes into , 


•  All points on line  are fixed under . 


All properties above can be proved easily on the basis of facts about congruence as 


activities in the class.  Following are the examples of applications of transformation 


geometry. 







EXAMPLE1: APPLICATIONS OF AXIAL REFLECTION TO THE MINIMUM PROBLEM 


The idea of an axial reflection is significant in finding the point that gives the shortest path 


between two points on the same side of the line. However, the solution to this shortest path 


problem cannot be easily found by an ordinary Euclidean geometry argument, or even by an 


elementary application of calculus. We will see how this problem can be solved using 


transformational geometry. 


Consider two points A and B on the same side of a line ℓ. The problem is to find a point X on 


ℓ such that the distance from A to B via X is a minimum, that is, s a 


minimum for all points X on ℓ.  As shown in figure 2 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Solution: Let  be the reflection (Image) of  in the line  , and construct AB. 


Let , as shown in the figure 3 below. Then is required minimum point. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Proof: Suppose  is any other point on ℓ not equal to .  Consider . 


.  But . Furthermore,  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3 


 


 


   


Figure 2 







[  Hence, . Also  [  is a reflection of 


in the line , so that . Therefore, . 


Hence  is a required minimum point on  for  and .  


Comments: 


Teachers may be asked to show the following as activities in the class: 


(a) To prove the converse with the same setting as for the minimum problem  


(b)  The minimum point M is the unique point on ℓ where angle α (of incidence) is 


congruent to angle β (of reflection).  


(c) To prove that if A and B are two points on opposite sides of a line  such that the 


perpendicular distance between A and ℓ is not equal to the corresponding distance 


between B and ℓ then there is a point X on ℓ such that │ AX - XB │ is a maximum for 


all points X on ℓ.   
(d) The maximum point M is the unique point on ℓ where angle α (of incidence) is 


congruent to angle β (of reflection).  


EXAMPLE 2: APPLICATION OF AXIAL REFLECTION TO THE REFLECTION 


PROPERTY OF THE PARABOLA 


Let P be a point on the parabola  with focus F and directrix d, and let  be a line tangent to 


the parabola at P, that is  touches the parabola at the single point without crossing the 


parabola. Then the ray PG through P perpendicular to  (where  is in the interior of the 


parabola ) and the line segment will form congruent angles with the tangent line  to 


the parabola  at P. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4 







Proof: Suppose is the foot of on and that  is any point such that 


. To show that angle  (of incidence) is congruent to angle  (of reflection). It 


suffices to show that P is the minimum point on the tangent with respect to the two points F 


and G lying on the same side of  .To do this let be any other point on the tangent not 


equal to , and let  be the foot of  on . We want to show that 


. Since  is in the interior of the parabola 


. .   [Triangle inequality 


theorem on ∆ ]. Therefore, .  [  is a right 


angled triangle].  FX +XG > P G.  FX +XG > P P +PG [Since P -P-G, we have  


P G= P P +PG]. , FX +XG > PF + PG [Since P is on the parabola, P P = PF]. Then, P is the 


minimum point on   with respect to F and G. Thus angle α (of incidence) is congruent to 


angle β (of reflection). 


 


EXAPLE 3: APPLICATION OF AXIAL REFLECTION TO THE REFLECTION PROPERTY 


OF THE HYPERBOLA 


 


The reflection property of the hyperbola, emerge as the result of two cases, depending on its 


branches. However, only one case will be presented here. The other case will be treated as 


an exercise by teachers. 


Property: Given a hyperbola H ( )   with foci F and F   and a constant difference 


2a. Then for any point P on the hyperbola, the two focal radii FP and F  form congruent 


angles with the tangent   to the hyperbola at P. Note that F and F  are on the opposite 


sides of the tangent to the hyperbola as shown in figure 5. Let us consider a hyperbola H 


( )   and point P on the right hand branch of the hyperbola H. Let   be the tangent 


to the hyperbola at P, and suppose X is any point on the tangent line  not equal to P. We 


want to show that angle α (of incidence) is congruent to angle β (of reflection). We will do 


this by showing that P is the maximum point on  with respect to the foci F and F . To this 


end, let X be any other point on the tangent  not equal to P.  Let W =  as shown 


in figure 5. 


 


 


 







  


 


  


   


    


  


  


 


 


Since X is in the interior of the hyperbola then   .  


FX-F X=FX-XW-WF  since F X=XW+ WF , as we have the relation 


  . FX-XW< WF, thus triangle inequality theorem on FWX. Therefore,  FX-


XW-WF < FW- WF . Hence, FX-F X< FW- WF . However,  FW- WF . Since W is on 


H, by the planar definition of the hyperbola. Further, FP-F P= , since P is also on H. 


Therefore, FW- WF = FP-F P. Hence, FX-F X< FP-F P. It follows from that since F and F  


are on opposite side of , P is the maximum point with respect to F, F  and . Hence, as 


noted above the angle α (of incidence) is congruent to angle β (of reflection). 


 


Comments  


As an activity teachers may be asked to show the following: 


 If H ( ) is hyperbola and point P is on the left hand branch of the hyperbola H, and 


suppose   is the tangent to the hyperbola at P with X on the tangent line  not equal to P, 


then angle α (of incidence) is congruent to angle β (of reflection). 


  


 


CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


Since concepts of transformation geometry are familiar to learners in grade 10-


12(Department of Education, 2003). The application of these concepts to other sections of 
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Figure 5 
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mathematics might provide an opportunity for effective teaching and learning. According to 


Adler (2002) it is critical for secondary mathematics teachers to have strong mathematical 


knowledge let alone its application. With respect to learners, they often see mathematical 


topics in isolation. Learners fail to see how a topic learned in their mathematics classroom 


can be applied to enrich understanding in another domain. Transformational geometry 


assists in eliminating some of this isolation as per examples illustrated in the sections above. 


Similar examples might have tremendous potential for making geometry an interesting and 


challenging subject for both teachers and learners.  
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OF ADDITION IN A GRADE 1 LESSON 
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The idea of a homomorphism is used to inform descriptions and 
analyses of some aspects of the teaching of addition in a Grade 1 
lesson. That all but one student working on a set of addition tasks could 
not relate disjoint union over finite sets to addition over the natural 
numbers in a coherent way suggests that the students were taught in a 
manner that was dislocated from the grounding homomorphism enabling 
addition to be derived from disjoint union. It appears to be the case that 
students were sometimes taught number bonds without the mediating 
work done by the counting function, the latter being that which enables 
the shift from operations over collections of objects to operations over 
natural numbers. What this means is that the students’ ideas of addition 
are likely to be underdeveloped despite the fact that many of them can 
use their knowledge of number bonds to perform certain addition 
computations. 


INTRODUCTION 


The primary motivation for writing this paper is to present for consideration and discussion 


an idea that suggests itself as productive for the description and analysis of the constitution 


of mathematics in pedagogic situations generally, but which is also productive for 


researching the teaching and learning of mathematics in the pedagogic situations of primary 


schooling. The idea is that of a homomorphism, considered in relation to objects constituted 


by taking an operation and the domains and codomains of objects that serve as arguments 


and values for the operation of interest. 


Homomorphisms 


If ∗ indicates an operation and S is the collection of objects that serve as a source of its 


arguments and values, then S,∗( ) is an object of the type in relation to which I wish to 


consider the idea of a homomorphism. A familiar example of an object like S,∗( ) is 
 
�,+( ), 


which is constituted by taking addition over the natural numbers. Now suppose that along 


with S,∗( ), we have another such object, 
 
T ,�( ) , where T is a collection of arguments and 


values for the operation  �. Is it possible for us to substitute mathematical work that uses 


S,∗( ) by work that uses 
 
T ,�( )? Expressing the question as I have done here may mask 







the fact that a question of this sort is routinely asked by teachers when they think about how 


to teach a bit of mathematics. Foundation phase teachers, for example, regularly consider 


the use of teaching resources that enable their students to do computations involving the 


basic operations in an indirect way—like using separate collections of blocks that are 


brought together to form a single collection to assist their students to learn about addition. Or 


take the Grade 8 teacher who attempts to exploit their students’ intuitive grasp of area and 


uses rectangular areas to teach them about the multiplication of polynomial expressions. 


In each of these cases the substitution of one thing by another is productive only if the 


essential features that are of mathematical interest are preserved as we move from the one 


to the other. To make sure that there is at least a reasonable degree of the preservation of 


what’s essential to the mathematical idea or process we wish to teach, we need to find an 


appropriate way of getting from the one to the other (and, sometimes, back again). In 


different terms, the problem is one of being able to ensure the preservation of structure as 


we move from an object like S,∗( ) to one like 
 
T ,�( ) , where structure is understood as the 


essential computational features of a collection of things—like S and T—when acted on by 


some operation—like ∗ and  �. 


Structure preservation means that computations done using 
 
T ,�( )  are compatible with 


those done using S,∗( ), so that one can productively substitute 
 
T ,�( )  for S,∗( ) if one 


wishes to do so. How we achieve the preservation of structure as we move from S,∗( ) to 


 
T ,�( )  is by choosing an appropriate mapping from S,∗( ) to 


 
T ,�( ) , if such a mapping 


exists. Suppose that f is, indeed, such a mapping, then we can write
 
f : S,∗( ) → T ,�( ) , 


which means that 
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Figure 1: A commutative diagram showing 
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The ideas will become a bit clearer and more tangible once an actual example is discussed. 


What the idea of homomorphism is useful for as a research resource is its enabling of the 


production of mathematically-attuned descriptions and analyses of the pedagogic 


transformations of mathematics contents routinely produced by teachers and their students 


as they go about doing school mathematics. The mathematics education research literature 







on morphisms and homomorphisms is virtually non-existent, so the idea has not been 


explicitly explored in relation to pedagogic situations to any reasonable extent, and it is thus 


unfamiliar to most mathematics teachers, and especially to those who have not done 


advanced mathematics courses. See Krause (1969) and Baker, Bruckheimer & Flegg (1971) 


for discussions of the idea in the professional literature. 


An empirical case 


While watching a selection of video records of Grade 1 teaching in order to familiarise myself 


with current practices in the teaching of mathematics to foundation phase students, it 


occurred to me that something curious was happening in the teaching of counting in a 


number the lessons I reviewed. It also appeared to be the case that addition was often 


taught in a manner that dislocated it somewhat from counting. A more careful viewing of the 


video records, accompanied by closer readings of transcripts where they were available to 


me, got me to thinking that a study of the constitution of the basic arithmetic operations from 


counting and in other ways in Grade 1 classrooms was a worthwhile project to pursue 


because of the fundamental role of the counting algorithm and the counting function in the 


development of elementary arithmetic for the child (Carpenter, Moser & Romberg, 1982; 


Fuson, 1992; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978) on the one hand, and the pedagogic peculiarities of 


its teaching on the other. 


Given the limitations on space, I’ve elected to focus on the constitution of addition in Grade 1 


and, more specifically, on the elaboration of the idea of and process associated with addition 


in a particular Grade 1 class. 


HOMOMORPHISMS AND ADDITION IN GRADE 1 


In the video record of the Grade 1 lesson I’ll discuss here, the teacher used a worksheet to 


deal with addition. The worksheet listed four tasks, each of which required students to fill in 


empty ovals and rectangles to produce a number sentence that realised a sum for 8. The 


ovals were to be populated with objects—the teacher and students used little ovals that 


resembled zeros or the letter ‘O’—and the rectangles with numbers. Two of the four tasks 


required students to compose a sum consisting of two addends, while the remaining two 


required the composition of a sum consisting of three addends (see Figure 2). The general 


idea of the task is that students use their knowledge and experiences of counting to 


construct two or three sets of objects, the union of which has a cardinality of 8, and then 


write the cardinal values of those sets in the rectangles to produce an appropriate number 


sentence. To do the tasks students had to recognise that, given any whole number (finite 


natural number), like 8, they could always construct a set consisting of 8 elements by 


counting from 1 to 8 and associating each number with a new object as they drew the 


objects that populated the set. They also had to recognise that they should distribute the 


objects to two sets in two of the tasks and to three sets in the remaining two tasks. To 


complete a number sentence the student had to count the objects in the sets and then write 


the results in the rectangles. 


In more formal terms, allowing ourselves a little flexibility here, what we have in use is a 


homomorphism relating a structure formed by taking disjoint union over the class of finite 


sets to a second structure formed by taking addition over the natural numbers. The 


transformation that makes the homomorphism possible is the counting function mapping 


finite sets to cardinal values. 







 


Figure 2: Worksheet on addition, showing a student’s working 


Consider the set 
   
�(n) = m ∈� 1≤ m ≤ n{ } with 


  �(0) = ∅ (the empty set). If A is some 


set, then the bijective function 
   
f


c
:�(n) → A defines a count on A, and n is the value that 


registers the cardinality of A. Let (FINSET,∪) indicate disjoint union over finite sets, and 


let 
 
(�,+)  indicate addition over the natural numbers. It seems that the intended pedagogic 


task is to use counting to enable the student to employ their knowledge and experience of 


working with collections of objects to learn about addition over the natural numbers. That is, 


the worksheet is grounded in and authorised by the existence of the mapping
 


 
fc : (FINSET,∪) → (�,+). fc  preserves structure as we move from (FINSET,∪) to 


 
(�,+) . In less precise terms, we might say that counting enables the binary operations of 


taking the union of disjoint finite sets and the addition of natural numbers to be related 


metaphorically—metaphor being the linguistic trope effecting substitution—so that the one 


structure can be used to illuminate the other in ways that are productive for the teaching and 


learning of a bit of school mathematics. 


Figure 3 shows a commutative diagram of the relations described here. The counting 


function, fc , is used to count the elements in each of the sets to produce 3 and 5 as 


cardinal values. The union of the two sets produces the set with a cardinality of 8. What the 


diagram shows is that one can get from a pair of sets to 8 in two ways: one can either take 


the union of the sets and then count the objects in the resulting set, or one can count the 


objects in the initial sets and than add the results. 


While the homomorphism described in Figure 3 indicates that it is counting that enables the 


preservation of structure from (FINSET,∪) to 
 
(�,+) , the task for the student starts with 


a consideration of how the number 8 can be used to generate an appropriate number 


sentence by way of the construction of collections of objects. 







 


Figure 3: An example of a homomorphism mapping disjoint union over finite sets to addition 


over the natural numbers. 


Using the natural number 8, the student is to select any set from the equivalence class of 


sets having cardinality 8—the counting of objects as they are drawn is an adequate 


procedure for the selection of an appropriate set. In Figure 4 that procedure is indicated by 


the symbol fv  (in honour of John von Neumann who thought of a natural number n as a set 


consisting of n elements in his work on set theory). 


 


Figure 4: A diagram describing the computational processes to be used by a student to do a 


task, and the relations between the processes. 


Clearly there are an infinite number of such sets for any given n, thus forming an 


equivalence class associated with that natural number, and any one of the sets will do. The 


student also has to produce two subsets of the set they associate with 8 by producing a 


partition of that set, thus ensuring that the subsets have no elements in common and that 


their union produces the original set once again. By counting the objects in each of the 


collections produced by the partition the student generates numbers that will sum to 8. From 


this process students are meant to learn that there are combinations of numbers that sum to 


8, like 5 + 3 = 8 , as well as to acquire a general resource for computing sums of small 


numbers in situations where they don’t yet know the required result. When young students 







resort to counting on their fingers to compute a sum they are using just such a resource (see 


Figure 5). 


 


Figure 5: Adding 3 and 5 by using collections of fingers. 


An interesting thing about the lesson in which the worksheet shown in Figure 1 was used 


was that only one of the students required to engage with the worksheet was able to 


complete the tasks fully (see Figure 6), but many of the students were, in fact, able to write 


down numbers producing true number sentences without being able to fill the ovals with the 


correct number of objects to match the numbers that they wrote down in the rectangles (see 


Figure 7). 


 


Figure 6: Work of the only student able to complete the tasks as required. 


So, what is happening here? Is it perhaps it is the case that students do not need to use the 


ovals because they can perform the set computations and relate those computations to 


numbers without writing out the sets? Or, is it perhaps it is the case that the students are 


using number knowledge learned by some means that did not require them to consider 


collections of things? The students’ workbooks showed that a full two months before the 


lesson discussed here, the teacher had been teaching them to use devices like the one 


shown in Figure 8 to learn number bonds. The information displayed by the device is to be 


read as:  8 = 5+ 3,  5 +  3 =  8,  8 –  5 =  3 and  8 –  3 =  5. The number bonds 







enable the student to perform computations without needing to resort to the use of 


collections of objects to work out the result of a computation. 


 


Figure 7: Work of the a student able to produce correct number sentences but unable to 


populate the ovals correctly. 


Further, when one examines the teacher’s responses to students’ work where they produced 


correct number sentences alongside collections of objects showing cardinalities that did not 


match the numbers in the number sentences, she ignored the errors. Such evaluations of 


their work by their teacher would, arguably, have indicated to many of the students that the 


relation of the collections of things in the ovals to the numbers in the number sentences was 


not one of cardinality, or that it was unimportant and irrelevant.  
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Figure 8: A device for learning number bonds, as it appears in a student’s 


workbook (left), and as redrawn (right). 


CONCLUDING REMARKS 


The lesson presents a pedagogic situation in which all that Grade 1 students require are 


mental lists of a small collection of sums, differences, products and quotients to do most of 


the computations they’ll be asked to do. Learning the number bonds certainly facilitates for 


such knowledge to be acquired. However, since counting is a central constituent of the 


notions of addition, multiplication, subtraction and division (Carpenter, Moser & Romberg, 


1982; Ensor et al., 2009; Fuson, 1992; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978), student learning of those 


ideas is compromised if counting is dispensed with as a computational resource too soon. 


The situation described in this paper is not unique to the lessons I reviewed. In fact, a lack of 


appreciation of the implications for the learning of elementary arithmetic of the relations 


between binary operations over collections of objects and the binary operations of 


elementary arithmetic is even evidenced in curriculum resources disseminated widely by the 


Department of Basic Education. Consider, for example, the extract from the Department of 







Basic Education’s Grade 1 Workbook prescribed for use by teachers and students in state 


schools, shown in Figure 9. 


 


Figure 9: An attempt by the Department of Basic Education to use disjoint union to develop 


the notion of addition for Grade 1 students (DBE, 2010: 121). 


We do not have to examine the representation too carefully to notice that the collection of 


sweets that represents the union of the two smaller collections of sweets is not, in fact, the 


union of those collections. While the cardinality of the larger collection shown is equal to the 


cardinality of the collection that can be formed from the two smaller collections, the depicted 


collection is not the same thing as the union. Many of the problems of this type in the 


Workbook are flawed in the same way: the expression of computations by arithmetic 


symbols is permitted to have an overdetermining effect on descriptions of operations over 


finite collections, so that the ground for the development of arithmetic shifts away from its 


intuitive base in collections of objects. It is little wonder that number bonds become the 


dominant computational ground for developing foundation phase arithmetic, and so it should 


not surprise us that students fail to grasp the basic arithmetic operations adequately. 
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Abstract 


This paper draws on our experiences of using Kilpatrick et al’s (2001) strands of 


mathematical proficiency as a framework for analysing learner responses to an orally 


administered numeracy instrument. Our research revealed a range of methods leading to 


accurate answers in response to questions. Overlap of categorising learner 


methods/responses as both procedural fluency and conceptual understanding resulted 


especially when considering the indicators of flexibility and efficiency in relation to procedural 


fluency. Thus categorising all methods which resulted in accurate answers as equal 


indicators of procedural fluency was problematic. This discomfort resulted in our 


consideration of the elaboration of a procedural fluency spectrum. In this paper we elaborate 


on our notion of this spectrum and illustrate the spectrum through the use of examples. 


Introduction 


Kilpatrick, Swafford and Findell’s (2001) strands of mathematical proficiency have been 


widely used in South African mathematics education circles (Adler, Ball, Krainer, Lin, & 


Novotna, 2005; Schäfer, 1999; Venkatakrishnan & Graven, 2006). The highly influential 


document ‘Adding It Up’ is recommended reading for many post graduate mathematics 


education students. The power of this work is that it provides a rich and elaborated notion of 


mathematical proficiency – an idealised notion that as teachers we can work towards 


developing in our learners. This paper draws on our experiences of using Kilpatrick et al’s 


(2001) strands of mathematical proficiency as a framework for analysing learner responses 


to an orally administered numeracy instrument. Converting an idealised version of 


mathematical proficiency into a tool that one might use in order to support ones analysis of 


learner data requires much work.  In this paper we share with you some of the work that we 


have done in this respect. 


When coding and analysing an oral interview, overlap of learner methods/responses as both 


procedural fluency and conceptual understanding arose, especially when considering the 


dimensions of flexibility and efficiency in relation to procedural fluency. We felt that 


categorising all methods leading to accuracy as equal indicators of procedural fluency would 


be problematic. Following a procedure or method without evidence of understanding surely 


cannot be considered in the same way as adopting an appropriately chosen method flexibly 


and efficiently. This resulted in our consideration of the development of a procedural fluency 


spectrum.  







Our spectrum ranges from restricted / constrained procedural fluency towards elaborated 


and fully flexible fluency. It became evident that as one moved to the upper end of the 


spectrum where flexibility and efficiency were high, conceptual understanding was 


increasingly intertwined with procedural fluency and the distinction between these strands 


became progressively blurred. Indeed the inter-relationship between these strands was 


progressively more visible at this upper end of the spectrum. In this paper we will elaborate 


on our notion of a spectrum of procedural fluency. We will illustrate this spectrum of 


procedural fluency through the use of examples from our oral interview instrument as well as 


to draw on the range of learner responses in order to illuminate the need for the spectrum in 


assessing learners’ levels of procedural fluency. 


The context of our study 


The aims of the SA numeracy Chair are twofold and focus on a dialectical relationship 


between development and research. In development terms the Chair teams are expected to 


improve the quality of numeracy teaching at primary level and to improve learner 


performance in primary schools as a result of quality teaching and learning. In research 


terms we are to provide leadership in growing research which looks towards finding 


sustainable solutions to the many challenges in numeracy education in the broader 


Grahamstown area and beyond. Our research community consists of full time and part time 


doctoral and masters students researching in the field of numeracy education under the 


supervision of the Chair (first author, Mellony Graven). The second author Debbie Stott is a 


full time doctoral fellow and intern in the Chair researching the nature of student learning 


within Grade 3 after-school maths clubs. Debbie is also responsible for the design and 


setting up of the clubs.  


Our Chair works with fifteen schools in the broader Grahamstown area in the Eastern Cape. 


Our teacher development program is called the Numeracy Inquiry Community of Leader 


Educators (NICLE). 57 numeracy teachers (ranging from Grade 1 to 6) participate in 


fortnightly workshop sessions focused on issues and challenges in numeracy teaching. 


Guest speakers are a regular feature of NICLE sessions. School visits are also part of the 


work of the Chair. Given the many negative perceptions and poor performance of learners in 


numeracy in our country (Bloch, 2009; Fleisch, 2008; Taylor, Fleisch, & Shinder, 2008) we 


chose to supplement the NICLE program with learner focused activities.   


The aim of learner focused activities within the Chair is to foreground the importance of 


numeracy as well as to create a ‘maths is fun’ ethos in schools. However, given the 


enormous challenges teachers face when most of their learners do not have the 


mathematical foundations to be learning at the Grade level at which they are, we decided 


that a more focused and regular learner intervention is required. The range of our Grade 3 


learner performance on a USAID5 (Brombacher, 2011) standardised numeracy instrument 
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 Developed by Research Triangle International in the United States. These have been adapted by 


Aarnout Brombacher for African contexts. 







indicated scores of between 25.2% and 72.2%. However, only two of our schools received 


above 38% indicating that in all but two of our schools learners are performing, on average, 


below the level required for learning in their grade. Thus a supplementary approach to 


NICLE ‘teacher development’ is ‘direct learner focused interventions’ in the form of after-


school maths clubs. The conceptualisation of such clubs have been elaborated in previous 


work (Graven, 2011; Graven & Stott, 2012)  


Learner clubs are therefore a key aspect of our Chair work. They provide a field of influence 


and an empirical field (for research) that enables a powerful dialectical research and 


development cycle that involves working directly with learners rather than via the teachers.  


From August to November 2011 we established a pilot club with ten regularly participating 


Grade 3 learners who met every Wednesday after school. During this time we ran 14 


sessions with the club focused on strengthening learners’ basic number work, fluency in 


addition (and number bonds to 10), place value and problem solving. Additionally we 


focused on developing more positive participatory socio-mathematical norms (Cobb, Wood, 


Yackel, & McNeal, 1992; Yackel & Cobb, 1996) and mathematical discussion and 


argumentation through collaborative work. While our pilot club was only operational for two 


terms, results from the USAID written four operations test and oral interviews showed a 


significantly greater increase in performance for club learners than non-club learners in their 


class. This increased improvement as compared to non-club learners was however only part 


of the picture. What was even more remarkable than the improved accuracy on 


assessments for club learners was the increased efficiency with which our club learners now 


responded to questions. We noted how many club learners were first to complete the four 


operations written instrument and also had moved on from concrete methods of solution in 


the oral interviews. Indeed 8 of the 10 club learners in their math class of 37 learners were 


finished the USAID four operations test before the allocated time had elapsed. Only 10 


learners in the whole class had managed to finish ahead of the allocated time and so 80% of 


these early finishers were club learners.  


While the methods learners used were captured in the oral interview instruments and could 


sometimes be seen on the scripts of the written instruments (e.g. if they drew dots for 23 + 


18), our coding of responses in terms of accuracy (i.e. correct or incorrect) failed to reveal 


this increased flexibility and fluency and thus failed to capture this key aspect of their 


learning. This led to a redesign of instruments for our clubs as well as the need to consider 


coding systems that would enable tracking learner movement in terms of procedural fluency. 


Instruments for gathering data on learner proficiency 


In 2012 our Chair has established another five learner clubs. For these clubs we have used 


some of the instruments in the pilot (USAID four operations instrument) but have also 


introduced a new oral interview instrument which is far more comprehensive than our earlier 


instrument. For this instrument we drew on the influential work of Askew and his team in the 


Effective Teachers Of Numeracy study conducted in England in the nineties (Askew, Brown, 







Rhodes, Johnson, & Wiliam, 1997). Thanks to their permission and providing us with the 


instrument we were able to select and adapt various items they used in assessing learners 


numeracy proficiency. However the work of Bob Wright and his colleagues in Australia also 


provides excellent opportunities and examples of assessment items that enable one to 


gauge learner progress through various stages of numeracy development. These items are 


available in their book ‘Teaching Number: Advancing children's skills and strategies’ work 


(Wright, Martland, Stafford, & Stanger, 2006). We thus assembled an instrument that 


combined questions (sometimes adapted) from both these key works. 


Additionally we designed instruments aimed at gaining insight into learners’ mathematical 


identities and dispositions as well as instruments focused on assessing speed and accuracy 


of operations. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of our instruments and we 


thus only focus on a few questions from our orally administered instrument in order to 


illuminate our conceptualisation of a spectrum of one of Kilpatrick et al’s (2001) strands, 


namely, procedural fluency. 


The discussion that follows emanates from our initial analysis of learner data on these 


interview questions and our struggles with relating questions and learner responses to 


Kilpatrick et al’s holistic conceptualisation of the strand of procedural fluency. For our 


purposes of analysing student learning it is essential that our method of analysis records and 


reveals learner progress over time. Thus giving a learner a tick or a cross for procedural 


fluency on each question item would not be useful in terms of tracking learning and 


progression in these proficiencies in relation to their participation in the clubs over time. 


Theoretical framing 


The work of the South African Numeracy Chair at Rhodes University is to work towards 


improving numeracy proficiency among learners. In order to do this however one needs a 


clear conceptualisation of what such proficiency entails. In our Chair we base our notion of 


numeracy proficiency on Kilpatrick et al’s (2001, p116) definition of mathematical proficiency. 


This definition comprises five intertwined and interrelated strands: 


• Conceptual Understanding – comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations 


and relations 


• Procedural Fluency – skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently 


and appropriately 


• Strategic Competence – ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical 


problems 


• Adaptive Reasoning – capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation and 


justification 


• Productive Disposition – habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, 


and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy.  







They emphasise that mathematical proficiency cannot be achieved by focusing on only one 


or two of these strands. The metaphor and graphic they use is that of a rope. In our Chair we 


combined elements of Askew et al’s (Askew et al., 1997) and Kilpatrick et al’s (2001)  


definitions as follows in guiding our work:  


 


While Kilpatrick et al (2001) provide a powerful conceptualisation of mathematical proficiency 


the elaboration of each of the strands (with the inevitable overlaps that emerge from the 


interrelationships) does not support the evaluation of learner progress in mathematical 


proficiency. Indeed a fully conceptualised and idealised form of mathematical proficiency 


requires all five strands to be present and for each of them to be fully present in relation to 


their elaborated definitions. However while the fully elaborated notion of mathematical 


proficiency is something we work towards in our Chair we need to be able to assess different 


levels of proficiency in different strands across different points in time so that we can assess 


learner numeracy progression over time. Thus the fully embodied idealised version of a 


strand needs to be unpacked so that various levels of attainment might be identifiable.  


Assessing learner progress in mathematical proficiency requires one to be able to assess 


the extent to which a learner may or may not have mastered a particular aspect of 


mathematics and a particular strand or interrelationship of strands at different points in time. 


Thus to consider that a student might be either procedurally fluent or not procedurally fluent 


is less useful than to gauge the extent to which they are mastering the fluency and to find 


ways to move them along the spectrum from what might be a restricted form of procedural 


fluency towards fully elaborated procedural fluency. Similarly, Adler and Venkat (2011) found 


the need to elaborate on a range of types of procedural teaching to allow for a more 


nuanced understanding of these approaches to teaching mathematics. 







Thus our spectrum extended from restricted/constrained procedural fluency towards 


elaborated6 and fully developed flexible fluency. It became evident that as one moved to the 


upper end of the spectrum where flexibility and efficiency were high, conceptual 


understanding was progressively intertwined with procedural fluency and the distinction 


between these strands became increasingly murky. The interrelationship between these 


strands was increasingly visible at this upper end. Indeed we believe that Kilpatrick et al’s 


choice of conceptual understanding as the first strand to be defined was strategic, rather 


than random, as this enabled each subsequent strand to be defined in terms of their 


relationship to this strand.  


In the next section we will elaborate on our notion of a spectrum of procedural fluency. While 


we deal with procedural fluency, in this paper, as a strand on its own, this should not imply 


that we see the strand as separate from other strands or that we are falling prey to the false 


dichotomy often set up between procedural fluency and conceptual understanding. We will 


illustrate the spectrum of procedural fluency through the use of examples from our oral 


interview instrument as well as to draw on the range of learner responses in order to 


illuminate the need for the spectrum in assessing learners’ levels of procedural fluency as 


well as to provide the opportunity for tracking learner progress along the spectrum.  


Analysis of learner responses – the emergence of a spectrum 


Following the administration of our interviews with learners in two of our Grade 3 clubs we 


began to reflect on how we might now code and record, in summary form, responses that 


were noted on learner interview forms. Detailed notes had been taken by each interviewee 


(the authors and other Chair staff) and the challenge now was to find a means of capturing 


the richness of the range of responses in a way that would allow us to notice shifts in 


responses over time. Thus for a question the final answer of a student might be the same 


over time but the method of solution and the efficiency with which the solution is found could 


be greatly different.  


As we looked at each question, we discovered that each would, in almost all cases be 


categorised as a question engaging procedural fluency. Taking it a step further, we realised 


that if the learner answered the question correctly, regardless of the method they used to 


answer it, we were tempted to say they had achieved procedural fluency. Yet, the method 


they used may have contradicted the notions of efficiency and fluency, even while accuracy 


had been achieved. This struck us as problematic.  


Reflecting on the definition of procedural fluency, we could see that by categorising a 


question as procedural fluency and simply marking the learner response to questions as 
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codes we do not use them in the Bernstein sense as relates to class differences and linguistic capital. 
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correct or incorrect, meant that we were dis-regarding several key elements of the strand, 


namely appropriateness, flexibility and efficiency.  


Procedural fluency refers to knowledge of procedures, knowledge of when and 


how to use them appropriately, and skill in performing them flexibly, accurately, 


and efficiently (Kilpatrick et al, p. 121). 


Our first realisation was that even while we had selected a range of questions for our 


interview relating to the range of strands of proficiency – whether a question in fact provided 


information about learner proficiency in a particular strand related more to how the learner 


answered the question than to the question itself. Thus a method of solution might have 


suggested basic procedural fluency in terms of accuracy of calculation even when the 


question was designed to elicit and assess adaptive reasoning. 


If we look at the question example below (task 10 from the interview), we can see that 


learners would be able to arrive at correct answers to these questions using a variety of 


methods, some of which are more efficient or appropriate than others. 


By way of an example, for question part ‘a) add 10 to 92’ we found that the learners 


answered the question using these possible methods: 


• Less efficient ways would be to: draw the sum on paper (e.g. concrete representation 
of the number by drawing 10 and 92 dots and recounting), or count on 92 from 10 
using fingers (or counters) 


• A slightly more efficient way may be to use a standard vertical algorithm such as: 


 


92 +


10


 
• More efficient7 ways would be to count on 10 from 92 in ones or by using fingers 


• The most efficient method would be to mentally add 10 to 90 and then add 2 (or 10 to 
92 with knowledge of the pattern of adding tens) thereby involving conceptual 
understanding of commutativity, patterns and place value.  


Similarly, it can be seen, that the less efficient methods would become even less efficient 


ways of answering Task 10 part b and d. 
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 We are aware that whether the standard algorithm or counting on from 10 is more efficient, depends 


on each individual learners skill at using these methods and thus aware of the subjectivity we have 
used in placing them in this list 







Task 10: Adding / subtracting with tens 
[Ask orally]      Note Given Answer              Correct  


(a)  Add 10 to 92     


(b)  Add 10 to 294     


(c)  Take 10 away from 50     


(d)  Take 10 away from 700     


Let’s look at another example. Task 9 from the interview involves the placing of successive 


strips of dots in each part of the question. Thus for example for part e ‘add another 30 to 


make 74’ the interviewer will place an additional three strips of ten dots onto the previous 


laid out strips in part e and ask ‘Now how many dots altogether?’  


Task 9: Counting with incrementing tens 
[Use pink strip cards. Show strip (a) then add others for steps b to e. Ask] How many 
dots are there altogether? 
      Note Answer & How Answered    Correct? 


(a)  The ‘four dot’ strip     


(b)  Add a ‘ten dot’ strip to the right     


(c)  Add another 10 to make 24 


 


 


 


 


(d)  Add another 20 to make 44   


(e)  Add another 30 to make 74    


Again, this could be categorised as a procedural fluency type question, and the learner could 


be said to be fluent if he/she were to answer the elements correctly. But the issue arises 


again as to the spectrum of efficiency and flexibility. 


• Less efficient ways would be to count the dots each time a new strip is added 


including the 4 dot strip 


• Slightly more efficient ways would be to physically count the first 10 strip in ones or 


twos and then count each strip as they are laid down 


• Slightly more efficient again, would be to physically count the first 10 strip in ones or 


twos and then mentally add 10 each time a strip is laid down. 


• The most efficient method is to mentally count the dots on the 10 strip and then count 


in groups of 10 e.g. 44 + 30 is 74 (knowing 40 and 30 is 70) 


We can also see that the less efficient methods are not really appropriate for working with 


bigger numbers especially as we get in part e and 74 dots. 


Indeed the difficulty was that some learners each time counted in ones from the beginning 


even in part e to get 74, accurately and correctly. To say they have no procedural fluency 


would do no justice to fact that they performed the skill of counting in ones accurately. On 


the other hand, to give it more value than simply acknowledging a basic procedural skill (of 


one-to-one counting) would be problematic. Thus we saw the need for a spectrum that 







indicates that as one moves along the spectrum one is working with increasing levels of 


cognitive demand, mathematical complexity and levels of abstraction.  


At the one end of the spectrum we have restricted procedural skill that could be described as 


rudimentary or constrained, whilst at the other end we have procedural fluency that is 


elaborated and fully flexible. For any given question, there may be points in between these 


two ends as illustrated in the examples given above.  


A sample spectrum for the task 9 example above could look like this: 


 


Using this same process, we have examined each question in the interview and have drawn 


up a spectrum for each question based on the range of responses we recorded from the 


learners.  


Conclusion 


Much work needs to be done if using Kilpatrick et al’s (2001) notion of mathematical 


proficiency is to be transformed as a framework for assessing learner progression in terms of 


mathematical proficiency over time. 


In this paper we have shown how we have adapted one of Kilpatrick et al’s (2001) five 


strands of proficiency into a spectrum, namely, procedural fluency. This adaptation has 


enabled us to assess learner levels of procedural fluency so as to interpret the nature of their 


progress over time. Indeed we are exploring the creation of spectrums for each of the five 


strands and will interrogate the value of these through using the spectrums to analyse and 


summarise our data. We hope to share these findings in subsequent writing. 
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Abstract 


The focus of this study was to evaluate the impact of selected e-learning 


interventions in addressing under-preparedness of first year university students in 


mathematics. The guiding model in selecting the interventions was the integrated 


framework for computer-based learning proposed by Hung (2003). Using this model, 


appropriate interventions, based on the different contexts of learning and instruction 


were identified. Diagnostic tests, reflecting the content domains of the Senior 


Certificate mathematics Papers, were used to identify the mathematics needs of the 


students.  A one-way ANOVA revealed significant differences in performance among 


the content domains F(6,42)=2,40, p=0,050. Post hoc comparisons using the Tucker 


HSD test indicated that the mean score for Number patterns (M= 77,99 , SD=14,44) 


was significantly different than Statistics ( M=48,36 , SD=12,69). Weekly 


mathematics laboratory sessions were run to address the needs. Under-prepared 


students’ difficulties, and details of instructional approaches are discussed. The 


study found that the e-learning environment can provide a positive experience at the 


crucial transition period between high school and first year at university and enhance 


performance.  


Rationale 


A significant proportion of students entering universities have difficulties in mathematics at 


the first year level (Jacobs, M. de Bruin , G.P,  2009).  They come from diverse backgrounds 


and their experiences in mathematics are varied. It is a difficult task to know what one can 


assume as a starting point for the first year mathematics curriculum (Cox, B,  2003). 


Contemporary school leavers appear to be poorly skilled and under-prepared for the 


challenges of university education in Science and Mathematics (Jansen, 2007).  


Under-preparedness is of particular concern in applied sciences and engineering 


where the mathematics skills are needed for solving problems. The lecturer needs strategies 


to present first year content and, at the same time address the gaps and needs of the under-


prepared as they unravel during instruction. In most cases, a quick review of what students 


are expected to know from their high school mathematics, is inadequate. While intervention 


programmes are well-researched, funded and established in universities in the West, there 


are few programs that focus on the needs of the under-prepared in higher education in 


South Africa (Louden et al., 2000). Hence, the need to identify what mathematics 







conceptions, skills and processes learners bring to the mathematics lectures and the 


intervention and remedial strategies needed to overcome under-preparedness.   


Research questions 


Most institutions of higher learning administer a range of tests to learners on entry. These 


are useful to pinpoint the gaps and needs of the under-prepared and to design appropriate 


interventions. The focus of this study was to identify the mathematics  domains in which 


students are struggling and provide supplemental support through e-interventions. 


Specifically the study will address the following research questions: 


1.  What are the mathematical needs of under-prepared university students? 


2.  Do the mathematics interventions support and remedy the identified needs? 


3.  What factors influence the effectiveness of the mathematics interventions? 


Literature Review 


Several research studies have highlighted the steady decline over the past decade of basic 


mathematical skills and of the level of preparedness of students accepted into institutions of 


higher learning. (Cox,B ,  2003, Jacobs 2009, ; M, de Bruin , G.P,  2009).  Research has 


also highlighted student difficulties with the concepts of functions (Clement, 1985; Tall , 


1997) , limits (Oerhtman, 2002, Bezuidenhout, 1998) and derivatives (Ellison 1993).  


 Fuchs et al (2005) found that computation and problem solving represent distinct 


domains of mathematical cognition in the under-prepared and that we need to consider 


these separately for diagnosis and instruction.  Cognitive research has focused on the 


relation between mathematical ability and visualisation (Duval, 1999).  Presmeg (1992) 


found that the difficulties of iconic visualisers compared to schematic visualisers are 


widespread and robust.  


Several studies have highlighted the role of technology in learning mathematics. 


Hughes-Hallet (1991) used and recommended a graphical approach, and Palmiter (1991), 


and  Kendal and Stacey (2001) used computer assisted learning.  Artigue, M (2002) 


distinguishes between the epistemic, pragmatic and heuristic contributions of technology in 


the learning of mathematics. She emphasises the ease with which learners using computers 


can move between different representations of mathematics objects, paving the way for 


more advanced concepts.   


Several studies (CAI) have pointed out the factors affecting the efficacy of 


interventions. De corte, E (2006) conducted an intervention study in higher education using 


the CLIA framework which emphasises cognitive skills (orienting, planning, self testing and 


reflecting) as well as affective skills (self judging, valuing, coping and attributing). Student 


performance operating in this framework improved. 


Other factors impacting on the efficacy of the interventions include the following: 


mathematical domain (algebra, problem solving, etc), the timing of the intervention (early 


interventions reduce anxiety), the length of the interventions (affect the range and depth of 


skills addressed) as well as the instructional method (constructivist, behavioural). 







Particular settings, such as mathematics laboratory sessions, the use of calculators 


and graphing tools, have an important role in the instructional sequence. A mathematics 


laboratory session can be used as a context for students’ initial context-dependent thinking, 


and then become a model for more independent learning. (Gravemeijer, 1997).  The 


activities lead the student through levels of thinking from  concrete to abstract, knowledge to 


comprehension and application as well as problem solving. The instructional tools advance 


the complexity of the task, enable different representations and potentially raise the 


sophistication of the student’s thinking. Instruction focuses on engaging the student in 


independent, sustained thinking. (Wright,  et al., 2006). 


There are several implications of the literature review on the current study. Effective 


interventions require flexibility to meet individual differences. They need to offer a spectrum 


of services including interactive mathematics tools, immediate feedback and counselling. 


The enhanced visualisation and representation that technology offers in the teaching and 


learning of mathematics is invaluable. The mathematics laboratory interventions designed 


for use in this study present text, concepts and skills, and have embedded interaction items 


as well as practice, quiz and self testing features. The focus of the mathematics laboratory 


sessions was to enable the learner to move easily between algebraic, verbal, graphical and 


tabular representations. The transition from instructor dependent learning to independent 


learning is less traumatic as technology opens the possibility of ‘own time, any place, 


anywhere’ learning with built-in immediate feedback features. 


Theoretical framework 


The conceptual framework adopted for this study is the integrated framework for computer 


based learning proposed by Hung (2003). According to Hung, theories of learning including 


the behaviourist, cognitivist, constructivist and social constructivist models play an important 


role in identifying e-intervention tools for addressing the needs of the under-prepared. Rather 


than treating the learning theories as discordant entities, we use and apply appropriate 


computer-mediated tools and instructional technologies, based on the different contexts of 


learning and instruction. Tools for e-learning identified by Hung are shown in Figure 2. 


 


   


Figure 1  Tools for e-intervention identified by Hung (2003) 
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As Figure 1 shows, the individual instructive tools include closed-ended, tutorial type, direct 


individual instruction systems that allow for drill and practice, common in the behaviourist 


theories of learning. Informative tools such as the Web based blackboard, and the internet 


provide necessary materials and resources for students to construct their knowledge. 


Individual constructive tools include spreadsheets, word processors, mathematics software 


and simulations. These can support guided inquiry and can be used constructively fo 


exploring new concepts. Social communicative tools include video conferencing, laboratory 


management systems, multimedia, e-mailing and similar systems, which enable 


communicative processes between users.  Social constructivist tools are simulations, sms 


and e-mails, that support learning through social constructivistic processes. A common 


feature of all constructivist programs is that they shift authority and responsibility for 


constructing new knowledge to the student. In e-learning there are cognitive and affective 


learning benefits from this shift. Cognitively, students are able to hold instructional content in 


short-term memory longer when they directly control media. This is crucial to building links 


between new information and prior knowledge.  


Research Design 


The instructional design used in this study involves identifying the mathematics needs and 


projecting a potential learning trajectory for the under-prepared learners. An intervention 


program is a structured plan for providing instructional materials and activities to support 


learning.  In this study, e-learning modules, tutorials and mathematics laboratory worksheets 


were used to support the under-prepared learners. See Appendix . An appropriate 


instructional sequence of tasks and activities that foster development along the trajectory 


was developed. The research design is outlined in Figure 2.  


 


 


 


Figure 2 Research design used in this study 


 


Research Methodology 


Two mathematics diagnostic tests, were administered to the 67 students who joined the 


National Diploma in Mathematical Technology program. The majority of the students had 


obtained a  4  (50% − 60% ) in the Senior Certificate Mathematics examination in the 


previous year.   The first test consisted of 24 multiple choice questions answered without the 


use of a calculator.   The majority of  items in Test 1 were  level 1 (knowledge) and level 2 


(routine procedure) questions like “The period of  y = 2 sin 3x is…“ and “If xy 2= , then 
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dy/dx =….. Test 2 had 49 items categorised under seven content domains:  Number 


patterns,(8 items)  Algebra (7 items), Analytical Geometry  (5 items), Trigonometry(6 items) , 


Calculus(13 items), linear programming (5 items) and Statistics(6 items). In Test 2 learners 


had access to a Formula sheet and were allowed the use of calculators.  


The post-test  focused mainly on content that learners were underperforming in. The 


post-tests were administered after the interventions that lasted 4 weeks. Throughout the 


study, all students, including the ‘not at risk’ attended the mainstream lectures.   


E-interventions  


Twenty two students, who scored below 50% in the diagnostic tests, participated in the 


interventions. The interventions consisted of weekly mathematics laboratory sessions held in 


addition to the mainstream lectures. The first session was an instructor-led session, where 


learners logged in and learnt to navigate their way through the mathematics software and 


the content modules. The software used was a graphical package called Winplot and the e-


modules used were PPlato Math Support Modules. The packages were produced using 


LaTeX and converted into PDF files. The learners loaded the software and specific content 


modules on their flash drives and could work with them on any computer after the laboratory 


session. The content modules had built in hyperlinks that gave feedback to their selected 


responses.  In addition, worksheets were used for targeted interventions. See Appendix A2. 


Learners were encouraged to work out their solutions on paper and check their answers. 


The lecturer’s role was that of a facilitator. Post tests were used to evaluate the effect of the 


interventions on the performance of the learners.  


Data Analysis 


The first research question was to identify the mathematical needs of the under-prepared.  


The diagnostic tests administered to all 67 students provided valuable screening data. 


Details of the data analysis follow. 


Figure 3 shows student performance on the 24 items in the first diagnostic test. 


Students did not use calculators in this test. The Kuder Richardson test reliability index for 


the test was 0,63. A test reliability cut-off of 0,60 is common in exploratory research. The 


measure of reliability indicates the likelihood of obtaining the same results if the test is 


repeated. Following current research trends, if more than 60% of the learners got an item 


incorrect, the content was earmarked for review. Most of the items in this test were 1-step or 


2- step, knowledge or routine procedure questions. 


Item analysis of the test showed that students found Items 8, 10, 11 and 22 difficult.  


Items 17 and 21 had poor item-test correlation values (< 0,1) and the item difficulty values, 


adjusted for guessing, were below  0,1.  


Item 8 asked students to find the turning point on the curve  y = x2 + 5x + 4. It could 


have been answered by constructing a table of points (x ; y) and sketching the curve  or 


recognising that the equation represents a parabola and using x = −b/2a to find the line of 


symmetry, or finding the gradient dy/dx by differentiation and 
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Figure 3  Percentage of students who answered the item correctly ( No calculators were 


used in the test) 


locating the turning point by setting dy/dx equal to 0. Only 36% of the students answered this 


question correctly.  Errors in computation, graphical representation and algebraic 


substitution could have led to incorrect responses.  


Item 10 shows that nearly two-thirds of the students had problems with the order of 


operations in a calculation. Could this be attributed to the over-reliance on a calculator to 


perform basic calculations?  This has negative implications when students attempt to 


simplify expressions like 4x − 8x ÷ 4(x + 2) in algebra.  


Items 17 and 21 have poor discrimination indices. The strong students fared just as 


badly in the item as the weak students.  Finding cos 120o turned out to be very difficult (18% 


got this correct). Errors in applying Pythagoras Theorem to a 1, 2, √3 triangle, and applying 


sign conventions incorrectly are common.  Figure 4a. 


Items 11 and 22 were mensuration problems.  In item 11, the surface area of the closed 


cylinder required students to disaggregate the curved side into a rectangle and the two 


circles at the top and bottom.  Figure 4b. They then had to find the sum of  the areas. 


Common errors include not relating the length of the rectangle to the circumference of the 


circle, confusing a diameter with the radius and incorrect substitutions. Often students use 


memorised formulae and substitute without thinking.  


 
 


Figure 4 a) Finding cosine 120o      b) Finding the surface area of a cylinder  


In general, it seems that students have difficulties in basic computation (order of 


operations), algebra (graphing, inequalities), trigonometry and mensuration.  
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Pretest –Post-test comparisons 
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Figure 5   Pretest- Post test comparisons by items 


The pre-test post- test comparisons by items on the first diagnostic test showed a 


slight improvement on most test items. The gains on item 8 on finding the turning point of a 


parabola were marginal (35% in the pre-test and 46% on the post-test). The equation of the 


parabola in the post test was    y = 2x2 − 4x − 4 which gives an easy to substitute x value of  


1.  
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Figure 6  Performance on Pre-test 2 with items under different content domains   
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The second diagnostic test had 49 items grouped under seven content domains similar to 


the Senior Certificate Mathematics papers. The results are displayed in Figure 6. The graph 


shows under-performance in nearly half of the items in the test. 


The largest proportion of incorrect responses were in Trigonometry (5 out of 6), and 


Statistics (5 out of 6).  The performance in Analytical Geometry (3 out of 5) and Calculus (6 


out of 13) was poor. 


A one-way ANOVA, used to test for differences between the means of the content 


domains, revealed significant differences [F(6,42) =2,399, p = 0,044] . Post hoc comparisons 


using the Tucker HSD test indicated that the mean score for Number patterns (M= 77,99 , 


SD=14,44) was significantly greater than for Statistics                ( M=48,36 , SD=12,69). A 


complete ANOVA analysis performed in SPSS is presented in the Appendix (Table A1).  


Underperformance in algebra (Items 13, 15, 19, 43),  trigonometry (22, 25) ,  calculus 


(30, 37, 38) and Statistics ( 45 − 49) is evident. Closer scrutiny of the items in which the 


students under-perform reveals the following: 


• All these items are at cognitive level 3 (complex procedures) or level 4 (solving 


problems). They involve multiple steps in their solutions.  


• Algebraic understanding requires multiple skills including symbol manipulation, 


simplifying, factorising, completing the square, solving equations, graphing equations 


and inequalities.   


• Students have difficulties in solving word problems and there is a lack of understanding 


of relationships between variables,  


• There are difficulties in graphing relationships between variables and moving between 


symbolic, tabular and graphical representations. Items 20, 23, could be solved 


graphically.   


 


In conclusion these findings suggest that incoming students need intervention and 


guidance in content domains such as Statistics, Algebra, Trigonometry and calculus. In 


addition, lack of skills in reading graphs, problem comprehension and representation, as well 


as in problem solution need to be addressed.  


Impact of the interventions on student performance 


The second research question investigated the effectiveness of the interventions. Only 


students in the intervention group who had attended all the tests and the laboratory sessions 


were included in the data analysis. This reduced the intervention sample size from 22 to 18. 


For the students receiving e-intervention,  t-test comparisons reveal significant differences 


between pre-test scores (M=37,67,  SD = 6,76) and post test scores (M=50,67, SD =12,04)   


t(17) = 4,57,   p = 0,05 


 


 


Factors affecting intervention 







The third research question addressed the factors affecting effectiveness of e-learning 


interventions. Data to address this question was gathered by the researcher through 


observations of student engagement during the laboratory sessions. The factors that stood 


out most include the following: 


• Students’ prior computer experience and, in particular, keyboarding and navigation skills 


must be considered. Skills such as switching on, logging in, using the software and 


exiting from the program are important first steps and need to be developed.  


• Lack of access to computer facilities outside class time limits the benefits of the software 


and the e-modules. In particular, the non-resident students cannot make full use of the IT 


facilities. 


• Not all students switch easily to learning through exploration and discovery. The didactic 


switch needs to be gradual.  


• Language factors have a major impact on e-learning.  Complex wording such as “Each 


equation has a parameter, A that you can change easily. Explain using graphs, what 


happens when you take A through negative, 0 and  positive values  for these functions:  


f(x) = Aex  , f(x)  = A � n (x) ,  f(x) = A cos(x)” need translation into simpler language.   


• The length of the intervention is an important factor in the success of e-interventions.  


Remediating higher cognitive level deficiencies takes time.  


Conclusions 


In this study, diagnostic tests  were used to identify the needs of under-prepared students. 


Targeted interventions in the form of weekly mathematics laboratory sessions were used to 


address the needs. Pre and post test results on both diagnostic tests indicate significant 


gains for those who received e-interventions. Factors that had an impact on the 


effectiveness of interventions include previous experience with computers, language factors, 


and the duration of the intervention.  


The findings of this study are significant for educators in high schools and tertiary 


institutions. There is a need for collaboration and curriculum alignment between the two 


levels of institutions. Content domains such as trigonometry and calculus where students 


under-perform stand out and need attention. In addition, practical issues, in the use and 


application of technology and e-learning in high schools, need attention. There needs to be a 


shift in emphasis from preparing learners to pass exams to thinking critically and analytically 


and solving problems.  


Further research is needed to determine if the content domains of under-


preparedness are stable from year to year and whether they apply equally to institutions that 


have better intakes. More studies are also needed with larger sample sizes, and randomized 


assignment to different intervention methods.  
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Appendices 


 


A1:  Results of one-way ANOVA 


 
Sum of 


Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 


Between 


Groups 


6401.298 6 1066.883 2.399 .044 


Within Groups 18680.490 42 444.774   


Total 25081.788 48    


 


A2: Selected items from Diagnostic Test 1 in which students under-performed. The response 


alternatives for each item have been removed. 


Item (answered without using a calculator) %  correct 


8. The coordinates of the turning point of  y = x2 +5x +4 are: 36 


10.  (4+8) − 8 ÷ 4 × 2 =  37 


11.  The surface area of a cylinder of height 10 cm and diameter 6 cm is: 37 


17. Which of these graphs shows the region: y < 2x  +5 30 


21   cos 120 is; 18 


22.  the area of the trapezium shown is  34 


 







A3: Selected items from Diagnostic Test 2 where students under-performed. The response 


alternatives have been removed. 


Item  Pretest 


% correct  


13.   Solve |2x −8 | =5. The solution set is :  37 


15. A square with sides of length x has perimeter P and area A. Then A expressed 


in terms of P, is:   


39 


19. A circle has the equation x2 + 2x +y2
−2y =7. The centre and radius of the circle 


are:  


43 


22. The number of solutions x to 3 cos 2x = 1 in the range 0 – 360o are  37 


25. If  cos x = −0.5 , what is x in the range 0 to 360o 34 


30.   What is the equation of the tangent to the graph of f(x) = 3x2 − x3
−1 at x = −1    


(with graph) 


33 


37 . What is the equation of  the tangent to y = 3 −x2  at (1 ; 2)   ( No graph) 19 


38.   What are the coordinates of the point on the line y = 5 – 2x closest to (0,0)? 21 


43   Given the objective function P =2x +y and the constraints   x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, y ≥ x −2 


, y ≤ 4 −x what is the maximum value of P?  graph given 


26 


49  The number of hours 8 students spent studying daily were :  


5 7 8 5 6 6  4 3   What is the standard deviation of this data?  


16 


Appendix A4  Sample  e-learning activities 


 


Activity 1. Changing the parameters  e-mathematics worksheet   


Each equation has a parameter A, B,…that can be changed. Sketch graphs to explain what 


happens when you take A through negative, zero and  positive values  eg           y = Ax2   ,  y 


= Aex  ,   y =A � n (x)   y = A cos(Bx)   


Activity 2 Guess my equation: Learners enable the type of graph.  The software offers a 


choice between parabolic, polynomial, trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential graphs. 


After each guess they can check the answer.  


Activity 3 Differentiate the functions  y  below using the chain rule. Use the suggested u 


substitution (click on the green letters for the solutions). 


(a) y = ln(x7 + x) ,   u = x7 + x                            (b)  y = cos(ln(x)) ,    u = ln(x) 
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Abstract 


Forty-seven Grade 12 mathematics teachers of Butterworth district 


participated and responded to a questionnaire that asked them to identify 


challenges that make their teaching of mathematics at secondary schools 


impossible or difficult. These teachers represented more that 80% of Grade 


12 mathematics teachers in the district. Lack of relevant support from the 


district and provincial offices, poor school management and organization, lack 


of classroom resources and poor learner academic background were 


identified as the leading challenges that makes their teaching difficult. This 


study concludes by a word of caution that the results should be read with 


understanding that they represent the opinion of one interest group, the 


secondary school mathematics teachers. 
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Introduction 


Performance and achievement of the Eastern Cape Province in mathematics in some 


national and international surveys is less than desired at all tested school levels. During 


South Africa’s last participation in TIMSS this province was among the three least performing 


provinces in mathematics in the country (Reddy, 2006). Eastern Cape Province had been 


the lowest achieving province in the national Grade 12 final mathematics examination for the 


last five years. Preliminary analysis of the current Annual National Assessment (ANA) for 


Grade 3, Grade 6 and Grade 9 is not showing any signs of positive results. Different 


national, provincial and localized interventions in the province seem not to have yielded 


positive results since the poor performance persists. This paper attempts to contribute to the 


pursuit of understanding of this problem. It will shed some light to the broader question of: 


Why the Eastern Cape Province continues to underperform, especially in the area of 


mathematics? A number of factors have been identified and argued that they may explain 


these performance patterns. These ranged from broader policy-related factors, school-, 


classroom-, and learner background and resources factors, to the instructional practices in 


the classroom. Different interest groups (politicians, government officials, parents, 


researchers, teachers, professional bodies, learners etc.) have advanced explanations from 


different perspectives. The research question for this paper is: What are challenges that 







made mathematics teaching in the rural secondary schools of the Eastern Cape 


Province difficult? It is believed that different interest group may give different responses to 


this question. This current research confined itself to one critical group: the mathematics 


teachers. 


CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 


Ingvarson, Beavis, Bishop, Peck and Elsworth (2004) presented a theoretical framework that 
described the relations between factors associated with effective mathematics teaching in 
secondary schools. They grouped those factors into five broad groupings:  


- Opportunities for teacher learning 
- School capacity 
- Teacher capacity 
- Student opportunity to learn 
- Learning Outcomes 


They argued that the first four of these broad groupings represent independent variables, 
and the fifth – Learning Outcomes – represents the dependent variable. 
In this paper it is assumed that classroom mathematics teaching is the key factor among 


those that impact on achievement and performance of learners in poor, rural and 


disadvantaged areas. The mathematics teacher has major influence in the structuring of 


mathematics classroom instructional environment. It is these classroom environments that 


shape learners experiences. Teachers’ beliefs about the nature of mathematics, about 


mathematics teaching, about learners and learning, and about the overall teaching and 


learning environment play a huge role in influencing the teachers’ attempts to construct a 


conducive mathematics learning environment. The teachers’ beliefs are also influenced by 


mathematics education research and adopted curriculum. The diagram below gives the 


described conceptual framework. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Research Design and Methodology 


In this study the researchers were interested in the mathematics teachers’ beliefs about 


challenges that made mathematics teaching difficult in secondary schools of the rural 


Eastern Cape Province. The data collected represented the views of teachers at that time 
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hence the research design could be said to be cross-sectional. This research was 


exploratory and sought to provide a description of a particular area with respect to 


mathematics teaching. Where possible this study generalized claims to larger population. It 


contains both quantitative and qualitative elements. 


 Sampling 


The data presented in this research was collected from one Eastern Cape education district, 
Butterworth. The Eastern Cape Province has twenty-three (23) education districts grouped 
into three clusters (Cluster A, B, and C). In selecting this district a critical-case sampling was 
used. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000) define this type of sampling as identifying a 
district (in my case) that display a set of characteristics in their entirety in a way that is highly 
significant for their behavior. The statistical sampling was ruled out for the following reasons: 


• The characteristics of districts in the Eastern Cape Province are unknown. It 
is therefore impossible to argue that a particular district is a representative of 
which wider population. 


• There are no straight forward differences between districts in the province. 


• Generalizability was not the primary goal of this study. 


• The researcher did not have access to all districts in the province 
Butterworth district was selected because it is one of the poor performing districts in the 
province and in the country. All Grade 12 school mathematics teachers in the district were 
invited to participate in the study. A total of forty-seven (47) secondary school mathematics 
teachers participated in this study. These forty-seven teachers represented more than 80% 
of Grade 12 mathematics teachers of Butterworth district.  
 
 Research Instrument and Data Collection    
 
A special questionnaire was designed for this study. This questionnaire had three sections: 
 Section A: Mathematics Teacher Academic and Professional Background 
 Section B: Mathematics Teacher Professional Development 
 Section C: Teachers’ Beliefs about Mathematics Teaching Challenges 
In Section A and Section B there were straight forward objective questions where the 
respondents were required to fill in their: academic qualifications, years of experience, 
number of Professional Development activities attended etc. In Section C there were open-
ended subjective questions where the respondents were asked for their opinion as to what 
were mathematics teaching challenges in their secondary schools.  
The questionnaire was designed by the researcher and was piloted on the mathematics 
teachers in the neighboring district. In January 2011 the Butterworth Grade 12 mathematics 
teachers were invited to a curriculum-related teacher development three-day workshop. This 
workshop was organized by the district subject advisor and facilitated by Walter Sisulu 
University, and the researcher was one of the facilitators. As part of registration process on 
the first day the participants were requested to complete the questionnaire. The participants 
were advised that the information required was going to be used for research purposes and 
their identities were not going to be revealed. The participants completed the questionnaire 
in the presence of the researcher and were also able ask clarity-seeking questions. 
 
 Data Analysis 
 
The results presented in this paper are based on the analysis of the teachers’ responses to 
Section C of the questionnaire. The analysis was done in two stages: quantitative stage and 
qualitative stage. The researchers identified the number of challenges mention by each 
teacher and the number of teachers who had mentioned each challenge. Some interesting 
patterns were observed. At qualitative stage the researchers grouped the challenges into 
themes, and critically analysis was made in terms of the details provided the teachers as 







they mentioned those challenges. In this study the researchers were also committed to 
identifying those regularities and patterns that could be extend to other similar districts. 
 
Mathematics Teaching Challenges in the Butterworth District 
 
The results presented in this paper are based on one interest group: the mathematics 


teachers. The following challenges were identified by the Grade 12 mathematics teachers of 


this district: 


- Poor Learner Academic Background 


- Lack of Support at District Level 


- Poor School Management and Organization 


- Inadequate Classroom Resources 


- Lack of Support at Provincial Level 


  Poor Learner Academic Background 
 
More than ninety percent (90%) of the respondents identified learner academic background 
as the major challenge to mathematics teaching at their secondary schools. They all argued 
that the learners coming to their Grade 10 classes from primary schools lack basics. Some 
of the areas of concern were that these learners: 


- Cannot add, subtract, multiply or divide fractions 


- Do not know order of operations (BODMAS) 


- Do not know basic algebraic operations (adding like terms, factorizations 
etc) 


When the researchers engaged with this matter some interesting facts emerge. Firstly, 


secondary school mathematics teachers seemed to have some expectations. The question 


is whether these expectations are realistic and fair. South Africa’s schooling is guided by the 


national curriculum as far as the delivery of the subject matter is concerned. For example the 


table below is an extract from the latest Grade 9 curriculum statements. It states that 


learners in Grade 9 are expected to have covered the indicated mathematical content. 


9.2.3.3. Simplifying algebraic expressions by:  
o using laws of exponents  
o using factorization  


 
9.2.3.4. Factorization:  


o common factor  
o difference of two squares  


o trinomials of the form: �2+ ��+� and ��2+ ��+� if � is a common 


factor.  
 


(DBE, 2004, Pg.12) 
Therefore in terms of the curriculum the secondary teachers’ expectations are realistic and 
fair. The researchers were also interested in why did the ‘system’ waited until these learners 
were at Grade 10 before this poor academic background was noticed. It is believed that 
discovering these at Grade 10 may be too late for some of these problems to be rectified. 
Some of teachers further indicated that they usually spend the first term of every academic 
year teaching Grade 8 and Grade 9 to their Grade 10 group. The researchers discussed this 
problem with teachers, and with some district and provincial education officials. There 
seemed to be some agreement that the Eastern Cape school structural arrangement may 
account for this problem. According to South Africa’s School Act (SASA 84/1996) primary 
schools refer to those school education institutions that are responsible for Grade R to 
Grade 7 schooling. Secondary schools are those responsible for Grade 8 to Grade 12 







schooling. In most of the rural areas of the Eastern Cape Province there is different school 
structural arrangement. In the former Transkei and Ciskei primary schools are responsible 
for Grade R to Grade 9 schooling and secondary schools are responsible for Grade 10 to 
Grade 12 schooling. We have learnt that similar school structural arrangements also existed 
to a small scale in Mpumalanga Province. The Eastern Cape schooling structural 
arrangement is not recognized by the South Africa’s Schools Act, and this lack of alignment 
has huge implications. The secondary schools of the rural Eastern Cape have only three 
years to intervene or correct what has gone wrong in lower grades. Teachers reported that 
the secondary schools are unable to intervene earlier (before Grade 10) because they do not 
have control of primary schools. Moreover, with such structural arrangement it would difficult 
for secondary schools to benefit from some of the national interventions since they are 
usually guided by SASA that recognizes that secondary schools are responsible for the last 
five years of schooling. 
Furthermore this lack of alignment has some implications for the teacher professional 
development. The institutions of higher learning in the province are in the process of 
implementing the new teacher education and development framework, The National Policy 
Framework For Teacher Education and Development In South Africa (NPFTED). Among the 
changes this framework proposes that some of the initial teacher development programmes 
should BEd or ADE specializing in Senior Phase and Further Education and Training (DHET, 
2006). This, it is argued, is in recognition of the fact that Grade 8 and Grade 9 (Senior 
Phase) and Grade 10-12 (FET) are in the same school education institution. Therefore the 
teacher in secondary schools should be able to teach at Senior and FET phase. This is a 
challenge for institutions like Walter Sisulu University whose BEd programme have always 
been designed in response to the current school structure. 
It must be noted though that Eastern Cape Department of Education is embarking on the 
process of ‘rationalization of schools’ (ECDoE, 2011) and it was confirmed by the MEC for 
Education, Honorable Mandla Makupula, that the alignment of schools with the rest of the 
country is one of the aims of this rationalization. He conceded though that the alignment of 
schooling structure depends heavily on the capacities and availability of extra resources for 
schools. In some cases the alignment will mean physical relocation of Grade 8 and Grade 9 
classes and teachers to another school. In other cases it may mean different administrative 
and management arrangements where a secondary school may take up responsibility for 
Grade 8 and Grade 9 located in another school. 
 


Lack of Support at District Level 


Subject advisors in the form of Chief Education Specialist (Curriculum), Deputy Chief 
Education Specialist, and Senior Education Specialist are usually located at district levels. 
They are responsible for providing support to teachers in their specific subject. The post of 
Subject Advisor in a district is a specialist post that requires the incumbent to be a subject 
specialist in their field, demonstrating both depth of content knowledge as well as its 
pedagogy. The position of Subject Advisor exists to ensure that for every subject there is 
specialist capacity to: 


o monitor and support the implementation of the curriculum in the relevant 
subject; 


o provide and/or source relevant teaching and learning material to improve 
performance in the subject; 


o ensure that teachers have all the requisite curriculum and assessment 
documents for the subject 


o support teachers in effectively delivering the curriculum in the classroom; 
o support teachers in strengthening their content knowledge; 
o moderate school based assessment, including Annual National Assessment 


and 
o support teachers in organizing relevant/related co-curricular activities. 


(DBE, 2011, pg. 41) 







The teachers reported that they did not get the support from their subject advisors. 
Preliminary analysis of academic qualifications of Butterworth teachers indicated that some 
of these teachers were either under-qualified or not qualified. The changes in the curriculum 
and introduction of new topics added extra strain to these teachers. The respondents 
confirmed that indeed they had some curriculum areas they were struggling with and they 
needed support. The teachers reported that they not provided the support they require. What 
demoralizes the teachers more was that sometimes they are invited to mathematics 
development workshops and find that the facilitator is one of the teachers. Sometimes the 
facilitators had less credentials than them. One does get a sense issue of not supportive 
subject advisors is a general concern in a number districts. Perhaps the subject advisors are 
not properly briefed. It is reported that when they visit schools it is usually about files and 
paper work.  


 
Poor School Management and Organization 


 
The respondents reported that the School Management Teams and School Governing 
Bodies were generally supportive. There were many issues of school organization that 
mathematics teachers reported but most of these issues affected other teachers equally. 
Mathematics teachers reported that they were not happy about mathematics being allocated 
periods at midday or afternoon. They believe that mathematics period should always be in 
morning or late morning because it needed a fresher mind. We have not seen any scientific 
evidence that confirm this claim but in our teaching experience we have noticed that 
mathematics period are usually in the morning or late morning. Unfortunately this debate 
always raises questions from other teachers about mathematics and mathematics teachers 
being given a special treatment. We believe that mathematics concepts build on each other 
in a way that is different from History or English for example. There seemed to be at least 
some agreement that mathematics is one the critical subjects; even those teachers who are 
not mathematics teachers generally accept that. We are of the view that putting mathematics 
periods in the morning or midmorning protects it from disturbance in schools which usually 
occurs in the afternoon. This view is not based on any scientific evidence. There is a need 
for scientific evidence to confirm this position.  


 
Lack of Support at Provincial Level 


 
The mathematics teachers and schools reported that they were allocated few teachers to 
deliver a range of subjects at school. The teacher post provisioning, known as PPN, in the 
province uses the national agreed concept of number of weighted learners. The weighted 
learner is calculated using a tricky and complicated Peter Morkel formula which stated that: 
 
 
Weighted Learners 
 
 
Weighted Learner in Group A Subject  
 
Where:  


40 is highest ideal maximum class size in relation to others 
37 and 35 are ideal maximum classes size per subject or group 
0.84 is proportion of period load 
4.5 and 2 are time allocation per subject per week 
27.5 is proportion of allocation from the redress pool 
lg is number of all learners per grade 


According to this formula a small school with 76 learners qualifies for 2 to 3 teachers 
irrespective of the number of subjects offered. This is obviously absurd and that is what had 
created a stalemate between teacher unions and provincial department of education. It must 
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be noted though such formula has been used in other provinces with a degree of success. 
The national Department of Basic Education is embarking on a process to see how the 
current post-provisioning model can be reviewed.  
Overcrowding was reported by fair number of teachers as problem in this study. Generally 
FET classes were overcrowded in the Eastern Cape Province, especially in the Transkei. In 
the former Transkei the formula that was used for provision of schools to villages was that: a 
primary school for every village and a secondary school for every 8 to 10 villages 
(Ngubentombi, 1988). It is rare to find a Grade 10 mathematics classroom in the Butterworth 
district that was not over crowded. Unfortunately most families could not afford to send their 
children to any other schools. Nearby schools found it difficult to chase away learners. They 
admit many learners and squeeze in as many learners as possible in few classrooms. This 
will naturally present challenges for teachers. Some of challenges identified by literature as 
associated with overcrowding are: 


•  Teachers are unable to control their classrooms. Regardless of how great the 
learners are, having too many of them can be impossible to handle. Bad behavior is 
like a domino effect; once one learner begins acting out, most of the classroom can 
turn chaotic in a matter of minutes.  


• Well-behaved learners are overlooked and thus under-served. Their unruly peers are 
receiving all the attention. Good learners miss out on the education they deserve.  


• Learners cannot concentrate with many distractions. Even good good can become 
distracted when classrooms are overcrowded. There’s just too much going on to 
focus on a lesson.  (SEREF, 2012) 
 
Inadequate School and Classroom Resources 


 
Most teachers (90%) reported that there were no computers and computer laboratories in 
their schools. One of the advantages of computers and other technologies is that they 
promote self-learning.  
Rural schools in the Eastern Cape Province are poorly staffed in terms of qualifications of 
mathematics teachers. These schools hardly meet the basic requirements for a properly 
functioning school. It is common to find a school that is relying on a mathematics teacher 
who has never been trained for teaching of mathematics. The qualification of the Grade 10 
mathematics teacher at one high school was National Diploma (Analytical Chemistry). The 
purpose of Nation Diploma (Analytical Chemistry) qualification is not to train graduate for 
teaching of mathematics or any other school subject. This mathematics teacher did 
Technikon Mathematics up to level 3, but this mathematics is more for engineers than for 
teachers and teaching. In terms of standard this mathematics is much lower than what South 
African Teacher Development policy prescribes a second year university level. Good and 
properly qualified mathematics teachers preferred not to teach in the rural outskirts.   
All teachers reported that at most there was only one mathematics textbook per learner. 
Since in most schools there were no libraries this meant that these learners have only one 
source of information. The advantage of different sources is that they give learners 
alternative definition and explanation. In our own experience we have learnt that different 
textbooks have different strength. Some textbooks have good definitions, explanations and 
others present good and wide range of examples. Access to different books assists one to 
benefit in their respective strengths. Learners from rural areas are usually with a less 
qualified teacher and at most have one textbook. These learners will have limited 
mathematical experiences compared to their counter parts in well-resourced schools. In 
most cases the rural secondary schools had limited resources. That is what led to some 
Eastern Cape institutions like NMMU coming up with some form of interventions. In 2006 a 
decision was taken to explore the use of technology in the teaching of mathematics and the 
DVD technology was decided on as the most appropriate technology (GMMDU, 2006). As 
part of the ISP, in 2006 a series of twenty grade 12 mathematics DVDs covering the various 
mathematics topics in the then grade 12 mathematics syllabus was developed. 







In her research Padayachee (2010) revealed that using the DVD approach within a blended 
learning environment did lead to an improvement in learners perceptions about 
mathematics, an improvement in the manner in which they learned mathematics, an 
extension in their mathematics knowledge and provided learners with a supportive 
environment in which to learn mathematics. Her findings suggested that the DVD approach 
impacted favourably on the mathematics learning and enhanced the mathematics learning 
and performance of these learners.  


 
Discussion 
 
The secondary school mathematics teachers believed that odds are stack against them. 


They were presented with learners of poor academic background. They did not get any 


necessary support from the district and provincial offices and they were further 


disadvantaged by poor management at school. They observed that instead of support there 


were strong tendencies to demand that they should account for poor performance. Taylor, 


Muller and Vinjevold (2003) distinguishes between the support measures and accountability 


measures and the importance of striking the balance. It is important to balance our systems 


such that support measures are as much as accountability measures. We believe that a 


system that is dominated by accountability measures is likely to be characterized top-down 


approach and lack of consultation. Unfortunately such system is likely to arouse hostility and 


experience resistance especially from the organized labour.  


Whilst I agree with Biddle (2001) that schools can mitigate against the deleterious effect of 


family disadvantage but given the type and level of resourcing in the Eastern Cape I do not 


see rural schools in the province intervening with some programmes to assist impoverished 


children. Unless the province try and develop the current crop of teachers and improve the 


level of resourcing in the schools it is unlikely to mitigate against the effect of family 


disadvantage.  


As stated in the introduction this presentation was a one-sided account as it reports on the 


analysis of responses of one interest group. What was of particular interest was that there 


was no respondent who mentioned anything about teacher unions. We are convinced that if 


we had used a different interest group factors such as the one of teacher unions could have 


come out. This is recommended as another avenue for research.  


Conclusion 


The challenges to mathematics teaching are multi-faceted and multi-dimensional. What was 


observed was that in each of the identified dimensions the secondary schools in the Eastern 


Cape were disadvantaged to the extreme such that a one-dimensional intervention is 


unlikely to yield any positive results. Based on these results one can conclude that may be 


what is needed in this province is a multi-dimensional intervention, that may mean an 


overhaul of the whole system. 
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Abstract 


This paper reports on an exploration of teachers’ perceptions with regard to their 
performances as they engaged with contextualised tasks of Mathematical Literacy (ML), and 
to examine their performance in ML tasks based on algebra. The participants of the study 
were a class of 24 students, 17 of whom who completed the ACE (ML) programme at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) for the 2007 to 2008 academic years. They formed part 
of a group of 691 practising mathematics teachers from throughout KZN. We used four 
sources of data. Firstly, data was generated from teachers’ reflection about certain tasks, the 
solution of which required the use of algebra. A second data collection instrument was an 
open-form questionnaire and the third instrument was two unstructured interviews with two 
teachers. The final instrument was the analysis of the teachers’ examination scripts. The 
theoretical framework for the study was derived from the PISA cycle of mathematisation 
which specifies 5 aspects of mathematisation. The findings reveal that although the teachers 
conveyed varying understandings of the ML curriculum, they believed that knowledge of 
basic algebra was necessary and adequate for them to deal with ML problems. Furthermore 
the teachers believed mathematical teaching experience contributes to improved problem 
solving in ML.  It was found that for this sample of teachers, the mathematics specialist 
teachers performed better than their non-mathematics specialist counterparts in ML 
problems which required algebraic skill. 


 


Introduction 


With the advent of the school subject Mathematical Literacy in South Africa in 2006, there 
have been numerous training initiatives for practising teachers who want to teach 
Mathematical Literacy. There are many challenges experienced by teacher educators who 
design professional development programmes for practicing teachers. Designing suitable 
and relevant programmes that could help teachers effectively facilitate the learning of 
Mathematical Literacy poses even greater challenges. There is fuzziness about what 
constitutes Mathematical Literacy pedagogical knowledge. How much of mathematics does 
a Mathematical Literacy teacher need to teach Mathematical Literacy knowledge for 
teaching? Can any teacher be retrained to teach the subject? In this paper we briefly look at 
some issues related to knowledge for teaching Mathematical Literacy, specifically dealing 
with the use of algebra in solving ML tasks.  The purpose of the study reported in this paper, 
was to explore teachers’ perceptions about, and performance in Mathematical Literacy tasks 
based on algebraic concepts.  


  







Literature Review 


One of the interventions decided by the Department of Education was to introduce the 
subject Mathematical Literacy (ML) as a fundamental subject in the Further Education and 
Training (FET) band in order to help develop numeracy skills among South African citizens. 
ML seeks to produce learners who are participating citizens, contributing workers and self 
managing people (DoE, 2008). Its purpose is not for learners to do more mathematics, but 
more application and to use mathematics to make sense of the world. 


 


One challenge experienced throughout the world is the shortage of qualified mathematics 
teachers. This challenge was noted by the RAND as a critical impediment towards the 
initiative of development (RAND 2001, p. xiv).  In the USA system of education there were 
imbalances in terms of the qualifications of teachers. These inequalities in teachers’ 
qualifications meant inequalities in their knowledge base. It became a priority to address the 
issue of teachers’ knowledge base, because if in the process some teachers have a 
restricted view of proficiency and are not themselves proficient in mathematics, their efforts 
to improve their students mathematical knowledge may be limited (RAND 2001, p. 9). This is 
similar to the situation in South Africa as Clark  and Linder (2006, p. 7) contend: “South 
Africa is a country with a system of educational provision that spans a wide range of 
contexts, staffed by teachers whose levels of pre-service training differ markedly, and whose 
experiences (and expectations) of teaching and learning differ in turn by extremes”.  


 


In a study conducted at Rhodes University by Brown and Schafer (2006, p. 50), teachers 
were trained based on mathematical modelling and it was observed that “teachers with 
weaker mathematical skills took considerable longer to master the contexts and skills 
developed in these activities. This suggests that a teacher’s level of mathematical skill is an 
important determinant of success”. They further went on to admit that, “due to the pressure 
of time on the programme, it was not possible to include consolidation work that was 
appropriate for the less skilled teachers, for all the contexts considered” (Brown et al., 2006, 
p.51). Despite these studies which suggest that ML teachers need deep mathematics 
understanding, the DoE has in many cases encouraged teachers with just a Grade 12 
mathematics background (in some cases even without this) to enrol for inservice 
programmes to retrain as Mathematical Literacy teachers. This study will show for a small 
sample of teachers, the teachers with mathematics teacher training experience performed 
much better than those teachers who were retrained from other specialisations. 


 


Because the context and content are intertwined in ML, this may present certain challenges. 
Steen (1999, p. 12) points out that “the test of quantitative literacy, as of verbal literacy, is 
whether a person naturally uses appropriate skills in many contexts. Teachers know all too 
well the common phenomenon of compartmentalization, in which skills or ideas learned in 
one class are totally forgotten when they arise in a different context. Students need to learn 
numeracy in multiple contexts”. According to Steen “all teachers need to help students think 
of mathematics not just as tasks on school worksheets but as something that arises naturally 
in many contexts”. He also points that “teachers need to broaden their goals to encompass 
more than just the narrow arithmetic-algebra track that has dominated USA mathematics 
programs. In particular, they need to vigorously develop several parallel and highly 
interconnected strands of quantitative thinking”. 


 


In a study conducted by Graven and Venkat (2008, p. 7) in Gauteng, three teachers from 
one school were given a similar ML task. It was however found that all teachers interpreted 







the task very differently, which is an indication that there exists a tension in relation to the 
understanding of the relationship between the content and the context. These different 
understandings may pose a significant barrier towards the implementation of the subject ML, 
which  is “not less than or even part of mathematics, but something more than mathematics” 
being “the ability to situate, interpret, critique, use and perhaps even create mathematics 
context” (Bowie & Frith, 2006, p. 30).  


The OECD/PISA (2003, p. 30) provides three components that describe the extent to which 
the problem-solver in Mathematical Literacy can handle mathematics in a well-founded 
manner when confronted with real-world problems. 


• The first component is the situations or contexts in which the problems are 
located.  


• The second component is the mathematical content that has to be used to solve 
the problems, organised by certain overarching ideas.  


• The third component is the competencies that have to be activated in order to 
connect the real world, in which the problems are generated, with mathematics, 
and thus to solve the problems. 


 


Any discussion of mathematical skills and knowledge necessary for success in ML tasks is 
not complete without a discussion of the role played by algebra in the solution of such tasks. 
In order to attain mathematical proficiency, the problem solver has to be fluent in various 
algebraic procedures because algebra is the most commonly used tool employed to solve 
mathematical problems. Algebra is therefore considered in this study for two particular 
reasons. Firstly, algebra is regarded as “foundational in all areas of mathematics because it 
provides the tools (language and structure) for analyzing and representing quantitative 
relationships, for modeling situations, for solving problems, and for stating and proving 
generalizations” (RAND 2001, p. xx). Secondly, problems in Mathematical Literacy are 
largely immersed in context. In the previous mathematics curriculum, problems of this 
nature were simple referred to as ‘word problems’. Efficient use of algebra in this research is 
determined by the level of success in solving problems which require algebraic skill. 
Engaging with word problems demands from the problem-solver a great deal of interpreting 
within and across different representations. Interpreting in mathematics involves writing, in 
most cases converting the English written statement into a mathematical statement. 
According to Ntenza (2004) citing Vygotsky, “writing requires particular demands from the 
writer who has to engage in the deliberate structuring of the web of meaning”. For Vygotsky 
“writing seems to increase the cognitive actions executed by students, and the inner speech 
is critical in the writing process” (Ntenza 2004, p. 14).  


 


We end this section with a brief discussion of the role played by practice in attaining 
mathematical proficiency. According to Alibali, Rittle-Johnson and Siegler (2001, p. 346) 
“procedural knowledge is the ability to execute action sequences to solve problems and 
conceptual knowledge is an implicit or explicit understanding of the principles that govern a 
domain and of the interrelations between units of knowledge in a domain”. In order to 
engage successfully in ML problems that necessitate the attainment of these strands of 
mathematical proficiency (procedural fluency and, conceptual understanding) people need 
opportunities for practice. Van de Walle (2007, p. 69) looks at “practice” as referring to 
different problem-based tasks or experiences, spread over numerous class periods, each 
addressing the same basic ideas. He is of the idea that if learners are provided with ample 
and varied opportunities to reflect on or create new ideas through problem-based tasks, 
there is an increased opportunity to develop conceptual ideas and more elaborate and 
useful connections. The work by Chase and Mayfield (2002, p. 105) where they “compared 







three different methods of teaching five basic algebra rules involving some kind of practice, 
they found that cumulative practice of component skills is an effective method of training 
problem solving”. Again, the study conducted by Lovett and Rosenberg-Lee (2006, p. 4) did 
reveal that pure procedural practice does lead to improvements in conceptual knowledge. 


 


Theoretical Framework 


Solving problems in ML requires a great deal of movement within various representations 
(verbal, algebraic, symbolic, and graphical). According to OECD/PISA (2003, p. 26) context-
based problems can be solved by following the general strategy used by mathematicians, 
which the PISA mathematics framework - refers to as mathematizing. Mathematising can 
be characterized as having five aspects: 


• Starting with a problem situated in reality. 


• Organizing it according to mathematical concepts and identifying the relevant 
mathematics. 


• Gradually trimming away the reality through processes such as making 
assumptions about what are the important features of the problem, generalizing 
and formalizing, which promote the mathematical features of the situation and 
transform the real-world problem into a mathematical problem that faithfully 
represents the situation. 


• Solving the mathematical problem. 


• Making sense of the mathematical solution in terms of the real situation, including 
identifying the limitations of the solution. 


The following figure shows the cycle of mathematisation. 


 


Figure 1 : Schematic Diagram showing the process Cycle of Mathematisation  


 


 


The table below shows how certain aspects of mathematisation are linked to specific 
demands of the context or the mathematics activity required to engage in that aspect of 
mathematisation.  


 


 







Table 1: Aspects of mathematisation as a process 


Aspect of 


mathematisation 


Description of the mathematisation process Mathematical or contextual 


demands of the particular 


aspects 


1 Problem situated in a real life context Knowing definitions, rules or 


semiotic representation used 


in context 


2  Organizing it according to mathematical 


concepts and identifying the relevant 


mathematics. 


 


Knowledge of relevant 


mathematical concepts, and  


conditions under which a 


concept can be applied 


3  Gradually ‘trimming away’ reality through 


processes such as making assumptions about 


what are the important features of the problem, 


generalizing and formalizing, which promote the 


mathematical features of the situation and 


transforming the real-world problem into a 


mathematical problem that faithfully represents 


the situation. 


Making assumptions to 


render problem solvable. 


Identifying relevant 


process/formula or rule that 


is suitable. Deciding whether 


the problem requires a direct, 


inverse or multi-step 


approach. Formulating (if 


necessary) the required 


model or equations. 


4  Solving the mathematical problem. 


 


Carrying out the 


computation, correct 


substitution, simplification, 


algebraic manipulation, 


obtaining a solution 


(procedural fluency), 


conversion of units.   


5 Making sense of the mathematical solution in 


terms of the real situation, including identifying 


the limitations of the solution. 


 


Interpreting answer within 


the context, to see if the 


solution makes sense in the 


context. Engaging in 


contextual reasoning. 


 


To determine the level of cognitive demand at which assessment tasks are posed, it is useful 
to use a hierarchy or taxonomy. The questions were categorised according to the taxonomy 
levels of the SAML school subject. It is  clear that the aspects of mathematisation are 
different from the skills and demands listed in the SAML taxonomy (DoE, 2008).. The DoE 







designed and introduced an assessment taxonomy that could be used to classify the 
cognitive demand of tasks (DoE, 2008).The MLSAG taxonomy is described below: 


• Level One: Knowing 


• Level Two: Applying routine procedures in familiar contexts 


• Level Three: Applying multi-step procedures in a variety of contexts 


• Level Four: Reasoning and reflecting 


 


Methodology 


This qualitative study utilised an interpretive approach. Within the interpretative paradigm, 
we opted to utilize a case study approach. The case in this study is the group of 17 teachers 
who enrolled at UKZN for the ACEML course. The research questions underpinning the 
study are: What are the teachers’ perceptions of ML tasks based on algebra?  What is the 
nature of the performance  of the teachers in ML tasks based on algebra? The research 
instruments that were used were the teachers’ written responses to examinations, the 
teachers written reflections, a semi-structured questionnaire and interviews with two 
teachers. The two interview respondents are referred to as Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 


The ACE programme under discussion in this paper was made up eight modules consisting 
of six ML-specific modules and two generic modules. Four of the six modules are devoted to 
the development of content knowledge skills in ML while two modules are devoted to the 
development of pedagogic content knowledge skills in ML. The two generic modules focus 
on general professional development  and the roles of the educator (teacher).The four 
content modules formed part of this study. 


For the purpose of this research, a participant was considered as a “mathematics specialist” 
(MS) if s/he studied mathematics up to tertiary level, while a participant was considered as 
“non-mathematics teacher” (NMS) if s/he studied mathematics only up to Grade 12 level. 
Furthermore mathematics specialists are represented by A, B, D, L, C, O, H & F; while the 
non-mathematics teachers are represented by G, I, N, K, Q, J, P, M & E..  


 


Results and Discussion 


Teachers’ perceptions of the role of algebra in teaching and learning ML 


The first theme that emerged from an analysis of the reflections, questionnaire and 


interviews was the importance of fundamental knowledge  of algebra. The analysis of the 


teachers’ reflections revealed that they felt  basic mathematical knowledge, (which was 


mainly algebra in this case), was necessary when dealing with this task of ML. Teacher E 


said “but because of the basic knowledge of pure mathematics I have learnt before, I tried to 


answer some questions. I then strictly say this mathematical literacy needs the 


understanding of pure mathematics”. This notion was also supported by teacher D as she 


explains “The task was challenging….but through prior knowledge from [mathematics] 


learning area I was able to attempt”. This was also felt by J, as he said “…if we did 


mathematics it will be easier to understand maths literacy”. Teacher A is quoted as saying 


“Background (mathematical one) is the key element in making learners to pass this course. 


So lack of this background is not good”. Again, B supports the idea as she points out that, 


“Some of the students do not have adequate pre-knowledge background. Sometimes some 


contexts require the mathematical skills of which some of us don’t have because we didn’t 


major with it”. 







 


The need to draw on basic algebraic knowledge was also seen by both interview 
respondents as a gateway towards better problem solving in ML, was the first theme that 
emerged from the analysis of the interviews.  Teacher 1 acknowledged the role of prior 
knowledge when asked about role of the grade 12 algebraic knowledge on the teaching and 
learning ML. She had this to say: “… like the prior knowledge that you have got will assist 
you like in teaching of Mathematical Literacy especially when you are dealing with…if you do 
not know anything about algebra so it becomes difficult for you…therefore its adequate 
[meaning necessary in this case]”. This feeling was also confirmed by Teacher 2 when she 
said, “That [the module] was difficult for person with only grade 12 mathematics because 
there with the experience that you had, you would easily identify the formula to 
use...”.Teacher 1 also viewed the algebra knowledge  needed for mathematics problem 
solving as being similar to that required for solving mathematical literacy tasks:  “Ya I view 
the Mathematical class the same way…the difference is in the structuring of questions…like 
in Mathematical Literacy class the questions are context-based rather than in Maths…so but 
the algebra is the same”. Teacher 2 however felt that the algebra required for ML was 
simpler than that required for Mathematics  as she added, “No it is not similar, in 
Mathematical Literacy class they are using simple and simple algebra but in Maths class 
they are dealing with more complex situations and most of them you cannot relate those 
problems in a real life situation…”.   
 


The second theme emerged when teachers in the interviews revealed that mathematics 
teaching experience played a positive role in problem solving in ML. Firstly, it appeared 
that their additional training experience helps them to solve problems more easily. Teacher1 
was quoted as saying: “… then a person with experience of solving problems finds himself in 
an advantageous position and is also able to teach better than the one who has not got a 
chance to teach and has been exposed to problem solving”. Teacher 2 shares a similar 
sentiment as she pointed out, “I think you cannot separate the algebraic experience with 
Mathematical Literacy because…the one who has been teaching algebra or with the 
experience in teaching will….with confidence handle the problem”. Responses in the 
questionnaire by teacher J (who did not get a DP) indicates that he saw his lack of 
mathematics teaching experience and knowledge as a hindrance to his success. In 
confirming this claim, participant I said “…some of us are not teaching mathematics where 
they are and they find themselves getting delayed in solving problems”.  


 


One of the reasons attributed by the teachers to the positive influence of mathematics 
teaching experience was the fact that mathematics teachers have been teaching 
mathematics and thus been exposed to mathematical thinking more recently than NMS 
group. The long period between when the NMS group had last studied mathematics added 
to their challenges, because they had not worked or thought about basic mathematics 
procedures for a long time. This is confirmed by  Teacher 1 said, “I can say the one who is 
currently teaching is fresher than the one who last did it at grade12 in terms of 
practicality…so it becomes easier for the person who is teaching to solve problems…you 
start by struggling but you eventually get there”. On a similar note Teacher J (who did not get 
a DP) said : “We need to know all those things so it is difficult for a person who did maths in 
ten years back to do this”. 


 


The third theme related to the use of practice in acquiring skills. One teacher emphasized 
that practice and familiarity helped them improve their problem solving skills in ML. Teacher 
1 said, “No, like when I did it for the first time I thought it was very difficult but now when we 
were doing remedial work in class and then my peers had showed me how to do it, it was 







not that difficult…but the first time I looked at it I thought no it was going to be difficult and I 
couldn’t do it”.  
 
 
Teachers’ performance in ML tasks requiring algebraic skills 


 


It was found that the mathematics teachers performed better than the non-mathematics 
specialists in the four content modules. The results of the first two modules are presented 
below in Table 2, with the mathematics specialist (MS) shaded and the non-mathematics 
specialists (NMS) unshaded. 


 







Student’s Name Numbers & Operations Data Handling 


G 61 69 


I 0 (No DP) 61 


A 62 68 


N 60 65 


K 0 (No DP) 57 


B 72 75 


D 75 65 


Q 63 73 


L 72 62 


J 0 (No DP) 54 


C 38 (Fail) 58 


O 61 65 


P 34(Fail) 51 


M 35(Fail) 55 


H 43(Fail) 62 


F 60 65 


E 50 52 


 Table 2: Performance of the MS and the NMS groups in two modules 







 


An examination of Table 2 reveals the overall better performance in the modules by the MS 
group except for the two teachers C and H who performed poorly from the MS group and 
teacher Q from the NMS group who performed well. Teacher Q is an accounting teacher 
who has never taught mathematics, while C has a primary teachers’ diploma and H has a 
secondary teachers diploma. An initial analysis as it appears in Appendix B reveals that out 
of 17 participants, three did not get a Duly Performed (DP) certificate, and these were all 
from the NMS group of teachers. Furthermore, 4 participants (2 mathematics specialists; and 
2 non-mathematics teachers) failed, which makes a total of 5 non-mathematics teachers 
who did not succeed in the module Numbers and Operations.  


Thereafter the in-service teachers’ achievements in the examination of the four content 
modules were analyzed to try to identify specific areas of differences in  problems requiring 
algebraic skills according to the four  levels of the Mathematical Literacy taxonomy (DoE, 
2008). The modules were Numbers and Operations in context; Data Handling; Functional 
Relationships; and Shape, Space and Measurement. These scores provided in Table 3 do 
not represent the teachers’ results in the whole papers, since we only targeted the algebraic-
rich questions within the four modules, respectively, although it is true that they also 
performed  better overall in the whole modules as well. One of the striking findings is the 
difference in performance between mathematics specialists and non-mathematics teachers 
in the various algebraic-rich problems.  


We notice that for the four  different content modules, and at various levels of taxonomy, the 
mathematics specialists performed better than the non-mathematics teachers for  questions 
requiring algebraic skills. This is shown in Table 3 below. 


 







Numbers and Operations in context 


Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


56 48 78 61 49 40 56 41 


Difference = 8 Difference = 17 Difference = 9 Difference = 15 


Functional Relationships 


Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


Math Non 


Math 


66 38 65 45 70 41 52 39 


Difference = 28 Difference = 20 Difference = 29 Difference = 13 


Data Handling 


Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 


Math Non Math Math Non Math Math Non Math 


87 81 85 71 40 26 


Difference = 6 Difference = 14 Difference = 14 


Shape, Space and Measurement 


Level 2 Level 3 


Math Non Math Math Non Math 







65 43 50 26 


Difference = 22 Difference = 24 


  


Table 3: Performance difference between Mathematics and non-mathematics specialists 


studying Mathematical Literacy in various levels of taxonomy. 


 
Further analysis shows that the NMS group experienced particular problems with aspect 3 of 
mathematising which requires, identifying the necessary mathematics, and setting up 
equations if necessary. Problems were experienced with respect to modeling, recognizing 
the differences between inverse and direct problems and carrying out multi-step solutions. 
Although the MS  group experienced problems in these sections too, it was to a smaller 
extent. Furthermore these questions involve the following concepts: 


• Percentage calculation: problems involving the calculation of transfer duty. 


• Substitution: in using the compound increase/decrease formula. 


• Ratio formulation: mixing quantities using the knowledge of fractions. 


• Conversion: from degrees celcius to farhenheit. 


 


Many of  these concepts have been part of the GET and FET mathematics curriculum prior 
to the introduction of ML which the MS teachers would have been teaching. We argue that 
the reasons for this may be attributed to three reasons.  Firstly, certain questions were 
related to the mathematics content which the MS teachers would have been teaching in their 
classrooms. A second reason is that some of these questions require the third aspect of 
mathematisation which involves setting up a model and solving it. This is a higher level of 
algebraic thinking as compared substituting into known formula (questions at Levels 1 and 2 
of the taxonomy). A third reason was put forward by a  teacher in the NMS group who 
pointed out that the long period between when they had last studied mathematics added to 
their challenges, because they had not worked or thought about basic mathematics 
procedures for a long time. Thus the non-mathematics group experienced a higher level of 
difficulty than their counterparts, particularly in those which required much 
mathematisation.A fourth reason for this is  that the weighting of the paper was biased 
towards level 3 and level 4 questions,. The weighting for the module examination in term s of 
the SAML taxonomy was  that the weighting of the percentage for Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 
8, 23, 46 and 23 %  respectively. This would have disadvantaged the non-mathematics 
teachers who coped better with the lower level procedural type of questions which did not 
require much mathematisation. 


 


Concluding Remarks 


The findings reveal that although the teachers conveyed varying understandings of the ML 
curriculum, they believed that knowledge of basic algebra was necessary and adequate for 
them to deal with ML problems. Furthermore the teachers believed mathematical teaching 
experience contributes to improved problem solving in ML and that practice and familiarity 
helped teachers improve their problem solving skills in ML. Within the group, it was found 
that Mathematics specialist teachers performed better than the non-Mathematics teachers. 







Some reasons for this were identified as Mathematics specialists having more exposure to 
particular concepts as a result of their mathematics teaching experience. Also, non-
mathematics teachers have had a gap period (since their school mathematics experiences) 
during which time they have not been doing any mathematics, while the mathematics 
specialists have had ongoing mathematical teaching experience and were consequently 
learning more. Another reason could be that the paper was more heavily loaded towards the 
higher level of questions. 


We hope that the findings of the paper has contributed to an understanding of the ways in 
which algebraic skills and knowledge is used in solving ML tasks. Furthermore we hope that 
it has added to knowledge about the knowledge required to teach the subject ML. By also 
identifying areas of difficulty experienced by ML teachers, the study also points to these 
areas as possible areas of difficulty for ML learners. 
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Abstract 


This study investigated problems experienced in teaching of data-handling in grade 11 
mathematics classes. Data-handling is a relatively new topic in school mathematics. To 
some teachers incorporating the data handling into their instruction poses challenges 
because their knowledge in this content area is limited. The government arranged in-service 
training programmes to capacitate teachers to deal with data-handling in class. A descriptive 
survey design which entailed the use of a questionnaire was followed to determine the types 
of problems, if any, encountered by teachers when teaching data-handling. A stratified 
sample of 100 grade 11 teachers based in schools in the Gauteng16 province participated in 
the study. The results showed that there were problems experienced by teachers in the area 
of representing data on graphs/plots, interpreting as well as determining the measures of 
dispersion. 
 
Keywords: data-handling, teaching,and pre-service and in-service teacher training 
 


INTRODUCTION   


Data handling was only introduced in school mathematics after 1994 in South Africa. It is an 


aspect to be covered under the fourth learning outcome (LO4) of mathematics in the 


outgoing National Curriculum Statement (NCS) (Department of Education [DoE], 2003). Data 


handling was only taught as a component of statistics in universities and technikons 


(technikons are now known as universities of technology) and was never taught in colleges 


of education where a considerable number of teachers got their pre-service training. Thus, 


there is a significant number of teachers who saw data handling for the first time when it 


became part of school mathematics in recent years (Mokgaphame, 2001; Owusu-Mensah, 


2008).The Ministry of Education organised numerous in-service training programmes to 


develop the statistics content-knowledge of teachers (DoE, 2008). Nevertheless, the 


intervention has had little effect on improving the situation because teachers still have 


problems that range from having to teach the material that they are not familiar with to 


experiencing problems in implementing necessary assessment procedures as stipulated by 


NCS policy guidelines (Carnoy & Chisholm, 2008;Mahlobo, 2009).The problem has been 


passed to most learners, who performed poorly in statistics-related questions in the grade 12 


end-of-year mathematics examination of 2011 (Cassim, 2012).  


 


On the other hand, there have been other in-service training initiatives aimed at providing 


teachers with the necessary content-knowledge and skills to teach statistics (data handling 


implied) mainly organized by non-governmental organisations such as South African 
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 Gauteng is one of the nine provinces in South Africa. 







Statistical Association (SASA), Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) and Association for 


Mathematics Education of South Africa (AMESA). According to North and Zewotir (2006) the 


in-service workshops on probability give teachers the opportunity to upgrade their knowledge 


to achieve statistical literacy of the school leaver in South Africa. AMESA also organised in-


service initiatives for subject facilitators or advisors, who were then expected to provide 


similar training to teachers; arranged an hour–long supportive talks to teachers at its annual 


conferences and other similar forums as well as demonstration lessons illustrating the 


significance of statistics as a problem solving tool and how to conduct a learner-centred and 


interactive statistics lessons.  


 


Furthermore, the Institute for Science and Technology Education (ISTE), at the University of 


South Africa (UNISA), has also offered workshop lessons during school winter vacation to 


mathematics teachers intended to improve and upgrade their content-knowledge of data 


handling, among others, because teachers consider it as one of the topics in mathematics 


that is instructionally and conceptually problematic (Atagana, Mogari, Kriek, Ochonogor, 


Ogbonnaya, Dhlamini & Makwakwa, 2010; Atagana, Mogari, Kriek, Ochonogor, Ogbonnaya 


& Makwakwa, 2009). Even though, ISTE’s in-service initiatives have been successfully 


taking place since 2009, there are teachers who still have difficulties with teaching data 


handling (Atagana et al., 2010; Atagana et al., 2009).  


 


In-service training programmes are seen by teachers as the remedies to their teaching 
problems. It is through such programmes that teachers are able to strengthen their subject-
matter knowledge; develop new teaching strategies and own work programmes; and are 
also assisted to plan their work accordingly (Owusu-mensah, 2008). Effective and 
meaningful in-service training programmes can also identify teachers’ needs by collecting 
information about problems they encounter in teaching (Owusu-mensah, 2008). However, 
Owusu-Mensah have noted that most of the in-service training programs do not conduct 
surveys or interviews that are likely to expose topics and areas that teachers feel 
uncomfortable or difficult to teach. The study reported in this paper investigated problems 
teachers encounter when teaching data handling. This paper does not suggest solutions to 
the problems elicited from teachers as it is presented only in a reporting mode. However, by 
reporting on teachers’ problems this paper may help the in-service training programs 
organisers to become aware of areas that need attention. Therefore, the study addresses 
the question: What problems do grade 11 mathematics teachers experience in the teaching 
of data handling? 
 


 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Several studies have been conducted to investigate problems experienced by teachers 
when teaching data handling (see for example, Atagana et al., 2010; Atagana et. al., 
2009;Garegae, 2008; Wessels & Niewoudt, 2011; Cardoso, 2007; Silva & Countinho, 2008). 
Garegae (2008) studied challenges mathematics teachers experience when teaching 
statistics. Her study used an open-ended questionnaire that was completed by 23 senior 
teachers and 30 ordinary teachers to solicit teachers’ experiences about the teaching of 
statistics in schools in Botswana. The data collected were analyzed using Tesch’s (1990) 
and Bogdan and Biklen’s (1992) techniques for analyzing qualitative data. The results of 
study showed that mathematics teachers in high schools face problems in explaining 
statistics concepts to learners; solving statistics problems from past examinations papers; 
coming out with appropriate statistics activities for learners; figuring out syllabus objectives; 
and relating the teaching of statistics to learners’ real-life experiences. Garegae (2008) 
indicated that those problems were faced particularly by teachers who initially were not 
trained to teach statististics.  







 
Atagana et al. (2009) investigated perceived difficult topics by learners and teachers in the 
teaching and learning of mathematics. Atagana et al. (2009) adopted a descriptive survey 
design and used educator questionnaire to collect the data. One of the objectives of 
Atagana’s study was “to identify the topics that teachers have difficulties in teaching in 
Mathematics, Science, and Technology at Further Education and Training phase (grades 10 
- 12) and General Education and Training phase (grades 8 and 9)” (p.9).The educator 
questionnaire was used to collect data from teachers on the sections of the NCS that they 
find difficult to teach in mathematics at the Further Education and Training (FET) level. The 
results of the study showed that data handling is one of the topic that teachers experience 
problems with. 
 
In Atagana et al. (2010)  a highly improved and adjusted educator questionnaire was 


administered to a much more geographical diversified sample of teachers from various 


provinces. One of the improved objectives in the instrument was to take the teachers 


through a coordinated intervention programme in order to make the teaching of the identified 


difficult topics and subjects effective (Atagana et al., 2010).  The results of the 2010 study 


also revealed data handling as one of the topic that teachers experience problems with. The 


validity of instrument in the two studies were confirmed when the same results were 


obtained in successive years and in different areas.  


 
Wessels and Nieuwoudt (2011) studied the profile of mathematics teachers’ statistical 
knowledge, beliefs and confidence in order to inform the development of in-service teacher 
education programmes in statistics for grade 8 and grade 9 teachers. The profiling 
questionnaire was completed by Grade 4–9 teachers after their completion of a series of 
three in-service training workshops of four and a half hours each on data handling and 
probability. They found that teachers show high levels of confidence in teaching most 
statistics topics and low levels of statistical thinking when they had to apply their knowledge 
of concepts, such as sample and average in social contexts including newspaper articles 
and research reports. Wessels and Nieuwoudt also reportedthat more teachers indicated 
lower levels of confidence in aspects that involve sampling and probability topics (probability 
language, basic probability data handling calculations). Perhaps, it is for reason that Iversen 
(1992) warn that statistics has its own subject matter which is reasoning from uncertain data  
and taking decision in the face of uncertainity and its origins differs from that of mathematics. 
It has also been found that teachers still use theoretical traditional approach for teaching 
data handling where they put emphasis on identifying the correct formula and performing  
calculations, as opposed to data-driven approach using real data to emphasize statistical 
principles, procedures and statistical reasoning (North, Scheiber, & Ottaviani, 2010; Wessels 
& Nieuwoudt, 2010). Our study intends to invetsiagte issues embedded in the teaching of 
data handling.  
 
 
DATA HANDLING and TEACHER EDUCATION 
Generally prospective secondary teachers are taught mathematics during their pre-service 


training with little or no focus at all in statistics unless they register for statistics (data 


handling implied) separately. Seemingly, the view is supported by Batanero and Diaz (2010) 


who state that during initial teacher training student teacher tend to focus largely on 


theoretical (mathematical) statistics. Wessels and Nieuwoudt (2010) even teachers who 


have studied statistics as a major or as part of their mathematics training shows that they 


only have theoretical knowledge and their statistical thinking level is not helpful enough when 


they deal with real context situations such as reading and interpreting statistical data 







presented in newspaper, articles and short research reports. According to Nicholson and 


Darnton (2003), statistics may pose particular problems if a teacher has not studied statistics 


as part of his or her mathematics course, or indeed if the teacher is not a statistics subject 


specialist. Even though statistics in school is offered as part of mathematics, the style of 


teaching mathematics and statistics subject differs, mainly with regard to emphasis on 


concepts and ways of knowing (Garegae, 2008).  Iversen (1992) concur that statistics has its 


own subject matter which is reasoning from uncertain data  and taking decision in the face of 


uncertainity and its origins differs from that of mathematics. Thus we surmise that teachers 


with deficient content knowledge of statistics will also lack pedagogical knowledge for 


teaching statistics. 


 
Furthermore, Cardoso (2007) showed that teachers wrongly analyzed concepts like mean 


and median. The results were diagnosed through the observation that some teachers 


attributed symmetry to all data distributions; leading to the confusion between median and 


mean. There is evidence that teachers have difficulties in interpreting measures of variation 


(Coutinho & miguel, 2007; Silva, 2007). Reading (2004: p85) asserts that the teaching of 


measures of variariation in schools, such as standard deviation is notorious among teachers 


as being particularly cumbersome resulting in many teachers having difficulty in teaching the 


concept to learners or avoiding it altogether. In some cases, teachers encounter problems 


with reasoning about variation (Silva & Countinho, 2008).  


Silva and Coutinho (2008) conducted a research to explore reasoning about variability by 


teachers, and found that none of the teachers could do that. Silva and Coutinho attributed 


this deficiency to  lack of understanding of mean, deviations from the mean, the interval of k 


standard deviations from the mean and estimation of frequency in this interval.  Instead it 


found that the teachers’ predominant reasoning about variation was verbal, with the 


understanding that standard deviation is a measure of sample homogeneity. On the basis of 


all these Silva and Coutinho concluded that by being limited to the verbal reasoning about 


variation does not allow mathematics teachers to teach the meaning of measures such as 


standard deviation, and this restricts them to the teaching of algorithmically. In other words, 


their teaching is more procedurally than conceptually focused.  


The use of theoretical traditional approach for teaching data handling where emphasis is on 


identifying the correct formula and performing a calculation, as opposed to data-driven 


approach using real data to emphasize statistical principles, procedures and statistical 


reasoning is significantly prevalent ( North, Scheiber, & Ottaviani, 2010; Wessels & 


Nieuwoudt, 2010).Groth (2007) observed that  at times mathematics teachers show some of 


the same cognitive difficulties as learners in understanding statistical concepts,  as a result  


these teachers “tend to focus on machenics of constructing plots rather than interpretation, 


and on calculation rather than on data”  (Watson, Burrill, Landwehr, & Scheaffer, 1992: 


p.51).  


 
There is therefore a need to establish a close link between the intended mathematics 
curriculum reforms and teacher development initiatives.In essence, the intended pre-service 
and in-service teacher programmes have to be informed by classroom experiences or reflect 
on what happens in class. This means, during pre-service teacher education, aspirant 
teachers have to be taught aspects of the curriculum such as data handling in addition to 
professional training that deals with teaching methodologies. Further content knowledge of 
data handling must be consolidated to enrich aspirant teachers’ subject matter knowledge. 







On the other hand, in-service teacher education has to keep abreast of developments taking 
place within the mathematics education. It is through the latter that teachers are kept up-to-
date with changes made in the curriculum as well as ensuring that teachers are always 
ready and well prepared to deliver the newly presented curriculum that may even include 
aspects such as data handling. 
 
Indeed, it will be suicidal for teacher education not to work in line with the development in 
school mathematics curriculum. Put differently, for teacher education programmes to ignore 
what is happening in school mathematics curriculum would be counter-productive. Teachers 
may find themselves not being able to teach new aspects of the curriculum which they were 
never taught before largely because of their deficient content knowledge or insufficient 
pedagogical knowledge or both.  
 
Another factor to consider is that teachers tend to be enthusiastic with what is being taught 
during in-service teacher programme if it has any relevance to what they do in class. In this 
case teachers can display positive attitude and probably participate with interest in the 
programme if they see its relevance to their everyday instruction. Then, there is a strong 
likelihood that teachers will effectively grasp what is being taught to them, and further 
transmit it to their learners. On the other hand, when the content of the in-service teacher 
programme is not related to any aspects of the school mathematics curriculum, teachers 
may switch-off and just flow unwillingly with the activities of the programme. Upon return to 
their respective schools it will be business as usual. 
 
On the other hand, before changes are made in school mathematics curriculum,changes 
must be communicated to teachers and be empowered on how to manage the change. 
Teachers have to be informed in advance about intended reforms as well as how to deal 
with reviewed aspects of the curriculum. Otherwise, teachers are most likely to encounter 
difficulties in teaching the newly introduced aspects of the curriculum. It is this conception 
that forms the backdrop of this study.     
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Study design 


The study followed a descriptive survey research design. Teachers completed a 


questionnaire to elicit problems they experienced when teaching data handling. 


 


Sample 
The target population of this study consisted of 100 grade 11 mathematics teachers from 


public schools in the Gauteng province. Public schools are government-aided to some extent 


where government provides the minimum, and parents contribute to basics and extras in the 


form of school fees (Education, 2010). Government also assists teachers from public 


schools with funds to attend the educational development programmes to improve the 


teachers’ knowledge.A stratified sampling technique was used to select a sample of 


teachers consisting of 58 males and 42 females. The sample was classified into two 


subgroups based on schools’ geographical location, namely township and urban.  


 


Instrument 


The study used a teacher questionnaire to collect data on aspects of data handling.  The 


questionnaire consisted of 17 items focusing on aspects of data handling taught in 


mathematics grade 11. For an example, one item relating to the measure of central tendency 


with grouped data was: how competent do you feel when teaching learners to do 


calculations of measures of central tendency (mean, mode median) with grouped data? 







Respondents had to demonstrate their competence on a Likert type scale. The Likert type 


scale was anchored by 1= Not all competent; 2= Not competent, 3= Competent, and 4= Very 


competent. 


 


VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF INSTRUMENT 


The teacher questionnaire was validated using content and construct validity. Content 


validity was carried out by involving experts in statistics and statistics education field. Each 


expert was given a validity form to judge whether the questionnaire measured the intended 


content area of the study (cf. Gay & Airasian, 2003). For construct validity, a factor analysis 


was performed to ascertain if the individual questions contributed to the dimensions as in the 


questionnaire.The analysis was computed by using Statistical Package for the Social 


Sciences (SPSS). Reliability was determined by computing Cronbach’s (1951) alpha as a 


measure of the internal consistency of scores from the questionnaire. The value of alpha 


was 0.950. The values for reliability coefficients range from 0 to 1.0. A coefficient of 0 means 


no reliability and 1.0 means perfect reliability. Generally, if the reliability of a test is above 


0.80, it is said to have very good reliability; if it is below .50, it would not be considered a 


very reliable test (George & Mallery, 2003). The value of 0.950 was seen to be excellent 


based on the rule of thumb. 


 


DATA ANALYSIS 


Descriptive statistics (frequencies) were used to analyze the data collected. The 


percentages of the teachers’ actual problems in the teaching of data handling are reported in 


table 1. 


Table 1: Teachers' problems in teaching data handling (n=100) 


  Scales items 


 


% 


 


1 Explaining the meaning of measures of central tendency (mean, mode, 


median) to learners. 


5.0 


2 Teaching learners to do the calculations of measures of central tendency 


(mean, mode, median) with an ungrouped data. 


8.0 


3 Teaching learners to do the calculations of measures of central tendency 


(mean, mode, median) with the grouped data. 


9.0 


4 Interpreting the measures of central tendency (mean, mode, median) for 


learners. 


14.0 


5 Explaining the meaning of measures of dispersion (standard deviation, range, 


and variance) to learners. 


31.0 


6 Teaching learners to do the calculations of measures of dispersion (standard 


deviation, variance, range). 


25.0 


7 Interpreting the measures of dispersion (standard deviation, variance, range) 


for learners. 


33.0 


8 Teaching learners  the calculations of contents of five number summary (lower 


quartile, middle quartile, upper quartile ) to learners.                                                                     


12.0 







9 Teaching learners to make drawings of box-and-whisker diagrams on a 


number line. 


14.0 


10 Teaching learners to construct stem-and-leaf plot. 13.0 


11 Teaching learners to use stem-and-leaf plot to determine the quartiles (lower 


quartile, median and upper quartile). 


21.0 


12 Constructing cumulative frequency tables for learners. 14.0 


13 Making a drawing of an Ogive (cumulative frequency curves) for learners. 20.0 


14 Interpreting an Ogive (cumulative frequency curves) to learners. 29.0 


15 Teaching learners to represent bivariate numerical data as a scatter plot. 37.0 


16 Determining the line of best fit on a scatter plot for learners. 39.0 


17 Teaching learners to select a function that best fit the data. 41.0 


 


 


In order to probe the problems encountered in the teaching of data handling: the study 


measured if the teachers had problems with (i) interpretation and determination of measures 


of dispersion (item 5 to 8), (ii) representation of data using graphs/plots (item 9 to 17), and 


(iii) interpretation and determination of measures of central tendency (item 1 to 4).  


The table 1 shows that few teachers have problems with interpretation and determination of 


measures of central tendency. This means that teachers have problems with explaining and 


showing calculations of measures of central tendency (i.e. mean, median and mode) to 


learners. In this category, it can be seen that only 5% of teachers have problems with 


explaining the meaning of measures of central tendency (mean, mode, median) to learners. 


Of all the teachers 8% have problems with teaching learners to do the calculations of 


measures of central tendency (mean, mode, median) with an ungrouped. Also, 9% of the 


teachers have problems with teaching learners to do the calculations of measures of central 


tendency (mean, mode, median) with the grouped data, and 14% of the teachers have 


problems with interpreting the measures of central tendency (mean, mode, median) for 


learners). 


It also appeared that most teachers have problems with interpretation and determination of 


measures of dispersion. This means that most of the teachers have problems with explaining 


and showing calculations of measures of dispersion (i.e. standard deviation, variance, 


quartiles) to learners. In this category 33% of the teachers have problems with interpreting 


the measures of dispersion (standard deviation, variance, range) for learners. It was 


observed that 31% of the teachers have problems with explaining the meaning of measures 


of dispersion (standard deviation, range, and variance) to learners. Few teachers, 25% of 


the teachers have problems with teaching learners to do the calculations of measures of 


dispersion (standard deviation, variance, range), and at least 12% of the teachers have 


problems with teaching learners the calculations of contents of five number summary (lower 


quartile, middle quartile, upper quartile). 







Furthermore, most teachers have problems with teaching learners to representing data on 


graphs/plots (i.e. 14% of the teachers have problems with teaching learners to make 


drawings of box-and-whisker diagrams on a number line. Of all teachers 13% have problems 


with teaching learners to construct stem-and-leaf plot; 21% of the teachers have problems 


with teaching learners to use stem-and-leaf plot to determine the quartiles (lower quartile, 


median and upper quartile). Furthermore,  14% of the teachers have problems with 


constructing cumulative frequency tables for learners, and 20% of the teachers have 


problems with making a drawing of an Ogive (cumulative frequency curves) for learners; 


29% of the teachers are not with interpreting an Ogive (cumulative frequency curves) to 


learners; 37% of the teachers have problems with teaching learners to represent bivariate 


numerical data as a scatter plot; 39% of the teachers have problems with determining the 


line of best fit on a scatter plot for learners; 41% of the teachers have problems with teaching 


learners to select a function that best fit the data).  


 


DISCUSSION 


In grade 11 the chapters on data handling is based on a number of activities. These 


activities relate to calculations and representations of measures of central tendency, 


measures of dispersion in univariate numerical data, A five number summary, box and 


whisker diagrams, Ogives, and variance and standard deviation of sets of data; Effectively 


communicate conclusions and predictions that can be made from the analysis of data; and 


differentiate between symmetric and skewed data and make relevant deductions (De Jager, 


Dewet & Raubenheimer, 2006). On the contrary, Table 1 above shows that most of the 


teachers have problems with representation of data using graphs/plots, interpretation and 


determination of measures of dispersion, and interpretation and determination of measures 


of central tendency respectively.  


In the category of representation of data using graphs/plots, for example 37% of the 


teachers have problems with teaching learners to represent bivariate numerical data as a 


scatter plot; also, 39% of the teachers have problems with determining the line of best fit on 


a scatter plot for learners and 41% of the teachers have problems with teaching learners to 


select a function that best fit the data. These findings corroborate finding by Watson, Burrill, 


Landwehr and Scheaffer (1992) that teachers tend to focus on machenics of constructing 


plots rather than interpretation, and on calculation rather than on data.  


In the category of interpretation and determination of measures of dispersion, Table 1 


showed that 33% of the teachers have problems with interpreting the measures of dispersion 


(standard deviation, variance, range) to learners;  and 31% of the teachers have problems 


with explaining the meaning of measures of dispersion (standard deviation, range, and 


variance) to learners. These findings corroborate finding by Silva and Coutinho (2008) that 


by being limited to the verbal reasoning about variation does not allow mathematics teachers 


to teach the meaning of measures such as standard deviation, and this restricts them to the 


teaching of algorithms. Also, the findings corroborate those by Reading (2004) that the 


teaching of measures of variariation in schools, such as standard deviation, is not producing 


intended results among teachers and are perceived as being particularly cumbersome 


resulting in many teachers having difficulty in teaching the concept to learners or avoiding it 


altogether. 


 







According to Nicholson and Darnton (2003), statistics may pose particular problems if the 


teacher has not studied statistics, which in South African school mathematics curriculum is 


taught by mathematics teachers who lack statistics subject matter knowledge. Also, if the 


teacher is not a statistics subject specialist problems may be experienced because teaching 


mathematics and statistics is different compared with other subjects. The difference is mainly 


with regard to emphasis on concepts and ways of knowing (Garegae, 2008). Obviously the 


statistics content problems teachers experience suggest that changes were incorporated in 


the mathematics curriculum without first mounting an appropriate in-service teacher 


programme to orientate teachers with the desired changes and ensuring that teachers can 


handle these changes. In other words, it seems data handling was introduced without first 


ascertaining teachers knowledge that is needed to teach it. Ideally, in-service teacher 


programme should precede implementing changes in the class, otherwise teachers will 


encounter difficulties managing effected changes. This study recommends that the topics 


identified here as posing problems to teachers should be given preference in in-service 


training programmes. 
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An analysis of the use of cancellation in the work of a top-performing 
grade 10 student suggests that students (and possibly their teachers) 
routinely use operations and operation-like manipulations that are not 
described by the axioms for the field of real numbers. Such 
operations/manipulations require arguments and produce values that are 
not real numbers, but are used as computational resources by students 
(and perhaps even by their teachers) in the solutions to routine 
mathematics problems. Further, the absence of the explicit study and 
use of cancellation theorems in secondary schooling appears to be 
implicated in the realisation of cancellation in the form of one or more 
operations/manipulations rather than as merely a name for a certain 
class of deductions. 


INTRODUCTION 


In late-2010 we conducted a series of interviews with twenty top grade 10 students across 


three schools about their performances on the 2010 mid-year mathematics examinations 


(the two top-performing students in each of ten grade 10 classes). The student interviews 


form part of a more general study of what comes to be constituted as mathematics in the 


pedagogic situations of schooling in the context of South African schools. In this instance we 


were specifically interested in the describing the resources used by students as they went 


about solving problems in situations where they are unable to recruit resources from their 


peers, teachers and textbooks. Each student was interviewed individually and video records 


were made of each interview. We obtained copies of their examination scripts and 


confronted each student with two of the solutions that they had produced, one of which was 


a successful solution as determined by the teacher’s memorandum of marking, and another 


which was an unsuccessful attempt at a solution. We first showed each student their 


successful solution of an examination problem and interviewed them on their production of 


the solution. We then showed them an unsuccessful solution attempt for a different problem 


and ask them to explain their working. Since the study was exploratory we had no strong 


preconceptions about what would emerge in the interviews. We have reported on particular 


features of what emerged in those interviews in some detail in a series of papers. 


In this paper I wish to explore the computational effects of the idea of cancellation that 


emerged in the work of many of the students we interviewed. When we reviewed the 


students’ examination scripts prior to interviewing them, cancellation was not indicated as an 







obvious object of interest. It was only during the interviews that students’ use of curious 


forms of cancellation became apparent, and it was only once the interviews had been 


transcribed and each of the four interviewers had read all the interview transcripts, that it 


became apparent that references to cancellation in schooling index the use a series of 


related ideas and computational resources, not all of which co-exist with mathematics in a 


consistent manner. 


CANCELLATION IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL 


Cancellation theorems abound in mathematics and are rather helpful propositions which 


enable us to simplify descriptions of mathematical relations by permitting the exclusion of 


particular bits of symbolic expressions of such relations. The group cancellation theorems 


are helpful illustrative examples of this point and are, implicitly, used routinely in school 


mathematics. Let’s briefly consider the right-cancellation theorem, which tells us that if a, b 


and c are real numbers, then it must be the case that a + c = b + c⇒ a = b. Since we are 


dealing with a group, 
 
(�,+) , there must exist an additive inverse for c, which we can 


indicate as  −c ∈� . Furthermore, since we also have additive closure, additive associativity 


and additive identity available to us, it is the case that 


(a + c) + (−c) = (b + c) + (−c)


a + (c + (−c)) = b + (c + (−c))


a + 0 = b + 0


a = b.


 


So, having deduced that a = b if a + c = b + c  when we are dealing with addition over the 


reals, we refer to the addition of c to a and of c to b in the original expression as having 


being cancelled. Usually we simply say that we cancel the cs in such a situation. Once we 


have this theorem available to us we can invoke it to replace the statement a + c = b + c  


with the statement a = b, without any additional computations needing to be performed. 


Now, an interesting thing about schooling in South Africa, (and probably elsewhere as well) 


is that many, though not all, school teachers would balk at the idea of their students solving 


the equation x + 2 = 7  by writing the solution: 


x + 2 = 7         ..... (1)


x + 2 = 5 + 2   ..... (2)


x = 5.        ..... (3)













 A  


The statement (2) in solution A is the result of a transformation from (1) to produce the 


conditions for the right-cancellation theorem to apply, enabling us to deduce that x = 5  by 


invoking the theorem. In fact, many teachers would read solution A as having a ‘step’ 


missing—specifically, one entailing the explicit subtraction of 2 from both sides of the 


equation. Teachers are more likely to expect their charges to write down something along 


the lines of the solution: 







x + 2 = 7         ..... ( ′1 )


x = 7 − 2   ..... ( ′2 )


x = 5.        ..... ( ′3 )













 B  


There are teachers and students who would justify ( ′2 ) in solution B by saying that they 


added −2 to both sides of equation ( ′1 ), and then there are others who would say that they 


took 2 over the equal sign and changed its sign from plus to minus (Gripper, 2011a, 2011b; 


Lima & Tall, 2008). Teachers and students who use the first procedure (entailing adding -2 


to both sides of the equation) do something that shows elements of the proof establishing 


the cancellation theorem referred to earlier: −2is the additive inverse of 2 and adding −2 to 


the equated expressions x + 2  and 7 produces x = 5. On the other hand, those who 


employ the idea of change sides-change signs (Lima & Tall, 2008) use a resource that 


behaves somewhat like an operation that produces a spatial displacement, apparently of a 


number, and which changes its state from positive to negative, or vice versa. Whether or not 


one can do such things to a number is a question that will be addressed later. 


For the moment, what we wish to focus on is the proposition that, in the absence of the 


explicit use of cancellation theorems, teachers and their students, either, (a) reproduce 


essential computational features of the proofs of such theorems as part of their solution 


procedures to simplify mathematical expressions; or, (b) they use operations or operation-


like manipulations, like the change sides-change signs rule, to do the job. At times teachers 


and their students use both strategies to arrive at solutions to problems. 


Linchevski & Sfard (1991), Herscovics & Linchevski (1992), Herscovics & Linchevski (1994), 


Linchevski & Herscovics (1996), Linchevski & Livneh (1999) and Gripper (2011a, 2011b) 


also refer to cancellation in the manner of the cancellation theorem discussed here when 


working with school students on solving equations. It is, however, rather rare to see such a 


direct and explicit use of cancellation theorems in schooling, because when school teachers 


and their students refer to cancellation they often intend something slightly different—


something more akin to an operation rather than the result of an explicit appeal to a 


proposition. 


I can now describe the specific focus of this paper as one that connects with a more general 


interest concerned with those elaborations of mathematics in schooling that could be taken 


as indexing the substitution of deductions—like cancellation theorems—by operations and 


operation-like manipulations that, apparently, do the same job. The use of what is termed 


cancellation in school mathematics lessons and in the work of school students present us 


with situations which make it is possible to study some aspects of the phenomenon. 


AN INTERESTING CASE OF INSTANCES OF CANCELLATION 


Given the severe restrictions on space for short papers, I’ll briefly discuss only one case 


here and then generate a few propositions for further exploration. I’ll also insert the specific 


methodological resources I need as I proceed rather than lay the methodology out in fuller 


form in a separate section. The case I wish to discuss is derived from the work of Doris, a 


student at a private school, who scored 75,3% on her 2010 mid-year Grade 10 examination. 


The work of Doris has been chosen because it presents us with uses of cancellation that 


crop up in a number of the students’ work. In the discussion of her failed solution to a 







problem that required her to simplify the expression 2 +
3


a
+


4


a −1
 (Figure 1), Doris used of 


a series of computational resources, amongst which were computations that she referred to 


as cancellation. Doris does not distinguish between equations and other kinds of 


expressions, but I’ll not deal with that here (but see Jaffer & Davis, 2012). 


 


Figure 1: Doris’s solution to the problem “Simplify: 2 +
3


a
+


4


a −1
”. 


Examine the solution presented in Figure 1 carefully and you will notice that the computation 


3


a
× (a −1) gives an intermediate result of (3)(−1), and also that the computation  


4


(a −1)
× (a −1)  gives the result 4. What is happening here? When Doris was interviewed 


she revealed that when she computed
3


a
× (a −1), she ‘cancelled’ the as, so that the a in the 


expression 
3


a
, as well as the a in the expression (a −1), vanished, leaving her with the 


product (3)(−1). In the case of 
4


(a −1)
× (a −1) , Doris argued that the expression (a −1) 


was cancelled, causing it to vanish and leaving her with 4. When Doris was asked to 


compute 
a


a
, she declared that the answer was 1. For Doris, then, 


a


a
= 1 but 


a −1


a
= −1. 


When the interviewer explored Doris’s take on multiplication and division as she did 


computations described in terms of purely numerical expressions, Doris performed those 


operations as we might expect her to. For example, a look at the solutions that Doris had 


written out in her examination script indicated that she could use cancellation in ways 


consistent with multiplication and division over the reals, as well as with the rules for 


operating on expressions containing exponents (Figure 2). 


 







Figure 2: Doris’s solution to the problem “Simplify: 
12a


3
b


18ab
4


”. 


In response to a request to calculate 
3


4
×


4


1
, Doris produced the solution 3, indicating 


thereby that she was able to use division and multiplication in ways perfectly consistent with 


mathematics, but there is some ambiguity regarding cancellation of the 4s. What are referred 


to as literal expressions could at times be treated differently from numerical expressions by 


Doris when performing arithmetic computations. 


DISCUSSION 


The phenomenon of so-called anomalous cancellation has been recognised for some time 


now—most famously in a paper by Ralph Boas (1979), which is an expanded version of his 


paper of 1972. There are many other references to the phenomenon (e.g., Schwartz & Trigg, 


1961; Borasi, 1986), but I won’t waste space listing all of those here. Boas (1972, 1979) and 


others have responded to students’ ‘computations’ like 
16


64
=


1


4
 by revealing the 


mathematical conditions needed to perform such cancellations legitimately. Boas derives 


theorems relating to a more general case—that of the conditions under which it is possible to 


cancel the x in 
b


1
x + b


0
y


b
1
z + b


0
x


, where b is some base (like base 10, for example) and x, y and z 


are base b digits. This is all very interesting in its own right, but it does seem to register a 


missed encounter with something that is central to the teaching and learning of school 


mathematics, as we shall soon see. Where Boas and others are immediately concerned with 


the swift eradication of anomalies from the realisation of mathematics in schooling, and 


apparently intent on domesticating the activities of teachers and their students, I’d like to 


tarry with the negative a little while longer to see what I can learn about the constitution of 


school mathematics from students like Doris. 


At this point I need to introduce aspects of my methodology. I describe the scriptural activity 


of the student, using their remarks on their work as a triangulating resource, in terms of the 


operations and operation-like manipulations that they appear to employ for computations, 


along with the collections of objects over which the operations and operation-like 


manipulations range. Here I am, broadly speaking, aligning myself with work in linguistics 


and cognitive science that subscribes to what is called the representational, or, 


computational, theory of mind (see, for example, Chomsky, 2006; Fodor, 2008; Gallistel & 


King, 2009), a central proposition of which is that thought and language are necessarily 


computational. This simply means that thought and language are taken to be combinatorial 


phenomena, entailing the deployment of genetically endowed generative rules for the 


production and transformation of thinking and its externalisation. How this proposition is 


played out in the description and analysis of, say, a student’s mathematical work, is in the 


researcher’s attempt to map out the operations and operation-like manipulations, along with 


the collections of objects that are their arguments, as apparently manifested in the written 


and verbal scriptural productions of that student. We have to kick off the exploration from 


somewhere, and the performance of the student and its products is an obvious place from 


which to start. In the case of Doris, I’ve already indicated that she employs different types of 







cancellation that function somewhat like division but which are not the same thing as 


division. 


Further, one cannot restrict the descriptive resources available to the collections of objects 


and the operations that range over them as formally prescribed by the topics of school 


mathematics. If one is interested in describing and analysing the work of teachers and 


students, one has to accept that there are universal features of mathematics that make it 


possible to realise desired mathematical outcomes in very many different ways—not only in 


terms of technique, but also in terms of the composition of operations and their arguments—


and that teachers and students routinely exploit this characteristic of mathematics. Briefly: 


operations are functions; any rule that serves to realise a function can be replaced by a 


different rule that realises the same function; an operation can, therefore, be replaced by 


different rules that realise the same input-output relations as the original operation. 


Additionally, it may not even be the case that the operations/operation-like manipulations 


employed by teachers and students be those described in the axioms governing 


computations. For example, if we examine the work of teachers and their students in terms 


of the axioms for the field 
 
(�,+,×), which is the mathematical structure that serves to 


ground most of school mathematics, we find operations/manipulations and objects that are 


not described by the axioms, but which are routinely used in school mathematics. For 


example, when Doris cancelled the as in her computation 
3


a
× ( a −1) = (3)(−1) = −3, she 


introduced an operation-like manipulation that couldn’t be aligned with multiplication and 


division over the reals, and which appeared to take the symbols themselves as arguments. 


In other words, we can argue that Doris implicitly employed a binary operation-like 


manipulation that takes the as in 
3


a
× (a −1) as arguments and which produces a void as 


value. Let’s refer to this operation-like manipulation as CANV and note that it maps a pair of 


identical arguments to a void. So, CANV : (x, x) → void . We also noted earlier that when 


Doris encountered expressions having identical numerators and denominators, like 
a


a
, she 


cancelled the as to produce 1 as the value. Here her cancellation functions in manner that is 


apparently consistent with multiplication and division over the reals. Clearly the type of 


cancellation used now is not the same as CANV. Let’s refer to it as CAN1, where 


CAN1 : (x, x) → 1. 


The objects that serve as arguments for CANV cannot be real numbers because one cannot 


do the sort of thing Doris is doing, to real numbers. She can, however, do what she’s doing 


to numerical and algebraic symbols, and the operation-like manipulations she employs can 


exist and function alongside the operations and objects of 
 
(�,+,×) without causing 


problems in many situations. With respect to expressions like 
a


a
, Doris could either be using 


multiplication/division or cancellation that takes literal symbols as arguments, but which 


produces 1 as value. We shall reserve CAN1 for the latter operation and use either 


multiplication or division over the reals for the former. Using the same notation I used for 


CANV and CAN1, I can represent multiplication and division as 
 
× :(x, x


−1
) → 1,  x ≠ 0, x ∈�  







and 
 
÷ : (x, x) → 1,  x ≠ 0, x ∈� , respectively. It would appear that Doris has at least four 


different computations available to her whenever she believes that she’s recognised an 


instance in which she can cancel numerical or literal terms of an expression. 


CONCLUSION 


We can describe the work of Doris as exhibiting at least two types of cancellation that 


require operational arguments that are not real numbers, and which are used alongside the 


usual operations described by the field axioms for 
 
(�,+,×). Doris’s cancellations function 


like operations and operation-like manipulations and appear to have emerged as substitutes 


for the cancellation theorems in school mathematics, possibly because such theorems are 


not explicit objects of study in secondary schooling. This is merely one instance of the 


replacement of a particular class of deductions with operations and operation-like 


manipulations in school mathematics—there are many other examples. 


We do, however, need to note that the notion of cancellation itself draws the unwary teacher 


and student to the symbols that make up expressions, surreptitiously suggesting that they be 


considered the direct objects of computation rather than merely as the markers of certain 


operations and arguments. In the context of secondary and primary schooling, the symbols 


used in mathematical expressions do appear to be used to generate a space of auxiliary 


operations/manipulations, all external to 
 
(�,+,×). Curiously, researchers in mathematics 


education tend to ignore the use of such auxiliary operations/manipulations and their 


particular arguments and values, despite the insistent productivity of such auxiliary 


resources in the elaboration of mathematics in school classrooms. 
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Worldwide, scholars rely on information technologies to search for and retrieve 
publications and data pertinent to their research interests. But what if a search 
identifies hundreds of documents, any of which might be vital or irrelevant? 
Automated text analysis technologies like Leximancer may be used to characterize 
large sets of unstructured data. This paper applies this approach to 138 scholarly 
papers dealing with teaching and learning geometry. 


INTRODUCTION 


According to Smith and Humphreys (2006), there are several reasons why one would want 
an automated system for content analysis of documents. Researchers are subject to 
influences that they are unable to report (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977) which may lead to 
subjectivity in data analysis and the interpretation of findings. Limiting researcher subjectivity 
often involves extensive investments of time and money to address inter-rater reliability and 
other sources of bias. One goal of automated text analysis is to reduce this cost and to allow 
more rapid and frequent analysis and reanalysis of text. A related goal is to facilitate the 
analysis of massive document sets and to do so unfettered by a priori assumptions or 
theoretical frameworks used by the researcher, consciously or unconsciously, as a scaffold 
for the identification of concepts and themes in the data (Zimitat, 2006).  


Since textual analysis technologies operate directly on words (as well as other symbols), a 
rationale for inducing relationships between words is needed. Beeferman observed that 
words tend to correlate with other words over a certain range within the text stream 
(Beeferman, Berger, & Lafferty, 1997). Indeed, a word may be defined by its context in 
usage (Smith and Humphreys, 2006, p. 262; Courtial, 1989; Leydesdorff and Hellsten, 2006; 
Lee and Jeong 2008).  


According to the Leximancer (2010) manual, concepts are “collections of words that typically 
travel together throughout the text”. For example, in a document about climate change, the 
Leximancer concept carbon might include the keywords dioxide, carbonate, footprint, and 
sequester. Leximancer weights these terms according to how frequently they occur in 
sentences containing the concept, compared to how frequently they occur elsewhere. A 
sentence (or group of sentences) is only tagged as containing a concept if the accumulated 
evidence (the sum of the weights of the keywords found) is above a set threshold. 
Leximancer induces the definition of each concept (i.e. the set of weighted terms) by noting 
the co-occurrence of words within a “sliding window” as it scans blocks of text a few 
sentences at a time (Liesch, Hakanson, McGaughey, Middleton, and Cretchley 2011 and 
Grimbeek, Bryer, Davies, & Bartlett 2005). These data are used to make two determinations: 
(i) the most frequently used concepts within a body of text; and more importantly, (ii) the 
relationships between these concepts (e.g., the co‐occurrence between concepts). During 
the learning process, words highly relevant to the seed are continuously updated, and 
eventually form a thesaurus of terms for each concept.  


This approach to textual analysis is well founded. The repeated co-occurrence of words 
within a document or a set of documents is a widely accepted principle (Clandinin and 
Connelly 2000; Sowa, 2000). Concepts consisting of co-occurring words do reflect 
categories that carry meaning (Osgood et al., 1957; Leydesdorff and Hellsten, 2006). For 







example, a textual analysis of this paper would discover that the words “text” and “analysis” 
co-occur frequently.  


INVESTIGATING PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASES  


Leximancer has been used in a number of studies to analyze the content and evolution of 
professional knowledge bases embodied in journal publications and conference 
proceedings. Indulska and Recker (2008) studied the progress of design science research in 
Information Systems (IS) as seen in papers published at the main five AIS-sponsored IS 
conferences, namely ACIS, AMCIS, ECIS, ICIS and PACIS in 2005-2007. Their analyses 
found that design science is a growing stream of research in Information Systems and that 
design science research is widespread in the research domains of process, knowledge and 
information management. 


Using a similar approach, Liesch, Hakanson, McGaughey, Middleton, and Cretchley (2011) 
examined articles published in the Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS) from 
1970 until 2008. Their findings suggest that the IB literature has evolved from a formative 
stage in which macro-environmental contextual factors were of prime consideration to its 
current position in which the firm, its strategy and its performance, have become the 
dominant interests. 


Sadiq, Yeganeh, and Indulska (2011) used Leximancer to investigate the current landscape 
of data quality research, to create better awareness of synergies between various research 
communities, and, subsequently, to direct attention towards holistic solutions. Their findings 
include a taxonomy of data quality problems, identification of the top themes, outlets and 
main trends in data quality research, as well as a detailed thematic analysis that outlines the 
overlaps and distinctions between the focus of Information Systems and Computer Science 
publications.  


In this study, Leximancer was used to characterize the content of 138 scholarly publications 
focused on teaching and learning geometry. These papers were identified and downloaded 
using the Google Academic and Springer online databases. The following research 
questions were asked: 


1. Which concepts occur with the greatest frequency?   
2. Which concepts are closely associated with one another?  
3. What are the emergent themes?  
4. To what extent do different papers and/or authors emphasize similar concepts?  


INTRODUCTION TO LEXIMANCER 


According to Smith and Humphreys (2006), Leximancer discovers and extracts thesaurus-
based concepts directly from the text data. These concepts are then coded into the text (i.e., 
tags are inserted) using the thesaurus as a classifier. This process employs two stages of 
co-occurrence information extraction—semantic and relational—using a different algorithm 
for each stage. Clusters of co-occurring concepts are then aggregated into themes. The 
algorithms used are statistical, but they employ nonlinear dynamics and machine learning. 
The resulting asymmetric concept co-occurrence information is then used to generate a 
concept map 


Leximancer processes text in a series of eight stages (See Figure 1): Load Data, Pre-
Process, Concept Seeds Identification, Edit Emergent Concept Seeds, Develop Concept 
Thesaurus, Create Compound Concepts, Code Concepts into Text, and Generate Outputs. 
At each stage, the researcher is prompted to edit the manner in which Leximancer 
processes the data provided. The editing options provided at each of these stages enable 
the researcher to, in effect, change the size of the sliding window, add or delete documents, 
merge similar concepts (e.g., student, students, pupils), delete irrelevant or distracting 







concepts (e.g., recurring formatting terms like Figure and Table), propose additional 
concepts, and so on. All such choices are reversible, so experimentation is both possible 
and desirable in refining the analysis and presentation graphics. In practice, there is no limit 
to the number of documents that may be analyzed using Leximancer, provided that the 
computer on which the software is running is adequate to the task. 


Three additional options are available at the bottom of the control panel: Concept Map, 
Insight Dashboard, and Data Exports. An analysis of the data reported in the Insight 
Dashboard identified 38,338 context blocks and 70 concepts. 


 


Figure 1 Leximancer Control Panel 


Figure 2 shows a network of nodes and connecting line segments. In this figure, the 70 
nodes near the center of the figure correspond to the 70 concepts discovered. Further from 
the center are 138 paper nodes identified by first author.  


 


Figure 2 Network of Concepts and Papers 







In Figure 3, the concepts discovered by Leximancer are displayed adjacent to their 
respective nodes. Note that the concepts mathematical, student, teacher, technology, use, 
and learning appear as large, red dots near the center of the map. By contrast, the concepts 
angle and triangle appear as smaller blue dots on the periphery. In general,  
• Green concept labels represent proper names (such as people or locations). Black 


concept labels refer to other objects, locations, actions and so on. 
• Concept nodes are heat‐mapped, in that hot colours (red, orange) denote the most 


relevant concepts, and cool colours (blue, green), denote the least relevant. 
• The brightness of a concept’s label reflects its frequency in the text. The brighter a 


concept label the more often the concept is coded in the text. 
• Concepts are contextually clustered on the map. That is, concepts that frequently appear 


together in the text settle close to one another on the map. 
An alternative look at the discovered concepts is seen in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4, the 
concepts are listed in ranked order based on the number of times they occur (e.g., Count) in 
the set of papers. This statistic is then converted into a Relevance score, computed as the 
percentage frequency of text segments which are coded with that concept relative to the 
frequency of the most frequent concept in the list. In that list, we see that the concepts 
technology and learning occur, respectively, 2893 and 3449 times. When a concept in the 
ranked list is clicked, such as technology, another screen is displayed (see Figure 5) 
showing the co-occurrence of the concept technology with other discovered concepts, such 
as learning. In that line of the table, we see that technology co-occurred with learning 580 
times. The Likelihood score of 17% may be interpreted as saying that the concept 
technology co-occurs with the concept learning 17% of the time. Clicking on the magnifying 
glass icon to the left of the learning concept opens a window in which each of those 580 co-
occurrences is displayed as seen in the original paper. 


 


Figure 3 Concept Map 







 


Figure 4 Ranked Concepts 


 


Figure 5 Co-occurring Concepts 


Themes are clusters of concepts. Like concepts, themes are heat‐mapped, meaning hot 
colors (red, orange) denote the most relevant themes, and cool colors (blue, green), denote 
the least relevant. In this study, Leximancer discovered 70 concepts.  While each of these 
may be treated as a theme, most researchers prefer to aggregate or nest these concepts 
into a small number of overarching themes.  Figure 6 lists six such themes.  Theme 
connectivity is the summed co-occurrence counts of each concept within the theme with all 
available concepts.  


 


Figure 6 Overarching Themes List 


In Figure 7, the same themes are superimposed on the network representing the 
discovered concepts and papers/authors.  Figure 8 overlays concepts with themes. In so 
doing, it juxtaposes small scale (i.e., concepts) and large scale (i.e., themes) analytic 
elements. Metaphorically, it is at this point in the analysis that we begin to get a glimpse of 
the forest implicit in the corpus of work as well as the trees explicit in the individual papers. 







 


Figure 7 Overarching Themes Superimposed on Node Network 


The Thesaurus tab shows which words are associated with any given concept. For instance, 
in Figure 9, the terms associated with the concept technology are listed in the Word column 
with their respective weights. Clicking on the … icon beside each Word Generates the text 
passages from which the Words were drawn (See Figure 10). The “Iterations: 7” notation 
indicates that 7 iterations of learning (i.e., reading and analyzing the text) were used to 
generate a stable set of concept definitions. 
 


 


Figure 8 Concepts Superimposed on Major Themes 







 


Figure 9 Thesaurus Word Definitions 


 


Figure 10 Thesaurus Source Texts 


In Figure 11, each paper is positioned relative to the emergent major themes using the 
names of their first authors. As with concepts, papers emphasizing similar concepts are 
positioned closer to one another than papers with little in common.  


 


Figure 11 Themes and Papers by First Author 







 


Figure 12 Concept Associations 


In Figure 12, the distance between the concepts geometry and model is mapped using a set 
of segments described in the Knowledge Pathway text box to the right.  A measure of their 
connectedness (0 - 1) is computed, with the indicated value 0.91 representing a strong 
connection. 


 


Figure 13 Paper Associations 


A similar Knowledge Pathway is presented in Figure 13 representing the connection 
between two papers.  The value 0.81 indicates that these two papers share much in 
common. 


RESEARCH FINDINGS 


Analysis of the data provided the following insights: 


1. Which concepts occur with the greatest frequency?  Teacher, mathematical, student, 
use, learning technology, studies, problem, geometry, school. 







2. Which concepts are closely associated with one another? In Figure 3, related concepts 
appear near one another in the Concept Map (e.g., education, educational technology, 
research).  


3. What are the emergent themes? The themes mathematical, student, teacher, dynamic, 
line, and angle provide a useful clustering of concepts (see Figure 8). 


4. To what extent do different papers and/or authors emphasize similar concepts?  As seen 
in Figure 11, different papers may be closely or only remotely associated. 


These findings are preliminary in nature and incomplete. A detailed summary of the findings 
implicit in the Leximancer analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.  The following 
discussion offers some speculations on the potential value of automated text analysis as it 
relates to scholarship and academic advising. 


DISCUSSION  


We now turn to the potential value of content analysis in a variety of academic contexts, 
including individual scholarship, collaborative research, and graduate student advising. 
Admittedly, many of these thoughts are speculative in nature. But the challenges they 
address are all too real.  


Most scholars are participating and contributing members of scholarly communities (e.g., 
academic departments, government laboratories, museums, archives) and/or associations 
(e.g., American Education Research Association, American Mathematical Society). One of 
the functions of professional communities and associations is to sponsor, structure, and 
moderate an on-going dialogue among members. Meeting and publications provide 
mechanisms for vetting research findings, albeit without making any guarantees beyond 
procedural matters. Nevertheless, this approach continues to motivate and facilitate the 
development and testing of new ideas, so many new ideas that it is all but impossible for 
modern scholars to “keep up” unaided by sophisticated information technologies. 


This paper suggests how Leximancer might be used to review, not dozens, but hundreds or 
even thousands of documents, be they scholarly papers, government reports, interview 
transcripts, or any other textual material. Since most scholars are, to some degree, 
specialists, their work is situated within a specialized literature typically published in 
professional journals, conference proceedings, monographs, books, and online forums. 
Traditionally, scholars acquired and managed the knowledge base embodied in such 
hardcopy publications using bookshelves, file cabinets, cross-referencing materials in 
hardcopy and/or electronic formats, and the most fluid of all media, memory. With automated 
content analysis such as that provided by Leximancer, sophisticated knowledge 
management is now possible on a scale that has, until recently, been available only to 
information management specialists. For instance, 


• Individual scholars can create digital folders of seminal documents in their research 
domains (including raw data, reports, journal articles, books, proceedings, dissertations, 
and works in progress) and analyse the entire corpus of work in terms of concepts, 
themes, authors, and their connections. In this approach, both the forest and its 
boundaries can be contemplated holistically.  


• Teams of scholars working within or across disciplines can more readily share their 
respective interests and experiences, juxtapose their potential contributions, and identify 
challenges on the boundaries and at the intersections of their respective fields. Using the 
same approach to investigate funding opportunities, teams of researchers can become 
better informed and smarter players in grants and contracts competitions. For instance, 
funding sources typically publish RFPs for recent, current, and anticipated grant 
competitions on public websites. Many private foundations and governmental agencies 
also publish abstracts of funded grants and related PI contact information. A content 
analysis of this information and related research publications can be of significant 







strategic value when deciding how and when to invest faculty time in the development of 
grant proposals.  


• When approached by graduate students struggling with their research proposals, thesis 
and dissertation advisors can say with assurance, “Here is what matters most in this 
knowledge domain. Start here.” When a student presents his/her research proposal for 
review, the proposal can be temporarily added to the knowledgebase and analysed 
relative to its content. That analysis can be used to motivate and facilitate discussions 
essential to the mentor-student relationship and to address common issues such as, 
“How are your research questions and theoretical framework grounded in the literature? 
How does your literature review compare to those of published papers? Are your 
research design, sampling, and data analysis procedures consistent with accepted 
practice? What have you included that is not in the knowledge base? How do you justify 
doing so?” And so on. Using the Bayes Factor (Wikipedia, 2011) statistic, it is even 
possible to formulate and test hypotheses relative to these and other questions 
addressing similarities and differences between the student’s proposal and the 
knowledgebase as a whole. Here is a bridge between qualitative and quantitative 
methodologies on which their respective proponents might meet. 


• University administrators are constantly seeking better information relative to the 
effectiveness of student recruiting, transition to campus life, retention, achievement, and 
employment. For the most part, these data are gathered using closed response format 
items (i.e., true-false, multiple choice, Likert scale) and university student records. To 
date, no golden needle has been found in that haystack. Using content analysis 
methods, open response items, interview transcripts, and samples of student work can 
be “unpacked” to find the real roots of success/failure and satisfaction/disappointment for 
students, faculty, and staff in their respective roles. The problem has always how to 
reliably and rapidly analyse tens of thousands of documents. With automated content 
analysis, the issue is how to motivate, facilitate, and find wisdom in authentic student 
comments and recommendations.  


Learning content analysis methodologies and technologies is neither a cheap nor a simple 
venture. A desktop copy of Leximancer at academic rates is AD$1500, certainly within reach 
of many departments but probably too much for some faculty and most graduate students. 
Reading oneself into content analysis and through the Leximancer manual and training 
videos is easily done over the course of an academic term. But the real rewards come 
gradually as the scholar adapts these tools to his/her research agenda and begins to see 
data everywhere.  
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Abstract  


This article explored geometrical concepts that might be developed in mathematical 
inferences in the building of a rondavel. Data was collected by means of observing 
structures of rondavel houses in rural areas. This was done with the purpose of finding the 
relationship between the South African school geometry curriculum and a real-life situation. 
That is, what are geometrical concepts that can be learned in the building of a rondavel. 
Findings of this study showed that many geometrical concepts such as different types of 
lines, angles, triangles, quadrilaterals, circles and solids can be learned from the building of 
a rondavel. Although the study showed some limitations, the interesting part of it is 
developing awareness that learners might learn meaningful mathematics when they link their 
school mathematics with their everyday life situation.  


Introduction and background to the study 


Students’ understanding of mathematics is generally a problem globally but is worse in a 
South African context. This is aligned with various reasons such as irrelevance of the 
curriculum in a real-life context of the learners. One of the specific skills espoused by the 
National Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement of South Africa is to build awareness 
of the important role that mathematics plays in real-life situations including personal 
development of the learner (DoBE, 2010). The South African Department of Basic Education 
introduced mathematical literacy which focuses heavily on the use of mathematics in real-life 
situations or contexts (Julie, Holtman, & Mbekwa, 2011). The teaching and learning of 
mathematics in context gives many questions (Julie, Holtman, & Mbekwa, 2011). Teachers 
struggle to realise this feature of the curriculum with result that there is not much emphasis 
on the use of mathematics in real-life situation in a South African context. It has been 
documented that many people including learners who study mathematics do not understand 
or see the relationship between school mathematics and a real-life situation (Schoenfeld, 
2005).  


They have questions such as what am I going to do with these mathematical concepts in 
everyday life? Nelissen and Tomic (1993) assert that “mathematics is often seen as a school 
subject concerned exclusively with abstract and formal knowledge” (p.21). They explain that 
teachers should base their mathematical instructions on rich mathematical structures which 
learners will be able to recognise from their own environment. They further elaborate that the 
point of departure for education is not learning rules and formulas, but rather working with 
context. A context is a situation which appeals to learners and which they can recognise in 
theory.    


It has been documented that geometry is one of the most difficult sections in the learning of 
mathematics (Siyepu, 2005). As a result the South African Curriculum designers from the 
years 2008 to 2011 excluded geometry in the syllabus with the hope that learners would 
perform better. Researchers such as Evoh (2009); as well as Padayachee, Boshoff, Olivier 
and Harding (2011) raise a concern that the present education system has disadvantaged 
learners by failing to meet their educational needs, especially regarding mathematics. In the 







current Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) geometry is a core, no longer 
an optional section (DoBE, 2010).   


This article illustrates how mathematical knowledge could be obtained in classroom activities 
when teachers relate their geometry lessons in the senior phase of schooling with 
indigenous knowledge systems such as mathematical inferences in the building of 
rondavels. Therefore, the essence of this paper is to explore geometrical concepts that can 
be developed in teaching through looking at mathematical inferences in the building of a 
rondavel.  


Related Literature  


The idea of connecting school mathematics with real life situation is widespread, and 
researchers have addressed the issue in different ways (Brenner & Moschkovich, 2002). 
Real life connections can be defined as connections between the mathematics that is taught 
in schools and outside world (Mosvold, 2008). This suggests that learners might gain 
meaningful understanding when they relate school mathematics with their real-life situation.  


The South African CAPS (2010) proposes that: 


The curriculum should aim to ensure that learners acquire and apply knowledge and 
skills in ways that are meaningful to their own lives. 


In this regard, the curriculum promotes knowledge in local contexts, while being 
sensitive to global imperatives. (p, 5)   


The teaching of mathematics through learners working with problems in a meaningful 
context has been presented as an alternative to the more traditional formal training of 
mathematical methods and formulas (Mosvold, 2008). Mosvold (2008) asserts that “the 
everyday life of learners is often limited, and if one would focus only on issues contained in 
the everyday life of learners, mathematics would become limited” (p. 3).  


The above argument may criticise the use of everyday life connections in the teaching and 
learning of mathematics, but it is true that in order for a lesson to be understandable it has to 
link what exists in the mind of a learner with what is taught. Therefore despite all possible 
limitations, making connections between real-life situations and classroom practices is 
necessary in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Putting forward the fact that a 
rondavel is a common house in almost all centres of South Africa in both rural and urban 
areas, this makes the building of a rondavel an appropriate tool to connect school geometry 
curriculum with a real-life situation.  


The Freudenthal Institute, in 1971 developed a research strategy, an approach to teaching 
and to a theory of mathematics pedagogy called Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) to 
improve the quality of teaching and learning of mathematics (Joubert and Andrews, 2010). 
RME uses realistic contexts and a notion of progressive formalisation to help learners 
develop mathematically. A strong feature of RME is the simultaneous and integrated 
development of conceptual and procedural knowledge. Countries such as Japan 
demonstrate high performance in all international comparison tests due to their teaching that 
aims at conceptual rather than procedural understanding (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999).      


The principles of South African CAPS (2010) promote “learning which encourages an active 
and critical approach to learning rather than rote and uncritical learning of given truth” (p. 6). 
They also promote valuing indigenous knowledge systems and acknowledging heritage of 
the country (DoBE, 2010, p.6).   







South African teachers are also curriculum stakeholders but they are not given opportunities 
to select their preferences of the situations and contexts they want to deal with in 
mathematical literacy and/or in mathematics (Julie, 2009).  


This study suggests that the building of a rondavel may be used as one of teachers’ 
preferences to develop geometrical concepts in senior phase mathematics classrooms.  


Research methods and context  


Data was collected by observing structures of rondavels in the province of the Eastern Cape 
in South Africa. A rondavel (from the Afrikaans word 'rondawel') is a westernised version of 
the African-style hut. The rondavel is usually round in shape and is traditionally made with 
materials that can be locally found in raw form. The ordinary concept rondavel can be 
replaced by the concept cylindrical in shape. A cylinder is one of the most basic curvilinear 
geometric shapes, the surface by the points at a fixed distance from a given line segment, 
the axis of the cylinder.The figure below shows a cylindrical shape that resembles the wall of 
a rondavel.  


 


Figure 1: Shape of a closed cylinder resembling the wall of a rondavel 


From the understanding of a cylindrical shape one can deduce the formula of finding the 
area as well as the volume of a cylindrical shape. The definition of area in mathematics is: 
the inside space of a shape or boundary. A volume is the amount of space that a three-
dimensional object occupies. The figure below shows how mathematicians derive the area of 


a circle as 2
rπ . 


  


Figure 2: Derivation of the area of a circle 


 


Explanation: The circumference of a circle is 2πr. This is the definition of π (pi). Divide the 


circle into many triangular segments. The area of the triangles is ½ times the sum of their 


bases, 2πr (the circumference), times their height, r. 


Lateral surface area of a right prism or cylinder with perimeter p and height h is ph. For a 
cylinder, this is to 2πrh. 







 


Explanation: Imagine unwrapping the surface into a rectangle. 


Figure 3: Derivation of the lateral surface area of a cylinder 


 


Figure 4: Picture showing formulae of an area and volume of a cylindrical shape  


The wall of a rondavel  


The foundation of any rondavel house is built through digging a circular hole. From the 


circular hole teachers might introduce a circle. A circle is a set of all points equidistant from 


a fixed point. As shown in the figure 1 above the fixed point is a centre of a circle.  The 


distance from the centre of a circle to the outer-portion (circumference of a circle) is the 


radius. The foundation of a rondavel consists of two concentric circles (two or more circles 


which have the same centre point) that are formed by the outer part of a circular hole and 


the inner part of a circular hole. The region between the two concentric circles is known as 


modulus. Learners might be introduced to the area of a modulus as the difference between 


the areas of the larger circle and the smaller circle.  In symbols it may be written as A of a 


modulus is
22


21
rRAA ππ −=− . A1


represents the area of a larger circle and A2
 


represents the area of the smaller circle. R represents the radius of the larger circle and r  


represents the radius of a smaller circle. 


 


Figure 5: Shape of the foundation of the wall resembling a modulus   


The walls of rondavels are often constructed from stones. The mortar may consist of sand, 
soil, or combinations of these, mixed with cow dung. The building of the wall involves 
estimation regarding the number of stones that will be used as well as the height of the wall.  







As the wall of a rondavel has windows and a door, teachers may introduce a rectangle, not 
necessary with all of its properties but only its economic definition.                    A rectangle is 


a parallelogram with one angle measures 0
90 . The introduction of a rectangle may also 


include calculation of the area of rectangular shapes such as window and door frames.  


In recent times many rural and urban areas use face-bricks to build modern rondavels. This 
entails accurate counting of the number of face-bricks that might be used in the building of 
rondavels. The building of rondavel using face-bricks involves a certain pattern which may 
be linked with tessellation. The figure below shows a picture of the wall of a rondavel in 
process.  


  


                                               


 


 


Figure 6: Picture of the wall of a rondavel in process.  


The shapes should not overlap. In building structures non-standard tessellations are used 
for reasons of stability – in other words the vertices of the polygons do not align. From a 
mathematical point of view we are usually interested only in standard tessellations where 
the vertices always align (coincide) with other vertices.A face-brick resembles a cuboid that 
is commonly known as rectangular prism.  


A cuboid is a box-shaped object. It has six flat sides and all angles are right angles, and 
faces are either rectangles or squares. This allows teachers to introduce faces, edges and 
vertices. A face is the flat surface of a face- brick as shown the figures below. An edge is 
formed by the intersection of two faces. Vertices are formed by the intersection of 3 or more 
faces. 


                                                         


Figure 7: Pictures showing faces, edges and vertices in a cuboid  
 
The introduction of a cuboid also allows teachers to introduce teachers on how to develop 


the formula of the total surface area of a cuboid as lhbhlbA 222 ++= . A represents an 


area, l represents length, b represents breadth and h   represents height of a cuboid. 


The roof of a rondavel 


The main roofing elements of a rondavel are poles taken from tree limbs (called "gum poles" 
these days), which have been harvested and cut to length. The following figure shows types 
of poles that are normally used to build the roof of a rondavel.   







 


Figure 9: Sample of poles that are normally used in the roof of a rondavel 


Builders normally start to design the frame of a roof by using poles, chainsaw, and nails.  
The frame of a roof used one principal pole at the centre where other poles are joined by 
nails to the principal one with an estimation of an acute angle that normally measures 21 ˚. 
The figure below shows the roof of a rondavel from inside. Four poles normally meet the 
principal perpendicularly, that is at right angles.   


 


Figure 10: Interior side of the roof of a rondavel 


The roof covering is of thatch that is sewn to the poles with grass rope. The process of 
completing the thatch can take as little as one weekend or up to a year if made by a skilled 
artisan, as it must be sewn in one section at a time, starting from the bottom working towards 
the top. 


The roof of a rondavel represents a cone. A cone is a three-dimensional figure that has one 
circular base and one vertex.  


The base of the cone of a roof is in the form of a circle that normally overlaps over the wall 
roughly exceeding the area of the wall by 0, 5 metres.  That implies that the circumference of 
the edge of a roof is obviously larger that the circumference of the wall. The frame of a roof 
is built by the poles that are joined by nails to form triangular shapes to make the roof rigid. 
Then in order for the builders to apply thatching there should be poles of smaller sizes 
around the frame of the roof up to the apex of the cone of the frame of the roof. These small 
poles resemble parallel lines and the large poles of the frame of the roof resemble 
transversal lines.  


Obviously once we have parallel lines joined by transversal lines then all the properties of 
parallel lines when they are cut by a transversal may be observed. That is learners can 
explore corresponding angles, alternate angles, co-interior angles, vertically opposite angles, 
and adjacent angles.  


As the poles are joined by nails to build rigidity, certain concepts such lines that meet at a 
common vertex, properties of a straight line, angles around a point can be deduced from 
that.  







The large poles of the frame of a roof and the small poles also form isosceles trapeziums. A 
trapezium is a quadrilateral with one pair of opposite sides parallel. Trapeziums are the only 
quadrilaterals that can be observed in the frame of a roof of a rondavel.  


Although other types of quadrilaterals cannot be formed but observation of trapeziums 
shows a link between building of a rondavel and real-life situation. From the observation of a 
trapezium then also its properties can be deduced from the observed trapeziums.         


From the understanding of a conical shape one can deduce the formula of finding the area 


as well as the volume of a conical shape as represented in the figure below. Cones: Lateral 


surface area of a cone with perimeter rπ  and slant height s is rsπ /2.  


 


Figure 11: Formula of the area of a cone 


Explanation: Divide the surface of the cone into many thin triangles. The area of the 


triangles is ½ times the sum of their bases, p, times their height, s.   


Volume of a cone, right or oblique (slanted), with base area A and height h is πr2h/3. 


 


A cone has same formula as a pyramid. Imagine constructing an 


approximate cone from many thin oblique pyramids. 


Figure 12: Volume of a cone 


Explanation: The volume is proportional to A and h. Imagine the effect of doubling A or h.  


The figure below shows the picture of a complete rondavel with the two windows and a door.  







 


Figure 13: Picture of a fully complete rondavel 


In recent times, with the availability of modern construction materials, the appearance and 
construction of rondavels has changed.  


They may have concrete foundations, be built with cement blocks or brick, mortared with 
cement, and/or roofed with corrugated tin. While the traditional rondavel did not have running 
water, electricity, and/or other modern amenities, many are now equipped with, or have been 
adapted to accommodate these services. 


The principals do not splay at the bottom (push the top of the walls over to the outside) 
because splaying only puts the purling near the bottom of the principals under tension.  


Thus it is possible to build a large rondavel without internal bracing for the roof. Traditional 
African rondavels range in size depending on the availability of building and construction 
materials. 


 


Discussion  


The use of the building of a rondavel may assist teachers to develop many mathematical 
concepts. The building of the wall uses a circle and its components such as a circumference, 
radius, centre, con-centric circles, arcs and modulus. The main focus of this paper is to 
assist mathematics teachers to develop strategies that can be used to develop mathematical 
concepts using every-day activities or a real life situation. The building of any house also 
involved measurement and construction which are the key elements of understanding in 
many different sections of geometry such Euclidean and Solid geometry.  


The building of a frame of a roof involves different types of angles such as acute, obtuse, 
right, reflex and revolution. This also covers special angles such as adjacent and straight 
angles. In the final touches of thatching the roof resembles a cone which is one of the most 
important solids in the understanding of solid geometric. 


This study also demonstrated the development of understanding of the derivation of 
formulas of areas and volumes of cylindrical, conical and cuboid shapes. The small poles 
used to build the frame of the roof form triangles and trapeziums as shown in figure 10. This 
study also shows that relating mathematical lessons with the real-life situation may be used 







as a tool to develop a meaningful understanding of why geometry is important in the school 
curriculum.  
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1. Introduction 


 


Mathematical knowledge, in its fullest sense includes significant, fundamental relationships 


between conceptual and procedural knowledge (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986, p. 6). However for 


many years conceptual understanding and procedural fluency have been competing for 


attention in school mathematics. Scholars in the field of mathematics education and those in 


psychology have been concerned about the relationship between these two strands. This 


has led to a lively debate on how these two concepts of mathematical proficiency are 


developed, how are they related to each other, which one enhances the development of the 


other, and also if either strand promotes higher cognitive demands than the other. However, 


so far,  this debate shows no sign of finding a common ground for all parties or researchers 


involved (Schneider & Stern, 2011).  


A review of the literature reveals a debate where the two strands are presented as 


competing with each other, and they are usually discussed as if they either exist as 


dichotomies or co-exist on a continuum (some arguing that one comes first before the other, 


while other scholars view them as co-existing but at par.) This debate has also led to the 


questioning of which of the two strands is more important and whether developing skills with 


symbols leads to the development of conceptual understanding or whether the presence of 


mathematics concepts enhance symbolic representation and skills practice (Sowder, 1998, 


as cited in Star, 2005).  


Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) suggest that the relationship between conceptual and procedural 


knowledge is the key to further advances in our understanding of how children and adults do 


mathematics and how they think about what they do. With this debate in mind, this paper 


aims to show how both procedural and conceptual understanding are equaly important for 


learners to solve any mathematical problem.  


 


To show how the two forms of knowledge are equally important, I have analysed two tasks 


from a South African Grade 3 departmental numeracy workbook. I present the results of the 







two activities and show how the two tasks promote conceptual understanding and 


procedural fluency and how this might impact on teaching and learning. To do this, I have 


used a modified rubric. 


2. Analytical  Framework 


The  theoretical framework, used for this paper is based on a number of authors’ views on 


the relationship between conceptual and procedural knowledge. Hibert and Levreve (1986) 


suggest that the relationship between conceptual and procedural knowledge is the key to 


further understanding of how conceptual and procedural knowledgen and of how children 


and adults do mathematics and how they think about what they do. Additionaly Schneider 


and Stern (2011) have also argued that the understanding to this relationship between the 


two knowledge forms, can facilitate, our general understanding of the human mind and at the 


same time it can also allow us to come up with the learning environment where knowledge is 


to be conveyed.  


However, different scholars make different predictions as to the interrelations between 


conceptual and procedural knowledge. There are those scholars who view conceptual 


knowledge as a source of childrens’ procedural knowledge while others assume the opposite 


to be true or posit bi-directional causal relations.  


Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999), proposed the view that points to a bidirectional causal 


relationship between conceptual and procedural knowledge. This means that an increase in 


one kind of knowledge will, then, prompt an increase in the other one as well. This implies 


that an increase in conceptual knowledge will prompt an increase in the procedural. Rittle-


Johnson and Alibali (1999) also argue that conceptual and procedural understanding lie on 


the same continuum and they cannot be seperated but the two ends of the continuum 


represents two different types of knowledge. The dominant assumption is that one end of the 


continuum features procedural fluency while the other end conceptual understanding.  


Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999) have defined conceptual knowledge as explicit or implicit 


understanding of the principles that govern a domain and of the interrelations between 


pieces of knowledge in a domain and procedural knowledge as action sequences for solving 


problems. According to Rittle-Johson and Alibali (1999) the two forms of knowledge do not 


develop independently, they view conceptual knowledge as forgrounding the procedural 


knowledge. For example, they argued that conceptual understanding influences learners 


procedures. This is also supported but some theories of acquisition which argue that the 


generation of procedural knowledge is based on the conceptual understanding (Rittle-


Johnson & Alibali ,1999). It is argued that in fact children use their conceptual understanding 







to constrain procedural discovery and adapt their existing procedures to novel tasks 


(Gelman & Galistel, 1978 as cited in Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). 


In addition we have two views as to a starting point in describing the relationship:  the view 


of concept-first theory and the procedure first theory. (Rittle- Johnson, Siegler, & Alibali, 


2001). According to concepts-first, children will initially acquire conceptual knowledge, for 


example by listening to verbal explanations, and will then, by practice, derive procedural 


knowledge from it. In contrast according to the procedures-first theory, it posits that children 


initially acquire procedural knowledge in a specific domain, for example by trial-and error 


learning, and then gradually abstract conceptual knowledge from it by reflection. 


 


In both perspectives above, conceptual knowledge is taken to be knowledge of the core 


concepts and principles and their interrelations in a certain domain. Thus assumed to be 


stored in some form of relational representation, like schemas, semantic networks or 


hierarchies (Byrnes & Wasik, 1991 as cited in Schneider, Rittle-Johnson; Star, 2011). 


Because of its abstract nature and the fact that it can be consciously accessed, it can be 


largely verbalized and flexibly transformed through processes of inference and reflection. It 


is, therefore, not bound up with specific problems but can in principle be generalized for a 


variety of problem types in a domain (Baroody, 2003 as cited in Schneider et al, 2011). 


Whereas on the other side, procedural knowledge, is seen as the knowledge of operators 


and the conditions under which these can be used to reach certain goals (Byrnes & Wasik, 


1991 as cited in Schneider et al, 2011). Further, it allows people to solve problems quickly 


and efficiently because it is to some degree automated which can be accomplished through 


practice and allows for a quick activation and execution of procedural knowledge, since its 


application, as compared to the application of conceptual knowledge, involves minimal 


conscious attention and few cognitive resources. As a consequence, it is coupled to specific 


problem types (Baroody, 2003 as in Schneider et al, 2010). 


 


However, Star (2005) and others view the relationship between conceptual and procedural 


knowdge as co-existant and as both being equally important to each other for the 


devalopment of mathematical knowledge. Thus Star (2005), has proposed the re-


conceptualization of conceptual understanding and procedural fluency. Star and others have 


opposed the ideas of classifying conceptual understanding and procedural knowledge based 


on whether they contain rich connectedness or not. That idea, he argues, is making things 


difficult to classify the knowledge which belongs to the deep procedural aspects. In fact both 


conceptual and procedural understanding can have either a superficial or deep quality 


understanding (Star, 2005). There are different ways that one can know the key conceptual 







ideas and procedures of mathematics and to Star (2005) skilful execution of mathematics 


could mean two different things. On one hand application of skills involves use of procedures 


automatically or by rote. Whereas on the other hand being skilled means being able to select 


appropriate procedures for particular problems, modifiying when needed or apply those 


procedures in a different context. 


 


Star further emphasized two important ideas when one is to define what procedural 


knowledge or skills are: on the one hand, skilful execution involves being able to use 


procedures rapidly, efficiently, with minimal error, and with minimal conscious attention; in 


other words, to execute a procedure automatically or by rote (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998 as 


cited in Star, 2002). Whereas on the other hand, being skilled refers to one’s ability to select 


appropriate procedures for particular problems, modify procedures when conditions warrant, 


and explain or justify one’s steps to others; that is, to execute a procedure thoughtfully or 


deliberately (Star, 2005) 


 


Moreover, Star (2005) has suggested that procedural knowledge can be executed in ways 


that involve deep understanding (e.g indicative procedures) other than rote (memorization) 


and this is the same with conceptual understanding. In fact Star and Seifert (2002) have 


argued that it is possible for someone to execute qualitative mathematical concepts through  


memorised first before they are understood. According to Greeno (1978) those scholars who 


argued that procedural understanding is all about rote learning might neglect the other  ways 


in which a procedure can be executed other than by rote, some of which could be 


characterized as “intelligent” or even as indicative of “procedural understanding” as seen by 


Star (2005). This shows how most of those studies seems to considered procedural 


outcomes other than rote knowledge and turn a blind eye on its development (Star, 2005).  


In fact in executing a procedural skill requires that one have knowledge of its component 


steps and the order in which these steps should be applied. But not all performances of a 


skill are the same. One could say that the whole process of conceptual acquisition and 


mastering of procedures in mathematics, does not take place in isolation but it take place as 


a connection. This is supported by Baroody et al. (2007, p.123) who argue that “depth of 


understanding entails both the degree to which procedural and conceptual knowledge are 


interconnected and the extent to which that knowledge is otherwise complete, well 


structured, abstract and accurate”.  


 


Hence conceptual undersrtanding and procedural fluncy co-exist.  This implies that deep 


understanding entails both the degree to which procedural and conceptual knowledge are 


interconnected and the extent to which that knowledge is complete, well structured, abstract 







and accurate. Hence deep understanding of both conceptual and procedural knowledge 


should be our major aim and priority for all mathematics educators. (Star, 2005) added that 


flexible problem solving requires that students integrate their conceptual knowledge of 


principles in the domain with their procedural knowledge of specific actions for solving 


problems. This integrated knowledge allows students to identify prior knowledge that is 


relevant including potentially relevant procedures and to adapt existing procedures to solve 


novel problems. Thus, integrated knowledge is not inert rather; it can be used to flexibly 


solve both routine and novel problems accurately and efficiently. 


 


3. Data presentation and analysis 


Mathematics tasks can be examined from different perspectives, that includes the number 


and kinds of representation evoked, the variety of ways in which they can be solved, and 


their requirements for communication (Stein et al, 2009). The tasks were randomly selected 


from the Grade 3 workbook which was the subject of this analysis. Figure 1 showns a 


sample of tasks.   


Figure 1: Sample of learner tasks taken from Grade 3 workbook13 (Task A and Task B) 
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In this paper I present my analysis of two tasks to establish the relationship between how 


conceptual understanding and procedural fluency are promoted and whether they are seen 


(in the design of the workbook task) as separate or presented as if they co-exist. To do that I 


looked at what type of understanding the learner might need to have to be able to solve the 


problem and what a learner needs to know in terms of conceptual understanding and 


procedural fluency.  


Despite arguing that procedural fluency and conceptual understanding are inseparable, for 


analytic purposes I will engage with them separately. I used a checklist to identify criteria 


relevant to each knowldge (namely conceptual and procedural understanding) to assess 


learners’ mathematical tasks for grade 3. The criteria were adapted from those developed by 


Suh (2007). I then assessed the learners’ mathematics activities and used the checklist as 


an instrument to tease  out the differences between conceptual and procedural 


understanding. 


3.1 Assessment Rubric 


The assessment rubrick was developed to guide the analysis of two tasks in a grade 3 


learners’ numeracy workbook. The rubric used focuses mostly on how the tasks promote 


and develop conceptual and procedural understanding by looking at its demands (e.g what a 


learner needs to know in terms of conceptual and procedural understanding). For example, a 


problem might be presented  as 4 + 3 = 8. To analyse this task I look at the types of 


procedures i.e counting as well as putting things together that would be required for a 


learner to solve this problem. And I also look  at the concept  such as number, addition 


(putting together) as well as equal sign (equivalent). For example in this case a learner 


needs both conceptual and procedural understanding to get the answer. 


Although it was my aim initially to also analyse this task based on the cognitive demands 


they promote, it was not possible. This is because to judge a mathematical task based on 


the deepness or the level of cognitive demands it poses, one needs to observe learners  


under taking the process and to get a learner to explain how she/he gets the answer.  







I used the rubric by completing it in the following way: a tick or cross was placed in the 


appropriate box. A judgment was made based on the following: if the majority of the ticks 


were placed in the conceptual understanding boxes then the activity is considered to be a 


concepts based activity. If the majority of the ticks were placed in the procedural fluency 


boxes then the activity was considered to be a mainly skills oriented and a procedures 


activity that required the use and application of concepts covered. 


3.2 Data presentation and  analysis 


My findings showed that both tasks promote the development of both conceptual and 


procedural understanding .  


3.2.1 Addition and multiplication:  


The fist task focuses on addition and multiplication. In this task, a learner is expected to 


solve different problems involving addition and multiplication e.g 10 +10 +10+ 10 = 40 ↔ 4 


lots of 10 = 40 ↔ 10 x 4 = 40. In this task there are different mathematical concepts ranging 


from a concept of number, addition (putting together), multiplication (as repeated addition), 


grouping, place value, equal sign (equivalent). But at the same time there are different 


procedures that are needed by a learner to solve this problem such as counting in groups, 


forward and in multiples. While on the other hand this task introduced learners to 


multiplication as repeated addition of equivalent sets using number 10, the task required 


learners to find the answer of 10 +10 +10+ 10 = 40 ↔ 4 lots of 10 = 40 ↔ 10 x 4 = 40. In 


that way the task promotes the connection between the two operations. It is also testing the 


multiplication skill by drawing on learners’ pre knowledge of addition. For example, if a 


learner was asked to complete the number statement using addition and multiplication. From 


this activity, we can see that there is a presence of both conceptual and procedural 


knowledge that is being promoted or demonstrated by the learner but one cannot tell which 


knowledge comes first before the other one.  


Looking at the learner’s answers,  this activity promotes mathematical 


understanding/knowledge in terms of the above mentioned concepts. In this case a learner 


needs to draw on those concepts such as mathematical operation to be able to find the 


answer. One can see that this learner was able to provide the answer by using a procedure 


of her/his choice or the prescribed one (e.g horizontal addition). Not only that but for this 


learner to be able to find the right answer she/he has demonstrated procedures that are 


accurate and appropriate otherwise he/she could not get the answer. Based on this learner’s 


work, the learner has demonstrated fluency with the addition combinations up to 10 + 10. 







To promote conceptual and procedural fluency, the task introduced concepts (e.g., 


meanings of multiplication) as addition. It is possible for a learner to get the answer of any 


addition problem without understanding but for multiplication it might not be easy. Hence to 


explore the concept of decomposing numbers using groups of 10 made it easier for the 


learner. But a learner required both procedural and conceptual understand this includes the 


meanings of multiplication equally to be able to find the answer, which might be the problem 


if one’s knowledge is lacking. 


3.2.2 Breaking up and subtraction  


The ability to visualize what is happening in a subtraction situation is an important foundation 


for understanding the operation and how it works, and for making good decisions about 


strategies for computation (Stein et al, 2009).  Within this task there are also different 


concepts and procedures involved for one to deal with the sums or problems. In this task a 


learner is introduced to the understanding of different types of subtraction problems and to 


compute using any strategy of their choice for subtracting whole numbers. Although the task 


seems to be predominantly influenced learner’s procedural fluency in subtracting accurately 


and efficiently there are also concepts involved and without an understanding of those 


concepts it might also not be easy for the learner to find the answer. The mathematical 


concepts involved include: whole number operations, addition and subtraction, and many 


more. 


4. Conclusion 


In conclusion the paper shows from the task analysis of the sample workbook that the two 


forms of knowledge, conceptual knowledge and procedural fluency, cannot exist in isolation 


and both are equally needed by a learner in learning of mathematics. Thus in both tasks I 


have analysed, the way that a learner achieves correct answers requires both the application 


of his/her procedural and conceptual understanding.  
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This paper reviews and reconsiders the author’s earlier views on Grade 12 pupil 
performances in Euclidean geometry problems. Previous work indicated that pupils 
exhibited significantly lower competence in developing deductive proofs (proof-type 
problems) compared to the calculation of quantities (computational-type problems), 
even where problems drew on similar propositions but were of different types. For 
this study, pupils were tested on matched computation-type and proof-type problems 
to explore what they did more carefully. As before, pupils performed better on 
computational-type problems than on proof-type problems that required the use of 
the same propositions. From their performances it also emerged that pupils appear 
to focus on geometrical objects in a manner that de-emphasises their relations with 
other geometrical objects external to them, but that pupils are willing to construct 
arithmetic relations between quantities that refer to components of different 
geometrical objects. Why this should be the case is not entirely clear, but it does 
point us in a particular direction for future work. 


 


INTRODUCTION 


In this paper we discuss aspects of the examination performances of sixteen Grade 12 


pupils, from five high schools, who participated in a teaching programme to prepare them for 


the 2011 Mathematics Paper 3 matriculation examination. The cohort comprised 26 pupils, 


but only 16 availed themselves for the two tests from which this paper derives. The content 


examined in Paper 3 was not offered at their schools. As was the case in 2010, reported on 


in Mackay (2011), our experience of pupils during teaching sessions suggested that: (a) they 


had very limited exposure to Euclidean geometry; (b) their mathematical activity was, 


generally, regulated in a manner that did not enable them to make coherent use of 


propositions appropriate to the problems they attempted to solve; and (c) the teaching of the 


reading and writing of mathematics proofs was not a common practice in their schools. 


Nevertheless, sixteen of the twenty-five pupils did pass the final 2011 Grade 12 Mathematics 


Paper 3 examination. To what extent their achievement can be attributed to successful 


completion of geometry problems, which is a part of the question paper, cannot be verified 


since access to their examination scripts is restricted. 


In a pilot study we set out to construct a researchable problem to explore pupils’ responses 


to two different types of geometry problems, described as computational-type problems and 


proof-type problems (MacKay, 2011). A computational-type problem explicitly asks pupils to 


calculate the sizes of angles or lengths of sides or areas of geometrical figures, given 


quantitative data on lengths or/and angles or/and area; a proof-type problem expects pupils 


to generate arguments consisting of strings of propositions that establish the mathematically 


necessary intermediate and final results that constitute a proof as a whole. The pilot study 







indicated that even where both types of problems drew on the same propositions to regulate 


computational activity as well as to construct proofs, pupils exhibited competence in solving 


problems involving calculation of quantities but showed significantly less competence in 


arguing deductively and writing proofs. 


A FEW REMARKS ON METHOD 


To explore more carefully what might be happening with these students, we constructed two 


tests, Test A and Test B, consisting of three matched pairs of problems for which the 


solutions drew on the same sets of propositions. Test A was made up of computational-type 


problems and Test B of proof-type problems. 


The two tests were administered one week apart and in both instances the same information 


was provided diagrammatically and discursively. A quantitative analysis of the pupils’ 


answers is undertaken, specifically a measure of the correlation between their performances 


on the test, globally and by matched problem, was produced. 


The pupils’ aggregate performances across the two tests are represented by the graph in 


Figure 1, from which it can be seen that students, generally, performed better on Test A 


(computational-type) than they did on Test B (proof-type). 


 


Figure 1: Pupils’ aggregate performances across Tests A and B. 


The value of the correlation coefficient (r = 0,87417) and the line-of-best-fit clearly points to a 


fairly strong linear positive correlation between the performances across the two tests, 


indicating that the hypothesis in MacKay (2011) that pupils tend to perform better on 


computational-type problems than they did on proof-type problems is not unreasonable. The 


problem for this paper is to begin to draw out ideas as to the possible reasons for this trend 


in the performances of Grade 12 students on geometry problems. 


A quantitative analysis of the pupils’ aggregate performances in Questions 1 to 3, across the 


two tests is represented in the graphs in Figure 2. 







 


 


 


Figure 2: Pupils’ aggregate performances across two tests, by Question. 


The correlation coefficients (r = 0,83626 and r = 0,81446) for the aggregate scores in 


Questions 1 and 2 are very similar and show a strong positive correlation between the two 


tests. In Question 3, r = 0,62460. This indicates a moderately strong correlation in 


performances across test A and B, with most scores falling below the least squares 


regression line. However, as can be seen from the graph, the performances of pupils on 


Question 3 give the clearest indication of the idea that they perform significantly better on 


computational-type problems than on proof-type problems. Since it is with Question 3 that 


we see a more pronounced difference in the performances of pupils on problems of the two 







types, a detailed analysis of pupils’ performances on Question 3 (Figure 3) might give us 


some additional insights into the possible reasons for the differences in performance on 


different problem types, so enabling us to generate one or more hypotheses for further 


investigation.  


AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED PUPIL RESPONSES TO QUESTION 3 


We therefore focus on pupil responses to Question 3 (shown in Figure 3), and we examine 


the work of three pupils (given the limitations on space). Pupils are referred to with 


pseudonyms. 


In circle with centre O, TA and TB are tangents at A and B, respectively. Chord AC is parallel 
to TP, with P on the circle. CB cuts PT at K, and AK, BO, OA and AB are drawn. AB cuts PT 
at H. 


P
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B
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H


1


2
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2


1


2
1


 


(Test A variation) 


3.1 Calculate, with reasons, the size of 


 ∠OAT. 


3.2  By calculation, show that AOBT is a 
 cyclic quadrilateral. 


3.3  If ∠A1 = 70°, calculate the sizes of  


                (a)  ∠K1 


                (b)  ∠ATB. 


3.4  Give a reason why AKBT is a cyclic 
 quadrilateral. 


(Test B variation) 


Prove that: 


3.1 AOBT is a cyclic quadrilateral. 


3.2 ∠BKH = ∠BAT. 


3.3 ∠ATB= 180° − 2.∠C. 


3.4 AKBT is a cyclic quadrilateral. 


 


Figure 3: Question 3 from Grade 12 Paper 3 tests, showing the variations in the problem 


statements. 


It may be useful to briefly describe the propositions on which pupils must draw in the sub-


questions of Question 3, to better understand the qualitative analysis of selected pupil 


answers later in this paper. The particular propositions are represented in Table 1. 







Test A Test B Propositions 


Q 3.1 & 3.2 Q 3.1 


(a) The angle between a tangent and a radius, at the point of contact, is 


a right angle. 


(b) The opposite angles of a quadrilateral are supplementary 


Q 3.3 (a) Q 3.2 


(a) The angle between a tangent and a chord is equal to the inscribed 


angle subtended by that chord in the alternate segment. 


(b) If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the pairs of alternate 


angle will be equal. 


(c) If two lines cut, the vertically opposite angles are equal. 


Q 3.3(b) Q 3.3 


(a) The angle at the centre of a circle is double the inscribed angle 


subtended by the same arc or chord. 


(b) The opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral are supplementary. 


Q 3.4 Q 3.4 
If a side of a quadrilateral subtends a pair of equal angles, on the same 


side of it, then the quadrilateral is cyclic. 


Table 1: Propositions on which pupils must draw to answer sub-questions in Question 3 of 


Tests A and B 


Question 3.1 (Test B) requires pupils to prove that a quadrilateral is cyclic. Lionel offered the 


solution shown in Figure 4.  


 


Figure 4: Lionel’s answer to Question 3.1 (Test B) 


To the point where Lionel proves that ‘ T̂ = 180 − 2x ’, it is evident that he is able to string 


together a coherent sequence of mathematical statement, notwithstanding the grammatical 


errors in his statements of justification. However, the statements Â
1


= B̂
2


= x  and 







B̂
1
 = Â


2
 + Â


3
= x  and his statements of justification ‘tan chord theorem’ point to a 


breakdown in his reasoning. From experience, he knows that ‘the angle between a tangent 


and a chord’ must equal another angle at the circumference of the circle. He fails to 


recognise that the chord must subtend the angle at the circumference. Consequently, he 


shows that Ô
1
is also equal to 180 − 2x . Lionel appears to recognise that he must describe 


the relationship between a pair of opposite angles of the quadrilateral, but erroneously 


accepts equality as the criterion for proving that the quadrilateral is cyclic. It is also possible 


that not having proved the known relation and being unable to recover, he makes the final 


required statement and proceeds to the next question. 


In Figure 5, Sandra’s answer to Question 3.1 (Test B) shows an almost complete 


disconnection between the mathematical statements and the intended outcome. The final 


statement of the attempted proof shows that Sandra appears to know what types of 


statements should be made at the conclusion to such a proof. In other words, a pair of 


opposite angles must be supplementary to conclude that the quadrilateral is cyclic. However, 


she is not successful in demonstrating that the opposite angles of the quadrilateral AOBT 


are supplementary. She contradicts this in the way that she sets about proving equality of 


pairs of angles and ultimately possibly that OÂT = OB̂T. While sets of statements may be 


legitimate in their own right, she fails to string together a coherent argument in support of the 


outcome.  


 


Figure 5: Sandra’s answer to Question 3.1 (Test B) 


We now consider and compare Simon’s answers to Question 3.3 in both Test A and Test B 


(Figure 6a) and Test B (Figure 6b). In both instances, the pupil is required to determine the 


value of a particular angle, either in degrees or in terms of another angle. 







 


Figure 6a: Simon’s solution to Question 3.3 on Test A 


 


 


Figures 6b: Simon’s solution to Question 3.3 on Test B 


 


In Figure 6a, Simon is able to appropriately use the tangent-chord theorem, that is, Â
1


=  Ĉ . 


It is also apparent that he is capable of stringing together a series of mathematical 


statements, but like Lionel, does not use the ‘tan-chord theorem’ appropriately in his 


response to Question 3.3 of Test B where an incorrect proof attempt consequently emerges. 


In Figure 6b, a correct final statement emerges from a series of incoherent mathematical 


statements and justifications, presented in support of the statements. Thus, it appears that 


Simon is able to solve computational-type Question 3.3 (Test A) with ease but has great 


difficulty with comparable proof-type Question 3.3 (Test B). 


One could attempt to address the discrepancy by arguing that the emergent difficulty in the 


answer to Question 3.3 (Test B) is a consequence of the absence of the actual value of Â
1
. 


This idea was also considered in Mackay (2011). 







CONCLUDING REMARKS 


An interesting aspect of pupil work on geometry is suggested in the work of Lionel and Sarah 


on Question 3.1 of Test B. In this instance, the proposition that fixes quadrilateral AOBT as 


cyclic derives from relations between propositions that refer to geometrical objects 


(generally, things like points, lines, angles, polygons, planes and so forth) that are internal (a 


part/component of) to the quadrilateral, and objects that are external to it (not a 


part/component of). It may well be the case that Lionel and Sarah are attempting to prove 


that the quadrilateral is cyclic by operating only on elements that are internal to the 


quadrilateral; that is, that are part of it. For example, Question 3.3 (Test B) requires the pupil 


to express the value of one angle in terms of the value of another angle. In this instance, Ĉ 


is an inscribed angle of the circle, while AT̂B is an element of the cyclic quadrilateral. 


Although Simon correctly identifies the angle between the tangent and a chord, the 


‘inscribed’ angle reference remains internal to the quadrilateral, precipitating the 


inappropriate relation B̂
1


= 2.Ĉ. Concatenations of arbitrary statements emerge from 


Simon’s inability to recognise the appropriate relations between geometrical entities internal 


and external to the quadrilateral ( Ĉ →  BÔA →  AT̂B) and easily solve the problem. Jones 


(2002) ascribes this dilemma to an inability to “produce a short sequence of statements to 


logically justify a conclusion and to understand that deduction is the method of establishing 


geometric truth” (p. 130). 


On the basis of the analysis undertaken in the previous section, we now hypothesise that the 


inability of pupils to successfully realise a required output by appropriately drawing on the 


relations between propositions that are both internal and external to the announced object, 


may be causal to pupil failure. In other words, the appreciation and grasp of transitivity, 


which refers to the ability to recognise relationships among various things in a serial order, 


has not developed appropriately in relation to geometry, and possibly not in relation to other 


topics on the school curriculum (see Brainerd, 1973 for a discussion of transitivity as a 


precondition for seriation). The inclusion of values of angles in problems appears to enable 


the development of strings of statements constituting coherent arguments, possibly because 


pupils find numbers to be a useful resource. Hilbert & Bernays (1934), in a discussion about 


the consistency of theoretical systems, say 


… one represents the object of a theory through numbers and systems of numbers and 


basic relations through equations and inequalities in such a way that on the basis of this 


translation the axioms of the theory become either arithmetic identities or provable 


assertions (as in the case of geometry) … (p. 4) 


So, even though all solutions to Euclidean Geometry questions draw on propositions, pupils 


can begin to do computations without explicitly using the relevant propositions, but by acting 


on known formulae instead (see also Hilbert, 1927). Â + B̂ + Ĉ = 180°  (the sum of the 


angles of a triangle) or Ô = 2.B̂ (the angle at the centre of the circle is double the inscribed 


angle subtended by the same arc) are examples of such formulae. The use of propositions 


as formulae is suggested by the pupils’ responses particularly by their failure to solve proof-


type problems. 


In relation to the different forms of the questions, MacKay (2011) had postulated that many 


instances of pupil activity suggest that pupils are either not drawing on the expected 







propositions, or they are employing some other resources in the treatment of different forms 


of the problems. We now, however, see that it may well be the case that the geometrical 


objects named in problems are focused on in a manner that deemphasises the relations 


between their immediate constituents and geometrical objects external to them, suggesting 


that Skemp’s (1986; 1987) distinction between instrumental, relational and formal thinking 


might be productive for future investigation. In addition, the fact that pupils tend to perform 


better on computational-type problems suggests that they are able to construct arithmetic 


relations between quantities that refer to objects that are not necessarily only internal to a 


specific complex of geometrical objects (like a quadrilateral, for example). 
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EXPLAINING EXPLAINING 


Tim Rowland 


University of Cambridge, UK 


Explanation is central to the task of teaching. Gaea Leinhardt has written that “Instructional 


explanations are recognizable as being a part of the instructional landscape by teachers, 


students and observers”. It is hard to conceive of mathematics teaching without it. One can 


surmise whether an explanation has been successful in achieving its intended purpose, or 


otherwise, by the response of the intended audience – usually a student, or students. Yet 


analysing our own explanations, or teaching someone else ‘how to explain’, is problematic. 


This paper examines some examples of explanation, from my own teaching and drawing on 


videotapes of other teachers, with the aim of identifying some key components of what might 


be called a mathematics explanation repertoire. 


ORIENTATION 


In most countries, primary school children are taught, at some point, a written algorithm for 


subtraction. The actual algorithm taught changes over time, and from place to place, but 


basically it will be one of two types, with minor variations in the way it is recorded. 


 


Figure 1: Two written subtraction algorithms 


In most of the UK, the first of these algorithms has come into fashion since the 1960s, and 


been predominant since the 1980s. It is called the decomposition algorithm, because the 


minuend (85 here) is decomposed into 70+15, so that both 30 and 7 can be subtracted to 


leave 40+8. The text books usually demonstrate this with Dienes multibase apparatus, 


beginning with 8 longs (‘tens’) and 5 units. One of the longs is then traded for – in effect, 


decomposed into – 10 units. 


      


Figure 2: 8 tens and 5 units: a ‘long’ is decomposed into 10 units 


Since the 1970s, this subtraction algorithm has gradually displaced the second one (shown 


on the right in Figure 1) and for some time has been taught in most primary schools in the 







UK. For this reason, teacher educators include it in their methods courses at university 


departments of education, so that prospective teachers understand why it works. But what I 


most enjoy is when someone in the class – usually, but not always, an older student, or one 


from overseas – says that they do it differently. I invite them to the board, and they 


demonstrate the second method, invariably adding that they don’t know why it works. In 


effect, they ask me to explain it. 


Now, I know why the second method works, in the sense that I am satisfied that it will always 


give the right answer. The subtraction 85-37 has been replaced by (80+15)-(40+7). That is, the 


minuend (85) and the subtrahend (37) have both been increased by 10, so the difference 


remains the same. In fact, this algorithm is named the equal-addition algorithm. Formally, 


(85+10)-(37+10) = 85+10-37-10 = (85-37)+(10-10) = 85-37. But my explanation looks a bit 


different. I ask two students to come to the front of the class.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Alison and Bob – difference unchanged by equal addition 


I’ll call them Alison and Bob. I ask them to stand next to each other (Figure 3, left) and for the 


students to estimate the difference in their heights. I then place two identical chairs next to each 


other and ask Alison and Bob to step up onto them (in Figure 3, right, they are standing on the 


same bench). I ask the class to estimate the difference in their heights now. The ‘explanation’ 


draws on this analogy: the difference in the two heights is unchanged when they are both ‘taller’ by 


the same amount – the height of the bench. In the same way, the difference between two numbers 


remains the same when the same number is added to both.  


More recently, I have drawn on an idea of Ian Sugarman’s (2007), which begins with my 


asking (usually written on the board): “Write down a subtraction that is different from 643-


267, but which has the same answer”. The idea is that they propose things like 743-367, 


646-270 and so on, and then once again the equal-addition, equal-difference connection is 


made and related back to the subtraction algorithm. To deviate for a moment, two common 


responses to this activity are of interest. First, there are always some students who actually 


perform the subtraction to get the difference 376, and then proceed to invent subtractions 


like 380-4 with the desired difference. This is an interesting case, I think, of what Kevin Collis 


(1975) referred to as difficulty with “lack of closure”; that is a preference for finding ‘the 







answer’ rather than an equivalent expression. The other interesting responses are of the 


kind: “643-267 = 646-270 = 676-300 = 376 … so why do we need any of the vertical 


algorithms anyway!?” This was in fact the whole point of Sugarman’s article. 


Before I move on, please note that I am making no particular claims about how successful or 


convincing these explanations prove to be in the eyes of my students. I merely note what I 


do when this particular call to explain arises. I could give numerous other explanation-


examples, and so could every mathematics teacher. 


 


EXPLANATION: THE MISSING CODE? 


In 2002 I undertook some empirical research into mathematics teachers’ knowledge, in 


collaboration with colleagues in Cambridge. For details, see Rowland, Huckstep & Thwaites, 


2005, or the book Rowland, Turner, Thwaites & Huckstep, 2009. Our approach to 


investigating the relationship between teacher knowledge and classroom practice was to 


observe and videotape novice teachers teaching. The participants were 12 graduate 


prospective (‘trainee’) elementary school teachers in our university faculty of education. We 


observed and videotaped two mathematics lessons taught by each participant. In the 


analysis of these videotaped lessons, we identified aspects of trainees’ classroom actions 


that seemed to be informed by their mathematics subject matter knowledge or their 


mathematical pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1987). We realised later that most 


of these related to choices made by the trainee, in their planning or more spontaneously. 


Each was provisionally assigned an ‘invented’ code, such as: ‘choice of examples’; ‘choice 


of representation’; ‘adheres to textbook’; and ‘decision about sequencing’. These were 


grounded in particular moments or episodes in the tapes. This provisional set of codes was 


rationalised and reduced (e.g. eliminating duplicate codes and marginal events) by 


negotiation and agreement in the research team. This inductive process generated 201 


agreed codes: they are listed in Table 1, shown in the four ‘dimensions’ into which we 


grouped them later. 


Dimension Contributory codes 


Foundation: awareness of purpose; adheres to textbook; concentration on 
procedures; identifying errors; overt display of subject knowledge; 
theoretical underpinning of pedagogy; use of mathematical terminology. 


Transformation: choice and use of examples; choice and use of representation; use of 
instructional materials; teacher demonstration. 


Connection: anticipation of complexity; decisions about sequencing; making 
connections between procedures; making connections between 
concepts; recognition of conceptual appropriateness. 


Contingency: deviation from agenda; responding to students’ ideas; use of opportunities; 
teacher insight during instruction. 


Table 1: The Knowledge Quartet – dimensions and contributory codes 


Later, when we stood back to look at this list of codes, we were surprised to realise that 


none of them made explicit reference to explaining. How could this be? Surely, whenever we 







observe mathematics teaching, we are bound to witness some explanation? In her classic 


treatise on explanation, Gaea Leinhardt (2001, p. 338) expressed it like this: “Instructional 


explanations are recognizable as being a part of the instructional landscape by teachers, 


students and observers”. Part of the instructional landscape … so how could it be that none 


of us made claim to ‘explanation’ as a code when we analysed the 24 mathematics lessons? 


In fact, my puzzlement in the face of this conundrum began the train of thinking that led to 


this paper.  


Ten years later, I have an answer to this conundrum, or perhaps a partial answer. I will 


reveal it later. The clue lies in examples of explanation above, and others, and the codes 


that we grouped (Table 1) under the Knowledge Quartet dimension ‘Transformation’.  


 


REFLECTING ON EXPLANATION 


You might have sensed, in my account of my explanations of the subtraction algorithms, is 


that there is no reluctance to explain, and no hardship in the act of explanation. What 


teacher can resist an opportunity to explain something to an attentive student or class? 


Candidates for pre-service teacher education sometimes talk at interview about wanting to 


“pass on” their knowledge to students. To expound something that we know to someone 


who does not know it, in a way that gives it meaning, to assist another person to understand 


it, somehow meets a very basic, fundamental need in the pedagogue. The sense of reward 


at the response “Oh, I see!”, and the light of insight in the eyes of the student, more than 


rewards our efforts, and the sense of satisfaction never dims. 


When I started out as a mathematics teacher, although I never expressed it like this, I 


believed that the task ahead of me was to find the perfect explanation of every topic in 


mathematics, or at least of the topics that I would teach. Once I had found these perfect 


explanations, I would be properly equipped to do my job, my students would learn, and they 


would understand: I would have succeeded in sharing what I knew, and also the pleasure of 


knowing. Of course, it didn’t turn out like that. Over time I fine-honed my explanations, in the 


style of a one-man lesson study group, but the process turned out to be one of infinite 


regress. More often than not, there were students for whom my supposedly-perfect 


explanation misfired. Worse, an explanation that was a total success one year would go 


down like a lead balloon the next. My self-explanation for this, now, is that sometimes, if not 


most of the time, we cannot ‘pass on’ what we know and understand for ourselves ready-


made and gift-wrapped. Surprise, surprise, students have to construct knowledge for 


themselves, and their constructions sometimes look different from our own; or even if they 


look the same, they only ‘work’ for the student because the edifice was their work, not the 


teacher’s. In a nutshell, as von Glasersfeld (1983, p. 66) says, “it appears that knowledge is 


not a transferable commodity and communication not a conveyance”. In fact this is very 


clearly exemplified by my experience (described earlier) of implementing Ian Sugarman’s 


“Write down a different subtraction with the same answer” approach to equal-addition. It 


seems to me that Sugarman’s approach is constructivist in its intent – the teacher does not 


‘tell’ the students why equal-addition works, not even by analogy. S/he offers the student a 







task, and asks them to make sense of it. As I remarked, this approach misfires when the 


student desires closure, so that their meaning-making, their cognitive construction, is not at 


all ‘wrong’, but is nevertheless incompatible with the one intended. 


What is explanation? 


In one of the most-cited articles in the whole of mathematics education, Richard Skemp 


(1976) points out that the word ‘understanding’ is used with at least two different meanings: 


whereas one entails “knowing both what to do and why”, the other mere familiarity with “rules 


without reasons”. My pejorative ‘merely’ serves to emphasise that the first meaning, which 


Skemp calls ‘relational’ understanding, is the one that educationists would usually associate 


with it. Yet the second, ‘inferior’ kind of understanding underlies the pupil’s response “Oh, I 


see” to the clear exposition of a rule, an algorithm perhaps, for finding the answer to a 


standard type of problem.  


I believe that the same potential confusion surrounds the verb “to explain”, which has 


multiple meanings. In a book written for teachers, Wragg & Brown (1993) acknowledge this 


diversity of meanings in the classroom, but offer as an operational definition: 


Explaining is giving understanding to another (p. 3). 


The harnessing of understanding to the definition is interesting, given Skemp’s dichotomy, 


but Wragg and Brown proceed to indicate a variety of things that might be understood, such 


as concepts, procedures, purposes, cause and effect, processes and relationships. Skemp’s 


distinction between relational and instrumental understanding is especially relevant to 


consideration of what it might mean to explain a procedure. In the case of fraction division, 


for example, “invert and multiply” is an explanation of sorts, but one in the category of ‘rules 


without reason’. The distinction here is between explaining how and explaining why. In the 


case of a procedure (such as a subtraction algorithm), both kinds of explanation are 


necessary. Rather, the how explanation is essential to effective application of the procedure, 


and the why explanation supports meaningful learning and flexible application. 


Chloe: subtracting near-multiples of 10 


I mention here one of the lessons that we observed in the research study mentioned earlier. 


Chloe was teaching a class of 5 to 7-year-olds a particular strategy for subtracting near-


multiples of 10, such as 9, 11, 19 and 20. The strategy was to subtract 10 or 20, and then 


adjust (one more or one less). The teachers’ handbook presented this symbolically, for 


instance “70-11=59 because it is the same as 70-10-1”. However, just as the lesson was 


about to begin, Chloe noticed a large 1– 100 square lying on a table in the classroom. She 


mounted it on a metallic vertical board at the front of the class, and proceeded to 


demonstrate the compensation strategies spatially, by reference to horizontal and vertical 


‘moves’ on the grid. In particular, she demonstrated 70-19 by placing a magnetic counter on 


70, at the right end of one of the rows, moving up two squares to 50, and then ‘adding 1’, 


necessitating a move to the beginning (51) of the next row. It would be fair to suggest, I 


think, that Chloe was aiming to explain how to perform this type of strategy, and also why it 







works, by reference to the moves on the 100 square. In the event, the children found it 


difficult to choose the appropriate variant from the four possibilities (up/down, then left/right). 


Instructional explanations and other explanations 


I find the writing of Gaea Leinhardt on this topic, within and beyond the realm of 


mathematics, especially illuminating. In order to understand explanation in the context of 


teaching, Leinhardt says that we need first to distinguish it from other kinds of explanation. 


Leinhardt (2001) identifies four types, or families, of explanation: common explanations, 


disciplinary explanations, self-explanations, and instructional explanations. Drawing on 


Leinhardt, my account of these four types is as follows.  


Common explanations are answers to why-questions, usually about everyday matters, such as: 


Why are you wearing a suit today? Why must I go to school? Common explanations are usually 


given orally, and build on a particular relationship. The success of the answer depends on the 


asker’s evaluation, not on a set of externally-imposed ‘rules’. By contrast, disciplinary 


explanations arise from enquiries embedded in a discipline, such as: Why does it get dark at 


night? What were the causes of the American Civil War? Why are the diagonals of a rectangle 


the same length? The purpose of these explanations is to establish normative truths in 


established domains subject to their rules of evidence and argument. The one giving the 


disciplinary explanation needs a good command of the relevant syntactic knowledge (Schwab, 


1978). The third type identified by Leinhardt (2001), a self-explanation, is, as the name suggests, 


given to the self, often in response to inconsistency, puzzlement or seeming contradiction. The 


purpose of this explanation is to make sense of experience, and to give meaning to claims from 


outside. Self-explanations may be fragmentary, idiosyncratic, contextual; the criteria for success 


are self-determined. 


In contrast to common, disciplinary and self- explanations, instructional explanations are 


designed to teach. They are pedagogical actions in response to questions (sometimes 


questions posed by the teacher him/herself). Leinhardt (2001, p. 340) states that they are 


intended to help students learn, understand, and use knowledge “in flexible and creative 


ways”, and that “Such an explanation is complete when coherence exists among the critical 


components”. Instructional explanations tend to be more extended, less formal, and with 


more redundant content, than disciplinary explanations, and to conform to general discourse 


conventions, with awareness of an ‘audience’. 


In the earlier discussion of subtraction algorithms, I gave one-line justifications for the two 


procedures, and these were disciplinary explanations, whereby the mathematical community 


can be confident in the efficacy of each procedure. Since (at some time, long-forgotten) I 


concocted these disciplinary explanations, they also served for me as self-explanations. The 


explanations with Dienes apparatus, and with students standing on chairs, are intended as 


instructional: they draw respectively upon a concrete representation and a carefully devised 


analogy, in order to render the explanations more accessible and more palatable. Both of these 


explanations are prepared in advance, are part of an instructional repertoire, and have been tried 


and tested many times. In the next section, I describe a more spontaneous explanation-


response to an unanticipated, contingent question-situation. 







 


JENNIFER: THE VOLUME OF A CONE 


Our one-year graduate pre-service elementary teacher education program in Cambridge recruits 


around 200 students each year, organised into 7 seminar groups for many aspects of the 


course, and about two-thirds of the mathematics ‘methods’ component. Half of the year is given 


to practicum placements in schools. In my final seminar session earlier this year, students were 


working on tangram and pentomino tasks in pairs. As I stood observing one pair, Jennifer (as I 


shall call her) came across to me and said “I know it’s not what we’re working on today, but see 


if you can answer this: if you have a cone and a cylinder with the same base and height, what is 


the volume of the cone compared with that of the cylinder”. In fact I hadn’t had to think about that 


for some time, but I seemed to remember that it was a third. “Yes, it is”, said Jennifer. “This 


came up in my last [school] placement, with a Year 5 class [age 10], but we thought it would be 


a half. So why is it a third?” 


I paused for a moment, then suggested using a graduated cylinder, and measuring the 


displacement when the cone and the cylinder, in turn, were immersed in water (evidently 


suitable models were available at the time). Jennifer liked this idea. I did not however, 


because it offered no explanatory insight beyond the particularities of that cone and that 


cylinder. An empirical approach to this explanation falls outside the epistemological norms 


and expectations of mathematics. In other words, it’s not a disciplinary explanation. I said to 


Jennifer that I’d like to think about it a bit longer, and she returned to the tangram/pentomino 


tasks. I was annoyed with myself for not having an answer for Jennifer – my lust to explain 


was not satisfied!  


In fact I was confident that I could have reconstructed and presented her with an explanation 


from integral calculus. Consider the cylindrical slice of the cone distant x from the vertex, 


thickness dx (shown in side-elevation, Figure 4).  


 


Figure 4: Side-elevation view of the cone, showing a slice parallel to the base 


By similar triangles, its radius is bx/h, so its volume is π(b/h)2x2, and the volume of the cone 
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I judged that this was not what Jennifer was looking for, however, and sat and ‘had a think’ 


while the students busied themselves with the assigned tasks. After a few minutes I returned 


to Jennifer with rough sketches like the ones shown in Figure 5. 


 


Figure 5: Side-elevation view.  


Left figure: cone inside 4 stacked discs.  Right figure: cone outside 3 stacked discs 


Again these are side-elevation views of three-dimensional figures. Suppose the height of the 


cone is 4 and its base radius is also 4. Figure 5 (left) shows four discs, each of thickness 1, 


stacked as shown. Taken together, their volume is greater than that of the cone. In fact, the 


radii of discs 1, 2, 3, 4 are 1, 2, 3, 4, which  follows from similar triangles, but looks very 


plausible anyway, and their volumes are π12, π22, π32, π42, making (1+4+9+16)π or 30π 


altogether. Figure 5 (right) on the other hand, shows three discs stacked ‘inside’ the cone, so 


their total volume is less than that of the cone. In fact these three discs are the three smaller 


ones from Figure 5 (left), and their total volume is (1+4+9)π or 14π. The average of these 


upper and lower estimates, 22π, seems like a reasonable first estimate of the volume of the 


cone. 


In fact the cylinder with the same base and height as the cone has volume π43, or 64π. To be 


honest, I was very surprised that my very crude estimate of 22π was so close to a third of the 


volume of the cylinder! Jennifer seemed quite pleased too, and asked if she could keep my 


rough sketches and scribbled calculations. I was only too happy to leave them with her. Five 


minutes later I could not resist returning to her with more scribbled calculations, this time for 


similar upper and lower volumes estimates for a cone now dissected into 10 slices. It made the 


calculations tidier if now the cone was 10 units high and its radius 10 units. The upper limit will 


be π(12+22+ …+102), which is 385π. The lower limit (omitting the largest of the 10 discs) will be 


285π, and the average of these two 335π. The volume of the corresponding cylinder is 1000π, 


and our estimate once again very close to one third of it. [As a difference, the cruder estimate of 


22π with only 4 slices looks even closer to its ‘actual’ value of 
3


121 , but the ratio 335/1000 is 


closer to 1/3 than 22/64 is]. 


Again, Jennifer asked to keep my notes, and I was pleased for her to have them. I had the 


sense that what I had been able to offer her amounted to an instructional explanation as far 







as Jennifer was concerned. Whether it would be helpful to her Year 5 class was another 


question, but I believe that sometimes explaining for others is preceded by explaining for 


ourselves, and that the two can be different. In fact, mensuration of cones and spheres only 


enters the curriculum very much later, around Year 10. 


There remained one final demand for self-explanation on my part, resolved during a 


sleepless night soon afterwards. The sum (12+22+ …+102) can be found using the formula 
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++ nnn for the sum of the first n squares, and the process previously applied to 4, 


10 slices readily applied and extended to any number of slices – 100, 1000 … one would 


expect that even with 100, the process would yield an approximation to the volume of the 


cone extremely close to a third that of the corresponding cylinder.  


In, fact, taking n slices, the quotient [volume of slices / volume of corresponding cylinder] is 
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++ , which can be seen to approach 1/3 as n increases2. This 


self-explanation was important for me, but not for Year 5. I don’t know about Jennifer. Only 


later did I recall that my ‘slices’ approach to Jennifer’s problem recapitulated early Greek 


hints at what was to become integral calculus, and the limiting approach with n slices is more 


or less a Riemann integral. 


 


KATE: EXPLAINING BY MEANS OF A GENERIC EXAMPLE 


Earlier, I discussed the close relationship between explanation and understanding. In 


mathematics, it can also be difficult to distinguish between explanation and proof. The 


theorem, after all, states what is the case: the proof demonstrates why it must be true. De 


Villiers (1990) and others have drawn attention to the multiple purposes of proof, including 


verification and explanation. Verification relates to the function of proof which lends certainty to 


the truth of a mathematical claim. (This begs the meaning of ‘truth’, but this is not the place to 


discuss it.) The explanation role, on the other hand, is about understanding why something 


must be true, and giving insight of some kind. These two roles are easily matched, 


respectively, to Leinhart’s categories of disciplinary explanation and instructional explanation. 


The first kind of proof is subservient to the edifice of mathematics, perhaps to the editor and 


reviewers of the mathematics research journal. The second kind recognises an obligation to 


the learner. Anyone who has studied mathematics at university will instantly recognise the 


distinction. One fruitful approach to the second kind of proof is by means of the generic 


example (Balacheff, 1988). Essentially, it is about ‘seeing’ why something is true in general, 


but through the medium of a particular example of it. Explanatory insight, or illumination, can 


sometimes be achieved by ‘talking through’ a single example, drawing attention to the 


structure of that example. If such a demonstration succeeds, the audience – colleagues, 


students, whoever – see why the same, or analogous, reasoning would work just as well in 


other cases. In a video made for the National Numeracy Strategy in England in the late 1990s, 


a group of 10 to 11-year-old children investigate the well-known ‘Jailer Problem’3 in small 


groups, before being brought together by Kate, their teacher. The solution turns out to hinge 







on the fact that every square number has an odd number of factors. In fact, Kate explains this 


to the class by reference to a generic example, although no reference is made in the 


commentary to this aspect of her teaching and proof strategy. She points out that every factor 


of 36 has a distinct co-factor (i.e. 1↔36, 2↔18 and so on) – with the exception of 6, which 


remains alone, un-paired. So it must follow that 36 has an odd number of factors. Kate’s 


choice of 36 is interesting – small enough to be contemplated with mental arithmetic but with 


sufficient factors to be non-trivial. Presented in algebraic generality (as a disciplinary 


explanation) the same argument would not be accessible to Kate’s audience. Instead, her 


instructional explanation is, indeed, a proof that explains. For more about generic examples, 


see Rowland (2001); NRICH (2012).  


 


THE MISSING CODE: DENOUEMENT AND CONCLUSION  


As I wrote earlier, my colleagues and I were surprised, on reflection, that our list of codes 


relating to teachers mathematics-related classroom actions did not include a code for 


explanation. Now, I have laid the ground, or as much ground as space allows, for my own 


account – my explanation, in fact – of how this could have come about. In this paper, I have 


described some examples of explanation – my own, Chloe’s, and Kate’s. Looking back at 


these explanations, one can extract from them four characteristic ingredients or components, 


pedagogical devices that identify their instructional purposes and delineate what might be 


called an ‘explanation repertoire’.  


The synthesis is as follows: instructional explanations in mathematics are characterised by 


one or more of: 


The use of representations: for example, my use of Dienes’ multibase apparatus and 


Chloe’s use of the 100 square, as different embodiments of the place value number 


system. 


The use of examples: this is more-or-less universal in instructional explanations (e.g. Bills 


& Watson, 2008) and evident in all the example-explanations given earlier. 


Reference to analogies: for example, in my explanation of the equal-addition algorithm. 


Inductive, plausible reasoning: for example, in my ‘volume of a cone’ explanation which 


stood in for an otherwise-inaccessible proof by calculus. 


Proof via generic examples:  for example, Kate’s justification of the jailer problem 


solution. In this case, the explanation moves beyond induction to demonstrating how a 


general proof would be structured. 


It is also essential to my argument that (a) I could cite numerous additional examples from 


classroom practice, of each type; (b) I am confident that readers will recognise these same 


components in their own instructional-explanatory practices. At the same time, the five-item 


list is provisional, and open to enlargement and revision.  







It should come as no surprise that the first three of these explanation strategies can be 


matched directly to Shulman’s (1987) description of teachers’ pedagogical content 


knowledge resources. Moreover, Leinhardt, Zaslavsky & Stein (1990) observed that: 


Explanations consist of the orchestrations of demonstrations, analogical representations, 


and examples. […]. A primary feature of explanations is the use of well-constructed 


examples, examples that make the point but limit the generalization, examples that are 


balanced by non- or counter-cases. (p. 6). 


I would add that knowledge of the relevant subject matter is a sine qua non; in order to 


explain, for example, a procedure or to justify it, first one must know the procedure, or the 


justification, for oneself. This claim is inherent in what Shulman (1987) called 


‘comprehension’, being the first stage of a six-point cycle of pedagogical reasoning.  


In contrast with instructional explanations, given the rules of evidence for truth in the field of 


mathematics, disciplinary explanations are necessarily characterised by deductive 


reasoning. That is not to say that the above five characteristics are entirely absent in written 


discourse in mathematical communities, only that they are an embellishment in this context, 


and not a necessity. This can have well-recognised consequences for students as they 


make the transition from school-mathematics to lectures in university mathematics 


departments (e.g. Tall, 2008). 


To conclude: once the five ingredients of mathematical explanation are disentangled from 


the narratives in which they are necessarily set, and brought into the light, the reason for the 


absence of ‘explanation’ as a code in our lesson analysis becomes apparent in the presence 


of the components of the Transformation dimension of the Knowledge Quartet, notably the 


choice and use of representations and of examples. It is also fair to remark that explaining 


how was commonplace in our 24-lesson database (corresponding to the ‘teacher 


demonstration’ code). However, explaining why was almost absent, although we have 


subsequently found it more often in our observations in secondary mathematics classes. In 


any case, our inadvertent deconstruction of explanation has almost certainly turned out to be 


more helpful and more useful to teachers planning and evaluating their own classroom 


explanations. The focus on representations and examples in particular has lent some 


transparency to this very familiar, but otherwise inscrutable, “part of the instructional 


landscape”. 
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Notes 


1. In 2002 there were 18 in fact: two more were subsequently added in the light of new data. 







2. This particular argument, for a cone with equal base-radius and height, is easily adapted 


to the general case, but the notation is then more ‘messy’ and outwardly complex – 


something I was deliberately avoiding when responding to Jennifer. I also note that the 


formula for the sum of consecutive squares is amenable to visual proof (Nelson, 1993): by 


generic example, in fact. 


3. A certain prison has 100 prisoners in 100 cells, and 100 jailers. One night, when the prisoners 


are all locked away, the first jailer unlocks all the cells. Then the second jailer locks all the cells 


whose numbers are multiples of 2. Next, the third jailer changes the state of all the cells that are 


multiples of 3, and so on through to the 100th jailer. The jailers then fall asleep. Which prisoners 


were able to escape? 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper is intended to reflect on the important role played by the Non- Governmental 
Organisations (NGO’s) in the improvement of teaching and learning of mathematics in South 
Africa. The Centre for the Advancement of Science and Mathematics Education (CASME) is 
one such NGO involved in the improvement of Science and Mathematics results at a 
National Senior Certificate level. This paper focuses on one of its projects funded by Smith 
Manufacturing Company at a specific school in KwaZulu-Natal in partnership with the 
Department of Education (KZN). The study commenced in July 2011and ended in October 
2011 and involved 90 learners.There were four tutors who facilitated the process.  


Data was collected through a series of short tests, conducted after some sections had been 
covered, reports by tutors after every session and one on one interview with the subject 
teachers from the school.  


The findings suggested that the intervention made a great impact on the final results of the 
learners. Recommendations were made as a way forward to the funder and to the school. 
The teachers from the school appreciated the involvement of CASME in the learning of their 
pupils. The pseudo names are used on the learners’’ scores for confidentiality.   


 INTRODUCTION 


Bank (1989) states that Non Governmental Organisations are private organisations that 


pursue activities to relieve suffering, promote the interest of the poor, protect the 


environment, provide basic social services, or undertake community development. It is with 


this breath that CASME as one of these organisations outsourced some funding to pursue a 


project to improve the pass rate in mathematics and science.            


CASME is a non-profit education development agency whose stated vision is to be “the 


leading agent for helping learners excel through the professional development of 


educators”. It does this by focusing on the teaching of mathematics and science at Senior 


Secondary schools in South Africa and on improving the practice of teaching in these 


subjects through the provision of teacher support services.  


LITERATURE REVIEW 


Learning 


One should understand learning if one knows more about the functioning of the brain as a 


processor of information. Orton (1992) agrees with this idea when he states that “learning is 


a mental activity”. He further states that “the brain receive the information, interprets it, 


stores it, transforms it, associates it with other information to be recalled”   







Learning in its nature takes place inside the brain, but it is a process through which human 


beings acquire or adopt several skills. These skills are realized in the form of speech and 


logical reasoning.   


Learning is more than the acquisition of the ability to think; it is the 


acquisition of many specialised abilities for thinking about a variety of 


things. It does not alter our overall ability to focus attention on a variety of 


things. (Vygotsky, 1978: 83) 


It is also important to note that learning takes place if the existing knowledge is 


sufficient. Piaget (1967) attests to this statement as cited by Ndaba (1997) when he 


considers learning as an interaction of assimilation and accommodation. 


Assimilation is the use of new knowledge in an already learned activity, whilst 


accommodation results from yielding to the pressure of new situations in the 


environment to learn new responses. 


 MATHEMATICS  


The concept mathematics is the study of quantity, structure, space, and change. 


Mathematicians resolve the truth or falsity of conjectures by mathematical proof. 


Mathematics is used throughout the world as an essential tool in many fields, 


including natural science, engineering, medicine, and the social sciences. 


Mathematics arises from many different kinds of problems. At first these were found 


in commerce, land measurement, architecture and later astronomy; nowadays, all 


sciences suggest problems studied by mathematicians, and many problems arise 


within mathematics itself. 


The statement above shows that mathematics is the master and prerequisite for all 


other Sciences. 


POPULATION 


There were learners who did mathematical Literacy and other subjects. There were only 


ninety (90) learners in the project all from the same school. Learners from the school either 


did Mathematics and Physical Science or Mathematics and Commerce subjects.  


MATERIAL USED TO ASSIST LEARNERS 


• Each learner was provided with a 2 quire exercise book to write notes and exercises 


during the lesson. 


• Each learner was provided with a text book with notes, exercises and solutions.   


• Previous examination Papers for the past two years and 2011 March supplementary 


examinations.  


• Each tutor was also provided with a similar text book and examination papers.   


RESEARCH QUESTIONS 


There were two main questions asked on this project, namely: 


• Does intervention make any difference to the National Senior Certificate results? 







• Is there a correlation between performance of learners in mathematics and their 


percentage attendance in extra classes?   


METHODOLOGY 


A letter to invite the school to take part in the project was sent to the school. This was 


subsequently followed by a meeting with the Headmaster and the Head of Department for 


Mathematics and Sciences.  


The school was requested to submit the list of all learners to take part in the project. On 


another day, the learners were invited; 


• for a briefing on the project 


• stipulation of rules and regulation regarding attendance  


• Learners expected conduct during these extra classes. 


• Consent letters to the learners’ parents.      


The first session was conducted during the vacation period from the 4th July to the 8th July 


2011.A pre test on the work which was prescribed on the Mathematics grade 12 work-


schedule from the Department of Education KZN was executed. The sections for the first 


term were then taught during that week. These were namely:   


• Algebra 


• Calculus 


• Application of calculus. 


• Linear Programming 


• Number Patterns. 


Each contact session took two and a half hours a day for four days. On the last day, a post 


test was conducted on the same work and the paper was still the same.  


Other sessions were conducted during Saturdays from the 23rd July to 17th September 2011.  


Learners were given a test on the paper two (P2) which comprised of Trigonometry and 


coordinate Geometry on a first Saturday, the 23 July 2011.The very same topics which 


appeared on their written test was taught from Saturday the 30th July till Saturday 27th 


August 2011.   


Another session which was during vacation from the 1st October to 7th October 2011 was 


embarked on. The following topics were taught:  


• Data Handling. 


• Financial Mathematics   


• Transformation Geometry  


• Algebra 


On the 6th October 2011, a test on topics shown above was executed.  On the 7th October 


2011 a revision of Feb/March 2011 Paper 2 was done.  The revision process was followed 


as shown below: 


• There was more emphasis on the definitions. 







• Explanations, discussions and proving to show understanding were emphasised. 


• Emphasis on redrawing a diagram to let learners be able to interact with their drawn 


figures. 


• Learners were trained to express their good layout when solving problems. 


• Learners were forced to read instructions with complete comprehension and 


understanding.          


LIMITATIONS 


• Contact time with these learners was insufficient. 


• Learners did not have sufficient background knowledge in mathematics.  


• Learners lacked reading and comprehension skills. 


• Legibility in most of these learners needed more attention. 


FINDINGS 


Overall performance of learners showed a positive shift. If one looks at the tables below, 


there was an average of 16.4%, 6.1% and 0.03% shift for high, average and low achievers 


respectively.  The analysis shows that 93.33%, 80% and 54.29% among high, average and 


low achievers respectively had a positive shift from the level they were found by CASME.  


Only 3.33% of learners from the average group and 8.57% learners from low achievers did 


not show any significant change. None from the high achievers did not show any 


improvement in the performance of mathematics at a national level. It is observed that only 


6.67% produced a negative shift.     


The overall shift in the performance of learners was 7.5% which was a very significant 


improvement, taking into cognisance  the  level at which learners were found at the 


beginning of the project in July. .  


TABLE 1: High Achievers in Mathematics 







 


TABLE 2: Average Achievers in Mathematics 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







TABLE 3: Low Achievers in Mathematics 


 


The tables above show the average shift per group and below the tables are summarised.  


                                      


                      


ATTENDANCE VERSUS PERFORMANCE 


The tables below show clearly that learners who were 


attending regularly achieved more than those who were very 


irregular. This however, has got some exceptions among other learners which indicated that 


there were other reasons which resulted to some poor performance.  


TABLE 4: High Achievers Attendance versus Performance  


GROUP AV/SHIFT  


High  16.4 


Average  6.1 


Low  0.03 


Total  22.53 


AVERAGE  7.51 







 


 


The general trend showed that attendance between 60% and above to up to 100% 


yielded results between 40% and slightly above 60%.  


 


TABLE  Average Achievers Vs Performance 


 


The tables above indicated that performance between 20% and slightly below 40% 


was a result of attendance between 40% and clustered between 65% and 90% 


 


 







TABLE 6: Low Achievers Vs Performance 


 


Attendance between 30% and clustered between 60% and 90% yielded 


performance between 10% and 24%.  


Performance Versus Attendance 


Group Av. Mark Av. Att   


Low Achievers 16.5 75.6   


Average Achievers 31.2 78.8   


High Achievers 48.2 85.2   
 


 







IMPLICATIONS ON ATTENDANCE  


There was a correlation between performance and attendance. This meant that it was very 


imperative for all learners to attend regularly.   


CONCLUSION    


The project demonstrated that intervention by NGO’s plays a major role in the teaching and 


learning of mathematics in our communities. If NGO’s should be granted necessary 


recognition to work with schools, the pass rate in our schools would be improved. There 


should be a control regarding attendance of learners. The graphs indicated a very 


convincing correlation between performance in mathematics and attendance during sessions      
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PATTERNS, FUNCTIONS AND ALGEBRA IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN PRIMARY 
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This theoretical paper seeks to highlight the key concepts relating to the mathematics 
education literature on ‘early algebra’ and provide some additional guidelines to South 
African primary school teachers implementing the Curriculum and Assessment Policy 
Statements (CAPS) for primary school mathematics. It includes short easy-to-read 
guidelines, with related examples, and suggested lines of questioning, which may be useful 
to teachers and curriculum planners for primary mathematics in South Africa.  
 
NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY  
 
For the purpose of this paper the key terms are defined to mean the following:  
 
Algebra: The study of general properties of numbers, and generalisations. 
 
Early algebra: The teaching of arithmetic in the early grades, with a deliberate focus on 
generalising arithmetic, generalising towards the idea of function, and using modelling as a 
language of mathematics. 
 
CAPS: Department of Education, 2010, Curriculum and Assessment Policy for Mathematics 
Intermediate Phase. Pretoria: Department of Education. 
 
Input: Something that is put in or given. Inputs go into a function machine, the rule changes 
them; and they become outputs. In a number or shape pattern, the position of the number or 
shape in the pattern (1st, 2nd, 3rd…position) is the input that is used to describing the rule that 
generates the pattern (the outputs). 
 
Function: A mathematical rule that changes each input to give only one output. For example 
‘+10’ is a function. If the input is 6, the only possible output is 16. But ‘find a factor’ is not a 
function. If the input is 6, the outputs can be 1, 6, 2 or 3. This is not a function. 
 
Function machine / flow diagram: A picture with inputs and outputs to show a mathematical 
rule.  
 Function machine
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Figure 1: Function Machine 
 


Pattern: A regular structure of shapes or numbers which is created by repeating a rule.  
 
Output: The result of a rule acting on an input. In a shape pattern the outputs are the shapes 
in the pattern. In a number pattern the outputs are the numbers in the pattern.  
 
Relation: The way in which two or more objects or variables are connected to each other. A 
relation is not necessarily a function.  
 
RNCS: Department of Education, Revised National Curriculum Statement of South Africa, 
which preceded CAPS. 
 
Rule: A mathematical reason for how a pattern is formed. It can be simple with only one 
step, like add 3, or it can have two or more steps. A rule can be written as a number 
sentence. It can be about numbers, for example, “input + 3 = output”; or about 
transformations (reflect, translate, rotate, enlarge or reduce, change colour), for example:  
“rotate input clockwise by a right angle = output” 
 
MOTIVATION 
The South African intended curriculum for mathematics in primary schools has included a 
learning outcome (or content area) focus on ‘Patterns, functions and algebra’ for some time. 
However, as most primary school teachers have not been taught this themselves while at 
primary school, and have frequently completed their professional training, before this was a 
curriculum focus, there remains a great deal of confusion regarding why this is a content 
area, and how to approach teaching it.  
 
This paper sets out to be an accessible starting point for South African primary school 
teachers considering the theoretical realm of ‘early algebra’.  It provides a synopsis of the 
theoretical background to the mathematical literature on this content area, and some easy to 
read teaching guidelines how it can be better integrated in mathematics classrooms by 
teachers.  
 
As the target range for this paper includes Foundation Phase teachers, the numbers used 
for examples are deliberately whole numbers less than 100 and multiplication and division 
examples deliberately reflect only doubling and halving. Intermediate Phase teachers should 
reflect on the ideas using the relevant number types and ranges for their Grades. 
 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
Algebra in primary school mathematics curricula around the world 
Consideration of algebra in the primary curriculum has had a long history in several 
countries. See for example: Bodanskii, (1991) in the Soviet Union, Warren, (2004) in 
Australia, Amerom, (2003) in the Netherlands, Davis, (1985) and a plethora of other 
mathematics educators in the USA including Carraher, Schlieman, Kaput, Blanton, 
Carpenter, and Fuson. This arose from concerns in the transition from primary to secondary 
school and the ‘cognitive gap’ between arithmetic and algebra (Herscovics & Linchevski, 
1994). There was increasing evidence that the way in which arithmetic was being taught at 
the primary schools was not supporting the algebraic reasoning expected at secondary-
school level. As a result there have been calls to introduce algebra into the primary 
curriculum. This ‘early algebra’, however, is not intended to be ‘algebra early’:  simply a 
matter of replacing arithmetic with algebra or introducing algebra to primary grades 
(Carraher et al. 2007). Rather, ‘early algebra’ is an approach to teaching and learning 
arithmetic which focuses on the structure and patterns underlying arithmetic. As an example, 
the observation that ‘five plus two’ results in the same answer as ‘two plus five’, and that this 







happens with all pairs of numbers reveals the commutative property of addition. So the 
advocates of early algebra are not expecting the primary-school learners to be aware that a 
+ b = b + a (for all whole numbers a,b), but they are expecting familiarity of the commutative 
property of addition within arithmetic.  As such, this notion was deliberately referred to as 
‘early algebra’ or ‘algebraic reasoning’ to distinguish it from ‘algebra’ as understood at the 
secondary-school level. 
 
The last approximately fifteen years have seen substantial mathematics educational 
research into precisely what is meant by ‘early algebra’, and a growing sophistication of its 
interpretation and use. Kaput and Blanton (1999) refer to “algebrafying primary 
mathematics”. In this conception ‘algebra’ is considered to be generalized arithmetic. 
Amerom (2003) described early algebra as being when “arithmetic activities are infused with 
algebraic meaning, for the purpose of bringing out their algebraic character”. In a recent 
publication, Kaput provided a detailed framework for considering the various elements of 
algebra by referring to two aspects and three strands: 


Core Aspect A: 


Using symbols to 


generalise


Core Aspect B: 


Acting on symbols 


following rules


Strand 1: Generalising 


from arithmetic and 


quantitative reasoning


Strand  2:


Generalising towards 


the idea of a function


Strand  3: Modelling 


as a language


 
Figure 2: Kaput’s Core Aspects and Strands of Algebra 


 


The two core aspects are evident in Kaput’s explanation that algebraic reasoning is taken to 
be “symbolisation activities that serve purposive generalisation” (or using symbols to 
generalise), and simultaneously to be “reasoning with symbolised generalisations” (or acting 
on symbols, following rules) (Kaput et al. 2007). These are represented in the above figure 
as Core Aspect A, and Core Aspect B, respectively. Kaput explains that it is generally 
assumed in mathematics curricula that Core Aspect A usually precedes Core Aspect B, 
where the latter has traditionally been the main focus of abstract algebra as experienced in 
many secondary schools. The first two strands in this categorisation of early algebra 
consider the two types of generalising that are at the core of algebraic thinking: generalising 
arithmetic; and generalising towards the idea of function. The third strand refers to modelling 
processes where situations are understood and interpreted using algebraic reasoning and 
language. Kaput identified an aspect of algebraic modelling as ‘algebrafying an arithmetic 
problem’, where the constraints of a particular problem are relaxed to explore its more 
general form.  Kaput explains that there are overlaps between the strands and provides 
useful illustrative examples relevant to the early grades for each strand.  







Strand  3:


Core Aspect A: Core Aspect B:


Strand 1:


Strand  2:


Properties of zero, 


commutativity, inverse 


relationships, equivalence of the 


equal sign


Recognising regularity through 


elementary patterning, ideas of 


change linearity, representation 


through tables, graphs, function 


machines


Arithmetic problem where 


variable is unknown. Situation is 


modelled more variables express 


a class of functions


Variable as a parameters to 


explore effects in pure arithmetic 


word problems, algebrafying, 


multiple representations


Initial symbolisation that 


avoids numerals and uses 


symbols to compare 


quantities, eg comparison of 


lengths,  heights or volumes


Leads later to abstract algebra


Leads later to calculus and 


analysis


Multiple representation types


 
 
Figure 3: Kaput’s early primary mathematics examples pertaining to each aspect and strand 


in ‘early algebra’ 
 
These examples are particularly helpful in making the framework relevant to the early 
grades, while demonstrating the links this has with later grades in primary and secondary 
school.  
 
Published research on early algebra in South Africa 
There are several South African papers published in local practitioner journals and 
conference proceedings that focus specifically on algebra at the primary mathematics level 
in South Africa. Some of these papers focus on equivalence and structure of numeric and 
algebraic expressions (Liebenberg et al. (1999a), Liebenberg et al. (1999b), Liebenberg et 
al. (1998)), generalising (Linchevski et al. (1998), Samson et al (2008), Sasman et al. 
(1998); Sasman et al. (1999a) and Sasman et al. (1999b)), patterns (Samson (2008), and 
Samson (2006)) and the distributive property in arithmetic and algebra (Vermeulen et al. 
(1996)). Many of these papers involved MALATI researchers. It is clear that MALATI 
approaches had a fairly substantial influence on the revised national curriculum statements 
as both generalized arithmetic and generalising towards the idea of a function, as described 
in the MALATI publications, is clearly evident in the RNCS and CAPS content area ‘patterns, 
functions and algebra’ from grade four onwards. However all of the papers on algebra in 
primary schools focus on grade four and beyond. There appears to be no published 
research on algebra (as generalising) that focuses specifically at the Foundation Phase in 
South Africa at this time.   
 
More recently Vermeulen (2007) conducted an investigation into the extent to which the 
South African curriculum (RNCS) supports the development of elementary algebra in South 
Africa. Although Vermeulen mentions that elementary algebra is usually relevant to grades 
seven to nine, he does include all three primary-school phases in his analysis. Vermeulen 
defined three aspects that he considers should be incorporated in a curriculum that 
promotes successful learning of elementary algebra. These are mapped to the ‘strands’ 
defined by Kaput in this figure:  







Kaput’s Strands Vermeulen’s Aspects


Strand 1: Generalising 


from arithmetic and 


quantitative reasoning


Strand  2:


Generalising towards 


the idea of a function


Strand  3: Modelling 


as a language


Experience and 


appreciate algebra as 


generalised arithmetic


Use and appreciate 


algebra as means to 


describe relationship 


between variables


Use and appreciate 


algebra as means to 


solve problems


Enable learners to:


 
Figure 4: Mapping of Kaput’s ‘Strands’ to Vermeulen’s ‘Aspects’ 


 
The author of this paper has also published a comparison of the treatment of algebra in the 
South African and English curricula, focusing particularly on the Foundation Phase (see 
Roberts (2010)), the main thesis of which is that the South African intended curriculum 
(Revised National Curriculum Statement) includes algebra by name, but it does not deal with 
it in much substance, while the English intended curriculum includes algebra in more 
substance, although does not mention it by name. The 2010 paper highlighted the need for 
more detailed guidance for South African teachers on the treatment of early algebra in the 
primary curriculum. This 2012 paper is intended as a contribution towards this goal.  
 
How is the concept of ‘early algebra’ used in this paper? 
So, for the purpose of this paper, ‘early algebra’ is taken to mean generalising and using 
modelling as language of mathematics in the early grades of primary school. This 
generalising has two main manifestations: generalising from arithmetic and quantitative 
reasoning; and generalising towards the idea of a function. As such, this paper takes ‘early 
algebra’ to include the following three key aspects in the teaching and learning of 
mathematics in the early grades. 
 
Aspect one: Generalising arithmetic, which has two subsections: generalizing about 
properties of numbers and operations; and generalising about particular number properties 
and relationships.  
 
Examples relating to generalising the exploration of properties of numbers and operations 
include: 


• Properties of zero;  


• Properties of multiples and factors: Exploring the properties of odd and even 
numbers is an example of exploring the properties of numbers that are multiples of 
two (evens) and those that are not (odds). Exploration of other patterns and 
relationships pertaining to other multiples, in different contexts such as, for example, 
in the 100 square, is another example of this type of activity. 


• Commutative property: The notion that addition and multiplication can be conducted 
in any order. Algebraically this is a + b = b + a; and a × b = b × a,  







• Associative property: The notion that how numbers are grouped together for addition 
and multiplication does not matter. Algebraically this is  
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c) and (a × b) × c = a × (b × c) and  


• Distributive property: Adding and then multiplying is equivalent to multiplying and 
then adding. Algebraically this is a × (b + c) = (a × b) + (a × c). The commutative and 
distributive laws are being applied when recognizing that multiplication is repeated 
addition (and that division is repeated subtraction). To view three times four as ‘four 
plus four plus four’ requires conceptualizing 3 × 4 = (1 + 1 + 1) × 4 = 4 + 4 + 4. 
Considering division as sharing or as equal grouping also draws on these properties. 
‘Ten divided by five’ is either ‘how many equal groups of five make up ten?’ (10 = 5 + 
5 = 2 × 5) or ‘how can ten be shared equally between five?’ (10 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 
5 × 2) and  


• Inverse relationships: Inverse relationships refer to any inverse relationships, 
however at primary-school level this commonly applies to addition as the inverse of 
subtraction and multiplication as the inverse of division. A special case of the latter is 
doubling as the inverse of halving, which tends to be introduced very early on in 
primary-school mathematics. 


 
Examples of generalising about particular number properties and relationships emphasise 
exploring equivalence of particular arithmetic expressions. Here the equal sign is used to 
show equivalence and not as an instruction to compute an answer. This is distinct from point 
one, above, as it relates to properties and relationships for particular numbers and not to 
properties of numbers and operations in general. Examples include: 


• Expressing seven in multiple ways shows the equivalence of the equal sign:  
7 = 3 + 4 = 3 + (2 × 2) = 7 + 0 = 3 + 3 + 1 = (3× 2) + 1 = 10 - 3, etc. This draws on 
particular properties of numbers and relationships but it is not a specific exploration 
of these properties in general terms.  


• Identifying unknown values in a simple linear equation (or ‘number sentence’). Where 
such questions are posed as 3 + 2 = �, the equal sign is interpreted as an instruction 
to compute. However problems such as 3 + � = 5 or 5 = � + 3, draws on the 
equivalence of the equal sign.  It is important to realise that arithmetic approaches 
which encourage ‘partitioning’ or ‘breaking down’ and ‘building up’ numbers draw on 
these properties of particular numbers and operations.  


 
Aspect two: Generalising towards the idea of a function. This includes recognising 
regularity in elementary patterns (for example, in numbers and shapes), ideas of change 
including linearity, and representation through tables, graphs and ‘function machines’.  This 
is the main focus on the ‘Patterns, functions and algebra’ content area in CAPS at the 
Intermediate phase. It includes investigations of the relationship between two variables 
including the various representations of functions using families of number sentences, 
function machines, and input and output tables. 
 
Aspect three: Modelling as a language for mathematics. A model is something that is 
used to illustrate or explain a mathematical idea or problem solving process. It can be a 
drawing or story. It can be a process that it shown or described. It can use concrete objects, 
representations of objects or just words. Modelling can be presented by a teacher. The 
teacher can also create opportunities for learners to explain their mathematical reasoning. 
This may make use of different means of communication (talking, writing, drawing, imagining 
enacting, showing) etc. This includes the potential to investigate any word problem context 
which is ‘algebrafied’ by relaxing the parameters of the problem and exploring the patterns 
that emerge. 
 
GUIDELINES FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS FOCUSING ON EARLY ALGEBRA 
 







This section provides some simple preliminary teaching guidelines for South African primary 
teachers on how to approach the teaching of early algebra in the primary mathematics 
curriculum. They are presented as short easy-to-read suggestions, with examples and 
recommendations for lines of questioning which may be used by learners. The suggestions 
are organised against the framework for understanding early algebra, and are relevant to all 
content areas, not just the ‘Patterns, functions and algebra’ content area as defined in 
CAPS. 
 


Guidelines for generalising arithmetic 
This aspect of early algebra is located mainly in the ‘Numbers, operations and relationships’ 


content area in CAPS. However this aspect is also relevant when working on Geometry, 


Measurement and Data Handling as these are the patterns that underlie all number work. 


1. Be deliberate about, and explore when something sometimes happens and when it 
always happens in mathematics.  


 
Example 1: There are 4 hot dogs on the table. There are 4 legs on the dog. Are there 
always 4 hot dogs, or only sometimes? What about the legs on a dog? Is that sometimes 
or always? What always comes in a group of 4? 
 
Example 2: When you add 3 and 5, which are both odd numbers, your get 8 which is an 
even number. Does that always happen? Do you always get an even number when you 
add two odd numbers together?  
 
Example 3: When you draw in a diagonal of a square you get two equal triangles. Does 
that sometimes happen or always happen? What happens with other quadrilaterals? 
What happens when you draw in all the diagonals? 


 
2. Look for patterns in groups of number sentences  
 


Example 1: Families showing the relationship between + and –, for example: 
5 + 2 = 7 
2 + 5 = 7  
7 – 2 = 5   
7 – 5 = 2 
 
 
 
 
This can be seen visually using a number wall (which is again used for fractions): 


 


5 


 


 


2 


 


7 


 


 


Example 2: Families or triples using x and ÷, for example: 
5 × 2 =10   
2 × 5 = 10  
5 = 10 ÷ 2  
10 ÷ 2 = 5…  
 







Example 3: Multiplication as two ways of repeated addition, for example: 
3 × 4 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 4 + 4 + 4  
 
Example 4: Division as repeated subtraction and division as equal grouping/ sharing. For 
example 12 ÷ 3 means how many 3’s in 12 AND how do I share 12 equally into 3 
groups?   
 


3. Look for patterns in sequences of sums: 
 


Example 1: A sequence of multiply by ten: 
3 × 10 = 
4 × 10 = 
5 × 10 =… 
“A number” × 10 = ? 
 
Example 2: A sequence of add 11: 
1 + 11= 
2 + 11= 
3 + 11= 
4 + 11= 
5 + 11= … 
“A number less than 10” + 11 =  
20 + 11= 
21 + 11= 
 “A number more than 10 less than 100” + 11 =  
 
You can use “a number” or a very big number (that is outside the calculation range of the 
learners) to help to get the learners to generalise the pattern. What happens with a 
thousand, or with a million, or with a hundred million?  


 
4. Ask about (observe, describe, talk about) how special numbers (0, 1, 5, 10 and multiplies 


of 10) behave. 
 


Example 1: Properties of 1:  


• What happens when you add 1 to any number?  


• What happens when you subtract 1 from any number?  


• Divide any number by 1?  


• Multiply any number by 1?  


• What kind of sums are guaranteed to (always) give me an answer of 1?  


• 1 = …? 


• How do I make 1’s? 


• Why are 1’s helpful to me? 
 
Example 2: Properties of 0:  


• What happens when you add 0 to any number?  


• What happens when you subtract 0 from any number?  


• What happens when you divide any number by 0?  


• What happens when you multiply any number by 0?  


• What kind of sums are guaranteed (always) give me an answer of 0?  


• 0 = …?  


• How do I make zeros? 


• Why are zeros helpful to me? 
 
Example 3: Properties of 10 (and multiples of ten) 







• What is the significance of ten? What makes tens special? 


• Tens are used for all work on place value 


• Tens are used for all work on money and then decimals more generally. 


• What happens when you +10 to any number? 


• What happens when you – 10 from any number? 


• What happens when you multiply any number by 10 ? 


• What happens when you divide any number by 10? 


• Does that always happen? How can you be sure? 
 
Example 4: Other special numbers: 


• 2: odds and evens, doubles, alternating pattern  


• 5: two fives are ten (and 2 and 10 are special, so five is special) 


• 4: the double doubles 


• 8: the double double doubles 


• Other primes (in addition to 2 and 5): 2, 3, 5, 7,11… 


• The composites with many factor pairs…: 12,24,64,36 
 
5. Expect and ask for descriptions of what is observed. 


 


• What do you notice? 


• Can you tell me the story of what you notice? 


• Can you draw a picture to explain what is going on? 


• Explain to a friend what you see.  


• Imagine we are about to get a visitor to this class. How would you tell them about 
what you have done and noticed? 


• What words can help up with this description? Call out some useful words so that 
I can write them on the board for you to use when you are explaining or 
describing. 


 
6. Ask for explanations to show if something is always true (basis of mathematical 


proof). 


• Does that always happen? 


• Are you sure it always happens? 


• What happens with other types of numbers? Have you tried odd numbers, or very 
big numbers, what about with fractions? 


• Do you think this is always true? How can you be sure?  


• Don’t just give me more examples, convince me, so I know for sure. 


• Tell me a story to convince me this is always true 
 


7. Explore and talk about equivalence (what does the equal sign mean?) 
 
A number expression gives a plan of what is to be done mathematically. For example  
4 + 5 is an expression. The process or plan is to add or combine 4 and 5. In this way an 
expression is like a phrase in English as just it gives a description (of what is to be done). 
A number sentence, like an English sentence, has a verb (doing word). A number sentence 
compares two expressions. The verbs for comparing the expressions, that are used in the 
South African primary curriculum are: equals (=), not equals (≠), approximately (≈) bigger 
than (>), smaller than (<) and bigger than or equal to (≤) and smaller than and equal to (≤).  







verb


?


left expression right expression


 
Figure 5: Number sentences compare two expressions 


 
Equals means the same as. The equals sign is like a balance. It shows when two 
expressions have the same value. Like English sentences, number sentences can be true or 
false.  
 
If you subtract the same thing from each side of the equals sign the balance stays the same. 
If you add the same thing to each side the equals sign, the balance stays the same. 


>
 


Figure 6: More than as a balancing scale 
 


When using this image of a balance, point out that it is mass scale. Heavier things tip the 
balance down. Some learners find it hard to imagine that bigger number are lower down than 
the smaller numbers, so the connection to mass must be made clear. 
 
Ensure that the unknown of a number sentence appears on both the left and right side of 
equal signs.  


Example 1: Avoid only asking problems like 4 + 5 = � and rather also include 
problems like � + 4 = 9 or 9 - � = 4.  


 
Encourage learners to see that you can have a very simple expression (like just one 
number) on the left side, and a more complicated expression on the right side.  


Example 2: Pose questions like: 35 = ? and see how many different number 
sentences learners can create. 


 
Remember that equivalence (being the same) refers to both number expressions and to 
number sentences:  


• The expression 4 + 5 is equivalent to the expression 10 – 1.  
This can be written as a number sentence:  
4 + 5 = 10 – 1.  


• The number sentence 90 × 10 = 9 is equivalent to the number sentence  
90 ÷ 9 = 10. The two number sentences show same relationship, and reflect the 
inverse relationship between × and ÷.  


 







Provide opportunities for learners to test and explore whether every addition number 
sentence can be written as an equivalent subtraction number sentence and vice versa. 
Emphasise that adding and subtracting fit together, they are inverses. Adding can be used to 
check subtracting, and vice versa 


Example 3: Is 3 + 4 = � the same as � - 4 = 3 and the same as � - 3 = 4? Does that 
work with other numbers? What about big numbers? What about fractions?. 


 
Provide opportunities for learners test and explore whether every multiplication number 
sentence can be written as an equivalent division number sentence and vice versa. 
Emphasise that multiplying and dividing fit together, they are inverses. Multiplying can be 
used to check dividing, and vice versa. 


Example 4: Is 12 ÷ 4 = � the same as � × 4 = 12? Does that work for other 
numbers? What about odd numbers? What about big numbers? What about 
fractions? 


 
When working with inverse functions it is helpful to use the “I am thinking of a number”, 
game.  


Example 5: I am thinking of a number. When you double my number you get 22. 
What is my number? 


 
Guidelines about generalising a rule or function 
Generalising a rule or a function is the focus of the current ‘Patterns, function and algebra’ 
content area in the CAPS. The CAPS provides guidance to teachers on investigative work 
involving problems contexts that can be explored, and the representations of functions which 
include families of number sentences, input and output tables, and function machines.  
 


1. Expect learners to describe a number pattern in detail: 
Learners can complete this simple paragraph for a number pattern: 


The pattern starts at … 
It goes up / down. It increases / descreases. 
The jumps are the same / different 
It is a …. pattern 


 


1 


START


2


DIRECTION


3


JUMPS


4


HOW TO CARRY ON


Where does the pattern start? What is the first number?


Does it get bigger or smaller? Is it increasing or decreasing?


How big are the jumps between each number?


Are the jumps the same or different?


What must you do to get the next number?


 
Figure 7: Steps for describing a number pattern 


 
Remember patterns can be finite (they end) or infinite (never ending).  
If the pattern is finite, it is useful to say so and say clearly where it ends. 
 
Example 1: Describe the pattern: 6; 8; 10; … 







The pattern starts at 6. 
It goes up/ increases. 
The jumps are the same. It is a jump of 2 each time. 
To get the next number you add two. 
It is a counting on in 2s pattern, starting at 6. 
 
Example 2: Describe the pattern: 100, 50, 25 
The pattern starts at 100. 
It goes down / decreases. 
The jumps are not the same. The jumps get smaller each time. 
To get the next number you halve. 
It is a halving pattern, starting at 100. 
It is finite. It ends at 25. 


 
2. Look at and talk about the operations or functions (what is being done), not just the 


numbers 
 


• What is the rule making something change? 


• Function machines / flow diagrams, tables, patterns 


• What is always being done to the numbers going into the machine to create the 
new numbers? 


• Link this to graphical representations used in data handling (graphs) 


• Plot bar graphs as another representation of functions (connecting to data 
handling bar graphs) 


We don’t connect patterns, functions and algebra to data handling… Why not?
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Figure 8: Connections to data handling 


 


 
Example 1: What does the function ‘+10’ look like? How is it different from the 
function ‘×10’? 
 
Example 2: I am thinking of a rule. If you give me 3, my rule changes it to 1. If you 
give me 4, my rule changes it to 2. If you give me 10, my rule changes it to 8. 
Give me other numbers and I will tell you how my rule changes your inputs. What 
is my rule? 


 
3. Ask about (observing, describing, talking about) how operations (+,-,×,÷) behave. 


 







Example 1: Commutative property  


• Have you noticed that when you add 5 to 3 it is the same as adding 3 to 5?  


• Does that work with other numbers?  


• Does that always happen with +?  


• Does that work with other operations? 
 
Example 2: Associative property 


• My rule is add 2, then add 5 and then add 3 


• Your rule is add 5, then add 2 then add 3 


• Are our rules the same or different? 


• Does that work with other numbers?  


• Does that always happen with +?  


• Does that work with other operations? 


• What about the rules: Add 5, then subtract 2 then add 3; and the rule: Add 5 then 
add 3 then subtract 2? Are those rules the same or different? 


 
Example 3: Distributive property 


• Double 20 


• Double 3 


• Double 23 


• What do you notice? 


• Does that work with other numbers? What about “Double 7”? Can I double 2 and 
double 5 and add them together to get double 7? 


• Does that always work with doubling? 


• Doubling is × 2, what about other multiplication rules? Does it work for × 3, or × 
4? 


• Does this work with other operations? 


• What about working with subtraction instead of addition? Double 10, double 3, 
double 7, double (10 – 3). What do you notice? 


• Does that work with other numbers? What about “Double 7”? Can I double 2 and 
double 5 and add them together to get double 7? 


 
4. Set a problem context which requires investigation of a certain function, and then use 


different representations of the function (flow diagram, table, bar graph, family of 
number sentences) 


 
Example 1: Imagine (or give a picture of) a pride of 34 lions.  


• How many eyes? How many ears? How many tails? How many legs? 


• What about a pride of 10 lions? Or 20 lines, or 30 lions, or 100 lions? 


• What does this show us about the eyes, ears and leg functions?  


• Summarise the information in a table, flow diagram, or bar chart 
 
5. Connect work done in the ‘Patterns, functions and algebra content’ area to work in 


other content areas (like Measurement, Geometry and Data handling). 
 
Example 1: What is the rule for working out the minutes past the hour (output), if you 
know where the long hand is pointing on an analogue clock (input)? 
 
Example 2: What is the rule for converting units of length? mass? capacity? time? 
money? 
 
Example 3: Explore functions for calculating perimeter and area of different shapes, 
and different sized shapes.  







 
Example 4: If I have 1 triangle then there are 3 sides, 2 triangles give 6 sides. What 
about 3, 4, 5 triangles? How many sides? What is the rule for finding the total number 
of sides from triangles? What is the triangles touch each other? What happens now? 


 


Guidelines about modelling as a language of mathematics 


1. Model mathematics concepts, problem solving approaches, and calculation 
techniques and encourage learners to model their understanding and problem 
solving  


Modelling concepts and encouraging learners to model their understanding and problem 
solving processes engages them in mathematical thinking and reasoning. It is helpful to be 
aware of the different ways that you can model. You can: talk, show, draw, write number 
sentences, write English sentences, use concrete equipment, use a number line, sketch an 
empty number line, use a hundred square, a number or fraction wall, fraction chains, tables, 
graphs, function machines, input and output tables, act out or role play, imagine a situation 
or problem context, etcetera. 
 


2. Know and make explicit the basic models for the basic operations. These include: 


• Addition: combining AND increase/change 


• Subtraction: take away AND compare AND decrease/change 


• Multiplication: 4 taken 3 times, AND 4 groups of 3, … AND  scale factor, AND 
percentage increase AND Cartesian products, multiplicative factors (including scale 
factor for enlargements) AND arrays AND area models 


• Division:  Equal sharing AND grouping… AND fractions, AND decimals, AND ratio, 
AND rate, AND % decrease, AND multiplications factors (including scale factors for 
reduction) 


 
3. Provide opportunities for learners to use concrete objects, draw or imagine objects or 


processes, and move between the representations (concrete, iconic and symbolic) all 
the time.  
 


There seems to be a pervasive sense that the job of primary school teachers is to move 
children from the concrete, to the iconic to the abstract realm. The abstract realm is seen 
as the mathematical destination. However, in order to model mathematical situations 
learners and teachers must constantly move between the iconic, symbolic and abstract 
realms. They need to simultaneously reflect on the problem context (real or imagined 
concrete situation) describe this using words and drawings and work with these ideas 
using the abstract symbolic realm of digits, numerals and symbols. But most primary 
teachers seem to push to the symbolic or abstract as a destination and do not use 
modelling. 
 
The job of primary school teachers is to help children be aware of AND constantly move 
between the concrete, iconic and symbolic to understand mathematics and explain their 
reasoning. 
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Figure 9: The symbolic is not a destination 
 
When moving from the abstract to the concrete, ask learners to imagine or invent 
problem contexts that might give rise to the abstract mathematical calculation. 
 
Support learners to model a mathematical problem and communicate this using all the 
different representations available to them to explain this process. This means teachers 
must ask for explanations: How did you work that out? Explain how you did that? Is your 
way the same was as … or different? Is there another way of doing this? 
 
This means that the starting point for a mathematical problem can vary. It can be:  


• Concrete: These beads need to shared equally between Ayanda, Tessa and 
Fatima; or 


• Iconic: Look at this picture of 20 beads, and draw circles, to show how to share 
them equally 3 groups  


• Abstract: 20 ÷ 3. What problem could this expression describe? 
The role of the teacher is to move children between these realms – in both directions. 
 
4. ‘Algebrafy’ any word problem and turn it into an investigation, to model the process of 


solving the problem, when one or more of the parameters is relaxed.  
 
Example 1: A tin of beans costs R9. How many tins can I buy for R100? How much 
change will I get?  
By relaxing the price parameter, learners can investigate and model the process of 
working with this problem. What happens if the tin of beans costs R8, or R7 or R6? 
Investigate…  
You can also relax the amount of money. What happens if I have R200, or R300 or 
R400 to buy the beans? Investigate…  
What happens if I must have at least R15 change, so that I can buy bread on the way 
home? How does this change the problem? 


 


CONCLUSION 


This paper is by no means comprehensive as an introduction to the field of early algebra. 
There is much in the mathematics education literature on this field which has been omitted. 
There is no attempt to provide a theoretical framework of approaches to mathematics 
teaching and learning, or to teacher knowledge in South African with regard to early algebra, 
neither is there any critical analysis of its treatment in the current intended curriculum.  
Nevertheless, it is hoped that this paper provides a relatively accessible starting point for 
South African primary school teachers considering the theoretical realm of ‘early algebra’ 







with practical guidelines, including concrete examples and suggested lines of questioning, 
for teachers.  
 
In sum, it is hoped that teachers will be aware that early algebra is an approach to teaching 
and learning arithmetic which focuses on the structure and patterns underlying arithmetic. 
Early algebra is the subject of research and curriculum reform in many countries around the 
world (including South Africa). There are three main aspects to early algebra: 


1. Generalising arithmetic; 
2. Generalising towards the idea of a function; and 
3. Modelling as language of mathematics 


In South Africa, the ‘Patterns, functions and algebra’ content area in the CAPS tends to 
emphasise the second aspect of early algebra. It focuses on investigating numeric and 
geometric patterns making use of function machines and inputs and output tables. But there 
are also components of the first aspect of early algebra in this content area as well as in the 
‘Number, operations and relationships’ content area of the CAPS. Here the focus is on 
equivalence, inverse relationships, and properties of numbers and operations. The last 
aspect of early algebra (modelling as a language of mathematics) is also important and is 
evident particularly in approaches to problem solving and encouraging learners to explain 
their reasoning and compare calculation techniques. All three aspects of early algebra are 
important and can be seen to underlie all the content areas in Foundation and Intermediate 
Phase CAPS.  
 
There is clearly a need for greater specification, guidelines and resources to teachers 
working with early algebra. Most teachers have never been taught using early algebra 
approaches themselves at primary level and struggle to understand its relevance. This paper 
is a small contribution towards this need. Annexure one details relevant vocabulary for early 
algebra concepts, which may be an additional useful resource for teachers.  
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ANNEXURE 1: VOCABULARY FOR PATTERNS, FUNCTIONS AND ALGEBRA 


The following are important words that learners need to be able to interpret and use for early 


algebra:  


Foundation Phase Intermediate 
Phase 


Types of numbers Words needed 
from Senior 
Phase onwards 


Observe 
Look for 
Explain 
Describe 
Tell me 
 
What’s 
happening? 
Why is it 
happening? 
 
Show me 
Convince me 
Are you sure? 
Justify 
 
Equal 
More than 
Less than 
 
Sum 
Product 
Difference 
Quotient 
Plus 
Add 
Minus 
Subtract 
Share equally 
Divide 
Group 
Multiply 
Times 
Increase 
Decrease 
 
Double  
Half 
Halve 


Same 
Different 
Always 
Sometimes 
 
True  
False 
 
Pattern 
Change 
Stay the same 
Constant 
 
Rule 
Operation 
Function (mapping 
with only 1 output 
for each input) 
 
Opposite 
Undo or reverse a 
rule 
 
Output 
Input 
 
Function machine 
Flow diagram 
 
This one, number, 
operation, sum, 
problem… 
All… 
Any… 


Relationship 
 
Reciprocal 
relationship 
Inverse 
 
Equivalent 
 
Particular 
Unique 
General 
 
Commutative 
property 
Associative 
property 
Distributive 
property 
 
 
Ratio 
Rate 
 
Quotient 
 
Cube 
Square  
 
Position  
 


Whole numbers 
(0,1,2,3…)  
Natural numbers  
(1,2,3,…) 
Odd 
Even 
Prime 
Multiple 
 
 
Integers 
(…-2,-1,0,1,2,3…) 
Fraction 
 
 
Half, quarter, third, 
eighth, tenth, 
 
Common fraction  
 
Proper fraction  
 
Improper fraction 
 
Mixed fractions  
 
 


Domain (input 
values) 
Range (output 
values) 
 
Relation (more 
than one output for 
each input) eg 
“What number 
times itself gives 
me 4?” Answer is 
+2 or -2. 
“the factors of 6” 
 
Sequence:  
3; 6; 9;… 
Series:  
3; 3+6; 3+6+9; … 
 
Rational numbers 
(can be written as 
a fraction, which 
includes all whole 
numbers) 
 
Term (the 
numbers in a 
sequence or 
series) 
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We remark on the teaching of linear inequalities in the pedagogic 
situations of schooling, reflecting on the treatment of the topic in a 
popular grade 10 textbook, in an example of classroom teaching of 
inequalities to Grade 10 students, and in an example of a grade 10 
student’s work on inequalities in a mid-year examination. What we find is 
that schooling uses a trio of implicitly-defined operations for working on 
the inequality symbols in expressions. Those operations are auxiliary to 
the operations described in the field axioms for the reals. We speculate 
that the production of such operations is a pedagogic effect of a general 
recontextualising strategy of school mathematics; namely, the 
replacement of the study of propositions with lists of computational rules. 


 


INTRODUCTION 


What we wish to do in this paper is to generate a few remarks on the effects of the type of 


recontextualising of content evidenced in the treatment of inequalities by Pike et al. on 


Grade 10 teachers and students. The particular content we focus on is that of the treatment 


of inequalities in Grade 10. Pike et al. is merely a useful (and popular) example of the type of 


recontextualising of mathematics contents to schooling that we are interested in exploring. 


To start off, let’s recall that the resources for working with inequalities stem from four 


axiomatic properties of the real numbers concerned with order: 


(Order 1) The set of real numbers contains a subset of positive real numbers 


 
(∃�


+
�


+
⊆ �), the properties of which are laid out in the three 


properties that follow.  


(Order 2) The sum of two positive real numbers is positive. 


 
(∀x, y ∈�


+
,(x + y) ∈�


+
) 


(Order 3) The product of two positive real numbers is positive. 


 
(∀x, y ∈�


+
,(x ⋅ y) ∈�


+
) 


(Order 4) Given any real number x,  x ≠ 0 , either x is positive or –x, but not both. 


 
(∀x ∈� x ≠ 0,[(x > 0) ∨ (−x > 0)])  


Strictly speaking, we can use just two axioms if we like (see Beckenbach & Bellman, 1961, 


Chapter 1, and Stewart & Tall, 1977, Chapter 9). 







Now consider the list of rules for working with inequalities as published in the most recent 


edition of the Grade 10 textbook of the very popular textbook series Classroom Mathematics 


(see Figure 1). 


 


Figure 1: Rules for working with inequalities (Pike et al., 2011: 97) 


The Rules listed in Figure 1 focus very specifically on the left-right orientation of inequality 


symbols, dispensing information about the ‘reversing’ effects of various operations on the 


orientation of the symbol. What is not made clear by the Rules is that the orientation of the 


inequality symbol is, ultimately, to be decided by the relation between the expressions to 


which it refers. That the calculus for determining ‘reverse’ effects offered by Pike et al. is 


designed to focus attention rather myopically on immediate calculations can be seen in their 


claim that: “Taking reciprocals in an inequality reverses the inequality sign: For example 


2 < 3 but 1
2


> 1
3


.” So what happens when we ‘take reciprocals’ for the true statement, 


−2 < 3? Is it the case that − 1
2


> 1
3


? The process of ‘taking reciprocals’ in the sense 


proposed by Pike et al. is not an operation in its own right, yet they refer to it in a manner 


suggesting that it is. Rather, the specific effect of ‘taking reciprocals’ in the example is the 


outcome of multiplying both 2 and 3 by 1
2×3


, and so is, generally, subject to their Rules 2 


and 3. The point to be emphasised here is that the left-right orientation of the inequality 


symbol is always determined by the expressions we are dealing with in each instance. 


It appears to be the case that what we have in Rule 4 of Pike et al. is their attempted 


recontextualising of the well-known proposition stating that if  a,b ∈�
+


 such that a < b,  


then it is the case that 
1


a
>


1


b
. If 0 < a < b,  then xa < xb  for  x ∈�


+
. Choosing 


x =
1


a ⋅b
 is possible since, by Order 3, a ⋅b > 0, and a ⋅b > 0⇒


1


a ⋅b
> 0 . We can 







therefore write 
1


a ⋅b
⋅a <


1


a ⋅b
⋅b , from which it follows that 


1


b
<


1


a
; or, 


1


a
>


1


b
, if we like. It 


should be clear from the computations entailed in the proof of the proposition 


 


∀a,b ∈�
+
, a < b( )⇒


1


a
>


1


b










 ………… (1) 


that ‘taking reciprocals’ occurs nowhere as a operation, and that the arrival at the relations 


between the desired reciprocals emerges from the deployment of recognisable operations. 


Further, an examination of the axioms for the ordered field constituted by the reals with 


addition and multiplication, 
 
(�,+,×) , does not anywhere refer to ‘taking reciprocals’ as an 


operation. 


By using the order properties of the reals, we can produce a series of arguments that allow 


us to deduce that, given non-zero 
 
a,b,c ∈� a < b , if c < 0 , then ac > bc ; and if c > 0  


then ac < bc . What these propositions permit us to do, without having to rehash the proof 


in each instance of a statement of the kind a < b , is to substitute that statement by another, 


like ac > bc , under certain conditions. The two propositions become recontextualised as 


‘rules’ by the likes of Pike et al. and others, and are offered to students and their teachers 


without the benefit of arguments persuading them of the mathematical necessity of such 


‘rules’. In the absence of such arguments the ‘rules’ take on the feel of operations on the 


inequality symbol. 


 


INEQUALITIES: THE RULES OF PIKE ET AL. 


 


Rules 1 to 5 of Pike et al. all refer to the effects of various operations on the inequality 


symbols, as though arithmetic operations applied to the expressions related by an inequality 


symbol have a collateral effect on the inequality symbol, either changing its left-right 


orientation, or leaving its left-right orientation unaltered. From one perspective, nothing of the 


sort happens, and the language of the Rules should be treated as merely a loose but 


convenient shorthand for the mathematical processes that guarantee the results. Perhaps 


such is the case for a mathematics adept, but it doesn’t follow that the same is true for the 


neophyte and for many of their school teachers. We believe that it is, rather, the case that 


the Rules prescribe under which operational conditions the left-right orientation of the 


symbols in the collection 
 {<,>,≤,≥} can be altered, as though one was taking a particular 


symbol and rotating it through  180
�. Actually, the collection of symbols should, at least, be 


the set
 {<,>,≤,≥, /<, />, /≤, /≥}, but the last four are rarely used in school contexts, so we’ll 


exclude them here. 


Following on from the second aspect of the particular recontextualising of (1) we see in Pike 


et al., the third is that “taking reciprocals” is the content-specific name given to the 


displacement of proposition (1) and its replacement by something that is suggested as an 







operation. We believe that this feature of the recontextualising of proposition (1) is an 


instance of a general recontextualising principle that is endemic to the pedagogic treatment 


of mathematics in school settings: propositions tend to be recontextualised as operations or 


procedures. It may even be the case that definite descriptions (definitions) are also subject 


to the same principle in school mathematics settings these days. 


What begins to emerge now is that the Rules define and call into play a series of auxiliary 


operations that enable teachers and their students to generate the required operational 


effects on the representation of the relations of inequality between expressions, but without 


having to directly invoke the relevant propositions. The Rules use binary operations that take 


an element of 
 {<,>,≤,≥} along with a bit of information about either addition, subtraction, 


multiplication or division of terms, as inputs, which then generate an element of 
 {<,>,≤,≥} 


once again, as output. Using additive and multiplicative inverses, we can treat cases of 


division as multiplication, and cases of subtraction as addition, since the reals with addition 


and multiplication form a field, 
  (�,+,×). We will, therefore, treat the set of operations 


defined by the Rules as referring to addition and multiplication, so that we have two 


operations to cover the effects of addition and subtraction on the one hand, and of 


multiplication and division on the other. We have also seen that Rule 4 is really an instance 


of multiplication by the product of the reciprocals of the related expressions, so that we do 


not need an additional operation to cover ‘taking reciprocals’. However, since the latter is 


presented as a distinct operation by Pike et al., we will describe its operational features as 


well. 


We refer to the auxiliary inequality operation that is sensitive to the multiplication of the terms 


in an expression of inequality by some value as 
  
O


×
(symbol,sign) , where its arguments, 


symbol and sign, refer to an element of 
 {<,>,≤,≥} and an element of 


 {+,−}, respectively. 


The value of 
  
O


×
(symbol,sign)  is an element of 


 {<,>,≤,≥}. For example, 
  
O


×
(≤,−)  has 


≤ and −  as its arguments, and its value is ≥; that is, 
  
O


×
(≤,−) =  ≥ . The domain for 


  
O


×
(symbol,sign)  is the set obtained by taking the cross product 


 {<,>,≤,≥}×{+,−} = {(<,+),(<,−),(>,+),(>,−),(≤,+),(≤,−),(≥,+),(≥,−)}. Let 


  D = {(<,+),(<,−),(>,+),(>,−),(≤,+),(≤,−),(≥,+),(≥,−)} and 
  C = {<,>,≤,≥}, then 


we can say that 
  
O


×
: D → C . The elements of 


 
O


×
 can be listed as a set of ordered 


triples,


  
O


×
= {(<,+,<),(<,−,>),(>,+,>),(>,−,<),(≤,+,≤),(≤,−,≥),(≥,+,≥),(≥,−,≤)},


 
where the final member of each triple is the outcome of the operation, given the first two 


members of the triple as input. This covers Rules 2 and 3 of Pike et al. 


We can define the auxiliary operation sensitive to the addition of terms in an expression of 


inequality to some value in a similar way, as 
  
O


+
: D → C . The sets D and C are defined as 


before and we can, once again, express the operation in full as a set of triples: 







  
O


+
= {(<,+,<),(<,−,<),(>,+,>),(>,−,>),(≤,+,≤),(≤,−,≤),(≥,+,≥),(≥,−,≥)}.


 


This covers Rule 1. 


Now for Rule 4. As we noted earlier, Rule 4 is faulty as it is stated in Pike et al. (2011). Since 


the rule is a recontextualising of proposition (1), we should explicitly restrict the domain for 


‘taking reciprocals’ to  �
+


. We’ll refer to the auxiliary inequality operation as 
 
O


r
. Now, 


because of the restriction of the domain for ‘taking reciprocals’ to  �
+


, the domain for 
 
O


r
 is 


obtained by taking the cross product  
 {<,>,≤,≥}×{+} = {(<,+),(>,+),(≤,+),(≥,+)}. 


The codomain of 
 
O


r
 is 


 {<,>,≤,≥}. As with the other inequality operations, we can 


represent 
 
O


r
 as a set of ordered triples: 


  
O


r
= {(<,+,>),(>,+,<),(≤,+,≥),(≥,+,≤)}. If 


we let 
  D


+
= {(<,+),(>,+),(≤,+),(≥,+)}, with 


  C = {<,>,≤,≥}, then we can write 


  
O


r
: D


+
→ C . 


The auxiliary operations 
 
O


×
, 


 
O


+
and 


 
O


r
 are what implicitly emerge as inequality-specific 


pedagogic effects of a recontextualising strategy that replaces the study of propositions with 


the learning of lists of computational rules of the type prescribed by Pike et al. (2011). Since 


D
+


⊂ D , each of the inequality operations, 
 
O


×
, 


 
O


+
and 


 
O


r
, is a subset of the cross 


product D × C , which is shown in Figure 2. It should be clear that the Rules cannot select 


any of the sixteen elements of D × C  listed in the bottom four rows of the collection shown 


in Figure 2. 


(<,+,<),(<,+,>),(<,−,<),(<,−,>),


(>,+,<),(>,+,>),(>,−,<),(>,−,>),


(≤,+,≤),(≤,+,≥),(≤,−,≤),(≤,−,≥),


(≥,+,≤),(≥,+,≥),(≥,−,≤),(≥,−,≥),


(<,+,≤),(<,+,≥),(<,−,≤),(<,−,≥),


(>,+,≤),(>,+,≥),(>,−,≤),(>,−,≥),


(≤,+,<),(≤,+,>),(≤,−,<),(≤,−,>),


(≥,+,<),(≥,+,>),(≥,−,<),(≥,−,>)


 


Figure 2: The collection of elements that constitute D × C . 


The examples provided by Pike et al. to explicate their Rules are instances in which the 


Rules apparently work, as is clearly seen in the example supplied in support of their bogus 


Rule 4, and the student is required to extend the Rules inductively to all similar cases—as 


they illegitimately do for their Rule 4. One of the effects on mathematics as constituted in 


pedagogic situations that accept the sort of treatment of content offered by Pike et al. is the 


problematic displacement of deductive argument by inductive generalisation, but that’s not 







an issue we wish to pursue in this paper, so we’ll set that aside for the moment. 


INEQUALITIES: A TEACHER EXPLAINS 


The research literature informs us that it is often the case that students operate on 


inequalities as if they were equations (Kieran, 2004; Tsamir & Bazzini, 2004; Vaiyavutjamai 


& Clements, 2006; Ellerton & Clements, 2011). Vaiyavutjamai & Clements (2006: 131) 


describe their findings by saying that, when solving inequalities,  


the most common incorrect answer was the answer that would be obtained by 


regarding the inequality as an equation. With this strategy an inequality would be 


solved by treating it as an equation, except that the symbol used in the original 


statement of the inequality would be repeated throughout the setting out. 


They also found that learners often thought that there was only one answer. They had been 


asked to solve for x and three years of learning to solve equations had told them that when 


one solved for x the answer was a number. Ellerton & Clements (2011: 399) found that 


“most of the prospective middle-school mathematics teachers treated inequalities as 


equations that happened to have inequality signs rather than equal signs.” Equations were 


often found to serve as a prototype in the algorithms for solving linear inequalities (Tsamir & 


Bazzini, 2004). 


This is all hardly surprising given that the rules for the transformation of expressions 


elaborated in schooling tend to be focused on the syntactical resources required to solve 


series of standard problems rather than on studying the implications for syntactical 


operations that flow from the mathematical relations expressed in statements. The same set 


of rules for working with equations is employed along with an auxiliary set of rules for 


‘operating’ on the inequality symbol. As much is clear from the example of the teaching of 


inequalities we discuss now. 


The data referred to in this section is part of a corpus of data collected over the past four 


years from an on-going research and development program involving five schools. The 


general problematic within which the research and development project is located is that of 


the constitution of school mathematics. Building on earlier work that discussed the resources 


used by grade 10 students to transform equations (Gripper, 2011a), and students’ use of the 


notion of equality (Gripper, 2011b; Davis & Gripper, 2012), we turned our attention to the use 


of the notion of inequality. The specific focus is on the procedures for solving inequality 


problems that are taught to grade 10 students. To that end, we discuss an instance of a 


teacher explaining to his students how to solve the inequality −5x + 2 ≤ 12 . 


First, consider an extract from the transcript from the lesson. 


Teacher:  What is it that I need to get rid of which is? … A term, which is with the x? 


Students:  Five … maybe negative five. 


Teacher:  Okay. There is negative five x plus two, less than or equal to twelve. What 
must I have on this side alone? [Referring to the LHS of the expression.] 


Students:  x. 


Teacher: x. Now what is together with the x that I need to get rid of? 


Students:  Minus five. … Minus two. 







Teacher:  The plus two first. I need to get rid of the plus two by doing what? 


Students:  Minusing. 


Teacher:  I must subtract the two. So I have the negative five x. I still have the plus 
two, so I must subtract the two. What I do on the left hand side, I have 
inequality … what must I do on this side?  


Student:  The same. 


Teacher:  I must do the same. Meaning what? I must subtract two. Here I have 
negative five x. What is two minus two? 


Students:  Nought.  


Teacher:  And I still have my less than or equal to. What is twelve minus two Nancy? 


Nancy:  It is ten. 


Teacher:  It is ten. Therefore I have ten. Next. What do I do next? 


Student:  Divide. Divide sir. Divide by five sir. 


Teacher:  Is it five? 


Student:  Minus. 


Teacher:  Negative five. Minus five. Okay. Now, when we have inequalities what 
happens to my inequality when I divide by a negative number? 


Student:  The sign will change. 


Teacher:  The sign will change. The less than or equal to becomes a more than or 
greater than or equal to. Do you all understand that? I indicate that by 
divide by negative five. … Negative five x divide by negative five. Then … 
This is now important. … So normally we divide … The moment you do 
that your sign changes. Okay guys. So it is less than becomes greater 
than or equal to, ten divided by negative five. What happens here? 
Negative five cancels. x and … There is still greater than or equal to … 
negative two. 


There are a couple of interesting features of the teacher’s method that tell us something 


about the way in which mathematical expressions are regarded in such pedagogic 


situations. First, the procedure is focused on the place occupied by the inequality symbol in 


the expression. In terms of the rules taught, whatever appears in that place takes on a 


particular form subject to whatever is happening computationally. The sensitivity to the place 


occupied by the inequality symbol indexes the use of a particular template for the solution of 


problems of that type (Brodie & Berger, 2010; Dowling & Brown, 2000; Johnson & Davis, 


2010). 


 







 


Figure 3: Teacher’s solution for x in −5x + 2 ≤ 12 . 


The procedure for transforming the expression −5x + 2 ≤ 12  is pretty much the same as 


would be used for the solution of equations, which is not unusual, as we remarked earlier. 


What is of particular interest here, however, is the way in which the inequality sign is treated 


as a symbol that changes its left-right orientation as determined by rules of the type listed in 


Pike et al. (2011). 


With reference to the subtraction of 2 from both sides of the inequality expression, the 


teacher concludes: “And I still have my less than or equal to”. In this way the teacher points 


out that the “less than or equal to” has not changed. What this tells us is that the operation 


  
O


+
(symbol,sign)  is in use. 


With reference to division by -5, the teacher, echoing his student and elaborating on the 


student’s response, says: “The sign will change. The less than or equal to becomes a more 


than or greater than or equal to. Do you all understand that?” This is a very clear expression 


of the use of the operation 
  
O


×
(symbol,sign) . 


What we have done here is make explicit the operational features of computational 


resources being taught by a particular teacher to his students for the purpose of working with 


expressions of inequality. We do, however, believe that the teacher’s strategy is not an 


idiosyncratic feature of his practice but an example of a more general approach to the topic, 


as is clearly suggested by texts like Pike et al. (2011) which is disseminated very widely 


across South African schools. 


 


INEQUALITIES: A STUDENT EXPLAINS 


 


With the aim of sharpening the focus of our study of the constitution of mathematics in the 


pedagogic situations of schooling, we conducted a series of interviews with twenty top grade 


10 students across three schools about their performances on the 2010 mid-year 


mathematics examinations. We interviewed the two top-performing students in each of ten 







grade 10 classes about their thinking in selected problems in their 2010 June exam. We 


chose a correct solution and one where they had made an error. For that purpose. we have 


selected an example of an examination script where a student, who we refer to as Lucy, has 


produced a fully correct solution (Figure 4), as per the teacher’s memorandum of marking 


(Figure 5). 


 


Figure 4: Lucy’s solution to the inequality problem, Question 2.2. 


The question Lucy worked on reads as follows:  


2.2.1 Solve for x where -1 ≤ 1 - 2x < 3      (3 marks) 


2.2.2 Represent your answer to QUESTION 2.2.1 on a number line.  (2 marks)  


Lucy described her working in the following manner: 


Lucy:  When x is negative my inequality sign changes … 


Interviewer: Why didn’t you change the sign on this line? 


Lucy:  Here we wanted to get rid of the coefficient … 


Interviewer: Okay … first? 


Lucy:  First. Then we changed the sign when we got x. Same applies here. 


 Positive two divided by negative two, then we got negative one. 







 


Figure 5: Teachers Memo for Question 2.2 


Jaffer & Davis (2012: 111), with reference to students’ solutions to the inequality problem 


discussed here, observed that students “were performing operations in very localised 


fashions and failing to use the global features of expressions as resources for regulating 


their operational activity.” Lucy, too, fails to grasp the global meaning of the expression when 


she divides by negative two and produces an incorrect expression that is, nevertheless, 


marked as correct by her teacher. The teacher appears to encourage his students to think in 


the same way and almost forgets to reverse the inequality symbol, as required by the rule 


that has been taught (which is an application of 
 
O


×
). This suggests that the readings of 


expressions related as inequalities in the pedagogic situations of schooling are often not 


aligned with implications that flow from the order axioms for the real numbers. 


The teacher’s error and its repetition by one of his top-performing students suggests that the 


operations 
 
O


×
 and 


 
O


+
 are often applied in school settings in a manner that dislocates them 


momentarily from the very relations that they are intended to realise.  


 


CONCLUDING REMARKS 


 


When we use operations like 
 
O


×
, 


 
O


+  
and 


 
O


r
 to transform expressions we are using 


operations not usually associated with the field of real numbers. 
 
O


×
, 
 
O


+  
and 


 
O


r
 are part of 


a fairly extensive system of auxiliary operations and operation-like manipulations that we 


believe are routinely used in school mathematics, and which appear to be necessitated by 


two, inter-related features of school mathematics. The first, as we have already indicated, is 


that mathematics tends to be recontextualised to schooling in a manner that favours lists of 


rules over the study of propositions. The other feature, which requires an extended 


discussion not possible here, is that whatever emerges in school as mathematics is obliged 


to register some computational fidelity to mathematics in general. As a result, whatever does 


emerge in schooling as mathematics is implicitly designed to realise a reasonable degree of 







structure-preservation with respect to the axiomatic foundations of the content, even if only 


at a local level, and the fashioning of operations of the type we encountered here is one way 


in which teachers and their students attempt to achieve that goal. 
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MATHEMATICAL PROFICIENCIES DISPLAYED BY GRADE 12 LEARNERS IN 


THEIR RESPONSE TO FINAL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF 


SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOLS  


IN THE GAUTENG PROVINCE 


Luneta, K 


Dhlamini, Z 


 


Abstract: This paper is based on a dissertation study submitted to the Faculty of Education 


at the University of Johannesburg in fulfillment of the Master’s degree in Mathematics 


Education. The dissertation focused on an analysis of grade 12 examination scripts on 


sequences and series, differential calculus, analytical geometry and trigonometry in the 


Gauteng Province in South Africa. The review of the question papers revealed that questions 


on sequences and series and differential calculus does not demand higher order reasoning. 


The analysis revealed three categories of learners’ mathematical proficiencies, not proficient, 


yet to be proficient and proficient.  


Keywords:  mathematical proficiency, conceptual understanding, strategic competence, 


adaptive reasoning. 


 


IN TRODUCTION 


The Department of Education (1996, 2002 and 2007) are policy statements that recently 


addressed educational reform in South Africa but despite these changes the grade 12 final 


Mathematics examination results in South Africa remain low.  Leung (2005) highlighted 


the2003 TIMMS studies that focuses on mathematics achievement in developing and 


developed countries, showed that South Africa was the lowest in mathematics achievement 


among the countries that participated in the study in 2003.   


Taylor and Vinjevold (1999) find some challenges in Mathematics education, such as, 


attitudes of teachers towards learner-centeredness, achievement of outcomes, teachers’ low 


level of conceptual knowledge, domination of teacher-centeredness as opposed to the 


structure of curriculum, lack of learning structures in classrooms that promote the 


development of higher order skill and improper use of everyday examples by teachers to 


relate to their teaching. The DoE (1995, 1996 and 2007) addresses concerns of learner-


centeredness, achievement of outcomes, resources allocation and holistic development of 


learners but these issues still remain a challenge in various classrooms. 


 


The nature of mathematical proficiencies  


Allen, Donaldson, Edenfield, Fox, Gleason, Gold, Kelly, Kilpatrick, Wilson and Wilson (2009) 


conceptualizes the framework for mathematical proficiencies  into three categories, 


mathematical proficiency with content, mathematical proficiency in learning and teaching and 


proficiency in mathematical activity. This study used mathematical proficiency with content 


that was discussed by Kilpatrick, Swafford and Findell (2001)and National Research Council 


(2001 and 2002) and the first four mathematical proficiencies were used; procedural fluency, 







conceptual understanding, strategic competence and adaptive reasoning, these are 


intertwined, interdependent, and interconnected.  


Danley (2002) and Schoenfeld (2007) argue that procedural fluency and conceptual 


understanding form mathematical knowledge, strategic competence and adaptive reasoning 


are mathematical skills.  


Statement of the problem 


 Stein etal. (1996) focuses on well structured mathematical tasks, key issues raised are; task 


features are that mathematical tasks must promote students thinking and reasoning, 


provision of students’ sense making, existence of multiple solution strategy and existence of 


multiple representations. Furthermore mathematical tasks must be characterized by the 


following cognitive demands; memorization and use of algorithms with or without concept 


understanding, complex thinking and reasoning, tasks must demand explanation, 


justification and conjecturing. Some conceptual issues arise in the quest to identify 


mathematical proficiencies that learners display in their response to examination questions. 


Schoenfeld (2007) explains that for learners to be proficient in procedural knowledge and 


conceptual knowledge the following theoretical constructs must be addressed:  are they 


using multiple solution strategy in their response to examination questions? Do students 


produce mathematical explanations and justifications? Do students engage in high level 


thinking and reasoning? 


The purpose of the study was to find mathematical proficiencies that are intended for 


mathematics learning, achieved by learners during Mathematics learning and detected as 


learners finish high school when they are examined. The study  undertook the following 


objectives to achieve the aim;  A review of the 2007 Grade 12 Senior Certificate 


Mathematics final examination question papers to identify mathematical proficiencies that 


the examination questions demand, analyze the2007 grade12 Senior Certificate 


Mathematics final examinations learners’ scripts to identify mathematical proficiencies that 


learners display in their response to examination questions. 


The study responded to the following research question to achieve its aims and objectives:  


What mathematical proficiencies do grade 12 learners display in their response to 


examination questions on sequences and series, differential calculus, analytical geometry 


and trigonometry? At the beginning of the study I assumed that these are the questions that 


address the whole spectrum of proficiencies and would provide me with the necessary data. 


Theoretical framework and literature review 


The study used constructivism as a lens to view learners’ acquisition of mathematical 


proficiencies. Bruner (1966) highlights that constructivism is when learners actively construct 


their own understanding and knowledge of the world, through experiencing things and 


reflecting on those experiences, reconcile new experiences with old ones with the help of a 


knowledgeable instructor. Vygotsky (1978) further discusses that constructivism is when 


learners’ socially construct knowledge linguistically through interacting with signs and 


symbols under the guidance of a knowledgeable peer or adult. Ausubel (1985) explains that 


constructivism is an active social construction of meaning through hypothesis generation, 


testing and generalizations. Lastly, Watts and Bentley (1991) defines constructivism as the 


theory that brings about the knowledge of reality through perception, language, memory and 







the ability to go beyond given information. Constructivism is conceptualized by the 


discussion of the Zone of Proximal Development as follows; 


 ‘This difference between twelve and eight, or between nine and eight, is what we call the 


zone of proximal development. It is the distance between the actual development level as 


determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 


determined through problem solving under the guidance or in collaboration with a more 


capable peer.’ Vygotsky (1978: 86).   


Davydov (1995) explains that actual development level is the level of the development of 


mental functions that has been established as a result of finished developmental cycles 


which enables learners to solve problems independently, and potential development is the 


ability to solve problems with the help of the teacher or more knowledgeable peer. In the 


context of this study, the ZPD shows the mathematical proficiencies that learners display in 


their response to examination questions, which is the actual development because final 


examinations are written by learners without the help of a peer or educator.  


The study was on mathematical proficiencies that learners display in their response to 


examination questions. Kilpatrick etal. (2001) explains that mathematical proficiency is 


knowledge, expertise, competence and the facility of mathematics. Danley (2002) argues 


that mathematical proficiency is the ability to engage in Mathematics with understanding, 


computing, applying, reasoning and engaging. N.R.C (2002) shows that mathematical 


proficiency is based on a conception of what it means to be competent in Mathematics. 


Kilpatrick etal. (2001) and the N.R.C (2001) displays how mathematical proficiencies are 


intertwined, interconnected and interdependent.  


The study used four mathematical proficiencies, conceptual understanding, procedural 


fluency, strategic competence and adaptive reasoning.  Allen etal. (2009) specifies that 


conceptual understanding and procedural fluency form mathematical knowledge, strategic 


competence and adaptive reasoning are mathematical skills). (Kilpatrick etal. (2001) and 


Zakaria and Zaini (2009) explain that conceptual understanding is the ability to comprehend 


mathematical concepts, operations and relations. Star (2001) and Danley (2002) argue 


further that it is the knowing why of Mathematics knowledge which involves the ability to 


explain answers and identify mathematical relationship between procedures. Kilpatrick etal. 


(2001) defines procedural fluency as the learners’ skills of carrying out mathematical 


procedures in a manner that is accurate, flexible and appropriate. Star (2001) explains that 


procedural fluency is ‘knowing how’ of mathematical knowledge which involves learners 


ability to quickly recall and accurately execute procedures.  


NRC (2001and 2002) argues that strategic competence is the learners’ ability to formulate, 


represent and solve mathematical problems. Allen etal. (2009) elaborates that learners must 


experience the use of multiple strategies of solving a mathematical problem taking into 


cognizance that some strategies are specific to solving a particular problem. Star (2001) 


illuminates that learners must understand the context of the problem, the key elements of the 


problem and when representing the problem must discard irrelevant features.  Kilpatrick etal. 


(2001) explains that adaptive reasoning is the learners’ ability for logical thought, reflection, 


explanation and justification. It involves the learners’ capacity to think with logic about the 


relationship between mathematical concepts and relations.    







 (Huitt (2009); Forehand (2005) and Schoenfeld (2007) shows that examination questions 


have action verbs from the Bloom’s taxonomy such as define, illustrate, solve, compare, 


develop and justify, they determine the mathematical proficiencies that learners must display 


in their response to the examination questions. In this study mathematical proficiencies that 


learners display in their response to examination questions are identified and classified with 


the help of the Bloom’s taxonomy.  


 


RESEARCH METHODS 


The study was purely qualitative; the data is from learners’ examination scripts already 


collected by the University of Johannesburg project called Script analysis. Volkwein (2001) 


argues that qualitative research involves the process of generating theory by the researcher 


through the interpretation of evidence.  Bogdan and Biklen (1998) explains that qualitative 


research puts emphasis on viewing variables in the natural setting in which they are found. 


Creswell (2005) and Cohen and Manion (1994) shows that  detailed data is gathered 


through open ended questions that provide direct quotations and analysis of data is 


characterized by inductive reasoning by the researcher. A thick description of learners’ 


mathematical proficiency was provided by the researcher; hence the study is purely 


qualitative.  


The study has two components, the review of the 2007 grade 12 higher grade Mathematics 


final examination questions and the analysis of the grade 12 final examination scripts from 


the Gauteng Department of Education. Questions were selected from the 2007 grade 12 


higher grade Senior Certificate Examination and they are: Paper 1; Question 5, 6, and 7; 


Paper 2; Question 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. There were 90 randomly selected scripts from  batches 


of  1000  scripts that were used in a larger project called script analysis in the Faculty of 


Education at the University of Johannesburg  and marks ranged as shown below; group A 


(GA) from 0-50, group B (GB) from 51-90 and group C (GC) from 90-200 marks. 


Data Management and analysis 


The review of the 2007 Higher Grade Mathematics final examination is summarized in table 


1 below:  


TOPICS Procedural 


Fluency 


Conceptual 


Understanding 


Strategic 


competence 


Adaptive 


reasoning 


TOTAL 


Sequences and 


Series 


7 2 7 0 16 


Differential 


calculus 


13 6 13 0 32 


Analytical 


Geometry 


6 5 6 1 18 


Trigonometry 


 


18 13 18 4 53 







Table 1: A summary on the provision of mathematical proficiencies in the 2007 higher grade 


mathematics final examination questions.   


The review showed that all (100%) of the examination questions on all the topics demand 


procedural fluency and strategic competence. Two out of seven examination questions 


(28.6%) on sequences and series demand conceptual understanding. Zero out of seven 


examination questions (0%) on sequences and series demand adaptive reasoning. Six out 


of thirteen examination questions, (46.2%) on differential calculus demand conceptual 


understanding and no questions (0%) examination questions on differential calculus demand 


adaptive reasoning. The review also showed that five out of six (83.3%) of the examination 


questions on analytical geometry demand conceptual understanding. One out of six (16.7%) 


examination questions on analytical geometry demand adaptive reasoning. Lastly the review 


showed that thirteen out of eighteen (72.2%) examination questions on trigonometry demand 


adaptive reasoning. Four out of eighteen (22.2%) examination questions on trigonometry 


demand adaptive reasoning. 


The mathematical proficiencies that learners display in the 2007 higher grade Mathematics 


final examination scripts were distinguished by codes that have been developed using 


theoretical constructs on the mathematical proficiencies. The codes are shown in table 2 


below; 


 


Mathematical 
Proficiencies 


Performance By learner  Codes 


 


 


Conceptual 
Understanding 


 


 


No response. It is either learners only wrote the question number 


or left a blank space. 


CU0 


Learner displays no knowledge of connecting procedures & 


rules. 


CU1 


Learner connects Mathematics procedures, concepts and 


algorithms with no justification. 


CU2 


Learner connects Mathematics procedures, concepts and 


algorithms with minimal skill of justification. 


CU3 


Learner connects & reconnects mathematical procedures, 


concepts and algorithms with sound mathematical justifications 


and explanation. 


CU4 


 


 


Procedural 
Fluency 


 


 


No response. It is either the learner only wrote the question 


number or left a blank space. 


PF0 


Learner displays no knowledge of the procedure. PF1 


Learner shows insight of a procedure with major mathematical 


errors. 


PF2 


Learner shows acceptable knowledge of procedure with minor 


errors. 


PF3 







Learner carries out mathematical procedures accurately, 


appropriately and flexible. 


PF4 


 


 


Strategic 
competence 


No response to the question. It is either learners only wrote the 


question number or left a blank space. 


SC0 


No knowledge of formulating, representing and solving 


mathematical problems. 


SC1 


Formulate, represent and solve mathematical problems with 


some computational errors (no creativity). 


SC2 


Formulate, represent and solve mathematical problems showing 


reasons of ‘how’ and minimal reasons ‘why’ of mathematical 


knowledge (minimum creativity). 


SC3 


Formulate, represent and solve mathematical problems showing 


both the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of mathematical knowledge (creative 


response). 


SC4 


 


 


Adaptive 
Reasoning 


 


 


No response to the question. It is either learners only wrote the 


question number or left a blank space. 


AR0 


Uses methods to display logical thought, reflection and 


justification  


AR1 


Uses empirical methods to display logical thought, reflection and 


justification. 


AR2 


Uses abstractions to display logical thought, reflection limited to 


mathematical reflection and explanation. 


AR3 


Uses abstractions to display logical thought with mathematical 


reflection, explanation and justification. 


AR4 


Table 2: codes for mathematical proficiencies.  


 


Kilpatrick etal. (2001) showed that mathematical proficiencies are interwoven, 


interconnected and interdependent. A Summary of mathematical proficiencies displayed by 


learners in their response to chosen examination questions is shown below. The 


mathematical proficiencies were shown in form of strands. A question by question analysis 


of mathematical proficiencies displayed by learners in their response to the chosen 


examination questions is shown below: 


 


EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS 


 CATEGORIES OF MATHEMATICAL PROFICIENCIES  


NOT PROFICIENT YET TO BE PROFICIENT  PROFICIENT  


PR0CEDURA


L 


CONCEPTUAL PROCEDURA


L 


CONCEPTUAL PROCEDUR


AL 


CONCEPTUAL 







 


SEQUENCES AND 
SERIES 


PF0+SC0 


PF1+SC1 


PF0+SC0+CU0 


PF1+SC1+CU1 


 


PF3+SC2 


PF2+SC1 


PF2+SC2 


PF3+SC2+CU2 


PF2+SC1+CU1 


PF2+SC2+CU1 


PF4+SC4 


 


PF4+SC4+CU4 


TOTAL 143 69 33 11 47 10 


 


DIFFERENTIAL 
CALCULUS 


 


PF0+SC0 


PF1+SC1 


PF0+SC0+CU0 


PF1+SC1+CU1 


PF3+SC2 


PF2+SC1 


PF2+SC2 


PF3+SC2+CU2 


PF2+SC1+CU1 


PF2+SC2+CU1 


 


PF4+SC4 PF4+SC4+CU4 


TOTAL 


 


195 126 31 52 44 92 


 


ANALYTICAL 
GEOMETRY 


PF0+SC0 


PF1+SC1 


 


PF0+SC0+CU0 


PF0+SC0+CU0+A


R0 


PF1+SC1+CU1 


PF1+SC1+CU1+A


R1 


PF3+SC2 


PF2+SC1 


PF2+SC2 


PF3+SC2+CU2 


PF2+SC1+CU1 


PF2+SC2+CU1 


PF4+SC4 PF4+SC4+CU4 


PF4+SC4+CU4+AR4 


TOTAL 2 61 0 53 43 41 


 


TRIGONOMETRY 


PF0+SC0 


PF1+SC1 


PF0+SC0+CU0 


PF0+SC0+CU0+A


R0 


PF1+SC1+CU1 


PF1+SC1+CU1+A


R0 


PF3+SC2 


PF2+SC1 


PF2+SC2 


PF3+SC2+CU2 


PF2+SC1+CU1 


PF2+SC2+CU1 


PF2+SC2+CU1 


+AR1 


PF4+SC4 PF4+SC4+CU4 


PF4+SC4+CU4+AR2 


 


 


 


TOTAL 44 286 38 155 33 144 


Table3: Strands of mathematical proficiencies from the analysis of learners’ scripts.  


 







 


Figure 1: Learners’ responses for question 5.3 on sequences and series. 


The vignette above shows one example of learner’s work on an examination question on 


sequences and series that was classified as PF3+SC2+CU1. This is one of the 11 


responses of learners that were classified as yet to be proficient on examination questions 


on sequences and series that demand conceptual knowledge.  Using the memorandum this 


learners’ response has PF3 which shows that the learner has an acceptable knowledge of 


the procedure but could not use the formula, SC2 shows that the learner substituted with 


correct values the simplification did not lead to the required answer. Lastly to reach the 


required answer the learner could have comprehended with the procedures of logarithm thus 


the response is classified as CU1 to show that the learner has no knowledge of connecting 


procedures. 


The vignette below shows two examples of learner’s responses on examination questions on 


differential calculus that demand conceptual knowledge. Learner A’s response is one of the 


126 classified as not proficient and was one of those coded as PF1+SC1+CU1.These were 


learners who have no knowledge of the procedure of finding the derivative, simplify wrong 


and could not comprehend the derivative rule with simplification of quadratic equations to 


reach the required solution in accordance with the memorandum. Learner B’s response was 


one of the 92 classified as proficient, one of those coded as PF4+SC4+CU4. These were 


learners who carried out the procedure of finding the derivative accurately, appropriately and 


flexible. These learners firstly simplify quadratic equation then took the derivative which is 


evidence of comprehending procedures.      







 


  


Figure 2: Learners’ responses for question 6.2.2 on differential calculus. 


 


 


Figure 3: Learners’ responses for question 1.1.1 on analytical geometry. 


Another vignette above shows two learners’ responses for examination questions on 


analytical geometry that demand procedural knowledge. Learner A’s response was one of 


the 2 classified as not proficient and one of those coded as PF1+SC1.  These were learners 







with no knowledge of the procedure on finding the co-ordinates of the mid-point and simplify 


with wrong values. Learner B was one of the 43 classified as proficient, one of those coded 


PF4+SC4. These were learners who carried out the procedure of finding the mid-point 


accurately, appropriately and flexible. These learners chose the correct formula, substitute 


correct values and simplify correctly to reach the required solution as in the memorandum. 


The last vignette below shows three learners’ responses for questions on trigonometry that 


demand conceptual knowledge. Learner A’s response was one of those 286 classified as not 


proficient and one of the coded PF1+SC1+CU1. These were learners with no knowledge of 


the procedure of finding the angle β, substitute with wrong values and the simplification did 


not give the answer shown in the memorandum. Learner B’s response was one of those 155 


classified as yet to be proficient, one of the  coded as PF2+SC2+CU1.  This learner had 


some insight with the procedure of finding the value of angle β showed some major errors 


like dividing by root three but still keep it on one side of the equation. This shows failure to 


comprehend surds and trigonometric ratios. Lastly, Learner C’s response was one of those 


144 classified as proficient and one of those coded PF4+SC4+CU4. These learners chose 


the correct procedure, substituted with the correct surds, simplified correct to reach the 


required solution as shown in the memorandum. 


 


Figure 4: Learners’ responses for question 3.2.2 on trigonometry. 


 


DISCUSSION 


 There are three categories of mathematical proficiencies that are displayed by learners in 


their response to examination questions on all four topics analyzed for questions that 


demand either procedural or conceptual knowledge. For learners who were not proficient, 


the strands showed learners who left blank spaces and those that used wrong mathematical 


procedures resulting in their responses to be mathematically wrong. For the category yet to 


be proficient, there were a variety of indicators that showed this category; some learners 


only wrote the correct formula, some wrote the correct formula, substituted correct and 







simplified wrong, some chose correct formula, substituted correct, simplified correct and 


wrote wrong conclusion, some chose correct formula, failed to comprehend procedures, 


some comprehended correct and failed to justified their answers.  For learners who were 


proficient, these learners  used relevant procedures, comprehended procedures, substituted 


correct, simplification is correct and reached the correct answer or conclusion. 


 For sequences and series, there were learners who are not proficient, yet to be proficient 


and proficient. There were 63.13% of learners’ for examination questions that demand 


procedural knowledge were not proficient. There were 76.67% of learners’ for examination 


questions that demand conceptual knowledge are not proficient. Again the strands revealed 


that these learners left blank spaces and others used wrong mathematical procedures 


resulting in their responses to be wrong. There were 14.78% learners who were yet to be 


proficient on questions that demand procedural knowledge and 12.22% learners for 


examination questions that demand conceptual knowledge were yet to be proficient. The 


study showed 21.08% learners for examination questions that demand procedural 


knowledge were proficient and, which 11.11% learners for examination questions that 


demand conceptual knowledge are proficient.  


In the questions on differential calculus, three categories are shown, not proficient, yet to 


proficient and proficient. The study showed that 72.22% of learners for examination 


questions that demand procedural knowledge are not proficient and 46.67% of learners for 


questions that demand conceptual knowledge are also not proficient.  There were 11.48% 


learners for questions that demand procedural knowledge are yet to be proficient and 


19.26% of learners for questions that demand conceptual knowledge were yet to be 


proficient. Lastly, there were 16.3% learners for questions that demand procedural 


knowledge were proficient and 34.07% learners for questions that demand conceptual 


knowledge (see figure 2 for these proficiencies). 


For the questions on analytical geometry, there were 4.44% learners for questions that 


demand procedural were not proficient and 39.35% learners for questions that demand 


conceptual knowledge are also not proficient. No learners were yet to be proficient on 


questions that demand procedural knowledge and 34.19.learners for questions that demand 


conceptual knowledge were yet to be proficient. Lastly, 95.56% learners for examination 


questions that demand procedural knowledge were proficient and 26.45% learners for 


examination questions that demand conceptual knowledge are proficient. (See figure 3 for 


these proficiencies). 


Lastly, for trigonometry there are 57.04% learners for questions that demand procedural 


knowledge, were not proficient and 48.89% learners for questions that demand conceptual 


knowledge were also not proficient. There are 26.76% learners for questions that demand 


procedural knowledge were yet to be proficient and 26.3% learners for questions that 


demand conceptual knowledge were also yet to be proficient. There was also 23.34% 


learners for questions that demand procedural knowledge were proficient and 24.62% 


learners for questions that demand conceptual knowledge was proficient (see figure 4 for 


these proficiencies). 


CONCLUSION 







The study has revealed that a majority of learners leave high school not proficient in 


sequences and series for examination questions that demand both procedural and 


conceptual knowledge. This was contrary to a study by Zakaria and Zaini (2009) whose 


findings was that a majority of learners were not proficient in conceptual knowledge and 


proficient in procedural knowledge. The study has also revealed that there were learners 


who leave high school yet to be proficient in examination questions in sequences and series. 


A low number of learners leave high school being proficient in examination questions on 


sequences and series that demand procedural knowledge or conceptual knowledge. This 


implied that a majority of learners leaving high school will struggle in tertiary courses that 


demand the knowledge of sequences and series. 


The study has also revealed that a majority of learners leave high school not proficient in 


examination questions on differential calculus that demand procedural knowledge and this is 


contrary to studies on procedural knowledge such as Star (2001) that shows that learners 


cope with procedural knowledge. Almost half learners leave high school not proficient on 


examination questions on differential calculus. There were a considerable number of 


learners who leave high school yet to be proficient in differential calculus. These learners 


have performed errors, misconceptions and problems on notation as shown in the study by 


Luneta and Makonye (2010). There was a low number of learners leaving high school 


proficient in examination questions on differential calculus that demand procedural 


knowledge and a slightly higher number of learners leaving high school proficient on 


differential calculus that demand conceptual knowledge. This was contrary to studies on 


conceptual and procedural knowledge such as that by Simpson and Zakaria (2004) and 


Schneider and Stern( 2010). 


The study revealed that a very low number of learners leave high school not proficient in 


examination questions on analytical geometry that demand procedural knowledge and a 


higher number of learners who left high school not proficient in examination questions that 


demand conceptual knowledge as shown in a study by Zakaria and Zaini (2009). There were 


also learners who left high school yet to be proficient in examination questions on analytical 


geometry that demand both procedural and conceptual knowledge. A majority of learners left 


high school proficient in examination questions on analytical geometry that demand 


procedural knowledge and a low number of learners left high school proficient in examination 


questions that demand conceptual knowledge. 


 This research study has revealed that on average half the learners that left high school were 


not proficient in examination questions on trigonometry that demand both conceptual and 


procedural knowledge. There was also a considerable number of learners who left high 


school that are yet to be proficient in examination questions on trigonometry that demand 


both procedural and conceptual knowledge. There was a low number of learners that left 


high school proficient in examination questions on trigonometry that demand both procedural 


and conceptual knowledge.  
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I draw on Eco’s (1984) notion of topic and isotopy to develop methodological 
resources for describing mathematics content that emerges in the mathematical 
work of teachers and students. Using two Grade 9 lessons on the teaching of 
exponents, I show how use of the notions of topic and isotopy enables a description 
of the content that emerges in pedagogic situations. In particular, the paper 
establishes a proposition, mooted in the work of Davis (2011a), that mathematics 
topics do not remain stable across pedagogic situations. 


 


INTRODUCTION 


The general problematic within which this paper is located is the constitution of mathematics 


in the pedagogic situations of schooling, specifically what is constituted as mathematics and 


how in school mathematics lessons. Drawing on Eco’s (1984) use of the notion of topic in 


semiotics, this paper develops the notion of topic as a methodological resource for 


describing the constitution of mathematics in pedagogic situations of schooling. I interrogate 


the assumption that mathematics topics remain stable across pedagogic contexts because 


what is realised as content under a specific topic name does not necessarily reflect the 


content one expects to be associated with the topic name. The idea that topic is not stable 


across contexts has been used in other work (see Davis, 2011a; Chitsike, 2011), but a more 


careful elaboration is now required to establish it as a proposition. 


WHAT IS A TOPIC? 


The notion of topic is conceptualised in semiotics as referring to the subject of a text in 


relation to its levels of coherence. The notion of isotopy first introduced by Greimas (1970) 


and later adapted by Eco (1984), is associated with the level of coherence of a text. In 


reference to literary texts, Eco describes topic as  


an abductive schema that helps the reader to decide which semantic properties have to be 
actualised whereas isotopies are the actual textual verification of that tentative hypothesis 
(Eco, 1979 as cited in Eco, 1984: 189).  


Eco regards topic as a pragmatic resource deployed by the reader to focus the interpretation 


of the meaning of a text and isotopy as “a level of possible semantic actualisation of the text” 


(Eco, 1984: 189). The glossing of the notion of isotopy as ‘repetition’ in a text, due to 


Greimas, was found to be problematic by Eco (1984), prompting him to redefine the idea. 


Indeed, isotopy almost always refers to constancy in going in a direction that a text exhibits 
when submitted to rules of interpretative coherence […] What should be clear in any case is 
that the identification of the topic is cooperative (pragmatic) movement guiding the reader to 
individuate the isotopies as a semantic feature of a text. (Eco, 1984: 201) 







Topic imposes a rule of interpretative coherence and isotopy refers to the semantic result of 


that coherent interpretation (Eco, 1984: 193). Further, Eco recognises the “the actualized 


isotopy as the ‘objective’ content of the expression” (Eco, 1984: 193). 


Eco’s (1984) notions of topic and isotopy are semiotic resources for describing and 


analysing literary texts. This paper focuses on mathematics texts produced by teachers and 


students in the pedagogic contexts of schooling. The texts referred to by Eco include 


conversations, comic books, films, poems and so forth, that may be used as pedagogic 


resources but clearly differ from pedagogic texts. A pedagogic text, defined as “an utterance 


within a context of a pedagogic relationship” (Dowling, 1998: 112), includes sequences of 


verbal, written or gestural significations such as teacher and student speech, worked 


examples or notes written on a chalkboard or a textbook. Pedagogy is to be understood as 


necessarily evaluative. Pedagogic evaluation distinguishes legitimate from non-legitimate 


knowledge statements for students and reveals criteria for the recognition and realisation of 


mathematical objects and procedures in pedagogic contexts. Such evaluations are, of 


course, not identical across pedagogic contexts, and so the criteria that are posited could, in 


principle, be rather different across contexts. The paper attempts to develop Eco’s notions of 


topic and isotopy as resources for describing the constitution of mathematics exhibited in the 


pedagogic texts produced by teachers and students in the context of schooling. 


According to Eco (1984), the reader posits the topic of a literary text in generating a theory 


about its semantic content and isotopies verify or disrupt the reader’s construction of the 


topic. In the latter case, the topic is altered to conform to the isotopies. In the reading of 


literary texts the reader usually has a store of cultural information that can be selected from 


to actualise a topic. With pedagogic texts, however, the student is routinely confronted with 


content that is unfamiliar, and has to rely on the evaluative criteria operative in the 


pedagogic situation to constitute the topic. It is also the case that the student cannot but 


draw on their store of mathematics in their attempts to constitute the topic. Isotopy, which, in 


the case of mathematics, the student reads off from the operational activity deployed in the 


pedagogic situation, confirms (or disrupts) the student’s construction of the content of the 


topic. 


The pedagogic organisation of a content area and an elaboration of the content reveals the 


topic. An examination of the elaboration of the content in the pedagogic context reveals the 


isotopy constituted by the teacher’s operational activity and the isotopy confirms (or disrupts) 


the content of the topic for the student. The operational activity in a pedagogic situation is 


described by considering the operations that emerge in that situation along with the 


collections of objects over which the operations are performed. In addition, the criteria 


regulating the selection and sequencing of the operations are to be described (Davis, 


2011b). 


DIVISION OVER EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS 


In a Grade 9 lesson the teacher announced that the lesson topic was division and 


proceeded to use an example, 73 ÷ 72, to illustrate procedures for solving problems involving 


division of exponential expressions. The worked example  served as an exemplar of 


the class of problems that deal with the simplification of statements of the form , where 


.  







The teacher presented a method for dividing exponential expressions, which she referred to 


as the “long method” (see Figure 1). The teacher’s procedure for the “long method” is shown 


in an extract from the lesson transcript: 


Teacher:   So here, how many sevens do you have? 


Learners:  Two. 


Teacher:  No. 


Learners:  Three. 


Teacher:   It’s seven, seven, seven. Nhe? {Right?} 


Learners:  Yes. 


Teacher: Then you divide by how many sevens?  


Learners:  Two. 


Teacher: So it is seven, seven. The long method is a primary. It’s a primary 
method, not a high school method. But here you are not .. the same. 
Then what you do, you cancel seven and seven nhe? {right?} 


Learners:  Yes. 


Teacher:  Then seven no {and} seven. Then lo ushiyekileyo uzakuba yintoni? {Then 
what happens to the seven that is left?}  


Learners:  [Indistinct] 


Teacher:  Yi-answer. {It is an answer.} The one that is not being cancelled is your? 


Learners:  [Chorus] Answer. 


The teacher’s first question in the extract is ambiguous. The learners appear to interpret the 


question as referring to the number of sevens in the expression 73 ÷ 72 but the teacher is 


referring to the number of sevens in the transformation of 73 to 7 multiplied by itself three 


times. The teacher does not refer to exponentiation as repeated multiplication, but that 


appears to be what is intended. Instead, the exponent signifies the number of 7s that have to 


be repeated. In the transformation from 73 to 7.7.7 the dots between the sevens represent 


multiplication for the teacher but the operation multiplication is absent from the teacher’s 


speech and as such remains implicit at the level of the spoken word. Similarly, the use of 


cancelling implicitly refers to division. But, again, the operation division is absent from the 


teacher’s speech when performing the cancellation operation. 


 


Figure 1. A teacher’s “long method” for dividing exponential expressions 


Let us now look more closely at the operational activity of the teacher. The procedure 


involves a series of transformations from the initial expression 73 ÷ 72 to the terminal 


expression, 7. Each transformation is legitimate irrespective of the operations employed as 


long as the transformation produces an expression equal in value to the initial expression.  







The expression 73 in the teacher’s procedure signifies a collection of objects with 3 indexing 


the cardinality of the set and 7 indicating the type of objects in the collection. So 73 refers to 


a set A with cardinality 3. There are an infinite number of sets for any given n ( , thus 


forming an equivalence class associated with that natural number. However, in this case we 


know that the set is to populated by 7s. So the particular set referred to with the cardinality of 


3 is the set A = {7;7;7}. Similarly, the expression 72 represents a set with cardinality 2, made 


up of 7s; that is, we have a set, B, where B = {7;7}. The listing of 7.7.7 and 7.7 seems to 


suggest that the teacher’s procedure renders numbers as objects to be counted. 


From the expression , the teacher generates the expression 7 by cancelling 7s from the 


numerator and denominator, 
7.7.7


7.7   
, leaving a single 7 remaining in the numerator of the 


expression. We might think of the process of eliminating 7s by cancelling as generating the 


set C, consisting of the object 7; that is, C = {7}. C is then represented by the teacher as 71. 


The effect of the procedure is to transform the problem of division of exponential expressions 


to a problem about counting. The teacher’s operational activity, therefore, constitutes 


counting as the isotopy. The operations, such as “how many sevens”, serve as the isotopic 


markers for students. Consequently, counting becomes the content associated with the 


topic, division of exponential expressions. Counting serves as the primary regulative 


resource underpinning the teacher’s procedure for solving problems involving division of 


exponential expressions. The regulation of the students seems to be motivated by the 


teacher’s image of the competence of her students: “The long method is a primary. It’s a 


primary method, not a high school method. But here you are not .. the same.” Secondly, the 


teacher’s procedure seems to be strongly regulated by the iconic features of mathematical 


expressions, what Davis refers to as “the-usually distorting-over-determining effect that 


arises when mathematical expressions are treated as a source of imagistic data for the 


purposes of mathematical processing” Davis (2011b: 313). 


The isotopy generated by the teacher’s procedure produces a context for counting and 


portrays content of the topic, exponential division, as counting. The content associated with 


the topic, division of exponential expressions, in this pedagogic context differs from what is 


usually associated with the topic.  


EXPRESSIONS WITH NEGATIVE EXPONENTS 


In another grade 9 lesson, a teacher introduced the topic negative exponents using the 


example, 2-1. Up to that point the teacher had discussed exponential expressions of the form 


am, where . However, that the indices were natural numbers remained implicit to the 


criteria used by the teacher. In the extract below the teacher explained that expressions with 


negative exponents were not in an appropriate form and should be converted to expressions 


with positive exponents. 


Teacher:    Sijonge kengoku xa sine-negative exponent. {Let’s look at when we have a 
negative exponent.} Most of the time we do not like to give our answers 
with negative exponents. Nhe? {Right?} 







After a discussion with students, some of whom stated that the answer should be written as 


, the teacher insisted on an explanation for the answer. 


Teacher:     We change that power and write it as a fraction, but i-fraction ke ayizusuka 
kude, asizuthatha {the fraction wont be taken afar and we wont take it} 
from other numbers from outside, amanani siwasebenzisa {we use the 
numbers} from here. Siyavana? {Do we understand each other?} 


The teacher’s motivation for the procedure described below appears to be regulated by the 


need to convert the exponential expression with a negative exponent to one with a positive 


exponent. Secondly, it also seems that fraction, as the form of the answer, is another central 


regulative resource. The first stage of the procedure involved converting 2-1 to  (see 


Figure 2). 


   


Figure 2. A teacher demonstrates the transformation from 2-1 to . 


Teacher:     [Draws a circle around 2-1] Do we have any number that is written in front 
of this power [pointing at the circled 2-1]?  


Learners:    No. 


Teacher:     And if we don’t have a number we take that the number that is there is 
equal to? 


Learners:    [Chorus] One. 


Teacher:      One. We take for granted. In fact it is a rule that the number that is always 
here [pointing at the space preceding 2-1] is equal to one.  


The motivation for converting 2-1 to  soon becomes clear as the teacher sets up a 


spatial frame for the solution (See Figure 3). The transformation to the expression  


essentially serves to generate parts of an expression to populate the spatial frame. 


Teacher:       So we are going to change this power to a fraction. 


Learners:  Yes. 


Teacher:  [Inaudible] A fraction has got a [Draws the division line for a fraction] 
….numerator [Pointing to the space for numerator] and a denominator 
[Pointing to a space for the denominator] 


Learners: [Chorusing with teacher] Numerator and denominator. 


Teacher:  But how are we going to write that fraction. [Erases fraction division line]  


   


Figure 3. Teacher sets up the spatial frame for the solution. 







The teacher agreed with the students that the answer was  and proceeded to explain how 


different parts of the expression were to be spatially distributed in the fraction spatial 


frame (see Figure 4). 


  
 


Figure 4. A teacher demonstrates the transformation from  to . 


Teacher:  The numerator will be the number of this power. How many powers are 
here? 


Students: One. 


Teacher:   One. So this one [points at 1 in 1 x 2-1] will be? The numerator andithi? {is 
it not?}[Writes 1 as numerator of fraction.] 


Students:  Yes. 


Teacher:  And then we are going to change this multiplication [points at x in 1 x 2-1] to 
a division. [Draws fraction line.] 


Students:  Division. 


Teacher:  And then what ever comes after that will also change. Then we will take all 
this [points at 2-1 in 1 x 2-1] to the what? 


Students:  Denominator. 


Teacher:  Denominator and change this negative [points at - in 1 x 2-1] to  


Students:  Positive. 


In general terms, the teacher’s procedure for substituting an expression with a negative 


exponent a-n (where  by an expression with a positive exponent (
1


a
n


) can be written 


as follows: (1) Write the expression a-n as 1 x a-n. (2) Convert the expression to fraction form, 


p


q
, by doing the following: a) change multiplication to division; (b) move the “1” in the 


expression 1 x a-n to the numerator space of the fraction; (c) change the sign of the exponent 


from a-n to an as a-n moves to the denominator of the fraction; and (d) write the solution as 


1


a
n


. 


As discussed above the isotopy constructed from the teacher’s operational activity is 


strongly regulated by operations implicated in the distribution of parts of the mathematical 


expression to a spatial frame. Johnson & Davis (2010: 135) refer to such a spatial frame as 


a character distribution matrix that they define as “a resource for the regulation of the 


mathematical activity demanding the use of very particular spatial distributions of symbols in 


the organisation and presentation of transformations from one mathematical expression to 


another”. Consequently, the spatial distribution of parts of the expression suggests an 







existential shift from numbers to symbols or characters since numbers cannot move in the 


way suggested by the teacher.  


In the mathematics encyclopaedia, a-n (where  is defined as 
1


a
n


. The teacher 


substitutes the definition of a-n with a procedure for converting expressions with negative 


exponents to expressions with positive exponents. Consequently, she realises the definition 


of a-n inductively. The substitution of definitions with operations is not surprising in the GET 


curriculum context where definitions are not explicitly taught. The teacher’s operational 


activity constitutes symbol generation and symbol distribution as the isotopy, with the sign of 


the exponent in the exponential expression and the location of the expression either in the 


numerator or the denominator position, as the isotopic markers for students. Consequently, 


how to ‘change’ a negative exponent to a positive exponent through symbol distribution 


becomes the content associated with the topic, expressions with negative exponents.  


On a home-schooling website, Home School Math Net, the topic of exponential expressions 


with negative exponents is introduced through patterns: ; ; ; ; 


; . In this case, the content of the topic, expressions with negative 


exponents, are likewise realised inductively and replaces the formal definition of a-n (where 


Here the isotopy relies on successive divisions by two. The isotopy constituted by the 


website pedagogic text differs from the isotopy constituted by the teacher discussed above. 


The content associated with the topic, exponential expressions with negative exponents, 


differs across the two pedagogic situations and differ from what we expect to associate with 


topic.  


CONCLUDING REMARKS 


The two examples discussed above illustrate that for a given topic the associated content 


that emerges in the pedagogic situation may differ substantially from each other and from 


the content usually associated with the topic. Consequently, content cannot be directly 


inferred from the topic name. Secondly, content associated with a topic name is not stable 


across different pedagogic situations. Since pedagogy is necessarily evaluative, the 


realisation of the isotopies and consequently the content associated with a topic is 


dependent on the evaluative criteria that emerge in pedagogic situations. Variations in 


isotopies and therefore topic content is possible because operations are functions and 


function rules can vary as long as they produce the same output for a given input (Davis, 


2011a). Thus, content of a topic can only be established by examining the isotopies that 


emerge from a description of the operational activity present in the pedagogic situation. 


Typically, the two examples discussed above would be referred to as procedural as opposed 


conceptual knowledge. The topic-isotopy as a methodological resource provides an alternate 


to the procedural-conceptual distinction to describe mathematics constituted in pedagogic 


contexts.   
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The paper investigates how primary teachers learn and negotiate their numeracy teacher 
identities through participation in an in-service community of practice-informed teacher 
professional development programme (NICLE). The study is informed by a situated theory of 
learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991)and Wenger’s (1998)  Community of Practice theory. The 
paper draws on data obtained from interactive interviews with 10 sampled primary teachers 
participating in an in-service numeracy education community of practice.  Through 
participation in NICLE teachers explored new ways of being mathematical. Notably teacher 
histories, the phase taught, one’s subject/phase specialization or further training in maths 
influenced the nature of learning and emerging identities. 


INTRODUCTION 


This paper focuses on how numeracy teacher identities evolve in relation to participation in 


an in-service community of practice informed teacher professional development programme. 


This study contributes to the field of teacher identity research currently popular in many 


mathematics education research studies. Generally the focus on maths teacher identity has 


been influenced by the ‘social turn’ (Lerman, 2000, p.23) and the ‘participationist metaphor’ 


(Sfard, 1998) which allows, for the exploration of teacher learning using Lave and Wenger’s 


(1991) situated theory. Identity is key to the sociocultural-participationists’ perspective and 


‘learning and a sense of identity are inseparable: They are aspects of the same 


phenomenon’ (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p.115). Sfard and Prusak (2005, p.19) concur with 


this, arguing that ‘identities are crucial to learning. With their tendency to act as self-fulfilling 


prophecies, identities are likely to play a critical role in determining whether the process of 


learning will end with what counts as success or with what is regarded as failure.’  


Thus our epistemological and ontological principle of learning elucidates that, participation in 


communities of practice in which any knowledge exists shapes one’s identity and transforms 


one’s knowledge (Wenger, 1998, Lave and Wenger, 1991). Being grounded in such 


theoretical formations this paper relying on a small segment of data from the interactive 


interviews of a sample of 10 primary teachers participating in NICLE, explores how teachers 


construct their numeracy teacher identities. To analyse the data we use one of Wenger’s 


(1998) three modes of belonging, namely imagination, and part of Wenger’s characterisation 


of identity as ‘learning trajectory’ and as a ‘nexus of multimembership’.  Sfard and Prusak’s 


(2005) insights on the notion of identity complements these three faces of identity.  







The primary teachers mathematics professional development initiative which provides the 


empirical field in which this study is situated is called the Numeracy Inquiry Community of 


Leader Educators - (NICLE), which has been explicitly designed and conceptually framed as 


both a Community of Practice (Wenger, 1998; Lave and Wenger, 1991) and a Community of 


Inquiry (Jaworski, 2005) teacher development approach. The NICLE initiative focuses on 


numeracy teacher development within the foundation and intermediate phases in 15 primary 


schools in the greater Grahamstown area and currently has 57 teachers who attend 


fortnightly seminars and inquiry sessions.  


THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 


To investigate the development of numeracy teacher identity through participation in a 


numeracy community of practice (NICLE) this study is informed by Lave and Wenger’s 


Community of Practice theory (Wenger, 1998; Lave and Wenger, 1991). This theory regards 


learning as social participation (Wenger, 1998). Under this situative perspective, learning 


within a COP is a dual process transforming knowledge and ‘who we are’- it a process of 


becoming and involves the construction of identities of participation (Wenger, 1998; Lave 


and Wenger, 1991). This sociocultural-participationists’ notion of connecting identity 


formation and learning is central to this study. Thus to analyse part of the empirical data 


presented in this paper, this study will be guided by Wenger’s concept of identity, which is 


one of the four components of his social theory of learning. To help us understand the 


process of teacher identity formation and learning will be ‘imagination’, which is one of 


Wenger’s three modes of belonging, namely, alignment, engagement and imagination. 


Wenger’s (1998) characterisation of identity as a ‘learning trajectory’ and as a ‘nexus of 


multimembership’  will also support analyses of our research findings. This study also draws 


from Sfard and Prusak’s (2005) operationalized notions of identity which have theorised 


learning in relation to identity and have provided theoretical opportunities not provided in 


Lave and Wenger and Wenger’s work. Sfard and Prusak (2005, p. 20) define learning as, 


closing the gap between current17 and designated identities. This identity framework 


provides us with an analytical tool and a language to explore how numeracy teacher 


identities evolve. 


CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 


Since Adler’s (1998) assertion that the social practice theory powerfully illuminates 


mathematics teacher development there has been a surge in mathematics professional 


development models employing a situated learning perspective to create maths communities 


of practice from which teachers participate in and learn through active participation. 


International studies include for example, Bohl and Van Zoest (2003), Little et al (2003), 


Farmer, Gerretson and Lassak, (2003), while regional studies include for example, Hulliet, 


(2004) and Graven (2004). Furthermore the interest in COP professional development 


initiatives has been against the shortcomings of conventional professional development 


interventions. Many studies have heavily criticised traditional  mandatory one-shot 


“workshops” run in school districts as being unproductive, fragmented, unrelated to practice, 
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 Sfard and Prusak(2005) do not use the term ‘current identities’ and instead refer to ‘actual 
identities’. However in personal e-mail correspondence between Mellony Graven and Anna Sfard in 
November 2008, Sfard indicated that she decided to replace the term ‘actual identity’ with ‘current 
identity’ since many readers interpreted ‘actual identities’ as declarative. We thus use the preferred 
term ‘current identities’ here. See also Graven (2012) for elaboration on this. 







lacking in intensity, content and follow up and having little effect on teacher practice 


(Chisholm et al, 2000; OECD, 2008; Graven, 2012). Teacher community professional 


development approaches have great potential and many benefits. They are regarded as 


democratic sites that create opportunities for teacher learning, teacher growth and allow 


teachers to mutually support each other whilst giving attention to issues of subject matter, 


teaching practice and student learning which ultimately enables educators to improve the 


quality of learning experiences for pupils (Grossman Wineburg & Woolworth, 2001; Little, et 


al, 2003; Adler, 1997; Graven 2004, 2012). 


It is against this conceptual backdrop that the South African Numeracy Chair, based at 


Rhodes University has developed – NICLE, whose main focus is to support quality 


numeracy teaching in the broader Grahamstown area. The numeracy teacher development 


programme is explicitly designed as both a Community of Practice and a Community of 


Inquiry teacher development approach and is framed by Wenger’s Communities of Practice 


perspective (Wenger, 1998, Lave and Wenger, 1991) and by Jaworski’s (2005) concept of 


mathematics Communities of Inquiry, which brings more of a critical perspective. In its first 


year running teachers have participated in 15 fortnightly numeracy sessions and they have 


also been exposed to a regional, a national and an international maths conference. The 


NICLE fortnightly meetings have been presented by key and influential numeracy guest 


speakers who provide teachers with a sense of the mathematics education community, its 


practices and diverse perspectives. NICLE is informed and guided by key international and 


influential numeracy researchers who link ‘effective teachers of numeracy’ with 


connectionists maths classroom practices (Askew et al, 1997a) and engage learners in the 


mathematical discipline (Ball, 1993) leading to learners’  ‘mathematical proficiency’ 


(Kilpatrick et al, 2001). These writings have shaped the vision of the Chair and the projected 


professional numeracy teacher identity promoted within NICLE. 


RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 


The NICLE professional development programme forms the empirical field of research to 


this study with the unit of analysis being ‘the teacher in NICLE’. In carrying out this research 


we are using an ethnographic approach so as to provide a rich thick description on how 


primary teachers fashion their numeracy identity through participation in NICLE. Whilst the 


broader PhD study of the first author, uses participant observations, interactive interviews 


and reflective journals to gather data, this paper presents part of the data obtained from 


interactive interviews carried out in November and December 2011. These interviews were 


conducted by the first author with 10 selected primary maths teachers participating in NICLE. 


The interactive interview affords the teachers voice in the research and reduced the 


influence over the interviewing process, with the participants retaining considerable control 


over the course of the interview (Corbin and Morse, 2003). A semi-structured interview 


schedule with open-ended questions was used to enable ‘conversational intimacy’ (Corbin & 


Morse, 2003, p. 328) and to encourage stories of the 10 selected primary teachers 


participating in NICLE. The average time for each interview was an hour. All interviews were 


conducted at the respondent’s school and were audio-recorded and fully transcribed. 


The ten teachers drawn from NICLE were selected through a combination of the purposive 


sampling and stratified sampling strategies. We intentionally selected teachers who actively 


participated in and frequently attended NICLE sessions and additionally those teachers who 


were willing to be part of this longitudinal research journey. Teachers in the sample are from 







four different types of schools in the South Africa education system. Four are from a farm 


school, two are from a historically African township school, two are from historically Coloured 


schools in a historically coloured area and two are from an ex model C preparatory school in 


a formerly white area. We have used two letters (eg SP) to indicate school code names. In 


this sample of teachers 3 are intermediate phase teachers (one of these is a deputy 


principal), two are multi-grade teachers of grades 2-3 and grades 3-4, and the other 5 are 


foundation phase teachers. Notably all foundation phase teachers in the sample are female. 


The table below provides information on the teachers and shows the identification codes 


given to teachers. The first digit in the teacher identification number indicates the grade level 


taught with the only exceptions being multigrade class teachers (SP2/3 & SP4/5) and 


Teacher AP4-7 who taught grades 4 up to 7.  The range and diversity of the teacher groups 


will assist in explaining how numeracy teacher identities evolve probably in relation to the 


grade(s) taught or phase specialisation. 


Table 1 Sample Teachers background information  


School 


Code  


Type of school Teacher 
I D  


Gende
r 


Phase 
Taught 


Teaching years 
Experience 


 


 
SP 


 
 
 


Farm  school with some 
multigrade classes 


SP1 F F P 6 


SP2/3 F F P 14 


SP4/5 F I P  


SP0 F F P 6 


OP Ex model C school in 
a historically white middle 


class surburb 


OP3a F F P 11 


OP3b F F P 27 


BP Historically African township school  
 


BP3 F F P 17 


BP6 M I P  


AH Historically coloured combined 
primary and secondary school in  


a historically coloured area 


AH0 F F P 6 


AP Historically coloured primary   
school in a historically coloured  


area 


AP4-7 M I P 19 


 


A deductive data analysis strategy has been used to synthesise and make sense of raw data 


(Best and Kahn, 1998), obtained from interactive interviews. Thus the coding and exploration 


of data was guided by the identity framework elements presented herein. The outlined 


identity framework will be used to analyse and interpret the sample data. Such structuring of 


data places identity at the centre and assists in explaining how primary teachers negotiate 


numeracy teacher identities through participation in NICLE. 







NICLE TEACHERS’NUMERACY IMAGINATIONS 


In this part of the paper we present part of our research findings and these are interpreted 


through the lens of the underpinning identity theoretical framework. The data presented here 


was gleaned from our interactive interview question 7, which read ‘What type of numeracy 


teacher do you imagine to be at the end of the NICLE programme?’ According to Wenger 


(1998, p.176) imagination ‘is the process of expanding our self by transcending our time and 


space and creating new images of …... ourselves’. This concept of imagination was used to 


elicit stories of the way teachers foresee themselves within the space, context and 


opportunities afforded in this numeracy teacher professional development programme. 


Imagination would assist the NICLE sampled teachers to envision possible (mathematical) 


futures, possibilities and identities (Wenger, 1998). 


The teachers’ responses refer to different aspects of identity and we have grouped these 


into themes. Some teachers refer to two or more aspects of identity in their responses and 


therefore their notion of imagined identity can fit in more than one theme.  


From the responses two of the teachers created images of a mathematical teacher they 


longed to be, by ‘being in someone else’s shoes’ (Wenger, 1998, p.185). Thus Mrs SP2/3 at 


the end of the NICLE wanted to be ‘like Mrs SP1’, whom she commended as having ‘all the 


aspects of a brilliant maths teacher’. Mrs SP2/3 and Mrs SP1 taught at the same school, with 


the latter being a Montessori trained teacher, who foresaw herself being like one of her ‘very 


good (numeracy) lecturers’ when she trained. Mrs AH0, a grade R teacher hoped to be ‘the 


best maths teacher …… be like Zonia’ (Zonia was the NICLE teacher co-ordinator, who had 


herself been a numeracy teacher and had won a teacher of the year award).   


Mr BP6 an intermediate phase teacher, imagined himself at the end of NICLE to be, ‘…the 


perfect teacher,… to be at the top,… to be one of the best maths teachers. I want to leave 


behind a legacy’. In Mr BP6’s case the imagined form of an educator was an embodiment of 


an idealised teacher rather than a specific teacher (or role model) he admired  as in the case 


or Mrs SP2/3, Mrs SP1 and Mrs AH0.  


On the other hand three of the teachers’ future numeracy teacher visions related to 


embracing a lifelong learning way of being. So Mrs SP0 said she wanted ‘to be a lifelong 


learner’ and Mrs SP1 explained how her uncle, a Professor, had instilled in her the notion of 


being ‘a perpetual learner’. Mrs SP4/5 wanted ‘to be a reflective and critical teacher’. Such 


imagined ways of being may have been informed by the state/official projected teacher 


identities as contained in policy documents and promote ‘life-long learner’ as one of several 


teacher roles. Becoming a life-long learner is also however promoted in NICLE which 


envisioned professional (primary maths) educators ‘…who actively engage in opportunities 


for life-long learning’ (Graven, 2011, p.16). 


Teacher AP6 who taught the intermediate phase wanted ‘to be competent in all aspects’ at 


the end of the NICLE programme. His imagined future numeracy teacher identity was thus 


different from the rest of the themes identified. Mr AP6 foresaw himself being a ‘competent’ 


numeracy teacher.  


Three of the teachers hoped to have new extended (numeracy) identities that explored new 


relations in the contexts of their maths classroom practices (Wenger, 1998), and the learners 


they wanted to develop. Ms BP 3 and Mrs OP3a wanted ‘to produce learners’ who are 







confident, daring and independent in numeracy. Thus Ms BP3 wanted ultimately to be, ‘….a 


teacher that will produce. When my learners enter (Intersen), that is Grade 4, they will be 


able to be independent in….numeracy’. 


Similarly Mrs OP3a’s vision of a numeracy teacher was connected to her learners. She 


realised that, ‘….children do need to be extended and that children need to be encouraged 


to use their thought to think in different ways…..I am really hoping that when my children 


leave me, there would be confident and daring’ 


Mrs SP2/3 went a step further hoping at the end of the numeracy teacher community ‘to 


empower learners’. 


However one of the teacher’s portrayals of her numeracy teacher identity showed some 


tension. Mrs OP3b a high school trained teacher, emotionally responded to the question 


saying that she was ‘tracking along a path that I do not know where it’s going to go?’ Mrs 


OP3b was grappling with who she wants to be. Within the interview she grapples with her 


trajectory within or away from teaching and explains how she has been grappling with this 


for a while. She says: “You know last year I completed a UNISA course in art, I have just 


completed it and now I am in NICLE (laughs). How does that fit together? I don’t know yet, I 


don’t know so that’s what happened. Where I wanted to be , just to cut short and now I’m 


tracing a path that I do not know where it is going but every second Tuesday I come and 


enjoy and I go away and I think well I will try this …’ Later she explains how her continuous 


participation in NICLE was providing her with confidence in her teaching and was taking her 


‘back to what I know is right’.  


With the exception of Mrs OP3b, who emphasised that NICLE is helping to confirm much of 


what she knew from previous teaching experiences in other schools, the question on teacher 


imagination generated a future numeracy teacher orientation with teachers exploring new yet 


varied extended ways of doing, becoming and being mathematically.  


IDENTITY AS LEARNING TRAJECTORY 


Wenger’s (1998) notion of identity as a learning trajectory is similar to Sfard and Prusak’s 


(2005) definition of learning as both involve the element of ‘who we are’ (identity), as of now 


(currently) and where we are going (designated). I will use these two identity concepts to 


describe how teachers participating in NICLE are changing their perspectives and 


developing (numeracy) learning trajectories. The data presented here is not from specific 


interview questions but was gleaned from the teachers’ utterances in relation to their 


numeracy learning trajectories across a range of questions. Mrs AH0 and Mrs SP0, both 


grade R teachers had started their careers in the entertainment and banking industry, 


respectively. Both had been teaching Grade R for 6 years but were now eager to teach 


‘higher grades’. At her school Mrs AH0 was now ‘giving Grade 3s extra maths time’ and was 


happy that NICLE had ‘introduced me (her) to AMESA’ and was ‘making me (her) to grow in 


this field’. Likewise Mrs SP0 looks forward to, ‘work with Grade 3s ...next year’ and 


according to her NICLE was helping her, ‘develop professionally, my self-confidence with 


maths’ and she could ‘see potential to actually call myself a numeracy teacher’. These two 


teachers had constantly negotiated their identities during the course of their lives and 


through participation in NICLE and across communities (AMESA and University teacher’s 


college) and in the process their identity formed trajectories inclined towards a numeracy 


specialisation teacher identity. 







Most of the teachers in the sample were starting to indicate that their participation in NICLE 


was fashioning their numeracy identity in terms of improving their maths classroom 


pedagogical practices as they felt the need to engage learners in maths classes. In a NICLE 


presentation the Chair (2nd author) had shown the teachers a Deborah Ball video on 


teaching even and odd numbers. The video was meant to pave the way for reflective teacher 


practice and to encourage the use of videos for reflective purposes. Additionally however the 


video promoted a type of numeracy teacher practice that was learner centred and probed 


learners’ mathematical thinking. Ms BP3 had initially admitted that her understanding and 


enjoyment of maths teaching ‘was lower before’ NICLE and through participation in NICLE 


she had become confident with herself and had learnt that, ‘…everything those learners are 


doing in class you should ask them why? I …..give them the space that they could develop 


more without me …..NICLE has then given me a platform whereby learners can develop 


their own understanding of something’. 


Similarly Mrs SP4/5 who ‘was terrified of numeracy. . . . but enjoyed it now’ admitted that 


NICLE, ‘… helped me to understand, to look at things from a child-centred point of view. …..I 


feel  as though I am on the right track with the way I teach maths…NICLE…supported my 


methods and my approach so far……’. 


Mrs SP4/5 looked forward in the next year to use Singaporean maths in her classes. Mrs 


Bev Keth, a Rhodes masters student (and principal at a school in East London) had done a 


NICLE presentation on her research into the use of Singapore maths in schools in the 


Eastern Cape. Mrs SP2/3 also agreed that NICLE helped her ‘to understand particularly how 


the children understand the maths’. In the same way Mrs 0P3a accepted that participating in 


NICLE had, ‘…definitely saved my teaching because I have communicated more with the 


children about how …,and why they are doing things….it  definitely has helped me with the 


way that I teach maths, the way that I have presented it…’.  


In developing their learning trajectories through participation in NICLE, most of the sampled 


teachers were renegotiating their numeracy teacher identities and this renegotiation was in 


continuous motion (Wenger, 1998), meandering towards the designated numeracy teacher 


identity that promoted ‘engaging learners’ (OP3, interview, 23/11/2011), in maths classes. 


Such teacher change in relation to maths practices was from the teachers themselves in 


addition to a field of influence (NICLE in this case) (Wenger, 1998).  


The two male intermediate phase teachers in the sample study, from our interpretation of 


their responses, seemed to navigate a narrower gap between their current numeracy 


teacher identity and the future projected NICLE numeracy teacher identity. These teachers 


were quite assertive of their mathematical identity as Mr AP4-7 had said ‘I am an authority in 


the intermediate phase mathematics’. Similarly Mr BP6’s teaching trajectory was firmly 


entrenched in maths and said that he ‘wouldn’t like to teach another subject’. Such overt 


mathematical identities we believe are likely to have been promoted when the teachers 


enrolled for B Ed Maths degrees with the Rhodes University Maths Education Programme 


(RUMEP) which had a component ‘on the maths content for the intermediate phase’. 


According to Mr AP4-7 NICLE was supporting his understanding of maths which was 


‘starting to grow’. Mr BP6 also longed to ‘…try to instil what you learned there (in NICLE)…., 


you try to practice in class….. (for example)... Singapore maths’.  







In articulating their learning trajectories both Mr BP6 and Mr AP4-7’s mathematical identities 


had been uniformly influenced by where they had been, that is attaining numeracy related 


degrees and their participation in NICLE had supported and reinforced their mathematical 


practices thus sustaining and strengthening their mathematical personas. This concurs with 


Wenger’s (1998, p.158) argument that learning trajectories (which characterise identity) 


connects and ‘incorporates the past and the future in the experiences of the present.’ 


However Mr BP6, unlike Mr AP 4-7 felt not adequately challenged by NICLE’s focus on 


numeracy foundations  and would have wanted to witness ‘more content based workshops 


run by NICLE’. (NICLE focuses on Grade 3 and 4 teachers even while it includes teachers 


from other grades who have requested participation).  


IDENTITY AS A NEXUS OF MULTIMEMBERSHIP 


We employ Wenger’s (1998) characterisation of identity as nexus of multimembership to 


analyse data gathered through the participants’ responses to two interview questions which 


read; ‘How would you describe yourself as a numeracy teacher?’ and ‘Explain to me how 


you came to be a numeracy teacher?’. The notion of identity as multimembership shows that 


‘membership in any community of practice is only a part of our identity’ (Wenger, 1998, p. 


158). All the foundation phase teachers, with the exception of Mrs AH0 firmly and uniformly 


asserted that they were not only numeracy teachers. Numeracy teaching was only a part of 


their teaching. Mrs SP1 had said, ‘we teach numeracy, literacy and life skills, I don’t really 


see myself as a numeracy teacher’ Mrs OP3a had also said the same thing: ‘I wouldn’t like 


to see myself as only a maths teacher…In  foundation phase you  got to teach 


everything….you know the three Rs, reading, writing, arithematics and everything else in-


between’.  


This resonates with what teachers SP4/5, SP2/3 and BP3 had said. Mrs BP3 succinctly 


captured her multimembership when she said, ‘we are mixed teachers, …we teach all the 


subjects, you teach numeracy,…then there is literacy,…there is life skills, there is art, there 


is Phys ed (physical education),… whatever there is… we are not really specialist numeracy 


teachers’.  


The sampled foundation phase teachers who were participating in NICLE thus embedded 


their numeracy teacher identity within their foundation phase teaching across subjects. Thus 


though they had participated in NICLE their identity was not single (subject-specific) but a 


nexus of multimembership in which it was both one and multiple (Wenger, 1998). Such a 


multimembership teacher identity would be attributed either to the phase taught or the phase 


specialisation under which one was trained at teachers college. As Mrs BP3 said, ‘at college 


you are trained to teach many subjects’. However teachers Mr AP4-6 and Mr BP6 who had 


attained B Ed degrees with an intermediate phase maths component emphasised their 


single trajectory subject specialisation as Maths, BP6 would prefer not to teach any other 


subject, except maths. Consequently it implies that the phase taught, one’s pre-service 


phase/subject specialisation or further training in maths can influence the nature of one’s 


developing mathematical identity and learning trajectory within NICLE.  


Whilst NICLE took heed of one’s phase specialisation the long term aim is to create 


numeracy leader educators. 







CONCLUDING REMARKS 


From our early reading of the empirical data it seems that participation in our numeracy 


focused teacher development program has shaped teachers’ pedagogical identities and to a 


lesser extent their numeracy identities up to this point. This is captured by Mrs OP3a who 


says, ‘I wouldn’t say I have a better understanding of maths than that I had before but it 


definitely has helped in the way that I teach maths…..’ Professional development programs 


with a strong specialisation such as NICLE will need to navigate the development of 


specialised leader educator numeracy teacher identities within the broader foundation phase 


specialisation which is foregrounded in teacher histories and stories and thus at the heart of 


their current identities.  This navigation is not required for the intermediate phase teachers 


who already embrace strong mathematics specialisation identities. Furthermore the stories 


these teachers have told in these interviews suggest variation in teacher identities both 


across foundation and intermediate phase teachers and between teachers in these bands of 


education. Further elaboration will result from our on-going research of teacher learning 


within NICLE.  
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Understanding in mathematics learning is a complex and challenging process for many 
learners in rural schools.  It is so often defined as links and bonds, yet teachers do not teach 
bonds but are responsible for ensuring that understanding occurs.  The study reports on the 
utility of concept maps in exploring learners’ understanding of the “links and bonds” of 
mathematics.  A multiple case study method involving Grade 10 learners in three high 
schools was used and it included empirical investigation in which concept mapping and 
reflective interviews were used as instruments for data collection.  Through the use of 
concept maps, lack of vocabulary for expressing mathematics concepts was found to be one 
of the causes for poor understanding.  Exposure of mathematics teachers in the use of 
concept maps as an assessment and teaching instrument may contribute towards better 
understanding in mathematics learning. 
 


INTRODUCTION 


Learning in mathematics and understanding are two processes that are directly proportional 


(Rubel & Chu, 2012).  Learning may further be viewed as a function of understanding.  


Concept map is a teaching tool that may play a pivotal role in promoting understanding and 


establishing links and bonds that are critical in order for meaningful understanding to occur 


in a classroom situation.  Understanding has different meanings to people depending on the 


context in which it is used (Yen, Lee & Chen, 2012). Garegae (2001) defines understanding 


as an agreement or a contract, an act of sympathy, comprehension, or a mental state. Star 


(2007) describes understanding as involving the following words: know, explain, procedure, 


rote, problem solving, network, bonds, links, web and schema. Simple and common as it 


may look, understanding in mathematics learning is seemingly very problematic and in some 


instances difficult to achieve.  Concept mapping is seemingly a non- occurrence since it is 


not prescribed for use in any textbooks which is where mathematics authority seems to lie. 


Conventional assessment methods are less able to portray the lapses in understanding and 


that paralyses the teachers’ effort in helping learners to develop adequate understanding. 


The metaphorical description of understanding as a link in many studies is not helpful 


enough because teachers do not teach connections. The work of Skemp (1979) represents 


a landmark in the identification and distinction of relational and instrumental understanding.  


The Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) FET Phase (Department of 


Education, 2011) documents that the study of mathematics contributes to personal 


development through deeper understanding and successful application of its knowledge and 


skills. The CAPS through its assessment standards presents understanding as an output of 


mathematics to the world and not as an input in the making of mathematics. Manipulative 


phrases, like ‘are we together’ are sometimes used to check if learners are attentive. 


Unfortunately, the yes response is often mistaken for understanding. Traditional teachers 


believe that mathematical reasoning and explanations are matters of intellectual courtesy 







which comes only after mastering procedures. Hence, the problem the study particularly 


focuses on is the efficacy of concept mapping in identifying the lapses in learners’ 


mathematical understanding. 


Problem Statement 


Learners have a great difficulty in constructing adequate understanding in mathematics 


learning. Reports on learning performance which is a possible indicator of how well 


understanding has been constructed suggest the high prevalence of inadequate 


understanding among mathematics learners. For instance, in 2003, the Third International 


Mathematics and Science Studies (TIMSS) tested grade 8 learners’ mathematical 


proficiency and South Africa came last of the 50 participating countries. Maree, Aldous, 


Hatting, Swanepool and Van den Linde (2006:3) note that the failure rate in mathematics in 


South African schools remains unacceptably high. The poor performance in mathematics as 


indicated by TIMSS and Maree et al., is an indicator that understanding as the goal of 


mathematics teaching and learning has never been adequately realized. The causes of this 


problem need to be amicably resolved lest it continue to cast gloom over the future 


aspirations of many learners and subsequently the economy of the country. 


LITERATURE REVIEW  


The focus is on describing what understanding is, and identifying the role that concept 
mapping may play in the portrayal of understanding. Studies suggest that concept mapping 
has the potential of making concept relations more transparent (Ross & Wilson, 2012). 
Accordingly, there seems to be confluence of the fact that both mathematical understanding 
and concept mapping are centered on interconnections, networks and interrelation between 
concepts (Wu, et. al., 2012).  


WHAT IS UNDERSTANDING?  


Van de Walle (2009) views understanding as something that exists along a continuum. 


According to the author, instrumental understanding has fewer and weak connections and 


gradually changes to relational understanding which has connections with more knowledge. 


Studies describe instrumental understanding as an exercise of memory, knowing the rule 


and being able to use it, and as a product of near sighted approach to learning (Tseng, et al. 


2012).  Devlin (2006) and Manon (2005) believe that instrumental understanding is a 


necessary condition for the development of relational understanding despite it being badly 


described. Relational understanding which is occasioned through a search for coherence in 


ideas is characterized by active enquiry and investigation. This study views understanding 


as a mental activity change that occurs through a search for coherence in mathematical 


ideas and can be modeled graphically by using concept maps. 


The role of understanding in mathematics learning 


It is a known fact that understanding supports improved performance for all learners at all 


levels.  Manon (2005) argues that understanding breeds confidence and engagement whilst 


the lack thereof results in disillusionment and disengagement. According to the author, 


understanding supports improved performance for students at all levels. Van de Walle 


(2001) notes that understanding is intrinsically rewarding and self-generating; it enhances 


memory, improves problem solving abilities and attitudes; and facilitate the learning of new 


concepts and procedures. Understanding should be an ever present goal of mathematics 







learning since its absence could lead to disillusionment and disengagement with disastrous 


consequences for mathematics. 


Teaching for understanding 


According to Davis and Simmt (2003), mathematics teachers are expected to occasion the 


emergence of a complex collective whose interactions and products are mathematical. Van 


de Walle (2001), agrees that instruction should be structured in a way that includes students 


actively constructing their own knowledge with understanding whilst the relationship among 


concepts, skills and problem solving is emphasized. Selinger (1994) suggests that tests can 


be set in such a way that instrumental understanding cannot be useful for questions and 


relational understanding is required for all questions. Sponsel (2003) observes that providing 


students with the formula  +  =  does not instantly create understanding. The literature 


suggests that procedures learned without understanding tend to be error prone, are easily 


forgotten and do not transfer easily to novel problem types. 


Concept maps 


Huerta, Galan and Granell. (2009) define a concept map as a graphical representation 


consisting of nodes (concepts) and labeled lines.  


According to them (Huerta et al., 2009), lines denote a relation between a pair of concepts. 


Brinkmann (2009) describes concept maps as powerful tools for identifying students’ 


knowledge structures, especially misconceptions and other conceptions. According to the 


author, concept maps facilitate meaningful learning, they aid organizing and understanding 


of new subject matter. Barolos (2009) and Kersting et al. (2012) have elaborated on concept 


maps as a tool for promoting understanding. The above excerpt is an example of a concept 


map constructed by one of the subjects. 


Poor understanding is largely attributed to memorization which according to skemp (1979), 


arouses no interest, gives learners no pleasure, work is boring and difficult, and learners do 


it because they have to. Cohen (1993) agrees that rote learning is a bankrupt or near sighted 


approach to learning. Mwakapenda (2004) acknowledged that lack of expertise in 


expressing mathematics and inadequate understanding in mathematical language and 


mathematics itself are likely to constrain student’s ability to describe the links between 


concepts. Manon (2005) notes that language, material and symbols are mathematical tools 


which play an important role in learning mathematics with understanding. 


 


RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 


The study was guided by the following research questions: (1) How do individual learners 


construct their understanding of mathematics concepts? and (2) What are the causes of 


poor understanding in mathematics learning?  A multiple case study method was selected to 


determine how the subjects in each case have constructed their understanding of the given 


sets of concepts and to check if causes of poor understanding were similar (Creswell, 2007).  







PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY 


A group of Grade 10 Mathematics learners (n=12) were selected from three schools in 


Taledi central cluster (in Dr Ruth Segomotsi Mompati District) through purposive sampling 


methods. The three schools are classified as cases in this study. Each school had one 


mathematics teacher for the grade 10 learners. The educator concerned was requested to 


participate in the process of identifying participants (Snowball sampling [Creswell, 2007]).  


PROCEDURE 


Qualitative research instruments were used in the process of exploring learners’ 


understanding of mathematics learning. Concept maps, interviews and observations were 


used for collecting qualitative data from the participants. 


Concept maps 


Each learner was given two sets of concepts from algebra and geometry respectively. Each 
set had 15 content concepts which are critical in achieving Learning Outcome 1 and 3 
respectively. Learners were asked to independently design two distinctive concept maps 
using the given sets of concepts. Learners were encouraged to draw the maximum possible 
links between the concepts within each setting. Sample concept map was to demonstrate to 
learners what a concept map was. The following concept sets were given to learners. 
 
Set one (LO1 concepts): number systems, fraction, rational numbers, real numbers, 
integer/s, ratio, decimals, percentages, natural numbers, whole numbers, proportions, 
exponent, Inverse, denominator and identity. 
 
Set two (LO 3 concepts): angle, line, acute, obtuse, right angle, area, prism, volume, 
equilateral, triangle, polygon, isosceles, degree/s, sides and length 


Interviews 


The following open-ended questions were asked and follow-up probes were made to get 


greater detail of information of how knowledge was organized: 


a) How did you start drawing the map? 


b) Why did you leave out some of the concepts?  


c) Is there any concept that you know a lot about, and why? And  


d) Is there any concept that you think you don’t know much about? [And why …?] 


Observation 


The observations were recorded as field notes and analyzed for content. The researcher 
employed a simple observation method in the current study. The researcher employed active 
listening during interviews. The use of mathematical language was observed in the process. 
 


RESULTS 


The results of the study are categorized as responses to the research questions which were 


formulated to guide the study. 


How do individual learners construct their understanding? 


A learner understands a thing well if he or she can do the following: identify its types, uses 


and components; and can provide relevant examples. Literature does not view the types, 


uses, and components as defining the concept understanding but broadly embraces it as 


knowledge. 







The understanding constructed by learners was a continuum consisting of the following 


stages: Non-understanding (confusion and incorrect use of language), incoherence and 


illogical clustering, coherent and logical abstractions (Chunking). The initial stage of 


continuum is termed non-understanding because agents of understanding are mixed up. 


Non-understanding is not the total absence of understanding but represents a situation 


where things that are not related were linked directly. For example, indicating that fractions 


were components of a set of natural numbers. During interviews one of the learners 


remarked that whole numbers included integers.  


Learner understanding occasioned was twofold: it was largely instrumental than relational.  


Non-understanding and incoherence illogical cluster are recursively organized to form 


instrumental understanding. Coherent and logical abstraction emerges from incoherence 


and illogical cluster through re-organization of components which is effected through further 


learning. The organization of learner understanding is such that it flows from a more 


inclusive concept to the least inclusive concept which suggests that the least inclusive 


concept could be a component of a more inclusive one. Learners were mostly starting the 


concept maps with the concepts which were seen to be big [i.e. the more inclusive concept].  


What are the causes of poor understanding in mathematics learning? 


Learners lack the language skills for expressing the mathematical relation. For example, 


concept map above has the following proposition: “Area is used to measure capacity and 


angle to calculate”. It also includes inappropriate positioning of concepts at the end of a 


connector. The propositions are not appropriately verbalized. For example, number system 


is a type of rational number. This suggests that the learner concerned is confused. 


Confusion is a major cause of poor understanding 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 


The following may be viewed as the key aspects that may need to be taken into 


consideration:  


How do individual learners construct their understanding of mathematics concepts? 


The content embedded in any mathematical theme should include types, uses and 


components, and examples to initiate instrumental understanding. Pedagogical practice 


should be context based, organized logically and coherently to include the integratedness of 


concepts to ensure that relational understanding is occasioned. For example,the teacher 


may comprehensively describe a fraction as follows: A fraction has three types, namely: 


Proper, improper and decimals; it can be expressed as a ratio; are used to create 


proportions; can be written as powers. 


 What are the causes of poor understanding in mathematics learning? 


If assessment had included concept mapping, educators would have discovered the 


deficiencies in the learners’ inability to comprehend mathematical concepts. The omissions 


and concepts that are improperly connected reveals deficiencies in learner’s ability to 


comprehend such concepts.  Subsequent teaching could have been used to redress the 


lapses identified. For this reason, concept mapping is recommended for use in classroom 


practices both as a tool of assessment and pedagogy. All mathematics teachers need to be 







trained on concept mapping for them to use it effectively as a tool to promote understanding 


and also for assessment. 


The omissions in concept mapping were due to inadequate exposure to mathematical 


concepts embedded in a specified learning outcome. All participants did not use the concept 


identity in their respective concept maps. During the interview some indicated that their 


teacher has never used it in class.  Given the integrated nature of learning and that 


comprehensively learning was done in isolated bits or pieces, it is worth recommending that 


teachers should always have the integratedness of concepts whenever they are teaching. 


Deliberate effort to reach out to all teachers to increase their use of mathematical language 


in mathematics teaching is recommended. Mathematics teachers should be encouraged to 


prescribe language based activities for learners. Poorly developed language skill aggravates 


the misconceptions of the questions asked on externalized question papers and these result 


in underperformance. The effort to improve learners’ language competence could aid the 


understanding of mathematical concepts, improve mathematics learning performance and 


put an end to the hue and cry that follow the release of the end of year results.  
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ABSTRACT 


A parabola such as y = x2 + 1  is said to have “imaginary” zeroes. Through 


centuries, many people have attempted to explain these illusive zeroes. In this 


talk we trace root calculation and root representation through history including 


the development of the notion of complex numbers and subsequent graphical 


representation thereof.  


   


We show that by restricting the domain to those complex numbers that map 


onto real numbers, representations of functions other than the ones in the real 


plane are obtained.  In other words, the well-known curves in the real plane only 


depict part of a bigger whole, e.g. the graph that we normally use for the 


parabola above is one of a pair – the other sibling up to now totally hidden! This 


expanded representation brings new insight into visualising complex roots.   


 


Through many centuries, attempts were made at giving visual interpretation to the 


existence of complex roots for polynomial equations. All these attempts are informative 


but at the same time somewhat artificial. This journey through history brought us to a 


point where we can expand our vision of functions and their complex roots. 


 


Working with real-valued functions 


Without much ado and seemingly almost unobserved, an idea appeared in print in 


1951, in an American secondary school textbook [1].  The author, Howard Fehr, is a past 


president of the National Council for Teachers in Mathematics in the USA and was, at the 


                                                           
4
 The content of this presentation was developed jointly with Ansie Harding and has been published 


([7], [8]). 







time, professor at Columbia University.  The idea is elegant and under-explored, and it is the 


intention of this paper to expand on and run with the idea.  


In short: For a function f  that maps complex numbers onto complex numbers, we 


restrict the domain to those complex numbers that map onto real values. On the new domain 


the function has real values and can be represented in three dimensions with the domain in 


the horizontal plane and the range along the vertical axis.  


If the function f  maps complex numbers onto complex numbers then it can be written 


in the form 


  


 ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )y f z f x iw g x w ih x w= = + = +  (6) 


 


If, on the other hand, f  maps the complex number x iw+  onto the real number y  


then ( , ) 0h x w = . We restrict the domain of the function f  to all points in the xw - plane 


such that ( , ) 0h x w = . The condition that ( , ) 0h x w =  defines a curve(s) in the Argand plane 


(the xw -plane). This curve(s) acts as the domain of another curve(s) for which the 


formulation may be obtained by substituting the solution of ( , ) 0h x w =  into equation (6). 


What emerges then is the realisation that there is a world beyond the real plane and that a 


curve in the real plane might have, what we will call, sibling curves that do not live in the real 


plane.  


 


1 The quadratic function 


An example is appropriate at this point and we will rely on the quadratic function for 


this purpose. If  2
( )f z Az Bz C= + +  and z is the complex number x iw+  then  


 2 2
( ) ( ) (2 )f z Ax Aw Bx C i xwA Bw= − + + + +  (7) 


 For ( )f z  to be real requires that 0w =  or 
2


B
x


A
= − .  Thus, ( )f z  is real in the plane 


0w =  (the Cartesian plane) and in the plane 
2


B
x


A
= −  (perpendicular to the Cartesian plane 


and parallel to the yw -plane).  


In the real plane 0w =  and equation (7) yields  







 


 f (x) = Ax
2


+ Bx +C, x ∈ �   


 


the well-known parabola that we have always considered as the total graph. 


However, in the plane 
2


B
x


A
= − , perpendicular to the Cartesian plane, equation (7) 


yields 


 f (w) = −A2w2
+


4AC − B2


4A
, w ∈ �   


 


Thus the graph of f consists of a parabola in each of the two perpendicular planes. If the 


one parabola is concave up the other is concave down and they are joined at the apexes. 


There are two parabolas and not only one as we traditionally have been led to believe. That 


the well-known parabola has a Siamese twin (or sibling curve) is an enlightening thought. 


The complex roots now have new meaning. They occur at the points where the sibling curve 


cuts the complex plane and obviously form a conjugate pair. 


As an example, consider the quadratic function 2
( ) 2 2f z z z= + + . Apart from the 


function in the Cartesian plane, 2
2 2y x x= + + , there is also a sibling in the plane 1x = − , 


given by 2
1y w= − +  and shown in Figure 1. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Figure 1: The quadratic function 2
( ) 2 2f z z z= + +  


 


The ideas of Fehr, exposed here, were picked up more than 30 years later by Vest [2] 


in 1985 and reiterated for the general case of 2
( )f z Az Bz C= + + , but have remained 


dormant since, to the best of our knowledge. In a recent article by Ballew [3], 18 ways to 


solve quadratic equations by analytic and graphic methods were discussed, sub headed by 


“Including those you may never have seen”. It was noticeable that although there is a 


passing reference to Fehr’s book, this approach is absent. Another recent discussion in the 


Teacher2Teacher forum on the internet [4] speculates about the existence of what the 


enquirer refers to as phantom curves, which seem to be what we call sibling curves, but no 


definite conclusion was reached as to their existence. 


 


2 The cubic function  


The next obvious step in following Fehr’s idea is to investigate the cubic function and 


trace its lesser-known siblings. The general cubic function is given by 3y z pz q= + +  


(obtained through a linear transformation as mentioned before).  


If z x iw= +  then  


 3 2 2 2
3 (3 )y x xw px q iw x w p= − + + + − +  


 


Since we restrict ourselves to real values in the range of the function, the imaginary 


part must be zero, which requires that 0w =  or 2 2
3 0x w p− − =  (as was shown in Ward 


[5]). The first condition gives us the well-known cubic curve in the Cartesian plane, and the 


second condition tells us that there are two more sibling curves, each with one of the two 


branches of the hyperbola 2 2
3 0x w p− − =  as domain in the xw -plane. These curves 


therefore lie in the two hyperbolic cylinders parallel to the y -axis. An example is appropriate. 


  


Consider the function 3
4 1y z z= + + .  







By setting z x iw= +  we can derive that, apart from the big brother curve in the 


Cartesian plane, there are two other siblings, defined on the hyperbolic cylinders 


2 2
3 4w x= + , and given by 3


8 8 1y x x= − − + . 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2a: Domain of the function 3
( ) 4 1f z z z= − +  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2b: The siblings of the function 3
( ) 4 1f z z z= − +  


 


Figure 2a is a plan view showing the domain curves and Figure 2b shows a 3-D view 


of the three sibling curves of 3
4 1y z z= − +  on the domain curves. 


 


Note the following:  


• The curve in the Cartesian plane, the big brother curve (bold), is increasing in the x -


direction and the other two siblings are decreasing. 







• The new curves are symmetrical about the xy -plane (twin curves). 


• The conjugate complex roots of the twin curves are visually obvious. 


• The example illustrates curves for a positive p -value. For a negative p -value the 


hyperbolic domain of the new twin curves will be symmetric about the w -axis. 


• Ward [5] identified the two hyperbolic domain curves (as discussed) without 


identifying the sibling curves. 


• There are three different cases for the domain curves of the cubic, the first with the 


x -axis as transverse axis, the second with the w -axis as transverse axis and the 


degenerate case where the domain curves are two straight lines [6]. 


An immediate thought that comes to mind is that if the quadratic and cubic polynomials 


have sibling curves, what about higher degree polynomials such as the quartic, the quintic? 


If the quadratic function has one sibling curve and the cubic has two, will the quartic have 


three? How about the other functions such as the trigonometric functions, the exponential, 


the circle, the hyperbola?  


We will systematically go about addressing some of this host of questions. 


 


3 Quartic polynomials and beyond. 


We show here that by following the same process for the quartic polynomial, there are 


three domain curves in the xw -plane onto which three more sibling curves, in addition to the 


big brother in the Cartesian plane, are defined. The general quartic is given by 


4 2
( )f z z pz qz r= + + +  (again through a linear transformation). By setting z x iw= +  we 


obtain 


 4 2 2 4 2 2 3 2
( ) 6 (4 4 2 )f z x x w w px pw qx r iw x xw px q= − + + − + + + − + +   


For the i -term to vanish, 0w =  (and we get the Cartesian curve) or  


 3 2
4 4 2 0x xw px q− + + =  


which implicitly defines domain curves in the xw -plane. Note that x cannot be zero for 


0q ≠ . 


The sibling curves are obtained by substituting  


 
3


2 4 2


4


x px q
w


x


+ +
=    


into  







 4 2 2 4 2 2
6y x x w w px pw qx r= − + + − + +  


to obtain y as a function of x .  


We look at the example 4 2
2 2y z z z= + + + .  Following the same procedure, the big 


brother curve 4 2
2 2y x x x= + + +  in the Cartesian plane is obtained. The domain curves of 


the other siblings are given by 
3 2


4 4 4 1 0x xw x− + + =  and the actual siblings are given 


by 4 2 2 4 2 2
6 2 2 2y x x w w x w x= − + + − + + .  Figure 3a shows the domain curves of all four 


siblings and Figure 3b shows the four siblings on the domain curves. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3a: The domain of the function 4 2
( ) 2 2f z z z z= + + +  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3b: The siblings of the function 4 2
( ) 2 2f z z z z= + + +  


 


Note the following:  


• The big brother curve (bold) does not intersect the x -axis, so there are no real roots.  







• The other three siblings do have roots and these can be graphically seen to form two 


conjugate pairs 
1 1


(1 7 ), ( 1 3 )
2 2


i i± − ± . 


For the quintic polynomial one is led to expect five sibling curves in total and the roots 


should also be visually obvious. The intention is to investigate this premise and other 


features of polynomial siblings in a subsequent paper.  


4 Exponential functions 


Having demonstrated the existence of sibling curves for polynomials, it is natural to 


speculate about the existence of sibling curves for the other well-known functions.  Would it 


be possible, for example, for the exponential function to have siblings that we have not 


previously been aware of? We investigate. 


If ( ) (cos sin )
x iw xf z e e w i w+


= = + and we are only interested in that part of the domain 


where ( )f z  is real valued, then sin 0
x


e w =  which means that w nπ=  ( n ∈ � ), so that  


 cos ,
xy e n nπ= ∈Z      


.  


The answer is positive, there are many siblings in the family. The sibling curves of the 


exponential function (including the big brother curve) are given by 


  if    is even,  


  if    is odd,   


x


x


e n w n
y


e n w n


π


π


 =
=  


− = 
 


and shown in Figure 4. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: The siblings of the exponential function 







 


 The understanding is that the exponential function as we know it in the Cartesian 


plane is just one of infinitely many siblings, evenly spaced along the w -axis and reversing 


sign every π -units.  None of the sibling curves of the exponential function ever cuts the xw -


plane, so there are no roots, real or complex.  


 


5 Trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. 


We know the cos-function as a periodic function in the Cartesian plane that has roots 


every π  units. We also know that the cos-function has real roots only but is it possible that it 


still has sibling curves and if so, would these also be trigonometric functions?  


 


If ( ) cos cos( )f z z x iw= = +  then  


 ( ) cos cosh sin sinhf z x w i x w= +  (8) 


 


If, once again, we only consider that part of the domain of the function f for which 


( )f z  is real valued, then sin sinh 0x w = .  


So either sin 0x =  which happens when x nπ=  ( n ∈ � ) or sinh 0w =  which 


happens only when  0w = . The latter case gives the normal Cartesian curve. For the first 


case, it appears that there are sibling curves in the planes x nπ=  ( n ∈ � ). These curves 


are obtained by substituting x nπ=  into equation (8):   


 
cosh if    even,  


cos cosh
cosh if    odd,  


w n x n
y x y


w n x n


π


π


= 
= =  


− = 
 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


( ) cosf z z=  Figure 5: The function 


 


We now realise that the cos-function is part of a much larger family. The cos-function has 


infinitely many siblings, all joined to the function at its turning points. From the visual 


representation in Figure 5 we see why the cos-function has only real roots, the other sibling 


curves do not have any roots. We also see that the siblings of the cos-function are not 


trigonometric functions, but hyperbolic functions.  


The observed alliance between the cos-function and the cosh-function leads to the 


question whether, if we had started with the cosh-function would we have obtained the cos-


function as its sibling? 


If  ( ) cosh cosh( )f z z x iw= = +         
( ) ( )


( )
2


x iw x iw
e e


+ − +
+


=  


it follows that ( ) cos cosh sin sinhf z w x i w x= + . For the function to be real valued 


either sin 0w =  for which  w = nπ , n ∈ �  rendering  


cosh , even,  


cosh , odd,  


x n w n
y


x n w n


π


π


= 
=  


− = 
 


or sinh 0x =  for which 0x =  and which renders cosy w= . So for the cosh-function in 


the Cartesian plane there is a cos sibling in the yw -plane and many other cosh siblings 


running parallel to the big brother.  


The answer to the question is yes, the cosh-function does indeed have the cos-


function as one of its siblings and the alliance holds both ways. But there are other siblings 


of the cosh-function too, it repeats itself and changes sign every π  units on the w -axis. 







It can be shown that the sin-function has sibling curves when 
2


n
x


π
= (n ∈ �) , that is 


at the turning points of the function with the sibling curves given by  


 


 


 


Another surprising result is that the siblings of sinh-function behave similarly to those 


of the exponential function ( )
zf z e= .  The sinh function repeats itself and changes sign 


every π -units on the w -axis. This means that the sinh-function does not only have a root at 


zero, it has complex roots at z = inπ (n ∈ �).  


 


6 The circle 


The circle is known to have only real roots but as we now know that does not exclude 


itself from having sibling curves. We investigate the possibility. 


If  2 2 2y z r+ =  or 2 2 2
( )y x iw r+ + = then 2 2 2 2


2y r x w ixw= − + −  


For y  to be real it is necessary and sufficient that 2y  be real and positive. The 


coefficient of i  must be zero, so  


 0 or   0x w= =  


For 0w =  we obtain the circle in the Cartesian plane 2 2 2y x r+ = and for 0x =  we 


obtain the sibling curve  


 2 2 2y w r− =  


which is a hyperbola in the yw -plane with the y -axis as transverse axis.  


 


 


 


 


cosh , 4 1,   ,
2


cosh , 4 1,   ,
2


n
x n k k w


y
n


x n k k w


π


π


 
= + ∈ =  


=  
 − = − ∈ =
  


�


�







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: The circle 2 2
25y z+ =  


 


The circle not only has sibling curves but, once again, there is an unexpected 


alliance with another, seemingly unrelated, function, the hyperbola. Figure 6 shows a circle 


and its two perpendicular sibling curves which together form a hyperbola.  


The alliance between the circle and the hyperbola, of course, leads to the question 


whether the alliance holds both ways. In other words, had we started with a hyperbola in the 


Cartesian plane, would it similarly produce a circle as a sibling? 


This is indeed the case as can be verified. However, it is only the hyperbola with the 


x -axis as transverse axis that has the circle as sibling, the “vertical” hyperbola has no 


siblings. 


Finally, we give new insight into a familiar topic. 


 


7 Solutions of 1
nz = . 


De Moivre’s theorem is standard to the content of any introductory course in complex 


numbers and in any such course students come to learn that the n  complex roots of  


 ( ) 1
nf z z= −  


lie in a circle in the Argand plane and are evenly spaced. We will try to give a new graphical 


representation of these complex roots by tracing the sibling curves of this function. 







 


We start by looking at the function 3 3
( ) 1 ( ) 1y f z z x iw= = − = + −  


which renders 


 3 2 2 3
3 1 (3 )y x xw i x w w= − − + −  (9) 


 


For f  to be real valued, either 0w =  or 
2 2


3 0x w− = . The first condition gives the 


Cartesian curve 3
1y x= − . The second condition tells us that the domain of the sibling 


curves consists of two straight lines  


3w x= ±  


 


Substituting 
2 2


3w x=  into (9) gives the function    


3
8 1y x= − −  


defined on the two lines and shown in the Figure 7. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: The function 3
( ) 1f z z= −  


 







Notice that the Cartesian curve is accompanied by two siblings, all of them intersecting 


the y -axis at   -1 and intersecting the xw - plane at the real root 1 and the two complex roots 


1 3


2 2
i± . The three siblings curves come together like a bunch of flowers at -1 on the y -


axis. 


 


The picture becomes even more spectacular when n  has a bigger value. For example, 


for 6n =  there will be six siblings, altogether, all intersecting the y -axis at   -1 and 


symmetrically spaced around this axis. The bunch of flowers becomes bigger as n  


increases. This illustration of the roots of 1
nz −  is both mathematically and aesthetically 


pleasing. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: The function 6
( ) 1f z z= −  


 


In conclusion 


Graphical function and root representation has developed over centuries, from 


primitive calculations to formulae in closed form to the multitude of possibilities of the 


technology era.  The approach outlined here gives a fresh view to graphical representation 


of complex roots and general understanding of the functions that we deal with every day. It 


opens up the world of functions and, once aware of the existence of the so-called sibling 


curves, it is hard to look at functions in their previously perceived solitary way. This visual 







interpretation of complex roots, unlike the other attempts discussed in the first part of the 


paper, is the natural way of representing these roots visually. This approach, especially for 


comprehending the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra and the positioning of complex roots 


is not only recommended, it is deemed as essential for teaching and learning. This 


exposition lifts the visualisation of complex roots into the new technology era. Not only is 


technology used for visualisation of complex roots but it enables us to have a more 


comprehensive view of the well-known functions.  
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This theoretical paper analyses the treatment of long division in the South African Curriculum 
and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) for intermediate phase mathematics (2011) 
against some key theoretical features which are documented in mathematics education 
literature. It concludes that there is clear research-based progress evident in the CAPS 
curriculum in relation to this topic, but there remains more that can be done to support 
learners’ efficient long division written calculation procedures. It therefore provides additional 
guidelines to teachers, including examples of an ‘efficient chunking’ written procedure for 
long division which may be of use to primary mathematics teachers implementing the 
intermediate phase CAPS. 


 


NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY 


For the purpose of this paper the key terms are defined to mean the following:  


CAPS: Department of Education, 2010, Curriculum and Assessment Policy for Mathematics 


Intermediate Phase. Pretoria: Department of Education. 


Clue board: A written recording of multiplication calculations for the same whole number 
multiplier, which may be written as a list of number sentences, in a table, or using a flow 
diagram. Examples of clue boards for the multiplier 17 are shown in Figures 1a-c. Clue board 


10 x 17 = 170


20 x 17 = 340


5 x 17 = 85


3 x 17 = 51
 


Figure 1a: Number sentence clue board 


 


X 17 


10


20


5 


3


170 


340


85 


51  
Figure 1b: Tabulated clue board 


 Clue board


X 17 


170


340


85 


51


10


20


5 


3


 
Figure 1c: Flow diagram clue board 







 
Input for a clue board: The input for the multiplicand recorded on a multiplication clue board. 
In the examples presented in Figures 1a-c the inputs shown are 10, 20, 5 and 3. The outputs 
are the products written in the clue board, which for Figures 1a-c are 170, 340, 85 and 51. 
 
Short division: Any written calculation for division where the dividend is whole number with at 
least 2-digits and the divisor is a single digit whole number.  
 
Long division: Any written calculation for division where the dividend is a whole number with 
at least 3-digits and the divisor is a whole number with at least 2-digits, and  
 
Traditional long division algorithm: The formal condensed written procedure for recording 
long division as shown in Figure 2. 
 


445


-34


105


-102


3


17


26 r 3


 


Figure 2: Traditional long division algorithm for 445 ÷ 17 


 


The traditional long division algorithm may be referred to as the “bus shelter algorithm” in 
some mathematics education literature. 
 
Multiply and subtract table: A table used to keep track of multiplication and subtraction steps 
in a written calculation for division as shown in a worked example of 375 ÷ 8 in the CAPS 
(p109): 
 


Multiply Subtract 


40 × 8 = 320 375 – 320 = 55 


6 × 8 = 48 55 – 48 = 7 


Table 1: Number sentence clue board 


MOTIVATION 


In my work with South African primary schools I am struck by how often I am asked by 


teachers for help with long division. The questions are sometimes very direct: “What’s the 


best way to teach long division?”. The questions are sometimes posed to be about engaging 


with curriculum change: “Does CAPS say we can stop teaching long division, now?” At times 


the question appears desperate:  “Does it really matter if a learner can’t do long division 


when they get to high school?” My short answers to these questions: “No there is no magic 


bullet, but we know a lot more about different ways of approaching this topic”; “It depend 


what you mean by ‘long division’, but learners are still expected to divide large numbers in 


CAPS” and; “Learners can use calculators in high school, so they are unlikely to need to 


ever ‘do long division’. But there are things they should understand about divisibility that are 







very important mathematically” respectively; are probably not very helpful. It is for this 


reason a theoretical essay on long division as it currently appears in CAPS was considered 


potentially useful.  


 
Before embarking on this paper however, it is opportune to briefly reflect on how much time 


seems to be spent in primary schools in search of the long division holy-grail. Long division 


appears to be the pinnacle of the primary school mathematics experience. Learners who can 


clear the long division high jump are seen as having a rosy mathematical future ahead of 


them. These are our best athletes. And the high jump bar tends to be set as the very 


condense – and mathematically elegant - long division algorithm. If learners can master this 


– then surely they will cope with the high school mathematics field events?  At least that 


seemed to have been the thinking in many primary school mathematics curricular around the 


world. At least, until the curricula were shifted by mathematics reforms; and South African 


has been no exception. I therefore write this paper with both a healthy scepticism of the 


value of teaching formal written procedures at all, and a healthy pragmatism that this 


remains an area where numerous primary teachers have been vocal in requesting support.  


 
So this paper sets out to answer these questions: What does the current South Africa’s 


intended curriculum expect in relation to long division at primary school? How can these 


expectations be understood in relation to key theoretical shifts in mathematics education 


internationally? And what does this mean for a primary school teacher focusing on this topic 


with their classes? 


 
It should be noted that this paper does not consider the (very important) connections 


between division of whole numbers with work on common fractions, decimal fractions and 


percentages. Nor does it consider the various uses of division in problem contexts, including 


for example, connection to measurement contexts, financial contexts, ratio and rate 


problems, multiplicative comparison (including scale and reduction factors), equivalent 


groups, and Cartesian products. It focuses only on the bare calculation of division of whole 


numbers.  


THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 


There are several theoretical features that are relevant to an analysis of the intended 


curriculum relating to long division, which are discussed in this section, with reference to the 


literature that informed each one. It is not my intention to imply that this is an exhaustive list. 


What is presented here represents the main theoretical features that have informed my 


analysis of the treatment of long division in the South African Intermediate Phase CAPS.  


 


Feature One: Shift from sets-based conceptions to counting based conceptions of 


number 


The turn of the century saw major shifts in mathematics learning theory. One such shift as 


from arithmetic as a ‘set-based conception’ to a ‘counting-based conception’ of number 


(Yackel, 2001, pp21-30).   







Images can support calculation strategies based on counting, which has been explored in 


Dutch mathematics education research which focused on the progression from a beaded 


string, to a number line and then to an ‘empty number line’ (Beishuizen, 1999 cited in 


Anghileri, 2006, p74). The empty number line is a rough sketch of a line (either drawn or 


imagined) which does not have regular intervals marked on it (as is the case for a ruler) but 


orders only the numbers involved in a calculation on a line. Calculations are imagined as 


hops (of ones or units) and jumps (reflecting groups of units) either forwards or backwards 


on the line, as shown in Figure 3: 


 


 


1250 135


+25


135 ÷ 25 = 5 remainder 10


 
Figure 3: Empty number line image for long division example 135 ÷ 25 


 


Feature Two: Shift from recall or facts to developing number sense 


Another shift was from expecting learners to recall arithmetic facts, to expecting children to 


confidently navigate through a landscape of number concepts and relationships (Fosnot & 


Dolk, 2001)  and develop number sense (Anghileri, 2006). Anghileri (2006) explains that 


In society today there is general acceptance that ‘drill  and practice’ of taught routines will 
not prepare children for life in a technological society, and that teaching approaches need to 
focus on the links that demonstrate the logical structure underlying numbers and number 
operations. (p1) 


This includes a deliberate shift to align written recording more closely with mental calculation 


strategies:  


Rather than being shown how to do written calculations, children are to be encouraged to 
work mentally, to observe patterns, to predict results and to talk about the connections that 
they can make. (p2)  


Part of this trend is to avoiding a digit-wise conception of number in favour of a more holistic 


approach to number. Fuson (1992) reflects on the traditional approaches that emphasis 


place value partitioning of numbers or writing numbers in expanded notation (185 is 1 


hundred 8 tens and 5 units). She finds that when this partitioning is introduced too early for 


children, before they have established their own mental calculation strategies, it leads to 


misunderstandings and mistakes.  As such calculation methods for arithmetic emphasise a 


holistic concept of the numbers, where “numbers are kept as wholes in any partition” 


(Anghileri, p41) and teachers are to avoid procedures that treat individual digits within a 


number independently.  It is a result of this observation that the concept of ‘chunking’ 


emerges. Numbers can be partitioned in many ways and expanded notation is only one 


option. Chunks can make use of adding and subtracting (for example 36 is 30 + 6 it is also 







32 + 4 and 20 + 16) or multiplying and dividing (for example 36 is double 18 or half of 72). 


(Aghileri p41) 


 


Feature three: Two models of division 


For the context of this paper, I refer only to ‘two models for division’. However given their 


inverse relations, these are two models for multiplication as well.  


The two models of division: the ‘quotitive’ and ‘partitive’ models which have formed the basis 


of analyzing division operations of whole numbers (Anghileri, Beishuizen, & Putten, 2002) 


are fundamental to the teaching and learning of division. The former refers to division as 


equal groupings (how many sevens in 28?), while the latter refers to division as sharing (28 


shared between seven). In this regard, primary school teachers’ knowledge on this 


distinction of two division models has been found to be lacking by both Ball (1990) and Ma 


(1999). What is particularly interesting about Ma’s study is that her work contrasts teacher 


knowledge in China to the United States of America. She found that the Chinese teachers 


had a good grasp of the two models, and could flexibly move between them as required. 


However American teachers were not taught the two models explicitly, and so lacked this 


basic understanding of the division concept. This made is particularly difficult for teachers to 


explain and work with division which requires the quotitive model. In particular American 


teachers were not able to explain what a calculation like 3 ÷  meant, while the Chinese 


teachers were able to use the quotitive model to consider how many halves made up 3.  


It is significant that the partitive model tends to be the dominant model, and division as equal 


sharing is usually more familiar to young children (Frobisher 1999 and Zazkis 1998). 


Ruthven has analysed of children’s written recordings strategies which are conducted for two 


purposes: recording; and schematisizing, which may each be associated with informal, and 


formal or taught procedures respectively.  He noted that there can be conflict between 


computational procedures and context structure, explaining that the partitive model for 


understanding division seems to dominate children’s understanding of division, while taught 


written procedures tend to privilege the quotitive model (Ruthven, 1998). The shift in division 


model (from partitive to quotitive) is seldom made explicit to learners, and it perhaps not 


surprising that so many learners find the written division calculation algorithms confusing.  


 


Feature four: The shift from division as repeated subtraction, to division as chunking 


and then to efficient chunking 


Written calculation methods of long division has been the specific focus of a mathematics 


education study by Angheleri, Beishuizen and van Putten (2002) which contrasted teaching 


approaches in England to those in the Netherlands. The study sought to analyze the informal 


strategies used by children and the progression from informal strategies to more structured 


and efficient procedures that resulted from the different teaching approaches in the two 


countries. 


The study revealed that Dutch learners were coached to use 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10 as the inputs 


for their multiplication clue boards. In this way they could use knowledge of doubling and 







multiples of ten to generate their multiplication clue boards. The researchers found that the 


most commonly used strategy amongst Dutch pupils was the ‘identification and use of large 


chunks usually in a structured procedure of repeated subtraction’, and was 51% successful. 


In contrast the most commonly used strategy was the ‘traditional algorithm’ for English 


pupils, which was only 25% successful.  Improvements between individual scores in the two 


tests were also considered between the two countries. 69% of Dutch pupils improved their 


score between the two tests, while almost half of the English pupils showed no improvement 


or deterioration. 


Anghileri et al conclude from this study that learning is most effective when written methods 


build on pupils’ intuitive understanding in a progressive way. They argue that the Dutch 


approach - involving repeated subtraction using large chunks builds progressively on 


children’s intuitive strategy and retaining whole numbers at all stages - is preferable to the 


English approach of teaching the traditional algorithm.  


This study provided clear evidence to support a shift in teaching approach from the 


traditional algorithm for division, to one that is more closely aligned to children’s intuitive 


strategies – which allows learners to track the chunks that they subtract from the dividend. 


Further is outlined a possible ‘efficient chunking’ written procedure where learners can 


generate a clue board using the inputs 1, 2,4 and 8 and 10 which relies only on secure 


doubling, and on confidence in multiplying by ten, to create a clue board from which learners 


can select sensible chunks to subtract from the dividend. 


WHAT DOES THE CURRENT SOUTH AFRICA’S INTENDED CURRICULUM EXPECT IN 


RELATION TO LONG DIVISION AT PRIMARY SCHOOL? 


The South African CAPS for Intermediate Phase mathematics locates division of whole 


numbers within the Number Operations and Relationships content area, of which whole 


numbers is a sub section. As with other content areas, whole number division progresses by 


year with the increase in number range; as well as the changes in calculation techniques 


(CAPS p8). With regard to the former, in Grade 4 learners are expected to divide “at least 


whole 3-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers”; Grade 5 learners divide “at least whole 3-digit 


numbers by 2-digit numbers” and by Grade 6 learners divide “at least whole 4 digit numbers 


by 3-digit numbers” (CAPS p9)  


The CAPS framework presents the topics of multiplication and division at times together as a 


single topic, and at times separately. Both concepts are revisited in three terms of each year 


of the Intermediate Phase. The teaching guidelines provide the following reasons for 


teaching the two topics together: “using inverse operations to check solutions” and “we 


almost always use multiplication to solve division” (CAPS p48). The calculation techniques 


that learners are expected to use include: estimation, breaking up and breaking down 


numbers, rounding off and compensating, doubling and halving, using a number line and 


using multiplication and division as inverse operations (CAPS p40).  


The concepts and skills for the whole number division topics are presented in Table 2 at the 


end of this paper. The CAPS includes “clarification notes or teaching guidelines” for each 


topic in each grade in a section titled: Clarification of content. What follows is a description of 


the main features of these sections in relation to the division topics for each grade. 







In Grade 4 the CAPS emphasises that “it is important that learners understand that they 


change any division statement into a [equivalent]18 multiplication statement” (p42). Emphasis 


is placed on the commutative property of multiplication and using arrays to visualise 


multiplication and division. The teaching guidelines for the first CAPS topic on multiplication 


and division outline the following: 


There are two kinds of problems that result in division. It is important that learners 
experience both of these, namely: 


Problems involving sharing: 6 learners share 32 sweets [equally]. How many sweets does 
each learner get? 


Problems involving grouping: Samkele has one large packet with 32 sweets. How many 
smaller packets can she make with 6 sweets each. 


Some problems and calculations should have a remainder, and some should not. (p42) 


By the second CAPS topic on multiplication and division for Grade 4, learners are expected 


to round off to the nearest 10, estimate their answers and judge the reasonableness of their 


solutions. They are expected to use multiplication to check division problems and they are 


introduced to the distributive property of multiplication and division over addition and 


subtraction with reference to breaking up arrays (p48). The calculation techniques for 


division are supposed to “build on what learners know for multiplication to do division” and 


specific guidance is given on how teachers should shift from past practice:  


In the past learners have sometimes been taught to write out the whole times table, which 


they are encouraged to work out by repeated addition. It is better not to limit learners’ 


division ability to repeated addition. Rather let them work with useful and easily remembered 


multiplication facts, especially multiples of 10, and then doubling and halving (p49) 


The written technique of using a multiplication “clue board” for division is introduced. The 


example is 75 ÷ 4, and the clue board has inputs 10, 20, 5, 4 and 3. A multiply and subtract 


table is used for recording the steps in the division problem. Finally learners are expected to 


check their answers by multiplying (p50). In the second term of Grade 4, the work on 


multiplication focuses on keeping track of their written calculations using brackets, when 


multiplying using either the distributive property or factorising (“breaking down numbers into 


factors to multiply”) (p59). The division topic in term 2 of Grade 4, focuses on sharing and 


grouping problem contexts, estimating and judging the reasonableness of solution. The 


teaching guidelines are explicit about avoiding calculations techniques that treat each digit 


separately, with this statement: 


With all calculations in Grade 4, learners are not encouraged to treat the digits separately, 


but rather to consider the numbers as a whole and keep in the mind the value of the parts of 


the number. (CAPS p64) 


The caution about learners not progressing beyond using the whole times table for division 


(which is worked out using repeated addition) is repeated, and the following additional point 


is made: 


                                                           
18


 [Author addition shown in brackets] 







At other times in the past, Grade 4 learners were encouraged to divide using repeated 
subtraction of the divisor. Most Grade 4 learners got lost in the extensive repeated 
subtraction of the divisor when dividing 3-digit by 1-digit numbers. When dividing 3-digit by 1-
digit numbers, it is preferable for learners to work with easily remembered multiplication facts 
of multiples of 10 and doubling and halving. These large groups of numbers can then be 
subtracted from the number being divided into. In this way learners do fewer subtractions 
and are more likely to arrive at the correct answer (p64). 


An example of 375 ÷ 8, using a multiplication clue board with inputs 10, 20, 30, 40, 5, 6 and 


3, and a layout showing multiplication and subtraction steps, with final checking of the 


solution by multiplying is given (CAPS p65). The remaining multiplication and division topics 


in Grade 4, provide no further guidance to teachers, and encourage more practice of the 


work done in terms two and three.  


The CAPS teaching guidelines for Grade 5 the multiplication and division topic opens with a 


consolidation and revision of what was done in Grade 4. Once again emphasis is placed on 


context free calculations and solving problems in contexts where learners are encouraged to 


judge the reasonableness of solutions, and use the inverses to check solutions. The 


teaching guidelines list the following problems types as important: “sharing, grouping, 


treating groups as units, rate and ratio” (p106). The same exemplar question (375 ÷ 8) as 


was presented for Grade 4, is repeated. The clue board has the same inputs, and the 


multiply and subtract steps are presented in two columns (although the borders for the table 


cells are not included). The cautions about not using approaches that treat digits 


independently, not writing out the whole times table using repeated addition, and not 


encouraging the use of repeated subtraction of the divisor which are presented in the grade 


4 teaching guidelines are appear again in Grade 5. A worked example for short division is 


presented which makes use of multiplication clue board using multiples of ten; and other 


multiplication facts. The worked example uses a table method for recording the multiplication 


and subtraction steps and includes how to check the solution using multiplication, and 


addition of the remainder. It also includes rounding off and estimating to check the 


reasonableness of the solution (p109). When division is revisited again in Grade 5, the 


teaching guidelines which were provided for short division in grade 4, are repeated for long 


division: 


When dividing 3-digit by 2-digit numbers, it is preferable for learners to work with easily 
remembered multiplication facts of multiples of 10 and then doubling and halving. These 
large groups of numbers can then be subtracted from the number being divided into. In this 
way learners to fewer subtractions and more likely to arrive at the correct answer (p132). 


A worked example showing a long division approach for 442 ÷ 17 is provided. This again 


uses a number sentence clue board with inputs 10, 20, 30, 5, 2, 3 and 6. A multiply and 


subtract table is presented for keeping track of each step in the calculations. There is a 


remainder of 0 for this example, and how to check the division calculation by multiplying is 


shown (p133). No further clarification is offered. 


HOW CAN THESE EXPECTATIONS BE UNDERSTOOD IN RELATION TO KEY 


THEORETICAL SHIFTS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION INTERNATIONALLY? 


In general terms, the CAPS seems to draw on Feature One: The shift from a set-based 


conception of number to a counting based conception of number. This is evident in the 


absence of definitions or approaches to multiplication and division which refer to sets and set 


notation. It is also evident in the inclusion of counting forwards and backwards in specified 







intervals in the specification and clarification of content area. However, how the concept of 


division relates to counting forwards or counting backwards is not explored, or provided in 


the clarification notes. Division as repeated subtraction is mentioned, but only in relation to 


discouraging learners from using repeated subtraction of the divisor, when more efficient 


techniques can be used. Although “using a number line” is listed as a calculation technique 


with regard to concepts and skills for multiplication and division, no guidance is given to 


teachers on how to this can be done.  


With regard to Feature Two: Shift from recall or facts to developing number sense the CAPS 


makes explicit mention of the need to avoid written calculation methods that use a digit-wise 


conception of numbers, and it emphasises the need to encourage all calculation methods 


(not just those for multiplication and division) to use whole number partitions. However, there 


is no clear explanation of the distinction between ‘breaking down’ a number using addition or 


subtraction, and ‘breaking down’ a number using multiplication or division (factorising). While 


the teaching guidelines for multiplication do present examples using factorising, there are no 


examples of this kind for division calculations. Although doubling and halving is included as a 


calculation technique, teachers or learners are not given any guidance or examples of how 


factorising (which may make use of doubling and halving) may be appropriate for division, as 


in this example: 


704 ÷ 8  = (352 × 2) ÷ 8  (halve 704) 


= (176 × 2 × 2) ÷ 8   (halve 352) 


= (88 × 2 × 2 × 2) ÷ 8   (halve 176) 


= (88 × 8) ÷ 8  


= 88  


Similarly, although CAPS includes examples of how to partition numbers in ways other than 


expanded notation, and to use this for multiplication; no examples on how this can be used 


for division are provided. An example, like the one below, may have supported teachers and 


learners to make the connection between multiplication and division calculation techniques 


more clear: 


400 ÷ 13  = (130 + 130 + 130 + 10) ÷ 13  


= (130 ÷ 13) + (130 ÷ 13) + (130 ÷ 13) + (10÷ 13)  


= 10 + 10 + 10 + (10÷ 13)  


= 30 remainder 10.  


The distributive property of division over addition and subtraction is included as an explicit 


focus, but is unfortunate that the connection between this property and its application to long 


division is missing.  


With calculators only introduced as an explicit calculation technique in Grade 6, the CAPS 


appears to have ignored the shifts that are evident in the technological society. There is no 


direction provided on how to use a calculator to support learners to “to observe patterns, to 


predict results and to talk about the connections that they can make” in relation to division 


(Anghileri, 2006, p2). It may be argued that this type of work is encouraged in the Patterns 


Functions and Algebra content area of the CAPS, however the connections to this are not 


made explicit when focusing on the division topics.  It is also true, that in its broad 







conceptualisation CAPS includes deliberate emphasis on mental calculations, with 10 


minutes a day allocated to mental mathematics. However, there is little guidance provided to 


teachers on how to align the mental calculation techniques with the approaches required for 


long division calculations. MAs such, most of the guidance for the division topics is directed 


towards “showing learners how to do written calculations” (Anghileri, 2006, p2). 


In relation to Feature three: Two models of division, the CAPS is explicit about the two types 


of problems which give rise to division calculations, mentioning both equal sharing and 


grouping contexts. Examples of both problem types are also provided. This is a welcome 


improvement for the South African curriculum. However it is unfortunate that the CAPS does 


not make explicit that the two models for division and fundamental to understanding different 


approaches to written calculations for long division; nor does it make clear that the written 


calculation technique for long division presented in the CAPS, makes use of division as 


grouping (where division as sharing is the more likely dominant model of division for 


children). As such the two models for division are described only in relation to problem 


contexts, and not in relation their implications for approaches to bare division calculations.  


The CAPS shows substantial awareness of Feature four: The shift from division as repeated 


subtraction, to division as chunking and then to efficient chunking.  This is evident in the 


explicit introduction of the concept of a multiplication clue-board, and the direct caution to 


avoid repeated subtraction of the dividend as this is an inefficient method that is prone to 


errors. It refers to the need to subtract large groups (it does not name them as ‘chunks’) and 


encourages the use of easily remembered multiplication facts making use of doubling and 


halving and multiples of ten. It provides a clear presentation for both short and long division 


(which does not require adjustment as the number ranges increase). The multiplication and 


subtraction table, and column layout is repeated. So the CAPS provides worked examples 


which reflect the chunking method for long division. However, it stops short of providing 


examples which make use of efficient chunking which was the more effective Dutch 


approach that specifically referred to a clue board which has the inputs 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10 as 


its inputs. 


WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHER FOCUSING ON THIS 


TOPIC WITH THEIR CLASSES? 


The CAPS shows evidence of awareness of the key theoretical shifts in mathematics 


education internationally. There is clear research-based progress evident in the CAPS 


curriculum in relation to the treatment of long division. However in many instances 


insufficient guidance is provided to teachers to make the implications of these research shifts 


explicit. 


The following teaching guidelines may therefore be useful to educators in South Africa 


teaching the topic of long division within the current intended curriculum: 


1. Learners’ (and teachers’) early introduction to division frequently refers only to a 


sharing model. This is evident in their sense of halving as dividing into two equal 


groups (and their reticence to see counting the pairs, as an equivalent halving 


process). So be explicit that there are two models for division, and provide learners’ 


with time and opportunity to partition numbers into equal groups, and to share out 


numbers into equal groups for them to full internalise the two division models, their 







mathematical equivalence, and their difference in terms of problem contexts. This 


connects with work done on the commutative property of multiplication (which reveals 


the equivalent two models for multiplication). 


2. Connect multiplication to repeated addition and to counting patterns. This can be 


done through work in Patterns, Functions and Algebra; but should be explicitly linked 


to division and multiplication. Make use of the empty number line to visualise the 


counting patterns, and repeated addition, and then use the same empty number line 


concept for work with multiples and factors, and division and multiplication mental 


mathematics techniques. 


3. Make it clear that division is the inverse of multiplication (multiplication is the reverse 


if the division function). Division calculations can be checked using an equivalent 


multiplication number sentence. Every multiplication number sentence can be re-


written as an equivalent division number sentence, and vice versa. Also division can 


be done either by counting backwards from the number, or by counting forwards from 


zero to reach the number as a target. Many learners find using counting forwards 


from zero easier that counting backwards.  


4. Encourage learners to build on the techniques for division that they use in mental 


calculations. This relies on quick recall of easily remembered facts especially those 


involving doubling and halving and multiplication by ten. Learners also benefit from 


knowing their timetables, and can add these know facts into their multiplication clue 


boards as required (although this is not a requirement for the efficient chunking 


method).  


5. Support learners to become completely secure when building doubling and times ten 


multiplication clue boards. The inputs are 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10, and the outputs are 


obtained by doubling and knowing how to multiply by ten. This gives learners a good 


sense of how a multiplication function behaves (they have five easily generated 


inputs and outputs for this function).  


6. Once learners are comfortable with the doubling and times ten multiplication clue 


board, they should become secure with creating clue boards for multiples of ten the 


inputs for which are 10, 20, 40, 80 and 100. Learners use their knowledge of 


multiplying by 10, to adapt the doubling and times ten clue board.  


7. Connect the multiplication clue-boards to work done in the Patterns, function and 


algebra content area where the equivalent representations of function machines or 


flow diagrams, tables of input and output values and families of number sentences 


are explored. Learners’ multiplication clue boards can be created as families of 


number sentences, using a table or a flow diagram. 


8. When working with the distributive property of multiplication/division over 


addition/subtraction make it clear that this implies that it is possible to break up a 


number using adding and subtracting and then multiply or divide each part. Breaking 


up numbers using adding and subtracting makes the division calculation easier 







(encourage learners to use multiples of ten, doubles, and halves where necessary). 


Breaking up can be done using expanded notation – but often there are other, better 


ways to break up a  number that make the calculation ever easier. How best to break 


up a number depends on the particular numbers and the required calculation. 


9. When working with the associative property make it clear that numbers can also be 


broken up using multiplication or division. When numbers are broken up using 


multiplication this is called factorising. Factorising can help with division calculations, 


as you can use doubling and halving to simplify the big numbers. 


10. Encourage learners to become fluent in using an ‘efficient chunking’ algorithm which 


works for both short and long division. This algorithm should only be used when 


division calculation cannot be done using mental approaches. 


The following provides an example of efficient chunking which makes use of a 


multiply and subtract table: 


445 ÷ 17 


First create a doubling and times ten clue board (using number sentences, a table, or flow 


diagram): 


1 × 17 = 17 


2 × 17 = 34  (this is double 17) 


4 × 17 = 68  (this is double 34) 


8 × 17 = 136  (this is double 68) 


10 × 17 = 170 (to multiply by 10 you write the number with a 0 in the units column) 


Second, it may be necessary to create another clue board for the multiples of 10, with inputs 


10, 20, 40, 80 and 100 that builds on the above. Some learners may not require this step. 


Third, create a multiply and subtract table by choosing sensibly sized chunks from the clue 


board. 


 


 


 


 


 


Fourth, add together the inputs that you have used in the multiply column, and include the 


remainder from what is left in the subtract column: 


445 ÷ 17  = 20 + 4 + 2 remainder 3 


= 26 remainder 3 


It is of course possible to use ‘efficient chunking’ to add to reach a target (rather than 


subtract to reach 0). The following provides an example of efficient chunking which 


makes use of a multiply and add table: 


400 ÷ 13 


Multiply Subtract 


20 × 17 = 340 445 – 340 = 105 


4  × 17 = 68 105 – 68 = 37 


2  × 17 = 34 37 – 34 = 3 







First create a doubling and times ten clue board (using number sentences, a table, or flow 


diagram): 


1 × 13 = 13 


2 × 13 = 26  (this is double 13) 


4 × 13 = 52  (this is double 26) 


8 × 13 = 104  (this is double 104) 


10 × 13 = 130 (to multiply by 10 you write the number with a 0 in the units column) 


Second, it may be necessary to create another clue board for the multiples of 10, with inputs 


10, 20, 40, 80 and 100 that builds on the above. Some learners may not require this step. 


Third, create a multiply and add table by choosing sensibly sized chunks from the clue board. 


 


 


 


 


 


Fourth, add together the inputs that you have used in the multiply column, and include the 


remainder from what you had to add in order to reach the target, from the add column: 


400 ÷ 13 = 20 + 10 remainder 10 = 30 remainder 10 
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ANNEXURE: TABLE 2 


Table 2: CAPS ‘concepts and skills’ for Intermediate Phase division topics 


 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 


Number range 
for 
calculations: 


Division of at least whole 3-
digit by 1 digit numbers 


Division of at least 3-digit by 
2-digit numbers 


Division of at least 4-digit by 
3-digit numbers. 


Calculation 
techniques 


Use a range of techniques to 
perform and check written 
and mental calculations of 
whole number including: 
 
Estimation 
 
Breaking up and breaking 
down numbers 
 
Rounding off and 
compensating 
 
Doubling and halving 
 
Using multiplication and 
division as inverse operations 


As for Grade 4. As for Grade 4 and: 
 
Using a calculator 


Number range 
for counting, 
ordering and 
representing 
place value of 
digits 


[Count forwards and 
backwards in 2s, 3s, 5s, 10s, 
100s between 0 and at least 
10 000] 
 
[Order compare and 
represent numbers to at least 
4-digit numbers] 
 
[Represent odd and even 
numbers to at least 1 000] 
 
[Recognise the place value 
please value of digits in whole 
numbers to at least 4-digit 
numbers] 
 
[Round off to the nearest 10, 
100 and 1 000] 
 
 
 


[Count forwards and 
backwards in whole number 
intervals to at least 10 000] 
 
 
[Order compare and 
represent numbers to at least 
6-digit numbers]  
 
[Represent odd and even 
numbers to at least 1 000] 
 
Recognise the place value of 
digits in whole numbers to at 
least 6-digit numbers. 
 
 
Round off to the nearest [5], 
10, 100 and  
1 000. 
 


 
 
 
 
 
Order compare and represent 
numbers to at least 9 digit 
numbers. 
 
Represent prime numbers to 
at least 100 
 
Recognise the place value of 
digits in whole numbers to at 
least 9-digits. 
 
 
[Round off the nearest 5, 10, 
100, 1 000, 100 000,  
and 1 000 000] 
 


Number range 
for multiples 
and factors 


Multiples of 1-digit numbers to 
at least 100 


Multiples of 2-digit numbers to 
at least 100 
 
Factors of 2-digit numbers to 
at least 100 


Multiples of 2-digit and 3-digit 
numbers. 
 
Factors of 2-digit and 3-digit 
whole numbers  
 
Prime factors of numbers up 
to at least 100. 


Multiplication 
facts 


Multiplication of whole 
numbers to at least 10 x 10 
 
Units by multiples of 10 
Units by multiples of 100. 


Multiplication of whole 
numbers to at least 10 x 10 
 
Units by multiples of 10 
Units by multiples of 100. 
[Units by multiples of 1 000 
Units by multiples of 10 000] 


Multiplication of whole 
numbers to at least 10 x 10 
 
Units by multiples of 10 
Units by multiples of 100. 
[Units by multiples of 1 000 
Units by multiples of 10 000] 


Properties of 
whole 
numbers 


Recognise and use the 
commutative, associative and 
distributive properties of 
whole numbers 


As for Grade 4, and: 
1 in terms of its multiplicative 
property 


As for Grade 5, and: 
0 in terms of its additive 
property  







 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 


Solving 
problems 


Solve problems in contexts 
involving whole numbers [in] 
financial contexts and 
measurement contexts 
 
Solve problems involving 
whole numbers including 
grouping and equal sharing 
with remainders; comparing 
two or more quantities of the 
same kind (ratio) and 
comparing two or more 
quantities of different kinds 
(rate)  


As for Grade 4. As for Grade 4. 


 


Note: Additions in square brackets do not appear in the CAPS ‘clarification notes’ for topics 


on division, however they appear as part of the CAPS ‘specification and clarification of 


content’ on pp8-10. They are included here for ease of reference to allow comparison 


between grades. 
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This paper presents the findings of secondary data analysis of the South African dataset of SITES 
2006 (Second Information Technology Education Study), the latest of three ICT in Education studies 
of the IAE.  The aim was to determine to what extend ICT contributed towards the pedagogical use of 
ICTs in schools across the world.  The study comprised three survey instruments aimed at the 
mathematics teachers, science teachers, school principals, technology coordinators, and the National 
Research Coordinators of the participating 22 countries and education systems.  The international 
data became available in 2008 for participating country’s in-depth analysis.  The current analysis 
takes into account the ICT aims as set out in the e-Education Policy that aims to have ICT’s 
integrated at all levels of the education system, i.e. management, teaching, learning and 
administration, by 2013. 


INTRODUCTION 


The technological era demands that learners develop higher order thinking skills (HOTS) during 


school education.  Mathematics one of the foundation learning areas of the curriculum and has an 


important role in the development of HOTS to accomplish the tasks relevant to achieving the 


outcomes and developing skills like conceptualising, abstraction, generalisation, problem solving and 


information-processing (Nieuwoudt, 2006).  The South African education system should adapt to the 


change and use information and communication technology (ICTs) to enhance the development of 


HOTS through integrated ICT teaching and learning (Republic of South Africa, 2004).  The problem-


centred approach (PCA), which is also a socio-constructivist approach, is proposed as the best 


practice for mathematics education at school level (Nieuwoudt, 2006).  Through PCA activities, 


mathematics is not based on drill and practice exercises, but relates to the active engagement of 


learners in mathematical problems and activities relating to their immediate environments.  Two 


cornerstones of PCA are problem-solving contexts and social interaction (Nieuwoudt, 2006).  


According to Murray et al. (1998) social interaction creates opportunities for learners to talk about 


their own thinking which is essential for meta-cognition and reflective thinking. Reflective thinking is 


an important requirement for effective learning (Du Plessis & Webb, 2008).  Learners learn from the 


knowledge they construct during social interaction with their peers.  Meaningful problem solving and 


HOTS occur within learner-learner and teacher-learner relationships which develop during such social 


constructivist interaction. 
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e-EDUCATION WHITE PAPER 


In accordance with the National Department of Education’s (NDoE) obligation to deliver on public 


expectation, growth as well as the assurance that every learner in the General Education and Training 


(GET) and Further Education and Training (FET) band will be ICT literate by 2013, a three phase 


implementation model with specific priorities and actions, creates alignment with the capacity and 


national educational budget.  Phase I (2004-2007) focuses on the enhancement of system-wide and 


institutional readiness to use ICT in teaching and learning.  Phase II (2007-2010) focuses on the 


system-wide integration of ICT’s into teaching and learning and Phase III (2010-2013) ICT’s 


integrates ICT at all levels of the education system—management, teaching, learning and 


administration (Republic of South Africa, 2004). 


SITES 2006 IN SOUTH AFRICA 


During 2004-2006 South Africa participated in large scale survey Second International Information 


Technology in Education Study (SITES 2006) conducted by the International Association for the 


Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) supplying the 22 participating systems with an extended 


view on the pedagogical practices of ICT across the world (Pelgrum & Law, 2008).  The study 


constructed four questionnaires that were administered to school principals, ICT coordinators at 


schools, mathematics and science teachers, and the research coordinators of the participating 


countries in a probabilistic sample of more than 400 schools per country or education system whereby 


respondents in 504 non-computer using and computer using schools in South Africa completed the 


survey. 


SITES 2006 focused on the role ICT play in the teaching and learning of mathematics in schools and 


examined how it can contribute towards the development of 21st century skills.  ICT usage in general 


in grade 8 encountered the lowest usage level in South Africa, which was only 18% for mathematics 


and 15.9% for science.  Even though South Africa has an ICT policy in place and acknowledges that 


certain changes within the systems need to take place.  South African data frequencies indicate that 


the majority of South African mathematics and science teachers in grade 8 are not confident in 


performing some of the most basic ICT functions.   


PEDAGOGICAL USE OF ICT 


The pedagogical use of ICTs consists of two main components, namely the application of pedagogy 


and the use of ICTs.  Mishra (2008) refers to the importance of having a sound technological 


pedagogical content knowledge (TPCK) to ensure the effective integration of ICTs in schools.  


Pedagogy is an active method of teaching with confidence using certain techniques, strategies and 


technologies to attain pedagogical goals within a specific environment, as well as assisting learners 


through interaction and activity in the ongoing academic and social events of the classroom 







(BlogSpot, 2008; Farlex, 2009).  It is also known as the study or scientific method of teaching where 


the teacher has to acquire relevant pedagogical knowledge and techniques to be able to teach 


competently and confidently (BlogSpot, 2008).  Besides having adequate pedagogical knowledge, 


teachers should be knowledgeable about the content of their subject (content knowledge) as well.  


The third important element in the TPACK (Baran et al., 2011), a strand at the Society for Information 


Technology and Teacher Education (SITE) and American Educational Research Association (AERA) 


conferences (Mishra, 2008), represents technological knowledge.  Technological knowledge is the 


ability to use the ICTs in teaching and learning of content knowledge to learners.  ICTs are 


characterised as artificial and symbolical technologies implemented in schools to facilitate the 


teaching and learning process (Bosco, 2004).  Technological tools such as graphing calculators, 


geometric software, multimedia tools and the Internet are useful tools in teaching and learning 


mathematics (Jarred, 1998).  


THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 


The conceptual framework which all these factors are embedded known as Technological 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) and not merely a basis of technology, pedagogy, content 


and teaching with technology but the foundation of this research (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). 


 


Fig. 1: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Framework (Mishra, 2008) 


RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 


The study followed a basic secondary data analysis (SDA) using the data of the stratified sample of 


the 504 computer using and non-computer using schools in South Africa which participated in SITES 


2006; representing the data from 640 mathematics teachers’ questionnaires.  The dataset allowed the 


researcher to explore different themes and correlations between variables that were not calculated 


and reported by the main study, without any further data collection.  In order to determine whether 


TPACK knowledge in grade 8 mathematics contributes towards more effective mathematics teaching 







in schools, Question 21 J (from Part VII of the SITES 2006 Teachers’ questionnaire on the 


pedagogical use of ICT (I know in which [K] teaching and learning[PC] situation to use ICT [T] was 


used as the main variable, then correlated with as many possible other variables within the same 


teachers’ questionnaire, to answer the main research question: To what extend can knowledge of the 


pedagogical use of ICT’s in grade 8 mathematics contribute towards more effective mathematics 


teaching in schools? (SITES, 2006b). 


In order to address the first research question: What is the pedagogical use of ICTs for the teaching 


and learning of grade 8 mathematics in South African schools?, the frequency tables of the dataset 


for mathematics teachers were used to identify how grade 8 mathematics teachers use ICTs for 


teaching and learning.  To address the second research question: To what extend can knowledge of 


the pedagogical use of ICT’s in grade 8 mathematics contribute toward more effective mathematics 


teaching in schools?, descriptive statistics and cross tabulations are calculated. In many cases it is 


important to know whether there is a relationship (correlation) between two variables. 


For random sampling, statistical relationships (correlations) between variables were determined with 


Chi-square tests and effect sizes but what was imperative is whether the relationship is large enough 


to be important (Ellis & Steyn, 2003).  In such cases the statistical significance tests (e.g. Chi-square 


tests) were used to show that the result was practically statistically significant.  Chi-square is a 


sampling distribution that gives probabilities about frequencies (Spatz, 2008).  An effect size V ≤ 0.2 is 


considered a small effect with no or very little significance.  An effect size 0.3 ≤ V ≤ 0.4 is considered 


a medium effect that tends towards a practically significant correlation.  For the purpose of this 


investigation, an effect size V ≥ 0.5 (preferably V ≥ 0.8) is considered a large effect which indicates a 


practically significant correlation. In order to complete the SDA for the second research question, the 


Statistical Consultation Service of the North-West University assisted in the cross tabulation analysis 


using SPSS® 16.0 for Windows (SPSS, 2007). Only medium and large effect sizes (Phi and V values 


≥ 0.3) are reported. Both phi coefficient and Cramer’ V can be considered as effect sizes (Ellis & 


Steyn, 2003)  


RESULTS 


Pedagogical use of ICT 


Table 1 gives a summary of the pedagogical use of ICTs for the teaching and learning of grade 8 


mathematics in South African schools.   


Use of ICT Findings from the SITES 2006 and the SDA of this study 


General use of ICT • Mathematics teachers (42.22%) used word-processing with confidence to create documents 
(e.g. tests and exams) 


• Respondents were less confident in the use of emails, electronic filing, and spreadsheets 


• Few teachers (13%) had email accounts 


• Some schools (67%) had access to the Internet for teachers 


Pedagogical use of ICT • Most respondents (48.96%) had no confidence in knowing in which teaching and learning 
situation to use ICT 







Use of ICT Findings from the SITES 2006 and the SDA of this study 


• Teachers struggled (46.02%) to find curriculum resources on the Internet 


• Teachers struggled (52.59%) to monitor learners’ performance using ICT 


• Teachers were not confident in the pedagogical use of ICT 


• Few teachers used ICTs in planning, monitoring, supporting and conducting pedagogical 
activities 


Learners’ competence with 


operating skills 


• Few learners (44.59%) could use word-processing 


• Few learners (54.71%) could access database software 


• Almost no learners (60.62%) could operate data-logging tools 


Impact of ICT on teachers • Little or no (39.21) change in teacher’s ICT skills 


• Teachers struggled with confidence to operate ICT and software 


• Many of teachers (32.70%)did not use ICT to monitor learners’ progress 


• Teachers acknowledged (61.57%) ICT did not make than less effective teachers 


• Few teachers (34.70%) shared ideas with colleagues outside their own schools 


Barriers of ICT for teaching and 


learning 


• Insufficient (42.77%) ICT skills all around 


• Not time (41.30%) to develop and implement ICT-related activities 


• Little support to develop ICT-related skills 


• Little confidence (41.25%) to try new approaches 


Table 1.  Executive summary of the pedagogical use of ICT for teaching and learning of grade 8 


mathematics in South African schools  


The use of ICT is trivial to most mathematics teachers in South African schools. Mathematics 


teachers do not have pedagogical knowledge [PK], content knowledge [CK], and technological 


knowledge [TK] which is central to ICT integration in teaching and learning.  South African teachers 


experienced difficulties to represent concepts with the assistance of ICT. They do not have the 


pedagogical techniques to use ICT in constructive ways to teach mathematical content to learners 


and build new concepts from their existing knowledge.  The insufficient TPACK contributed to the 


level of confidence in ICT when planning, teaching and communicating in grade 8 mathematics 


classrooms. 


Fig. 2 gives results from the correlation study between the main variable (i.e. I know which [K] 


teaching and learning situations [PC] are suitable for ICT [T] use) and other variables in the SITES 


2006 teachers’ questionnaire.  The main variable relates to TPACK (Fig. 1).  Three main clusters 


(themes) of TPACK were identified, i.e. impact, teacher practices, and barriers.  


Impact of ICT 


The items pertaining to impact (grouped into two sub-categories, i.e. (i) insufficient ICT knowledge 


and (ii) learners’ knowledge and skills) correlated to a medium effect (0.3 ≤ V ≤ 0.4) and a large effect 


(V = 0.47) with TPACK, which indicates that mathematics teachers had insufficient ICT knowledge to 


provide individualised feedback to learners using ICT.  They were not able to use the ICT to 


incorporate new ways of learning, to monitor learners’ progress, and to collaborate with peers outside 


the school to gain some knowledge to enhance their teaching practices.  Many indicated that using 


ICT increased their workload and work pressure but if ICT are used effectively it can speed up and 


enhance work production (Osborne & Hennessey, 2003).  Teachers’ subject matter knowledge 


increased, indicating that even though they did not have sufficient 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig. 2 Summary of the correlations study between the main variables and other variables from the SITES 2006 teachers’ questionnaire 


Teacher practices 


• Extended projects (V=0.27) 


• Teacher lectures (V=0.31) 


• Present information and 
class instruction (V=0.3) 


Impact Barriers 


Information Communication Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge 


Insufficient ICT knowledge 


• Incorporating new teaching 
methods (V=0.47) 


• Providing individualized 
feedback to learners (V=0.37) 


• Incorporating new ways to 
learning (V=0.43) 


• Monitoring of learners’ 
progress (V=0.44) 


• Searching for resources 
(V=0.47) 


• Collaborating with peers and 
colleagues (V=0.43) 


• Performing administrative 
tasks (V=0.47) 


• Increasing workload (V=0.4) 


• Increasing of work pressure 
(V=0.35) 


Confidence 


• Confidence in 
pedagogical ICT 
use (V=0.63) 


Insufficient 
knowledge and skills: 


• ICT-related skills 
(V=0.32) 


• Knowledge for 
teaching-related 
activities (V=0.42) 


• Use of computer for 
teaching-related 
activities (V=0.42) 


Insufficient 
resources: 


• Skills to identify 
useful ICT tools 
(V=0.37) 


• Knowledge to 
identify useful ICT 
tools (V=0.37) 


Learners’ knowledge and skills 
increased: 


• Subject matter knowledge 
(V=0.36) 


• Motivation (V=0.34) 


• Information handling skills 
(V=0.3) 


• Problem solving skills 
(V=0.32) 


• Self-directed learning skills 
(V=0.38) 


• Collaborative skills (V=0.32) 


• Learners’ communication 
skills (V=0.3) 


• Learners’ ICT skills (V=0.35) 


• Learners’ ability to learn at 
own pace (V=0.34) 


• Learners assessment results 
((V=0.3) 







TPACK, ICT gave them the opportunity to explore with different ICT mediums to develop their 


mathematical content knowledge.  An increase in motivation, information handling skills, 


problem solving skills which enable learners to be actively engaged in mathematical problems 


and activities relating to their immediate environment.  Additionally learners’ were able to work 


more independently as their self-directed learning skills increased.  An enhancement in 


collaborative skills and learner communication as social interaction creates opportunities for 


learners to talk about their own thinking, essential for meta-cognition and reflective thinking.  As 


learners’ ICT skills developed they were able to learn at their own pace (Balanskat et al., 2006).  


Overall learners achieved better results in their assessment.  All the above tend towards 


practically significant correlations with TPACK.   


Teachers’ insufficient ICT knowledge to incorporate new teaching methods, to search for 


resources, and to do administrative tasks, which are imperative to teaching in general show 


practically significant correlations with TPACK.   


Teacher practices 


The items pertaining to teacher practices (one category) correlated to a medium effect (V = 0.3) 


with TPACK, which indicates that extended projects, teacher lectures and class instruction tend 


towards practically significant correlations with TPACK.  As seen from the descriptive statistics 


and the correlation study, the majority of mathematics teachers did not have TPACK with 


regard to teacher practices.  A total of 88.70% of the grade 8 mathematics teachers did not 


make use of ICT for extended projects.  More than ninety percent (91.40%) of the grade 8 


mathematics teachers indicated insufficient TPACK to use ICTs specifically in teacher lecturing.  


An interesting finding was that 62.50% of the grade 8 mathematics teachers who had adequate 


TPACK did not make use of ICT when teaching and learning.  Only 29.90% of the grade 8 


mathematics teachers had the TPACK and were able to present information, provide 


demonstrations, and facilitate a class using ICT.  Only the teachers who had adequate ICT 


knowledge, made use of ICT in the various teacher practice activities. 


Barriers 


Figure 2 illustrates the items pertaining to barriers (grouped into three sub-categories, i.e. (i) 


resources, (ii) knowledge and skills, and (iii) confidence) correlated to a medium effect (0.3 ≤ V 


≤ 0.4) and a large effect (V = 0.5) with TPACK.  Teachers’ had insufficient skills to identify ICT 


useful tools to transfer mathematical conceptual knowledge to their learners.  They were unable 


to identify ICT useful tools, insufficient ICT related skills, insufficient knowledge for teaching-


related activities, and insufficient use of computers for teaching-related activities.  As only 15% 


of the 640 mathematics teachers in the SITES 2006 study were ICT pedagogically trained and 







more than 60% of the respondents indicated they lacked knowledge about ICT use in teaching 


and learning and they did not incorporate new teaching methods using the multiple ICT’s at 


their disposal (SITES, 2006a).  Many barriers tend towards practically significant correlations 


with TPACK.  The most practically significant correlation was the confidence in pedagogical ICT 


use with TPACK.  The fact that teachers do not believe in the ability of ICT to enhance learning, 


have confidence in their learners and the contexts of schools, and their reluctance to change 


their deep-rooted teaching methods will require much effort to change (Handal, 2004; Ward, 


2003).  As seen from the descriptive statistics and the correlation study, teachers did not have 


adequate ICT skills and their insufficient TPACK to use ICT was a major barrier identified. 


Conclusions 


South Africa has to confront many challenges regarding integration of ICT in schools, 


eventually, making it impossible to compete with other systems in all areas relating to 


education, but in order for us to compete within a global society we have to deal with the 


inequalities within our system.  An aim of the research was to determine the pedagogical use of 


ICT’s is within the teaching and learning of grade 8 mathematics in South African schools, and 


to determine to what extend knowledge of the pedagogical use of ICT’s is in grade 8 


mathematics contribute toward more effective mathematics teaching in schools.  If all these 


disparities are coherently dealt with it will ensure the level of teachers’ TPACK increase, 


allowing South Africa to have an acceptable standard of ICT integrated education in a global 


society.   


At system level South Africa firstly need to address the shortcomings within the e-Education 


policy.  The Department of Education should deal with the social and economic disparities 


within the system.  Nongovernmental schools must assist the NDoE in training teachers for in 


achieving the TPACK required for ICT integration.  For the stages an integrated ICT curriculum 


program must be developed to assist teachers in knowing which ICT devices and software are 


applicable for the content taught.  Even tough OLSET, Thutong Portal and other websites are 


available to assist managers and teachers in ICT integration these provisions are not adequate 


to address the shortcomings at system level, therefore more websites must be created 


specifically to assist schools in ICT integration. 


School managers and SMT members must make ICT qualifications a prerequisite in all new 


staff appointments.  SMT members must motivate teachers to attend ICT training to ensure 


teachers have a sound TPACK. 







The four areas influencing the use of ICT of teachers need to be addressed: confidence, time, 


access to resources and adequate professional development.  To raise the level of confidence 


of teachers they have to be exposed to sufficient professional development to increase TPACK.  


In order to raise the level of confidence of our mathematics teachers in South African schools 


from 30% to 100%, each stakeholder in education (system, school and teacher) must contribute 


to ensure teaching and learning with ICT in South African schools become part of the daily 


practices. 
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Factors which promote mathematics teaching as a career: Reflections of pre-


service students 


Dr VG Govender 


 


The reasons why people choose mathematics teaching as a career are many and varied. 


This small-scale study examines possible school factors which may play a role in this career 


choice. These school factors, based on reflections of pre-service students, are outlined in 


this study. These factors may provide universities and other organisations, which are 


involved in pre-service teacher recruitment, with possible pointers on recruiting top quality 


students to their mathematics teacher education programmes.  


1. Introduction and background 
 


The teaching and learning of mathematics is both a national and an international problem 


(de Lange, 1981;  Howie, 2001;  Centre for Development and Enterprise (CDE) , 2004).  


Various strategies have been used to address this problem. In South Africa, outreach 


programmes for learners have been arranged by higher education institutions, the 


department of education and non-governmental organisations. Universities have also been 


involved in the massive upgrade of mathematics teachers through various in-service 


programmes. These initiatives have had degrees of success over the years. However, it has 


been known for some time that the mathematics teachers at South African schools are aging 


and new teachers needed to be trained (CDE, 2007). 


During an address to delegates at the 17th annual Association for Mathematics Education in 


SA, at the University of the Witwatersrand, the Minister of Science and Technology Ms 


Naledi Pandor  pointed to “the odds that are seemingly stacked against the country's 


chances of making a breakthrough in terms of producing competent mathematics teachers” 


(Mecoamere, 2011).  


While the statement by the minister does not inspire confidence to those involved in teacher 


training, incentives such as dedicated bursaries for those wanting to take up teaching of 


scarce subjects such as Mathematics and Physical Sciences have been an integral part of 


teacher recruitment for the past few years. This has encouraged more students to take up 


mathematics teacher training at various universities in South Africa. However, the biggest 


challenge facing institutions is drawing top quality candidates.  


A study of more than 100 teachers by the NCTM in the USA on why people take up 


mathematics teaching has relevance to this study.  To obtain more in-depth responses to 


this question, 10 of the teachers in the NCTM study were interviewed. Their responses are 


categorised broadly as follows:   


(a) Helping and explaining mathematics problems to others  
 


Three teachers explained that helping mathematics problems to fellow classmates at 


school, helping inner-city children with mathematics or wanting to develop children’s 


thinking prompted them to take up mathematics teaching as a career. 







(b) Limited career choices 
 


Some teachers entered the profession because other career options were limited, 


especially for those who excelled in mathematics.  


(c) The beauty of mathematics  
 


 Some were attracted to mathematics because of the nature of the subject. The 


beauty of mathematical patterns and the orderly nature of the subject were given as 


reasons.  


(d) Being inspired by their mathematics teachers 
 


A few of them were inspired by their mathematics teachers and this prompted them 


to take up the profession. 


                                                                                             (NCTM, 2002) 


 


The study by the NCTM targeted practising teachers and sought possible reasons for their 


entry into the profession.  


A study by the World Bank in 2007 showed that many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, find it 


difficult to attract quality students to mathematics teaching. Although reasons such as 


wanting to impart knowledge or seeking to develop the young people of their country were 


given by prospective students, for many teaching was chosen on the basis of the possible 


benefits it offers, including salary, job security, and opportunities for advancement. There 


was also evidence to suggest that some people chose to teach because of the lack of other 


employment options. (Mulkeen, Chapman, DeJaeghere, Leu, 2007). 


Although the factors mentioned in the NCTM and World Bank study are likely to have 


relevance in a South African context, the challenge of recruiting quality students into 


mathematics teaching remains.  


 


2. Rationale for this study 


This study explores the possibility of school factors playing a role in students choosing 


mathematics teaching as a career. It attempts to gather data about pre-service student 


teachers’ experiences of their school mathematics and to determine whether there is a 


connection between these experiences and their choice of mathematics teaching as a 


career. It may provide key indicators in the recruitment of young students into the profession. 


 


 


 







3. Research question 
 


To investigate the possible school factors which may play a role in the choice of 


mathematics teaching as a career, the following research question was formulated. 


Is there a connection between school experiences of mathematics and mathematics 


teaching as a career choice? 


 


In an attempt to answer the research question, the following subsidiary questions were set. 


(1) What were the mathematics school experiences of pre-service mathematics 
student teachers? 


(2) What factors from these school experiences were likely to play a role in their 
choice of mathematics teaching as a career?   


(3) What do these students believe are the “characteristics of a good mathematics 
teacher”?  
 


4. Sample 
 


This sample consisted of second year Bachelor of Education students studying at an 


Eastern Cape university. They were training as high school teachers and opted for 


mathematics as one of their teaching subjects. They had completed their Mathematics 1 


modules in the Faculty of Science in their first year. There were 13 students in this sample 


and all participated voluntarily in this study. The size of the sample made it a small- scale 


study. 


 


5. Theoretical Framework 
 


Hatch (2002) explains that in qualitative work, it is understood that the act of studying a 


social phenomenon influences the enactment of that phenomenon. Researchers are part of 


the world they study; the knower and the known are taken to be inseparable.  


In this study students had to give a brief account of their school experiences of mathematics, 


participate in an interactive discussion on good mathematics teachers and then come up 


with criteria of their own in deciding what constitutes a good mathematics teacher.  The data 


from the students’ accounts of their mathematics experiences and the discussions with 


students produced qualitative data, with the writer being an integral part of this process. 


Thus, this study was a qualitative study (Hatch, 2002). 


The first research sub-question focussed on the school experiences of the students. Their 


reflections on the class discussion and their own experiences would be key factors in 


responding to the second and third sub-questions.  


Some of the attributes of experience - based learning listed by Andresen, Boud and Choen 


(2000) such as “involving something personally significant or meaningful to the students”, 


‘students should be personally engaged” and “reflective thought and opportunities for 







students to write or discuss their experiences” have relevance for this study since the 


students in the sample were actively engaged in writing about their school experiences.  


The students were engaged in reflection. Moon (1999) defines reflection as a form of mental 


processing or thinking that is used to fulfil a purpose or to achieve some anticipated 


outcome. The reflection of students in this study was “reflection-on-action” where the 


reflection has happened after an event. In this case, they had to reflect on their school 


mathematics which they had last encountered two or more years previously.  They also had 


to reflect on the class discussion on the characteristics of a good mathematics teacher.  


In the light of these discussions, this study could be described as a qualitative study, located 


in the experiential- reflective research paradigm (Rothwell & Ghelipter, 2003). 


 


6. Data Collection 
 


This study was conducted in three parts. In the first part, students were required to reflect on 


their school experiences of mathematics. To assist them in structuring their responses, they 


were given the following headings. 


• Highlights of their school mathematics 


• Challenges experienced  


• What they learnt 


• What they were not sure of 


• Their performance in assessment tasks 


• Their mathematics teacher 
 


The second part consisted of an interactive class discussion on the characteristics of a good 


mathematics teacher. This discussion was facilitated by the writer. This was important as in 


the third part of this study students had to reflect on this discussion and their own 


experiences to come up with their own criteria on what constitutes a “good” mathematics 


teacher. 


 


7. Results 
 


First part of this study 


To record the data in the first part of this study, the students were coded using the letters A 


to L. In the write-up of the results, the focus is on key trends and features. However, in some 


instances, students’ own words are used for emphasis.  


 


Highlights of their school mathematics 


 







For most of the students, mathematics was a fun and interesting subject and 


made them want to go to school. They did fairly well in mathematics and two of 


them (students C and J) were chosen to represent their schools in extra-


curricular activities such as computer study programme and science quizzes.  


These two students’ responses are indicated below. 


Student C 


“I topped the class in a science selection test and was chosen to go to Port 


Elizabeth for a science quiz. When I arrived there I found that the students were 


mostly white but I did not look down on myself. I just answered the quiz 


questions and I also did well. I even received an award” 


Student J   


“I was one of the top 5 mathematics learners at my school and I was chosen to 


participate in a new computer study programme. It was the best feeling I ever 


had as a student” 


One student recalled that he performed poorly in grades 10 and 11 and decided 


to work hard in grade 12. This resulted in him doing very well in grade 12 and he 


was accepted to study at university. Another student talked about making “songs 


about mathematics concepts” in grades 8 and 9. This helped him understand the 


mathematics concepts. This student also stated that in grade 11 he wrote a 50 


mark test paper in 5 minutes and obtained 100%.  


Challenges 


The challenges experienced by the students were wide and varied. Three 


students were very specific about their challenges citing difficulty with 


trigonometry and financial mathematics.  Others explained that they had to go to 


school early for extra mathematics classes and remain in school in the afternoon 


for more classes. All their attention was devoted to mathematics and they tended 


to neglect other subjects. Although this was regarded as a challenge one student 


said “Going to school early in the morning; on Saturdays and during the holidays 


made me realise that mathematics was an important subject”.  


Another student remarked that her challenge was a personal one in that she 


wrote slowly, was the youngest in the class and her teacher always asked her to 


respond in class.  


In addition to the observations above, the response of four students are 


highlighted below. Firstly, student E wanted to help his colleagues in class but 


was denied the opportunity. He said: 


“I always wanted to be given a chance in the mathematics class to help my 


classmates but the teachers would do everything on their own. Some teachers 


were not approachable so it was not easy to ask questions” 


Student F complained about the shortage of resources at her school stating: 







“There was a shortage of resources where now we should share sometimes five 


to one textbook.” 


This challenge was also echoed by student I who said: 


“We had to go outside the school looking for textbooks because there weren’t 


any at school”.  


Student Js comment was rather disturbing when he said:  


“My Mathematics and Biology teachers had to further their studies and we were 


left to study on our own during the 12th grade. It was really tough but we made it”. 


What they learnt 


Most students stated they learnt to be hard working as “practice makes perfect” 


with one adding that “your practice must also be perfect for you to be perfect”. 


They would go over their work every day and not waste time. They also spoke of 


the need for effective revision such as going over past year papers and working 


through all types of questions. Two students spoke positively about group work 


as it was very helpful when studying mathematics. One stated that “when you 


work alone you won’t know if you are correct” and the other saying that “one 


must prepare for group discussions”  


Once again student J came up with a very interesting response saying: 


“A person’s mind is more powerful than one can imagine because we were  left 


to study on our own; we knew we had no choice but to make it and pushed  


beyond our limits and got through. Also I have learnt that Mathematics is the best 


subject that mankind has ever come up with as it can change the way we think 


for a better one”  


What they were not sure of 


Some students pointed to specific mathematics sections such as financial 


mathematics and trigonometry (also stated under challenges) and tended to put 


them under great stress. Financial mathematics was a new section in the 


curriculum and it is possible that teachers, themselves, were not sure of how to 


teach it. Others were not sure of how they could apply mathematics to “real life” 


but decided to persevere with it as they realised that mathematics was an 


important subject. One student remarked that his grounding in mathematics up to 


grade 10 was not up to standard and he had to use old textbooks to help him 


understand the basics in mathematics. 


Their performance in assessment tasks 


All students claimed to have done very well in their mathematics assessment 


tasks. They were usually in the top 5 in their classes and always strived for high 


marks. This was so because they loved doing mathematics and worked hard in 


the subject. One student was hard on herself, stating that she regarded getting 


68% in one of her tests as a “fail”. Another student stated that he did poorly in 







the Grade 12 June examination, obtaining an H symbol. He wanted to give up 


but decided to carry on and ended up doing well in the final examinations.  


Their mathematics teachers 


Most of the students were very complementary of their mathematics teachers. 


Their teachers were hardworking and dedicated to mathematics. They would 


teach them in class using a variety of different approaches. They also had 


weekend and holiday classes. This was in addition to the morning and afternoon 


extra classes. Their teachers would always encourage them in the classes with 


one student stating that their teacher told them to “challenge mathematics rather 


than be challenged by it” 


       Only two of them complained about their teachers. One stated that their 


teacher was not good at explaining and they had to form study groups. These 


study groups were successful as they shared ideas and became competitive with 


each other. The other student said their teacher expected them to know their 


work even if they were not taught. This put them under pressure. 


   


Second part of this study  


As stated earlier, the second part consisted of an interactive class discussion on the 


characteristics of a good mathematics teacher. It was a very exhaustive discussion and 


placed a high priority on the role of the teacher. This discussion was intended to give 


students some direction on the issue. The following points were highlighted during the 


discussion: 


• The creation of learning environment where learners are active participants 
as individuals and as members of collaborative groups.  


• Motivation of learners and nurturing their desire to learn in a safe, healthy and 
supportive environment which develops compassion and mutual respect.  


• Appreciating different cultures and valuing diversity 


• Encouraging learners to accept responsibility for their own learning 


• Displaying effective and efficient classroom management  


• Providing learners with equitable access to technology, space and time 


• Allocating learners time to engage in hands-on experiences and classroom 
discussions 


• Creating an environment where learner work is valued and appreciated 


• Providing opportunities for learners to share mathematical ideas and to solve 
problems 


• Displaying passion when teaching so that learners are aware that the teacher 
loves the subject 


• Being creative in the classroom to cater for differing ability levels  


• Showing some flexibility when learners do not perform well and being 
supportive at all times 


• Teaching mathematics in an integrated manner by showing how mathematics 
is used in other subjects and in society 


• Forming a solid connection with each learner by being interesting and having 
other interests and sharing this with learners in order to encourage them 


 







During this discussion, students tended to identify with many of the characteristics, using the 


contexts of their own experiences with their mathematics teachers. This was in keeping with 


their earlier responses about their own teachers. All students contributed to this discussion, 


either voluntarily or through probing by the writer. This discussion also served as preparation 


for the third part of this study. 


 


Third part of this study 


In the third part of this study, students had to come up with what they believed were 


characteristics of a “good” mathematics teacher. They had to use their own experiences and 


the discussions above to come up with these characteristics. This was then handed in. The 


students’ responses were analysed carefully with an emphasis on key trends and features. 


There appeared to be some synergy with the discussion in the second part of this study. The 


following points emerged from this analysis.   


• Each mathematics teacher has his or her own teaching style and philosophy 
and this should be consistent with helping learners study the subject in a safe, 
stimulating environment. 


• Mathematics teachers should be passionate about mathematics. If learners 
see this passion in their teachers, they are likely to develop a positive attitude 
to mathematics.  


• They should have strong knowledge of the mathematics content to enable 
them to teach mathematics with confidence. 


• Good mathematics teachers respect their learners and effectively engage 
their learners by treating teaching as a collaborative process and valuing their 
thoughts and opinions. 


• They should challenge their learners and encourage them to be creative and 
inquisitive when working through mathematics problems. 


• They should understand that their learners come from different backgrounds 
and use a variety of teaching methods to cater for different ability levels. 


• A good mathematics teacher should be available to assist learners who have 
difficulty with mathematics with one-on-one sessions and extra classes. 


• Mathematics teachers should be motivated to get the best out of learners and 
promote the motivation to learn in them. This could be done by being positive 
role-models and by making their lessons more interesting through creative 
and innovative approaches.  


 


8. Discussion 
 


The students took part in all parts of this study with great enthusiasm. The data they 


provided appeared to support the notion of them being comfortable with their career choice 


of becoming mathematics teachers. This could be attributed be attributed to their school 


experiences of mathematics.  To emphasise these experiences, key factors are highlighted 


in bold.   


They found mathematics to be a fun and enjoyable subject and usually performed well in 


the subject. In fact, most of the students in the sample were in the top 5 in their 


mathematics classes. It would seem that not all top mathematics opt for careers in medicine, 







engineering and other such like careers. Some of the top mathematics learners also choose 


to become mathematics teachers.  


The challenges expressed by the students would appear to be serious in the case of those 


without textbooks and student J whose teachers were more focused on personal studies. 


Despite these challenges, they worked hard to get to university and decided to choose 


mathematics teaching as a career. The other challenges expressed such as going to school 


early in the morning and leaving school late could also be a rallying point for students to 


see the importance of mathematics as a school subject as a lot of time and effort needs to 


be put into the subject. The fact that they were part of these classes and did well may have 


made them realise that their hard work and effort were worth it. It probably motivated 


them to take up mathematics teaching.  


In terms of what they learnt, students gave a number of useful points such was working 


every day, using time effectively, revising past year papers and working in groups. It 


would appear that this learning was effective as they did well in mathematics. These ideas 


are usually used by seasoned teachers to motivate learning in their classes. It would seem 


that these students, without realising it, were using ideas of seasoned teachers. This made 


their choice of mathematics teaching as a career all the more appropriate.  


Although students listed some areas which they were not sure of, such as how one would 


use the mathematics they studied in real life, their determination to do well in 


mathematics, overcame this lack of surety.  All students, except two, were very 


complimentary of their teachers. Their teachers were hardworking and were always 


encouraging them in class. As stated earlier, the teachers gave them additional support 


with extra classes in the mornings, afternoons and during holidays. Their teachers’ 


dedication to teaching mathematics may have inspired them to take up mathematics 


teaching as a career. 


 In the second part of this study, students contributed very constructively to the 


discussion on what the characteristics of a good mathematics teacher should be. This 


served them well as they were able to come up with their own characteristics in the third 


part of this study. All students indicated that they would work very hard to develop these 


characteristics during their undergraduate study years.   


 


9. Findings 
 


It would appear from the results in this study and the discussion in the previous section that 


there is a connection between school experiences and choice of mathematics teaching as a 


career. In this regard, there are some school factors which may promote mathematics 


teaching as a career. These are highlighted in the following findings: 


• Learners who take up mathematics teaching usually have an aptitude for the subject 
and have done well in the subject.  


• Learners who do well in school mathematics do not only go into careers such as 
medicine, engineering and other science careers. Some of them opt for 
mathematics teaching and schools (and the department of education) should 
continue to encourage such learners to take up mathematics teaching. 







• Learners who tend to help other learners with mathematics in and outside class 
and enjoy working in groups are likely to become mathematics teachers as they 
would like to share their mathematics knowledge with others. 


• Learners who work with mathematics every day, use time effectively and revise 
past examination papers tend to do well in the subject. Some of them (as seen in 
this study) take up mathematics teaching. 


• Teachers can become role models to their learners. This is usually through their 
actions in class by showing their love for mathematics and wanting their learners to 
enjoy the subject. Giving their classes extra support in the form of morning and 
afternoon classes, is likely to encourage their learners to do well in the subject. This 
can also serve as inspiration to learners to become mathematics teachers.  


 


Some of the school factors above such as wanting to help others, liking mathematics and 


being inspired by their teachers, were very similar to the NCTM study, with one big 


difference; the students were in their second year of their four year degree programme 


while the NCTM study focussed on experienced teachers.  


It is, thus, very important for those who teach Mathematics Method (or Mathematics 


Didactics) to under-graduate students to make use of their prior learning experiences in 


the subject as this can play a significant  role in their development as mathematics teachers.   


In the second part of this study, students contributed very constructively to the discussion 


on the characteristics of good mathematics teachers. They used their experiences with their 


own teachers as a point of reference.  This discussion also served to motivate students 


who came up with their own characteristics of good mathematics teachers. These students 


also stated they would work very hard towards developing some of these characteristics 


while they were still at university and develop further when they started teaching. 


 


10. Conclusion  
 


Although this was a small scale study, it provided some rich data to work with. The study 


attempted to examine possible school factors which may play a role in the choice of 


mathematics teaching as a career. These factors were identified and could provide 


universities with strategies on the recruitment of future mathematics teachers. Schools could 


assist with recruiting such students from their midst. This would mean that the number of 


learners doing mathematics should increase rather than decrease. Only then would the 


number of quality learners who take up mathematics teaching as a career increase. This 


would depend on mathematics teachers doing even more than what they are currently doing. 


This study does, however, prove that not just anyone can take up mathematics teaching. In 


fact, mathematics teaching requires special competences and skills which could be nurtured 


when learners are still in school. 
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Abstract 


This paper is intended to open up discussion surrounding how teachers employ 


pedagogical content knowledge to pre-empt and remediate common errors and 


misconceptions that emerge when students learn secondary school algebra.  As a 


theoretical basis the paper uses Shulman’s notion of pedagogical content knowledge 


(as well as the theories of other authors) to understand the specialist knowledge that 


teachers draw on.  This specialist knowledge is examined using actual student errors 


and misconceptions that occur commonly in our secondary algebra classrooms, and 


this paper looks at how teachers make pedagogical decisions drawing from their 


specialised knowledge in order to redress or pre-empt these errors and 


misconceptions.  The intention of the paper is to show that dedicated teachers are 


not only people who “can”, but are also people who “do”, thus dispelling the inherent 


myths contained in the famous quotation by Shaw. 


 


Introduction 


“He who can, does.  He who cannot, teaches.”  (George Bernard Shaw, circa 1915.) 


Notwithstanding the era in which this statement was made it is often quoted today, much to 


the chagrin of modern-day teachers.  The statement implies two things: firstly, teachers do 


not fall into the category of society “who can” (dichotomous as this may seem), and 


secondly, teaching is not something that one “does”.  To dispel the inherent myth in the 


latter, ask anyone who has actively engaged a group of students in the learning of 


something and I am certain that the responses will be unanimous in one respect: teachers 


certainly “do”.  To dispel the former myth, viz. that teachers come from those in society who 


“cannot”, I will examine how teachers employ specialised knowledge to teach effectively.  I 


will use certain examples of student mathematical reasoning to scrutinise how teachers draw 


on their knowledge-base to make decisions that will enhance or remediate student 


conceptions, or possible hinder learning.  In doing so I hope to demonstrate that teachers 


“can” and “do” in very specialised ways. 


Before turning to examples from the classroom, I will look at how research will inform our 


examination of teacher knowledge for the purposes of this paper. 


 


Theoretical perspectives 


Historically, teacher knowledge has been gauged by the individual’s tertiary achievement in 


mainly academic courses (Carpenter et. al., 1988). This mind-set is still quite widespread in 







our profession today even though educationalists generally accept that academic 


performance is not the only pre-requisite in developing competent teachers. 


Shulman (1986) recognised that teachers exhibit specialist knowledge and he termed this 


pedagogical content knowledge (p 26).  This knowledge, he believed, was in addition to 


other recognised teacher knowledge, such as subject matter knowledge and curriculum 


knowledge.  Shulman developed a much more comprehensive categorisation of different 


aspects of teacher knowledge, but for the purposes of this paper I keep the description very 


simple. 


Gess-Newsome (1999, p. 12) proposed a useful model for coming to terms with the different 


knowledge categories used by teachers (see figure 1 below). 


In the Venn diagram the set on the top left depicts subject matter knowledge.  This pertains 


to what teachers know about their subject from an academic perspective.  In the set at top 


right, pedagogical knowledge is shown.  This is what teachers know about how to teach their 


subject area.  The intersection of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical knowledge 


indicates to us that these are not definitive aspects of teacher knowledge.  These knowledge 


domains are not bounded, but rather infuse and are sometimes called upon simultaneously 


by teachers as they go about the task of teaching. 


The set at the bottom shows contextual knowledge.  This refers to, inter alia, what teachers 


know about the circumstances surrounding their students, the school in which they teach 


and the broader educational community to which they belong.  Again, there is an intersection 


to show that these categories of knowledge are not mutually exclusive. 


For Gess-Newsome (1999), the area of overlap of these three knowledge categories is 


where we will find the specialised teacher knowledge referred to as pedagogical content 


knowledge.  Thus, it is not simply knowledge of the subject, and it is not limited to how one 


teaches the subject.  This specialist teacher knowledge comes out of a combination of 
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Figure 1.  Categories of knowledge depicted in a Venn diagram (Gess-Newsome, 


1999, p. 12) 







knowing the subject matter, knowing how it should be taught, as well as knowing the 


circumstances in which this teaching will happen. 


Further to this, Shulman (1986) sees pedagogical content knowledge as the specialised 


knowledge that teachers use to transform the content into a ‘teachable’ form, so that it 


becomes more accessible to the students.  However, from the model shown below in figure 


2, taken from Morine-Dershimer and Kent (1999, p. 23), we see a picture of the complexity 


of this specialised knowledge.  Briefly, this model shows us how the top-down influence of 


educational issues is thought to feed into teacher knowledge: on the one hand, in terms of 


pedagogy (how to teach, and this is influenced also by who the students are); and on the 


other hand in terms of curriculum (what is taught, which is influenced by the subject content).  


The bottom-up influences also feed into teacher knowledge, and these relate to the context 


(i.e. where that teaching takes place). 
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Figure 2.  A model showing the complex make-up of pedagogical content knowledge by 


Morine-Dershimer and Kent (1999, p. 23) 







Loosely translated, pedagogical content knowledge is thus the knowledge that a teacher 


gleans from pedagogy, curriculum and context to make subject matter presentable and more 


accessible to students.  As Gess-Newsome (1999) puts it, pedagogical content knowledge is 


“…the integration and transformation of other forms of knowledge” (p. 4).  Using our 


understanding of how the assimilation of different knowledge categories manifest as a 


teacher’s pedagogical content knowledge (as per Morine-Dershimer and Kent’s model in 


figure 2) I now turn to a discussion of the errors and misconceptions that teachers must deal 


with in the classroom.   


 


A look at what happens in the classroom 


All this theory sounds great.  But what are the implications for teachers?  What do secondary 


teachers of mathematics face in the classroom when it comes to their knowledge? 


In terms of mathematical understanding, students of secondary mathematics sometimes 


exhibit the strangest logic.  Take this hypothetical case to place the theory discussed above 


in context and to begin our discussion: 


The student is the steps used in answering the question:   Simplify:      
8


2− +x


x


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


How does the teacher respond to this reasoning in order to correct the errors?  More 


importantly, though: how does the teacher instil the correct mathematical thinking and 


procedures? 


2 8− +
=


x


x


    Isn’t that with a common denominator? 


2 8= − +x     But I’m done with the denominator… 


6= +x  


6∴ = −x        What do you mean  x  can be anything? 


 







Firstly, the teacher needs to know how to do the problem at hand (the content knowledge).  


This entails such knowledge as knowing what we mean when we talk about “simplifying”; 


accomplishing this simplified form by finding a lowest common denominator through the 


creation of equivalent fractions, so that we can combine like terms (fractions) into a single 


fraction. 


Secondly, (from a curriculum perspective) the teacher needs to consider the knowledge that 


students at this particular level are expected to have mastered prior to this point, and to what 


extent they can cope with the content required by this problem.  That is, does the prior 


curriculum content make provision for working with equivalent fractions and developing 


understanding of why we need a common denominator to add or subtract fractions in a 


numerical context.  What other mathematical procedures and concepts may have interfered 


with the student’s ability to correctly handle this problem? (Ball & Bass, 2000).  For example, 


has this student confused procedures for solving equations with procedures for simplifying a 


fractional expression?  In addition to this, the teacher needs to know how the students will 


need to use this particular mathematical procedure in future years.  


Thirdly, the teacher needs to know how this individual student coped with the fractions that 


he encountered in previous experiences.  Another consideration is that the teacher must 


establish the extent to which this student is reliant on technology, such as modern scientific 


calculators, for example, which may obscure the mechanical procedure of operating with 


fractions that algebra teachers often assume have been mastered in prior years.  These all 


form part of the milieu that the teacher must construct to understand the context in which the 


learning is taking place. 


This commentary gives some idea of the spectrum of knowledge that a teacher draws on to 


be in a position to address the errors exhibited by this student.  Before decisions can be 


made about how to best rectify the errors this knowledge needs to be assimilated and a plan 


of action best suited to this student must be formulated.  And, this often has to be 


undertaken spontaneously in a busy classroom where there are many other demands! 


I now turn to an analysis of some common errors and misconceptions that have occurred in 


my classroom (as I am sure that these have occurred in many algebra classrooms).  In doing 


so I will reflect on how teachers possibly draw on content knowledge, knowledge of 


curriculum and their understanding of the students and the general context they find 


themselves in, to formulate a specialised knowledge that makes the content presentable and 


accessible. 


 


Using pedagogical content knowledge to make a difference 


In analysing the examples presented here I will look at content and curriculum knowledge 


that could be drawn upon to make decisions about how best to manage the misconceptions 


and errors.  For the purposes of this paper, I have omitted details of the scenario, such as 


the learner’s grade, level of competence, and other contextual knowledge, that is integral to 


the Gess-Newsome model (1999).  This has been done to facilitate more expedient 







discussion of the specialist teacher knowledge required in each example (focussing on 


curriculum and content knowledge), and in no ways intends to minimalise the important role 


that context knowledge plays in pedagogic decisions that teachers make.  Suffice it to say 


that teachers have a far more intimate understanding of their students’ contexts than can 


ever effectively be shared in a forum such as this.  


 


Scenario 1 


A student presents the following:     3 2=x  


      
2


3
∴ =


−


x  


The secondary curriculum makes provision for the solution of this type of linear equation 


from as early as grade 8, and students are expected to master these skills quite quickly.  It 


seems that this student has solved by dividing by  3  on both sides (reversing the operation 


of  ‘3  times  x’  that appears on the left in the first step).  However, the sign has been 


changed to negative.  It is possible that this student is using a rule-bound approach: viz. 


‘Take the term across the equals and change the sign.’  To pre-empt this type of formulation 


which rests upon a misconception the teacher needs to be conscious that a literal 


interpretation of a rule could lead to this error.  With this in mind, the teacher might teach 


another rule: ‘What you do to the left, you must also do to the right to keep the equation true 


or balanced.’  In other words, we do not ‘take the term across the equals and change sign’, 


but rather ‘do the same to both sides of the equation’.  If the rule ‘doing the same to both 


sides’ is used, the teacher can explain to the student in the example above that on the left 


the term has been divided by 3, and on the right it has been divided by 3− . 


There is also possibly another misconception that this student exhibits: he has taken the 


‘term’ across the equals and changed the sign.  But the   –3  is not a term in this equation, 


and hence cannot be dealt with by this ‘rule’, viz. ‘take the term across the equals and 


change the sign.’  The question is, does the teacher address the misunderstanding of what a 


term is now (in this problem situation), or is it best left for another occasion?  Addressing it 


here may cloud the immediate problem (i.e. doing the same to both sides when solving an 


equation), but we all know that it is important for this student to be able to distinguish 


between a term and the components of a term.  This is what I call a pedagogical decision 


that the teacher must make.  The teacher draws on pedagogical content knowledge in order 


to make this kind of decision. 


The teacher, as part of curriculum knowledge, needs to know how the student will be using 


these ‘rules’ for manipulating equations.  Later in the secondary school system, when asked 


to ‘solve for x’, one may encounter a student doing the following: 







    


3 2 2


3 2 2


2 1 ...


x x


x x


x x


+ + =


⇒ + = −


⇒ + = − −


 


It seems that this student in the third step has ‘taken the 3 across the equals and changed 


sign’, exhibiting a misunderstanding of the rule as mentioned above.  However, here it 


becomes important to impress upon the student that the ‘3’ is a component of a term, and 


not a term on its own, and that what has happened in the third step is ‘division by 3’ on the 


left, with ‘subtraction of 3’ on the right.  This begs the question: would talking the issue of the  


3  not being a term in itself in the linear equation earlier in the student’s schooling have 


made any difference to how that student approached the problem involving the root above?  


Or, would confronting the issue of the  3  not being a term have clouded the issue of  doing 


the same to both sides of the equation to maintain the equality? 


Scenario 2 


The problem is to simplify the expression  


2
2 3


3


− −


−


x x


x


 . 


A student gives the following working: 


2
2 3


2
3


− −
= − = −


−


x x


x x x


x


. 


The algebra in this working makes no sense, so the first thing the teacher needs to ascertain 


is what the student did.  The student cancelled as follows: 


2
2 3


2
3


− −
= −


−


x x


x x


x  


Now the teacher needs to know where this misconception may have developed.  It seems 


likely that in prior years the student has been taught something like this: 


     


2
x


x


x


=


 


This understanding is most likely being transferred directly to the problem above.  It is also 


possible that the use of the term ‘cancel’ has caused the student to apply the concept of 


‘cancelling’ as in the problem above.  In terms of the curriculum, the student has probably 


been taught equivalent fractions in earlier years, in which numerically we divide both top and 







bottom of the fraction by the same number and end up with an equivalent fraction.  However, 


when taught algebra this is often done using the terminology ‘cancel’, and the student may 


not make a connection between what happened with number and what is expected now in 


the algebra. 


In addition to this, why did this student not do the following? 


     


2
2 3 2 1


3 1 1


x x x x


x


− − − −
=


− −   


If given a numerical fraction it is likely that the student will divide top and bottom correctly, 


and when dividing a quantity by itself, arrive at the answer of  1.  However, in the algebraic 


context the student does not seem to be able to make these connections.  Does the teacher 


address this problem here?  This is another pedagogical decision that needs to be made 


based on what the teacher thinks is the best means of helping this student to understand the 


algebraic procedures. 


Pre-empting the errors and misconceptions 


Ideally, teachers would like to teach in such a way that students do not formulate 


misconceptions, and that they do not end up making errors.  If the teacher is to have a 


chance of doing this then a very special knowledge is necessary to anticipate certain student 


behaviour when dealing with the mathematics.  This could result in carefully choosing the 


way in which the content is presented, possibly excluding certain types of examples initially if 


they might cloud issues for the students. 


To demonstrate, I look at common errors that students make when working with powers. 


Scenario 3 


When confronted with   2 . 3x


 students sometimes misguidedly give   6x


.  This error could 


be as a result of the student not fully understanding that operating with powers (viz. numbers 


represented as repeated multiplication) is different to operating with ordinary numbers.  The 


astute teacher might realise that this could be a problem and choose to avoid examples such 


as     2 . 3x x


.  The problem that this teacher is anticipating here is that this example 


correctly results in   6x


, and is therefore likely to reinforce the misconception contained in   


2 . 3 6x x


= .  Drawing on pedagogical content knowledge, the teacher might choose to leave 


the teaching of this concept until students are more adept at the manipulation of powers and 


ordinary numbers, thus introducing the following at a later date: 


     2 . 3 (2 . 3) 6x x x x


= =  







Similarly, introducing a problem such as   
32


4


x


x


  may influence students into incorrectly 


tackling a problem like   


232


4


x


x


−


 .  The students are quite likely to produce the following:   
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=  ,  working on the basis that   
32


8
4


=    and   
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= .  The 


teacher must understand that both assumptions that the student is making when arriving at 


this answer are the result of prior learning, firstly in the context of division of number, and 


then in the concept of division of powers.  Drawing on this knowledge of the student, 


together with the content knowledge (about number and powers) the teacher is able to 


predict certain behaviours, and thus avoid particular examples (at least initially) in order to 


try to help students to more easily assimilate the different concepts. 


Concluding remarks 


Teachers are faced with varied and often unpredictable responses from students that may 


contain errors and demonstrate misconceptions.  Also, the teacher often needs to respond to 


these ‘in the moment’, and they draw on a specialist knowledge base in order to do this. 


We can say that certain pedagogical decisions are made by teachers in order to circumvent 


the onset of any misconceptions or to correct errors and misconceptions that happen 


subsequent to prior learning.  Either way, these decisions are not made in isolation, but are 


the result of an accumulated specialist knowledge that the teacher draws upon, based on 


what the teacher knows of the students, what the teachers knows about the prior learning 


and where the student is headed mathematically, and what the teacher knows about the 


subject of mathematics.  These decisions result in the content being presented in a particular 


way so as to make the mathematics more accessible to the students. 


This specialist knowledge has enabled teachers to make important pedagogical decisions, 


and this is what has been termed pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986). 


From the foregoing discussion, it seems reasonable to conclude that competent teachers 


know their subject matter, are familiar with the curriculum and have a good understanding of 


the context in which their students find themselves.  In their day-to-day activities, teachers 


make informed decisions regarding how to make their subject matter presentable and 


accessible based upon their pedagogical content knowledge.  Surely, this places those 


teachers firmly into a category of society of people who can, and do?  I therefore propose an 


amended quote, applicable to the many dedicated and able teachers out there: 


“Those who can, do.  Those who can with insight and caring, teach.”  
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Abstract 


The study investigates Grade 12 Mathematics learners’ understanding when they answer 


questions based on cumulative frequency curve (ogive) and tables. Learners have shown 


weakness therefore it is lost opportunity to have learned ogives in Grade 11.  The statistical 


reasoning, mathematical understanding and graph comprehension are concepts that frame 


this study. The learners’ responses on written task are studies as case study applying 


qualitative approach.  The findings of the study are: (a) learners have inadequate ability to 


read data from ogive, (b) learners lack graph interpretation skills but (c) they have sufficient 


graph construction. The study recommends that learners should be given statistical tasks 


that develop their interpretation and analysis of data embedded in statistical graphs and 


statistical graphs should elicit both instrumental understanding and relational understanding 


from learners 


Introduction 


The research project is about Grade 12 Mathematics learners’ performance on answering 


question related to cumulative frequency curve, known as ogive and cumulative frequency 


tables. Grade 12 Mathematics learners have shown a weak performance on reading and 


plotting of cumulative frequency tables and curve in their classworks, homeworks and tests 


where this topic is assessed. The learners’ performance may affect their final examination if 


action is not taken to analyse their comprehension of ogive.  Their poor performance is also 


a lost opportunity for learning ogives and related topics from Grade 11. The study attempts 


to investigate how and why these learners fail to comprehend and correctly read and plot 


problems related to ogives.  


As secondary mathematics teacher, I observed that learners have challenges in plotting and 


reading of statistical graphs (pie chart, box plot, histogram, ogive; etc.). The challenges 


depend on the type of the graph. For example, learners find it easy to plot graphs with single 


axis than those that have two axes (Friel & Bright, 1995, 1996; Wu, 2004). An ogive is a 







statistical graph that has two axes. Another observation is on the type of data collected. 


Learners find it easy to plot graphs that need discrete values (box plot, pie charts, and bar 


graphs) than those that need cumulative frequency values (Wu, 2004). For example, a 


histogram and an ogive are not easy to ploy when compared to bar graph and pie chart (Wu, 


2004). An ogive uses cumulative frequency data. The Grade 12 learners are chosen 


because they have done ogives in Grade 11 (see DoE, 2003, 2007) and exhibit a lack of 


comprehension of ogives. Moreover, ogives are examinable in previous Grade 12 final 


examination papers. If, as mathematics teacher, can better understand learners ways of 


working with ogives, I can adapt my teaching to help them. 


Background to the study 


Data Handling is new to the South African school context and was introduced in Grade 10 – 


12 (FET band) in Curriculum 2005 and National Curriculum Statement (NCS) (DoE, 2003).  


No adequate study of statistical education existed in the past in order to capacitate both 


teachers and learners (Steen, 2001). Data Handling intends to develop learners’ statistical 


capacity and can motivate learners to choose statistics for career purpose. These assertions 


are significant to call for the research that will contribute to statistical education that develops 


statistical capacity and utilitarian value to both learners and teachers (Steen, 2001; Wu, 


2004).  


The purpose and research questions 


The purpose of this study is to investigate the understanding of Grade 12 Mathematics 


learners when they read and plot data using ogive. The general question is: how and why 


these learners fail to comprehend and correctly read and plot problems related to ogives. 


The following sub-questions underpin the research problem and are investigated: 


� What understanding and reasoning do Grade 12 mathematics learners have when 


they read and extract information from cumulative frequency tables and ogive? 


� What understanding and reasoning do Grade 12 mathematics learners have when 


they plot an ogive and draw a cumulative frequency table? 


� What reasoning do learners have when they interpret the ogives? 


The study attempts to analyze and describe graph comprehensions, mathematical 


understanding and statistical reasoning learners apply when they engage with ogives. The 


study does not intend to investigate teaching strategies/approach a teacher may employ to 


advance learners’ understanding of ogives. 







Theoretical background 


Theoretical background reviews three concepts, namely, statistical reasoning taxonomy, 


mathematical understanding and statistical graph comprehension. The study will not review 


literature on how teachers can develop learners’ statistical reasoning, mathematical 


understanding and graph comprehension. 


Curriculum demand in terms of statistical reasoning, mathematical understanding and 


graph comprehension: Curriculum demand on Data Handling envisage a learner who is 


“able to collect, organize, analyze and interpret data to establish a statistical probability 


models to solve related problems.” (DoE, 2003, p. 38). Among its Critical Outcomes, the 


NCS (2003) stipulate that the learner envisage should be able to “solve and make decisions 


using critical and creative thinking” and “communicate their ideas by using visual, symbolic 


and language skills in various models.” (DoE, 2003, p. 2). For learners to be able to analyze, 


interpret, be critical and creative thinkers, and communicate effectively; they should have a 


deep understanding and higher reasoning capacity on Statistics. Graph comprehension 


(discussed below) enables learners to organize, analyse and communicate their ideas using 


graphical representations where informed decisions can be made (Friel & Bright, 1995; Friel 


et al., 2001) 


Statistical reasoning: Understanding and reasoning are concepts that are central to 


teaching and learning discourse. Statistical Reasoning, Statistical Thinking and Statistical 


Literacy are current concepts on Statistics education and serve as critical outcomes for 


teaching and learning statistics at school level (Garfield, 1998, 2002; DelMas et al., 2002; 


Tempelaar et al., 2006; Lee & Lee, 2010). The three concepts are interrelated, overlap and 


arrange in hierarchical order from Statistical Literacy, Statistical Thinking and Statistical 


Reasoning (Garfield, 2002; DelMas et al., 2002). DelMas et al. (2002) asserted that each of 


the three statistical concepts is an outcome on itself and can be assessed separately 


Garfield (2002) define statistical reasoning as learners’ ability to manipulate statistical 


content and the skill learners demonstrate in using statistical concepts in a specific problem 


solving. The learners have Statistical Reasoning competence when they are able to analyze, 


interpret, make inference and judgments about statistical information that is embedded in 


graphical representations (histogram, an ogive, pie chart, etc), summaries of data 


(correlation, population, sampling, probability) and statistical measure (spread and central 


tendency) (Garfield, 1998, 2002; Tempelaar et al., 2006; Lee & Lee, 2010). Central to the 


definition of Statistical Reasoning is that learners should be able to communicate statistical 


concepts and content within a specific context using various statistical modes (computations, 







representation, summaries, etc) (Garfield, 2002). In this study, learners possess statistical 


reasoning competency when they are able to interpret and make inferences from 


computation of data and the reading of data from ogive. 


The competence of why and how statistical investigations are conducted is referred as 


Statistical Thinking (Tempelaar et al., 2006; Lee & Lee, 2010). Statistical Thinking is realized 


when learners understand which method is suitable to collect data and why a particular 


representation (graphs, table) is used to display a collected information or data. Lee & Lee 


(2010) further assert that Statistical Thinking includes the recognition and understanding of 


entire investigation process of collecting, organizing, analyzing and interpreting data. An 


ogive is a model of data collection and representation and it can be used to analyse and 


interpret organized data. The transition from cumulative frequency table to an ogive, and 


vice versa; are aspects of statistical thinking. Learners should recognize items that a 


particular for the transmitting data from one model to another. 


Statistical Literacy embodies understanding and application of basic statistical language and 


tools (Garfield, 1998, 2002; delMas et al., 2002; Tempelaar et al., 2006; Lee & Lee, 2010). 


Learners are perceived to have Statistical Thinking competence when they know how to 


calculate statistical measures (spread and central tendency, sampling and population, 


probability, etc.), know the meanings of definitions of statistical terms and can differentiate 


them (especially mean and median, sampling and population), know how to analyze and 


interpret data from graphs and answers; and be able to use statistical symbols and formulae. 


In this study, the task given to learners does not assess Statistical Thinking but statistical 


language and tools will assist the learners to answer questions that demand statistical 


reasoning. The appropriate use of a tool depends on the learners’ knowledge of the meaning 


of the terms (language). For example, learners can be able to calculate quartiles if they know 


what are quartiles.  


A task should have a multiple representation of date, interrelationship between or among 


concepts and different statistical ideas that develop statistical reasoning (Garfield and Ben-


Zvi, in press). The task given to Grade 12 learners for the purpose of this study have both 


multiple representation of data (cumulative frequency table and ogive) and interrelationship 


among ogive, five number summary and percentage calculations; and comparisons of two 


ogives where inference is sought (see Appendix A). The statistical task, therefore, entails 


aspects of Statistical Literacy, to less extend Statistical Thinking and mainly Statistical 


Reasoning.  







Mathematical understanding: Skemp (1976) identified two types of mathematical 


understanding as instrumental and relational understandings. Learners have instrumental 


understanding if the task elicits the application of rules, technique and procedures through 


the memorization of cues, symbols and formula (Skemp, 1976). Relational understanding is 


when learners have conceptual understanding (Abdul-Rahman, 2005), that is, learners know 


how to apply rules, why they apply particular rules in different contexts (Skemp, 1976) and 


they are able to derive meaning from their answers. An instrumental mathematics does not 


have context except skill of computation, and relational mathematics have real or 


constructed contexts that which learners are required to make sense of relationships, 


descriptions, judgments and inferences embedded in the context. 


Taxonomy to assess statistical reasoning: The Statistical Reasoning Assessment (SRA) 


is taxonomy for statistical reasoning published with different focus areas on statistical 


concepts by Garfield (1998, 2002) and DelMas et al. (1999). Garfield‘s SRA assesses 


learners’ correct and incorrect reasoning for statistical concepts (Tempelaar et al., 2006). 


The types of statistical reasoning entailed in the model are idiosyncratic, verbal, transitional, 


procedural and integrated process reasonings (see Garfield, 2002, p. 8). They are listed in 


ascending levels from 1 to 5 respectively; and no indication that they are hierarchical and/or 


interrelated (cf. Table 2.). Levels 1, 2, 3 & 4 have connotations with instrumental 


understanding.The implication may be that learners know the meaning of statistical words 


(frequency, cumulative frequency), formulae and application (quartiles) of concepts, 


calculating (procedural reasoning), and can move data from cumulative frequency tables to 


ogives and vice versa (transitional reasoning) but they cannot understand their meanings 


and application within an ogive. Learners also can know computational rules, formulae and 


procedural competence but they cannot integrate and interpret the results (DelMas et al., 


1999). Levels 3, 4 & 5 are consistent with rational understanding because the learner 


understands both the procedural rules, definitions of concepts and formulae; and how to 


explain the results and make judgments based on data on the ogive. 


 


Statistical Reasoning Assessment Examples based on ogive 


Level 1: Idiosyncratic reasoning. The student 


knows some statistical words and symbols, 


uses them without fully understanding them, 


often incorrectly, and may scramble them 


with unrelated information. 


A learner knows the terms frequency and 


cumulative frequency but uses them 


incorrectly, that is, for a question that 


requires a reading of cumulative frequency a 


learner gives a frequency as answer. 


Level 2: Verbal reasoning. The student has 


verbal understanding of some concepts, but 


cannot apply this to actual behaviour. 


A learner can explain the skewness of data 


distribution base on the mean and median 


but do not understand why.   


Level 3: Transitional reasoning. The student A learner can construct an ogive from 







is able to correctly identify one or two 


dimensions of statistical process without fully 


integrating these dimensions. 


cumulative frequency table, and vice versa. 


Level 4: Procedural reasoning. The student 


is able to correctly identify the dimensions of 


a statistical concept or process but does not 


fully integrate them or understand the 


process. 


Learner knows how to find five number 


summary but cannot identify and locate them 


in the ogive. 


Level 5: Integrated process reasoning. The 


student has a complete understanding of a 


statistical process, coordinates the rules and 


behavior. The student can explain the 


process in his or her own words with 


confidence 


 


Learner has complete understanding of 


calculating statistical measures by using 


relevant formulae and procedures. The 


learner can explain, justify, interpret and infer 


the results so as to communicate them using 


the ogive. 


Table 1: Model for statistical reasoning. (Adopted from Garfield, 2002, p. 8). 


Graph comprehension: The ability of a learner to read, plot and interpret statistical graph is 


referred as graph comprehension (Curcio, 1987, Fiel et al., 1995, 2001). Graph 


comprehension entails graph reading, graph construction and graph interpretation (Friel et 


al., 2001; Wu, 2004). Numerous researchers used Curcio’s taxonomy for assessing leaners’ 


graph reading when answering statistical graph (see Curcio, 1987, p. 384; Friel & Bright, 


1995, p. 3; Friel et al., 2001, p. 130). Curcio’s taxonomy for graph reading lists reading the 


data, reading between data and reading beyond data. Reading the data is when information 


asked is extracted directly from the graph and/or table; and it is explicit and obvious from the 


graph, that is, learners need not to calculate nor analyse in order to answer.  


Reading between data is when relationships are made between data in the table and/or 


graph and mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, etc.). Learners are required to 


make simple calculations (it may be percentages) and answers are read from the table or 


graph. Friel and Bright (1995) explained that reading between the graph include questions 


where learners are required to make use of mathematical inequalities (e.g., greater than, 


greatest, less that, etc.). In cumulative frequency tables or an ogive, learners may be 


required to read number of participants that got 30% and less.  


Reading beyond data includes interpolation, extrapolation and predicting the effects of data 


based on the graph (Friel & Bright, 1995; Friel et al., 2001). Learners are expected to give 


answers to questions that require prior knowledge that is related to the graph (Friel & Bright, 


1995). Learners are required to manipulate and analyse data in order to suggest the trend of 


data, that is, to give data meaning. In an ogive, when learners are required to determine top 


25% of participants in the test who are going to be given calculators; learners are expected 







to calculate the cut-off mark (when the total of the test is not 100) and state the number of 


participants who will get calculators (cf. Appendix A).   


Apart from graph reading, graph comprehension includes graph construction and graph 


interpretation (Friel et al., 2001, Wu, 2004)). Wu (2004) study included graph evaluation as 


the fourth skill that can assess learner’s graph comprehension skills when answering 


statistical graphs. The descriptors for graph construction are shape, labels, scales and 


specifiers (Friel et al., 2001; Wu, 2004). In the cumulative frequency table, class interval 


denotes the scale. In the ogive, a scale refers to values assigned to vertical and horizontal 


qualities. A vertical scale represents cumulative frequency values and horizontal scale 


represent upper limit of class intervals of the quality/context understudy in the task. The 


shape of an ogive exhibits an increasing curve that increases at different rates at different 


points because of cumulative nature of frequencies. Graph evaluation is determined by 


whether the graph plotted and/or table are correct or not (Wu, 2004). If the characteristics 


(labels, scales, specifiers, shape) of an ogive are correct in a plot then an ogive is evaluated 


as correct. 


Wu (2004) describe that graph interpretation deals with inference made from the data shown 


in the graph based on given condition.  Graph interpretation may assess learners’ 


comparisons of two tests by using common statistical measures and learners are expected 


to interpret the results based on the ogive.  


Reading data directly from the graph and table is the easiest skill of graph reading (Curcio, 


1985; Friel & Bright, 1995, 1996; Friel et al., 2001; Wu, 2004). Reading between data and 


reading beyond data are a challenge for the learners because learners are required to make 


integrations of computations, comparisons, extending the data and analyse data from the 


graph (Friel & Bright, 1995, 1996; Friel et al., 2001). 


The difficulty in graph construction is due to the type of the data embedded in the graph 


and/or table. Friel et al. (2001) and Wu (2004) found that it is easier for learners to plot 


graphs that require discrete values than frequency values. In this study, an assumption is 


made that an ogive and its table are special cases of frequency values and are therefore 


difficult to construct. The difficulty in frequency value graphs is as the result of effects of 


scale and specifiers of the graph (Wu, 2004). It is also found that single axis graphs are 


easier to plot than two axes graph (Curcio, 1985; Friel & Bright, 1995, 1996; Friel et al., 


2001; Wu, 2004). An ogive is a two axes graph therefore it may be difficult for learners to 


plot. The graph interpretation is the most difficult skill of graph comprehension (Friel & Bright, 


1995; Friel et al., 2001; Wu, 2004).  It is difficult because learners are required to explain, 







justify or compare data from graphs and also infer their results base on the data in context 


(Wu, 2004).  


Methodology, design and data collection 


The research applies qualitative approach to analysis Grade 12 Mathematics learners when 


they read and plot the Cumulative frequency tables and curves (ogive). The qualitative 


approach may reveal multiple perspectives held by learners (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) on their 


written work. Secondly, the study attempts to describe and interpret (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005; 


Opie, 2010) learners’ understanding and reasoning when they deal with ogives. The Grade 


12 learners are a case study because the study wants to have in-depth understanding 


(Leedy & Ormrod, 2005; Opie, 2010) of learners’ understanding and reasoning on ogives.  


Case study is undertaken on “real situation, with real people in the environment often familiar 


to the researcher” and the “interactions of events, human relations and other factors are 


studied in the unique location” (Opie, 2010, p. 74). The researcher is familiar with the Grade 


12 learners as their teacher and learners’ response are analysed and interpreted from their 


written work. The case study will categorise learners’ responses on the statistical task of 


cumulative frequency tables and ogive, interpret each response in terms of performance and 


identify patterns on Grade 12 Mathematics learners’ understanding and statistical reasoning 


of ogive and cumulative frequency tables (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). 


This researcher has chosen his Grade 12 learners of the school that he is teaching as his 


case study because learners are easily accessible to him to collect data. The findings of this 


study cannot be generalized to other Grade 12 learners of other school but the focus of this 


research is to investigate salient factors that stymie Grade 12 learners’ comprehension of 


ogives. 


Participants: There are 31 Grade 12 Mathematics learners who participated out of 76 


because of parents’ consents and learners’ voluntary participation in this study. The learners 


are both males (n=13) and females (n=18) between the ages of 16- 19 years. They study 


either Natural Science (n=23) or Commerce Streams (n=8). Learners passing percentage of 


Grade 11 Mathematics ranges from 19 % to 67%. The Grade 12 Mathematics learners are 


purposefully selected because they will avail the appropriate information needed for this 


research project.  


Collection of data: Learners are given a statistical task to write. It will take sixty (60) 


minutes to allow learners an ample time to complete the task. A marking guide (Appendix B) 


is used to assess learners’ response. The researcher marked learners’ answer sheets and 







his colleague moderated the whole batch to maintain consistence and credibility of data 


collection. The statistical task is more structured so as to collect data of all learners’ 


responses in the same way and at the same time (Leedy & Ormond, 2005). These 


responses are analysed to evaluate learners’ understanding of cumulative frequency. The 


task has question 1 and 2 (cf. Appendix A).  


The task cognitive demands are classified using the National Curriculum Statement 


Cognitive levels (DoE, 2007). The cognitive descriptors are awarded weighted percentages 


and the Mathematical task is deemed to be standardized if it has approximately the same 


percentages listed per descriptors/levels. Table 2 depicts the classification of cognitive 


demand of statistical task cognitive demands. The classification was done by the research 


and his colleague independently and there was no discrepancy. 


Procedure of collecting data: The ogive is examined in Grade 12 as Grade 11 


previous/acquired knowledge. The statistical task will be given to learners after school hours 


so as not to disturbed teaching and learning contact time. The learners responses will be 


marked the same as per marking guide. 


 


Cognitive 
descriptors 


Question number Marks allocated Percentage 


Knowledge (25%) 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.7;  2.1;  6 23.1 


Routine Procedures 
(30%) 


1.4; 2.3;1.5; 2.4; 2.6; 2.7 8 30.8 


Complex procedures 
(30%) 


1.6;1.8; 2.2; 2.5;  9 34.6 


Solving Problems 
(15%) 


2.8 3 11.5 


   Table 2: Task cognitive demand. 


Results 


The summary of results of learners’ responses is shown on Table 3. Learners got an 


average percentage of 37.7% on graph reading (A). Questions 2.4 and 2.6 demanded 


routine procedure and Question 1.2 and 2.1 required recall of knowledge. Learners’ 


performance in reading between data (A2) is moderate at an average score of 55.5%. They 


got 100% in question 1.1 because its cognitive demand is a recall of knowledge, have 







transitional reasoning and learners uses instrumental understanding. No achievement is 


recorded in question 2.7 because it demands a routine procedure and procedural reasoning 


and learners should have relational understanding. Reading between data and reading 


beyond data are a challenge for learners and concurs with findings of Friel and Bright (1995, 


1996), Friel at al. (2001). 


In graph construction (Category B), average percentage is 79.85. A substantial achievement 


of 61.3% is recorded for specifiers (B4). Specifiers of cumulative frequency table recorded 


58.1% while for an ogive is 64.5%. Learners were unable to write class intervals correctly 


therefore lack of relational understanding. A 58.1% compared to 64.5% reflect that learners 


are more competent in plotting ogives from cumulative frequency tables than drawing a 


cumulative frequency table from an ogive. Learners’ transitional reasoning is bias in favour 


of plotting an ogive. Most of textbooks activities (exercises) require learners to plot graphs 


from tables and rarely the way around. 


  


Code Correct 
respons
e 


Wrong 
respons
e 


No 
attempt 


Statistical 
Reasoning 
Assessment 


 Total Correct 
Average 
% 


A1: Reading 
data 


54 64 6  124 43.6 


1.2 27 4 0 None 31 87.1 
2.1 20 11 0 None 31 64.5 
2.4 6 22 3 Procedural 31 19.4 
2.6 1 27 3 Procedural 31 3.2 
       
A2: reading 
between data 


117 66 3  186 55.5 


1.1 62   0 0 Transitional 62 100 
1.3 23 8 0 Procedural 31 74.2 
1.4 20 11 0 Procedural 31 64.5 
1.5 12 18 1 Procedural 31 38.7 
2.7 0 29 2 Procedural 31 0 
       
A3: reading 
beyond data 


36 136 15  186 14.5 


1.6 5 26 0 Procedural 31 16.1 
1.7 4 24 3 Procedural 31 12.9 
2.3 27 57 9 Procedural 93  29 
2.5 0 29 3  31 0 
Overall average percentage of graph reading is 37.7% 
B1: shape 
(1.8) 


27 6 0 Transitional 31 87.1 


       
B2: labels 54 8 0 Transitional 62 87.1 
1.8 26 5 0  31 83.9 
2.2 28 3 0  31 90.3 







       
B3:scales 52 7 3 Transitional 62 83.9 
1.8 27 3 1  31 87.1 
2.2 25 4 2  31 80.7 
       
B4:specifiers 38 24 0 Transitional 62 61.3 
1.8 20 11 0  31 64.5 
2.2 18 13 0  31 58.1 
Overall average percentage of graph construction is 79.85% 
C1: graph 
evaluation 


42 20 0  62 67.7 


1.8 22 9 0  31 70.9 
2.2 20 11 0  31 64.5 
Overall average percentage of graph evaluation is 67.7% 


D1: graph 
interpretation 
(2.8) 


5 82 6 Integrated 
process  


93 5.4 


Overall average percentage of graph interpretation is 5.4% 


Table 3: Summary of results of learners’ responses. 


Graph evaluation (Category C) has an overall average percentage score of 67.7%. The 


correctness of an ogive scored 70.9% and cumulative frequency table is 64.5%. These 


scores are consistent with learners’ scores on specifiers (B4) because the correctness of the 


graph depends on how well the graph was constructed.  In graph interpretation (Category 


D), learners got an average score of 5.4%. 


Category D requires learners to make an inference by comparing data from two Questions, 


i.e. 1 & 2 (cf. Appendices A and B, Questions 1.6, 2.5 and 2.8). No learner got full three (3) 


marks. The cognitive demand of Question 2.8 is solving problems, which has relational 


understanding. Question 2.8 therefore, required learners to apply their integrated process 


reasoning by comparing data or results from Question 1 and 2. Learners have challenge on 


relational understanding and integrated process reasoning on the task that required problem 


solving.  


Errors. The study observed many errors as classified in Table 4.2 Table shows five error 


categories and their percentage of learners who committed each error category at least 


once. 


 


 


 







Error category Error average percentage 


E1: comprehension errors 62.1 


E2: Calculation errors 43 


E3: Plotting an ogive 20.2 


E4: Drawing table errors 23.7 


E5: Interpretation errors 94.6 


Table 4: Category of learners’ errors 


Category E1 is about learners’ comprehension skills. E1 are those shown by learners who 


do not understand what a particular question asked for at least once. Comprehension errors 


are mostly committed in reading beyond data and reading between data with 18 learners 


who do not attempt answering questions based on them. Reasons attributed to 


comprehension error is that questions, although fair (in terms of phrasing/language) for 


Grade 12 learners, are not familiar as textbooks activities. Category E2 is about learners 


performing a mathematical manipulation and errors are committed at least once. Calculation 


errors are mostly observed in reading between data (53.2%) and reading beyond data (81.1) 


because the two themes require calculations (procedural reasoning). No learner got 


Question 2.7 correct and no pattern is observed. Learners gave different answers and this 


may be attributed to comprehension skill.   Other learners gave various answers with and 


without calculations. The learners’ calculation errors may be attributed to both 


misunderstanding of the questions and computational errors. There are no error patterns for 


Questions 1.7 and 2.3. The learners’ errors may be attributed to misunderstanding of the 


questions more so Question 2.3 which has 9 non-attempts. Question 2.3 is fair because 


learners had calculated median, lower and upper quartiles in Grade 11. 


Category E3 (plotting an ogive) refers to learners’ errors on shape, scale and specifiers 


exhibited on ogives. Learners’ errors are mostly on specifiers (35.5%). Most E3 depicts an 


ogive that is not grounded, specifiers (coordinates) and scales are not correct. The reason 


for error is that both specifier and scales are determined by cumulative frequency which Wu 


(2001) find that cumulative frequency poses a challenge for learners. The errors on 


specifiers and scale may be attributed to calculations. Category E4 (drawing table errors) are 


on labels, scales and specifiers. About 9 learners did not write label: cumulative frequency. 


Another factor that affected errors on scale and labeling is that learners wrote the frequency 


and/ cumulative frequency values without writing class intervals. Category E5 (Interpretation 


errors) deals with errors observed in comparing two Questions (Q1 & Q2). The error average 







is 94.6% and the highest on errors committed by learners. No learner got full three marks. 


Learners did not used answers from Questions 1.6 and 2.5 of which the comparison should 


have been inferred. About 83% of learners wrote yes or no. Others have written only the 


choice without substantiating. The question was fair because it required learners to use 


context and calculations. The reasons for learners’ performance in these questions may be 


comprehension skills, calculation and interpretation skills. 


Reflecting on research sub-questions 


• What understanding and reasoning Grade 12 mathematics learners have when they 


read and extract information from cumulative frequency table and ogive? 


Learners had difficulty with reading beyond data (A3) where learners scored 14.5%.  


Question on A3 require learners to compute data and compare or analyse the results base 


on the ogive and/or table (Cursio, 1987; Friel & Bright, 1995, 1996; Friel et al., 2001). Errors 


committed by learners suggest that they lack both comprehension and computation skills. 


The skills required learners to apply procedural reasoning and have relational 


understanding.  In questions 1.6 and 2.5 (16.1% & 0%, respectively), learners were unable 


to apply procedural reasoning where they could have procedurally explain which 


procedure/process to apply to answer the questions. Again learners know the meaning and 


calculation of median, lower quartile and upper quartile from Grade 11 because these 


measures appear in five number summary of box and whisker plot. Category A3 required 


learners’ relational understanding. Learners did not display relational understanding because 


they know how to calculate but cannot link their answers to either the ogive or cumulative 


frequency table nor do they understand the meanings of their answers. 


 Learners got an average of 37.1% in reading the data (A1). Category A1 (reading data) 


entails the extraction of data from the printed page to answer a question that is on the graph 


(Friel &Bright, 1995, 1996; Friel et al., 2001). It is expected that A1 should not be difficult for 


learners because reading the answer from the graph and table is a skill learners have from 


other graphs (e.g. algebra). Learners’ errors on A1 reveal lack of comprehension skills. 


Learners’ poor performance is reflected in their lack of procedural reasoning where 


instrumental understanding has to be applied. Learners also have a prior knowledge of 


reading data from other statistical graphs (e.g. pie charts, bar graph, histogram, box plots, 


etc.) encountered in lower grades (Curcio, 1987). Friel et al. (2001) alluded on sequencing of 


graphs develops graph comprehension.  Therefore, learners’ instrumental understanding is 


not yet developed when they read data from an ogive and tables. It hampers the 


development of relational understanding because it depends on instrumental for it to be 







effective (Skemp, 1976). Learners seem to have a good grounding in transitional reasoning 


because they completed the cumulative frequency table with 100%. They still lack 


procedural reasoning when the read data from an ogives. These may be affected by 


cumulative, scales and specifiers (Friel & Bright, 1995; Kelly et al., 1997; Friel etal., 2001; 


Wu, 2004). 


• What understanding and reasoning do the Grade 12 Mathematics learners have 


when they plot an ogive and draw a cumulative frequency table? 


The sub-question is assessed by employing graph construction (B) and graph evaluation 


(C). Learners exhibit an understanding of plotting an ogive and table as evident in an overall 


score of 79.85% and 67.7% for Categories B and C respectively. Learners who were able to 


draw an shape of an ogive, labeled horizontal and vertical axes and jotted points accordingly 


(specifiers); were most certainly to get graph evaluation correct. The plotting of an ogive and 


drawing of table errors (20.2% and 23.7% respectively) suggest that learners have few 


mistakes or misunderstanding of plotting and drawing of cumulative frequency. Learners 


depicted both instrumental and relational understanding on graph construction. Instrumental 


understanding is manifested when they labeled an ogive and cumulative frequency table 


correctly; and they were able to draw shape of an ogive. Their relational understanding is 


realized in both scales and specifiers. Errors committed were less, that is, 18.9% and 11.9% 


respectively. Learners know that any graph (including algebraic functions) has axes, they 


must be labeled, specifiers be identified and the particular shape of the graph be maintained. 


This suggests that learners effectively applied transitional reasoning because they used 


these graph components to represent data in ogive and be able to move data from tables to 


graph and vice versa. 


• What reasoning learners have when they interpret data from an ogive? 


The results suggest that learners have failed to compare and interpret data displayed in 


Question 1 and Question 2. Learners failed to use answer of Questions 1.6 and 2.5 to infer 


which test between mathematics and programming was easier to get calculators. Learners 


were unable to comprehend what the question required because most of them arbitrarily 


chose one test without explaining their choice. The error analysis suggests that the difficulty 


is on comprehension, computational and interpretation skill. Learners had missed an 


opportunity to use a graph/ogive to analyze data and to communicate the information 


embedded on it (Friel et al., 2001). The purpose of statistical graphs and tables is to reduce 


a large data, organize it and to make interpretation and inference so that a meaningful 


decision can be made (Curcio, 1987; Garfield, 1998, 2002). The learner performance (5.4%) 







therefore suggest that learners do not possess an integrated process reasoning because 


they cannot explain, justify and make an informed decision based on the manipulation of 


statistical measures to make effective communication. Learners lack relational 


understanding because unable to calculate, and if they do; they cannot integrate their results 


within the context. They cannot infer on their calculations to say what information their 


calculation suggests. 


Findings 


The graph interpretation tasks were challenging for the learners’ because the tasks required 


learners to apply statistical reasoning based on data that is embedded in the graph(s). 


Secondly, as Wu (2004) suggests, graph interpretation is also inhibited by learners’ 


language difficulties in expressing themselves. The comprehension errors (62.1%) are 


language related because learners have to read a question with comprehension. 


Graph components (shape, labels, scales and specifiers) serves as prior knowledge to any 


statistical graph. Learners have an adequate transitional reasoning of moving data from 


table to an ogive and vice versa. 


The ogive uses cumulative frequency data and Wu (2004) found that frequency data was 


difficult to read than discrete values from graphs. Cumulative frequency makes reading 


between data and reading beyond data difficult for learners. 


Conclusion and implication for teaching practice 


The study concludes that: (a). learners have difficulty in reading between data and reading 


beyond data which required procedural reasoning and relational understanding; (b). learners 


have adequate skills on graph construction and sufficient transitional reasoning; and (c). 


lastly, learners have a serious difficulty of graph interpretation and integrated process 


reasoning. 


The findings of the study have implication to teaching of statistical graphs. I recommend that 


teacher should assist learners in graph reading especially reading between data and reading 


beyond data. Teachers may either or both discuss how data can be read from statistical 


graphs or/and emphasise graph reading aspects during learners’ responses on classworks 


and/or homeworks. The study further recommend that learners should be given tasks on 


statistical graphs that develop their analysis and interpretation of data embedded in the 


graphs; and statistical graphs should elicit both instrumental understanding and relational 


understanding from learners. The graph comprehension, statistical reasoning and 







mathematical understanding are skills and pedagogical concepts that are also manifested in 


other function/graphs (algebra, trigonometry). Secondly, these skills and concepts have 


propensity to develop an envisage learner stipulated in NCS (2003). Among its Critical 


Outcomes, the NCS stipulates that the learner envisage should be able to “solve and make 


decisions using critical and creative thinking” and “communicate their ideas by using visual, 


symbolic and language skills in various models.” (DoE, 2003, p. 2). 
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APPENDIX A 


Question 1 


The following frequency table shows the performance number of learners in Grade 12 
Mathematics Test. 


Marks Frequency Cumulative 
frequency 


0 < x 10≤   
5  


10 < x 20≤  
8  


20< x 30≤  
17  


30 < x 40≤  
15  


40 < x 50≤  
3  


50 < x 60≤  
2  


 


1.1 Copy and complete the table. 


1.2 How many learners wrote the test? 


1.3 How many learners got 20 and less? 


1.4 How many learners got more than 40? 


1.5 How many learners got between 10 and 40? 


1.6 Only the top 25% of the learners are going to be given calculators. Determine the cut-off 
mark to determine the top 25%. 


1.7 Approximately, how many learners will get free calculators?  


1.8 Draw a cumulative frequency curve. (ogive). 


 


 







  


Question 2 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2.1. How many learners took the test? 


2.2. Construct a frequency table for the information given in the ogive. 


2.3. Determine the median, lower quartile and upper quartile. 


2.4. If the passing percentage is 40%, how many learners who “failed “the test? 


2.5. Only the top 25% of the learners are going to be given calculators. Determine the cut-off 


mark to determine the top 25%. How many learners who got top 25%? 


2.6. What percentage range is received by 30 to 40 learners? 


2.7. How many learners who got between 30 to 70%?   


 


 


 







APPENDIX B. 


Marking guideline. 


Question 1. 


An item Marks allocation 


1.1 


 


Marks out of 55 Frequency Cumulative 


frequency 


0 < x 10≤   
5 5 


10 < x 20≤  
8 13 


20< x 30≤  
17 30 


30 < x 40≤  
15 45 


40 < x 50≤  
3 48 


50 < x 60≤  
2 50 


 


 


1: cumulative frequency 


(correct/wrong) 


 


1: correct 


1.2. 50 learners wrote the test 1 


1.3. 30 learners 1 


1.4. 5 learners 1 


1.5. 40 learners 1 


1.6. 40 marks 1 


1.7. 5 learners 1 


  


 







Question 2. 


An item Marks allocation 


2.1. 50 learners 1 


2.2. Performance in computer Programming test 


 


Marks out of 55 Frequency Cumulative 
frequency 


0 < x 10≤   
1 1 


10 < x 20≤  
3 4 


20< x 30≤  
4 8 


30 < x 40≤  
11 19 


40 < x 50≤  
12 31 


50 < x 60≤  
9 40 


60< 70≤x  5 45 


70< 80≤x  4 49 


80< 90≤x  1 50 


90< 100≤x  0  


 


 


1: label 


 


1: scale (class intervals) 


 


1: specifiers (cumulative frequency 
values corresponding to upper limits 
of class interval) 


2.3. Median= 31 


       Lower quartile= 6 


       Upper quartile= 46 


1 


1 


1 


2.4. 19 learners 1 







2.5. 4 learners 1 


2.6. 22% 1 


2.7. 37 learners 1 


2.8. Top 25% cut off % for Mathematics test is 66% 
with 5 learners and for programming test is 75% with 
4 learners. It was easier to get a calculator in 
Mathematics test because of 66% of cut off % 


1: 66% for mathematics test 


1: 75% for programming test 


1: for saying mathematics test 
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Abstract  


The purpose of Non Profit Organisations plan of intervention with schools is to assist the 


Department of Education to improve learner performance in specific subjects. This depends 


on the focus of that particular organisation. CASME is one of such organisation that supports 


schools in improving the teaching and learning of mathematics and science with different 


programmes.  This paper reports on the results of an intervention model used by CASME to 


support primary schools to improve the teaching and learning of mathematics. Teachers in 


the project are provided with a workshop for each term that focuses on the mathematics 


concepts planned for the term. These workshops are conducted during the first and second 


day of school holiday for each term. Towards the end of each year learners from the 


involved schools are engaged in writing mathematics Olympiad. The data used in this paper 


is from the CASME Mathematics Olympiad results conducted in the period 2009- 2011. The 


results indicate that there is a positive effect of CASME workshops in learner performance. 


This study will be developed in future to research on the actual aspects of the workshop that 


assisted the teachers to produce positive results in their schools.  


1. Introduction 


The education proposed shift was to the new system that informs and improves the 


curriculum and assessment practices of education (Taylor; 1999). The National Education 


Department measures the level of learner performance in schools with Grade 12 results. The 


learner performance has and is still a great concern especially in mathematics and science. 


The education department has recently conducted a number of assessment studies in 


primary schools which revealed that educational achievement of learners in South African 


schools is a challenge. These studies are; (1) The Trend in International Mathematics and 


Science Study (TIMSS); (2) A Grade 4 African Countries Research on Literacy and 


Numeracy that included Tunisia, Mauritius, Malawi, Zambia and Senegal among others; 


South Africa ranked fourth with an average literacy score of 48,1%  and was rated last with 


respect to numeracy, scoring 30% (DoE, 2001); (3) Systemic Evaluation for Grade 3 and 6 


on Literacy and Numeracy in (2007); and (4) The Annual National Assessment conducted by 


the Department of Education in all schools from Grade 1 to 6 since 2008. All these studies 


use learner achievement results to measure the learner performance in schools.  







The majority of the projects that seek to address the challenges of poor performance in 


mathematics and science work closely with the teachers. Nearly half of the teachers 


surveyed in the TIMSS report feel inadequately prepared to teach mathematics curriculum. 


An inadequate preparation in terms of content knowledge results in these teachers feeling 


poorly prepared to teach learners (TIMSS; 1995). Another report released in Gauteng on 


Grade 6 mathematics lessons (Carnoy and Chishom, 2008) agrees with the TIMSS findings 


presenting accurate figures and statistics. According to this report, in 2004, more than 


50 000 teachers were considered under-qualified as products of the system that did not 


empower them to teach the new curriculum 2005, therefore only 5,4% of teachers were 


considered adequately prepared in their teacher training (van der Merwe,  and Venter; 


2010).  


The above scenario creates challenge for support projects in training teachers to effectively 


implement what was taught in a workshop. The teachers are also expected to make 


judgement on learners’ level of understanding and skills on the basis of explicitly stated 


“learning outcomes” and “assessment standards” (Department of Education; 2002). The 


“learning outcomes” and “assessment standards” are now stated as “content areas” and 


“mathematics topics” in the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) 


(Department of Education; 2010). The Department of Education curriculum challenges are 


not easy for the department to solve alone; due to inadequate physical and human 


resources; hence the invitation of other external stakeholders for support to improve the 


curriculum short falls in schools.   


CASME is one of NPO’s; that was established in 1985 focusing on different programmes 


that support teachers in Further Education and Training (FET) Band. In 2008 the 


organisation extended its services and included the General Education and Training (GET) 


Band. The extension of CASME’s services to the GET band was due to the poor 


mathematical background of learners at the entry of the FET band. It was discovered that 


learners lack basic conceptual skills in different mathematics topics. The learners’ poor 


mathematics conceptual background is a causal factor of poor performance in Grade 12 


mathematics and science; hence the initial focus of CASME in FET band was later 


extended.  


Research questions  


1. What is CASME’s intervention model for primary school mathematics? 


2. How is learner achievement incorporated in the intervention model?  


3. Which content areas of the curriculum are challenging for learners in mathematics? 







2. BACKGROUND 


This paper reports on one of CASME’s GET project that supports Foundation and 


Intermediate Phase mathematics teachers. These teachers attend CASME’s mathematics 


workshop that provide them with content knowledge and methodology on what they are 


expected to teach in each term. The teachers and schools discussed in this paper are not 


part of CASME projects; they are just committed to improve their teaching in mathematics. 


They have been attending these workshops since 2009; the number of schools and teachers 


attending is increasing yearly. They are also committed to participate in all project activities 


even the mathematics Olympiad that evaluates if they have effectively implemented what 


they learned from the workshops. The number of schools has increased in the Foundation 


Phase from 11, 20 and 28 in the Intermediate Phase from 15, 21 and 30 for the three 


successive years since 2009 to 2011. The number of schools that attended and participated 


in the Maths Olympiad was 6, 10 and 12 in the Foundation Phase and 4, 7 and 10 in the 


Intermediate Phase. The reason for the drop in the schools that participated in the Olympiad 


is due to the fact that some of the teachers that attend workshop do not teach Grade 3 and 6 


some felt that they are not ready to expose their learners in the Maths challenges. 


As the number of school participation in the workshops increases so is the increase in the 


number of learners that participate. The Grade 3 learner participation in the three years was 


17, 23 and 30; the Grade 6 was 12, 15 and 22 which shows an increase commitment in the 


participating schools. The purpose of these Olympiads is to assess how teachers pass on 


the workshops information to their learners to improve their performance in mathematics. 


These mathematics Olympiads are set and administered by CASME facilitator for validity 


purposes.  


This paper focuses on Grade 3 and Grade 6 mathematics Olympiad results from 2009 to 


2011; these grades are selected because they give an overview of each phase results. The 


Olympiad assessments papers are set in two phases and moderated internally by CASME 


staff. The first phase is conducted and marked by teachers in their schools after a workshop 


on how to develop a memorandum and allocate marks for each question. Teachers use 


phase one results to select their top learner(s) to represent the school in phase two 


assessment. Phase two is written by top performing learners in phase one; a central venue 


is identified by the participating schools and the CASME facilitator conducts this 


assessment. The teachers’ role in this session is to bring the learners to the venue and take 


them back to school after the assessment.  


After marking and analysing the results an award function is organised for learners that 


achieved from level four to seven and teacher representatives from all the participating 







schools are invited in the celebration. Learners are awarded with trophies, medals and 


certificates; schools with top achievers also receive trophies written their names as 


achievers of specific grades in the mathematics Olympiad. The success of the award 


function is through the generosity of sponsors and donations since this project is not funded.    


3. METHODOLOGY  


The research methodology of this paper is based on the National Curriculum Statements for 


Mathematics (NCS) which has five learning outcomes. This structure is also linked to the 


conceptual framework of the TIMSS report, which was derived from the previous studies 


conducted under the auspices of the International Association for the Evaluation of 


Educational Achievement (IEA) (Howie; 2002). IEA studies recognised the importance of 


curriculum as a variable for explaining the difference to account for student outcomes that 


was investigated and compared with teaching practice. The content domains are fairly 


consistent and found in all curricula, therefore, in this paper it is linked to NCS curriculum 


content domain. The Olympiad question papers written by the Grade 3 and 6 cover all the 


learning outcomes in the curriculum.  


4. ANALYSIS  


The summarised analysis of learner performance in Grade 3 and 6 presented in the table 


below is based on five learning outcomes as spelled out in the new CAPS documents (DOE; 


2010). This will show how learners performed in each content area in the three years of this 


study. The second section will be an analysis of how learners performed in each year 


according to seven scale assessment rating. This will give the percentage of learners who 


achieve a specific level from learners who wrote phase two in each grade. This will assist in 


comparing learner performance in the two phases involved in the study.  


4.1 Grade three average results for 3 years 


Year LO 1 LO 2 LO 3 LO 4 LO 5 


2009 50 50 54 41 38 


2010 53 52 58 34 76 


2011 64 53 75 53 55 


 Table 1: Grade Three average results according to Learning Outcomes 







 


Figure 2: Graph that represents the data on table 4 


The above graph indicates that the average performance of Grade three learners is 


constantly improving in learning outcomes one, two and three. There is a challenge with 


learning outcome four and five after assuming that they have improved in learning outcome 


five in 2010 they drop with 21% in 2011. This was because of the type of question that was 


given; where learners were expected to read and understand the data before representing it. 


The concept of double and times was not applied by learners in representing the data. Even 


though the question was a challenge for most learners the drop was not below an average of 


50%. The most challenging learning outcome is number four; but it is improving because in 


the workshops teachers are also showing great commitment in trying to use interesting 


methods for learners to understand the concepts of measurement. Even though the 


performance in different learning outcomes is moving up and down, there is a constant 


improvement in the overall performance of Grade three results. In 2009, 2010 and 2011 the 


overall performance was 47%, 55% and 60% respectively, the grade teachers are able to set 


a target on how to improve 2012 results. Schools are greatly motivated by the award 


functions where they share the success of schools and their learners.  


4.2 Grade six average results for 3 years 


  LO 1  LO 2 LO 3 LO 4 LO 5 


2009 10 41 19 18 36 


2010 24 35 28 26 35 


2011 48 64 59 43 82 
Table 2: Grade Six average results according to Learning Outcomes 







 


Figure 3: Graph that represents the data on table 5 


During the first year of this project it was very difficult to make comments or conclusions of 


what was really happening in these schools. When these results were shared with the 


teachers; they had themselves to blame on learners’ performance. They identified a number 


of concepts which they have challenges in teaching. After learning that at the end of the year 


their learners will be involved in writing the mathematics Olympiad again, they were required 


to teach all what is expected from the curriculum, hence their commitment in the workshops 


changed. The performance of Grade six in 2011 was pleasing; it was for the first time to 


have the bars of their graph feeling greater space in the sheet. Though the performance is 


not yet that good; what is pleasing is that their results have been improving since they 


started in 2009. In 2009, 2010 and 2011 the overall performance of Grade six has been 


improving from 25% to 30% to 59% respectively. The 2011 improvement was almost 


doubled when compared to 2010. There is a great competition now in schools; teachers 


have developed confidence in teaching the expected concepts from Grade six mathematics 


curriculum. The CAPS seven level rating scale was used to analyse learner achievement in 


three years.  


4.3 Percentage of Grade three learners’ results in different levels 


Years  Level 
7 


Level 
6 


Level 
5 


Level 
4 


Level 
3 


Level 
2 


Level 
1 


Total  


2009 6 6 18 18 18 18 18 100 


2010 4 13 17 22 13 26 4 100 


2011 13 30 10 17 17 7 7 100 


Table 3: Grade Three Achievement levels of learners in 3 years 







 


Figure 4: Graph that represents the data on table 6 above 


Table 3 and Figure 4 indicate an increase in the number of learners achieving level 7 and 6. 


This shows that the performance of learners in mathematics Olympiad is improving; this is 


attributable to the commitment of teachers in improving the teaching and learning of 


mathematics. The performance of learners from schools that joined the project in 2009 is 


improving yearly. This results from the positive attitude and willingness of teachers from 


these schools to change how they have been teaching mathematics. This is an indication 


that teachers needed the intervention of workshops to improve their content knowledge in 


mathematics and develop their confidence in the teaching and learning of mathematics. 


4.4 Percentage of Grade Six learners’ results in different levels 


Year   
Level 


7 
Level 


6 
Level 


5 
Level 


4 
Level 


3 
Level 


2 
Level 


1 Total 


2009 0 0 0 0 8 33 58 100 


2010 0 0 0 9 9 36 45 100 


2011 0 27 27 14 23 9 0 100 
Table 4: Grade Six Achievement levels of learners in 3 years  







 


Figure 5: Graph that represents the data on table 7  


Table 4 and figure 5 show that in 2009 and 2010 no learner managed to achieve above level 


four; it was for the first time in 2011 to have learners achieving level 5 and level 6 in Grade 


six maths Olympiad. These results motivated teachers to make targets on how to improve 


learner performance each year; by using current year’s results as a benchmark. The positive 


attitude that has developed among teachers involved in the project indicates the impact of 


CASME’s intervention in the teaching and learning of mathematics in schools. There has 


been a great improvement in learner achievement they were no level ones in 2011. 


Conclusion  


There is a need to develop this study further and interview the involved teachers in the 


project and also if possible the learners who participated in the Olympiad. On learner 


performance aspect of the study; learners have improved on their achievement. They might 


be able to identify what was special in the teaching and learning approach used by the 


teachers which resulted in their good performance. This data may supplement the 


quantitative data that has been analysed in this paper to verify if CASME workshops have a 


direct impact on the level of learner performance in the Olympiad. The change that has been 


observed in this study was clearly visible in learner performance during the third year. 


Involving schools in the award function motivates other staff members to support the 


mathematics teachers in the process of improving the teaching and learning of mathematics. 


Grouws and Cebulla (2000) in their report on improving student achievement in mathematics 


agree with the above statement stating that if schools provide generous opportunities for 


teacher learning; teachers can and will improve teaching and learning in the manner that 


benefit their learners. To achieve that they further state that professional development must 







be viewed as an essential and indispensable part of school improvement process.  In 


another report on the effect of connected mathematics project 2 on student performance, 


Eddy and Berry (2008) states that teacher professional development is a critical component 


to program efficacy and focuses on building teacher understanding of mathematical 


concepts in addition to developing effective classroom practice. They further state that it 


takes more than two years of implementing the curriculum to see consequent changes in the 


student growth, and hence the findings in their project was limited in the first two years. The 


above statement concurs with Grade six learner achievement results where a visible 


improvement of learner performance was clearly observable during the third year.  Further 


recommendation for the study should be on stating clearly the concepts which were 


challenging for teachers and learners in the process; this will be incorporated in the future 


workshops.    
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In this study a context-based problem solving instruction is used to 
promote learners’ mathematical problem solving skills, and to highlight 
issues of social justice pertinent in mathematics classrooms. A 
convenient sample (n = 783) of grade 10 learners who were low-
performing in mathematics participated in the study. Data were obtained 
from an achievement test, semi-structured interviews and classroom 
observations. Results suggest a positive link between instruction that 
incorporates elements of social justice and learners’ problem solving 
performance (p < .05). On the basis of these results some suggestions 
are put forward for strengthening instruction that incorporates elements 
of social justice in South African mathematics classrooms. 
 


 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 


The new National Curriculum Statement (NCS) has demonstrated intentions to 


address issues of social inequity and injustice deeply entrenched in the South African 


society. Equity and social justice have been placed amongst priority goals to drive an 


education reform agenda (Department of Basic Education [DBE], 2011). For instance, in the 


Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) for mathematics the National 


Curriculum Statement Grades R - 12 (NCS R-12) is founded on the principle of “social 


transformation: ensuring that the educational imbalances of the past are redressed, and that 


equal educational opportunities are provided for all sections of the population” (DBE, 2011, 


p. 6). In particular, social justice is incorporated into the fundamental principle within which 


the NCS R-12 is to be realised. In terms of this principle, NCS R-12 is purported to be 


fundamentally sensitive to issues of “diversity such as poverty, inequality, race, gender, age, 


disability and other factors” (DBE, 2011, p. 6).  


It seems NCS is making efforts to use schools as laboratories to prepare learners for 


the world around us. Primarily, this is because schools and education are intricately linked to 







economic, political, and social power structures that serve to perpetuate inequity and 


injustice (Bartell, 2011).  


In this paper, we focus on the notion of social justice as an ideal capable of 


enhancing optimal learning outcomes. Firstly, we define the phrase teaching mathematics 


for social justice as referring to a mathematics pedagogy that uses mathematics as a tool to 


expose learners to issues concerning power, resource inequality, and disparate 


opportunities between different social groups to illicit social and political actions (Gutstein, 


2006).Furthermore, Pendlebury and Enslin (2004) conceive of this pedagogy as “largely 


about distributive justice” (p. 31) because, within a school setting, learners can share 


learning resources equitably.  


This pedagogy seems to challenge traditional views such as believing that access to 


mathematics is reserved for certain groups and cultures. Further, this pedagogy also 


contests the view that mathematics should follow set procedures and pedagogies (Atweh & 


Brady, 2009). Given this background, in the current study social justice pedagogy is 


premised on the notion that group members learn to challenge each other’s views and 


beliefs of mathematics, and those of the teacher. At group level learners discover that 


everyone gets an opportunity to participate meaningfully and equitably in a mathematics 


discourse. Finally, the social justice pedagogy that is advocated in this study challenges the 


view that the teacher is the only source of knowledge. Pedagogy for social justice views 


mathematics as socially constructed. Learners are not seen as depositories waiting for 


teachers to make deposits, what Freire (2000) calls “the banking concept of education” (p. 


72). 


Lastly, our conceptualisation of using a context-based problem solving instruction to 


promote social justice in a mathematics classroom draws especially from the work of Freire 


(1993), who conceived of such instruction as aiming to create a society where humans 


actively transform their society to make it better. In that way, we view social justice as a way 


of distributing educational goods equally and encouraging equitable access to them 


(Pendlebury & Enslin, 2004).  


 


AIMS OF THE STUDY 


The main aim of the study was to use a context-based problem solving instruction to 


promote grade 10 mathematics learners’ problem solving skills. The secondary aim was to 


design instruction that promoted aspects of social justice in class. According to Gonzalez 


(2002, p. 23), there is a view that most of the existing examples of social justice units appear 


to rely on elementary mathematics rather than upper-level mathematics. Given this view, the 


study also aimed to teach mathematics to promote social justice in high school. 


 







CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 


We have used Atweh and Ragusa’s (2003) model of social justice to assess 


classroom practice. Young (1990) argues that grounding social justice in individual solutions 


does not provide enough space for the consideration of divergent social group. In terms of 


this conception, social justice is well articulated when individuals work as a group.  


 


 


Figure 1: The ADMC3 model for analysing social justice in international collaboration 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


Source: Atweh (2004, p. 48) 
 
 


According to Fraser (1995), social justice requires both redistribution and recognition 


measures. In today’s world claims for social justice can be classified into two types. 


According to Fraser (1996), the first and the most familiar type is redistribution. 


Redistributive claims seek a more just distribution of resources and goods (Fraser, 1996, p. 


3). Examples include claims for redistribution from the rich to the poor, from those with most 


resources to those with fewer resources, from those who are advantaged to those who are 


marginalised, and so on. The second claim for social justice is recognition, known as the “the 


politics of recognition” (Fraser, 1996, p. 3). Here the goal is create a difference-friendly world 


where assimilation to majority or dominant cultural norms is not the price of equal respect 


(Fraser, 1996). Examples include advocacy for the recognition of the distinctive perspectives 


                                                           
3 In figure 1, ADMC stands for Aid, Development, Multiculturalism and Critical collaboration. 
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Mode 1: Aid 


Attributes: Sharing of 


information and resources 


among countries. Represents 


cultural classification based 


upon access to knowledge. Can 


generate misrecognition. 


 


Mode 3: Multiculturalism 


Attributes: Acknowledging 


cultural differences, such as 


cross cultural research. 


Supports group identification. 


Mode 2: Development 


Attributes: Restructuring of 


relations of knowledge 


production. Blurs group 


identification. Can help remedy 


misrecognition. 


 


 


Mode 4: Critical collaboration 


Attributes: deep restructuring 


of relations of recognition. Blurs 


group differentiation. 







of ethnic, racial, gender difference and sexual minorities (Fraser, 1996, p. 3). According to 


Fraser (1996), the discourse of social justice is divided between the claims for redistribution 


on one hand, and recognition on the other. 


To deal with injustice that cuts across the redistribution-recognition divide, affirmation 


and transformation remedies can be applied. Affirmative remedies are those “aimed at 


correcting inequitable outcomes of social arrangements without disturbing the underlying 


framework that generates them” (Fraser, 1995, p. 82). Transformative remedies are “aimed 


at correcting inequitable outcomes precisely by restructuring the underlying generative 


framework” (Fraser, 1995, p. 82). The ADMC model offers two options to achieve social 


justice. Firstly, by a way of keeping the status quo as is, that is, without critiquing the 


underlying framework. Secondly, by first questioning existing status quo, that is, by 


restructuring underlying generative framework. Later we use figure 2, which provides some 


explanation for the components of ADMC model, to analyse and describe learners’ actions 


during a mathematics instruction. 


 


 
   


 
 


Figure 2: Mode definitions and descriptions for social justice  
 


Mode 


 


 


Definition 


 


Description 


 


Aid 


 


The non-critical transference of 


tactile or symbolic 


resources/goods from one social 


group or individual to another. 


Aid is a redistributive process 


that affirms the status quo. It 


seeks not to alter systems 


and normative structures but 


rather to affect immediate 


circumstances. 


 


 


 


 


Development 


 


 


 


The critical or non-critical 


restructuring of modes of 


knowledge and commodity 


production internally and/or 


externally. 


Development is a 


transformative process 


whereby goods and/or 


knowledge are distributed 


across social structures, 


groups and/or individuals. 


Development seeks to 


change pre-existing patterns 


and norms of knowledge 


production and may have 


short or long-term effects. 


However, it does not 


necessarily problematize 







differences in interests and 


needs of the different 


participants. 


 


 


Multiculturalism 


 


 


The interactive process of 


recognizing and affirming cultural 


variation. 


Multiculturalism 


acknowledges differences 


among cultures and supports 


multiple identities. However, 


it is an affirmative process in 


that it recognizes but does 


not seek to alter/change 


access to, or production of, 


material and/or symbolic 


goods. 


 


 


 


Critical collaboration 


 


Self-reflexive assessment, 


individual or collaborative, of 


existing and pre-existing normative 


structures and relations that 


characterize access to knowledge 


and knowledge production, taking 


into account differences in 


interests and needs. 


Critical collaboration entails 


the deep restructuring of 


social structures and 


relations. It is a dynamic, 


dialectical process for 


assessing the ability to 


transform and change 


norms, political systems and 


codes of practice. Critical 


collaboration recognizes 


difference and creates a 


forum for authentic dialogue. 


Source: Atweh (2004, p. 3) 


 


 


METHODS 


Study design and sample 


The study employed a mixed-method approach (Creswell, 2008) with a convenient 


sample (n = 783) of a grade 10 mathematics learners from nine township high schools. All 


participating schools had performed poorly in previous grade 12 year-end mathematics 


examination (M = 34.26; SD = 6.30). 


At the beginning of the study learners in experimental and control schools completed 


a demographic questionnaire. Of the 783 (322 boys and 461 girls) participants, 724 (92.5%) 


supplied information on their ages. The ages of the participants ranged from 15 years to 19 


years (M = 16.45; SD = 1.25).  


 


Instruments 







The principal instrument for data collection was a standardised achievement test (see 


appendix A). The content of the test focussed on Financial Mathematics. Since the test was 


out of 60, learners were designated as low-performing (below 24), average-performing 


(between 24 and 42), and high-performing (above 42). 


To gain access to learners’ conceptions of the role of context-based problem solving 


instruction in promoting social justice we conducted post-intervention semi-structured with 


learners (n = 17) across all participating schools. The interviews were based on four 


questions (see table 4). 


For the study of classroom practice and forms of interactions that either promoted or 


constrained the enhancement of principles of social justice, we conducted classroom 


observations.  


 


Assessment of measurement properties 


 Content validity of the test was examined by experts in mathematics education and 


research. Teachers participated to check the correspondence between textbook content and 


test items. Feedback from individual experts did not differ significantly, suggesting 


consistency and adherence of the test content to CAPS grade 10 mathematics.  


A pilot study was carried out (see Dhlamini, 2011; Dhlamini & Mogari, 2011) to 


assess whether instruments captured the phenomenon desired by the researchers. 


Measurement of the internal reliability of the test yielded r = .92, suggesting that the test was 


suitable to measure learners’ problem solving skills.  


To strengthen reliability of other instruments we agreed that: (1) interviews would be 


conducted by one of the researchers for consistency; (2) a script would be used to 


standardise the interviews, and (3) classroom observations would be conducted by one of 


the researchers and focused on pre-determined constructs. Convergent validity was shown 


by a strong correlation between interviews and observation data that measured similar 


constructs.  


 


Instruction and intervention 


On the first day all learners wrote a pre-test. The pre- test determined learners’ initial 


problem solving status. Both groups were almost equivalent judged from their pre-test 


scores ( x experimental = 20.9; x control = 22.0). We designed instruction that promoted aspects of 


social justice. We arranged desks in groups of five to seven learners to encourage learner 


interaction. We encouraged learners to listen when one learner was talking. Learners were 


asked to generate learning issues, report their findings, answer prepared questions from the 


researcher, and to give critique to each other’s work.  In terms of the definition of social 







justice we provided earlier on, the social goal of this lesson was that learners consider some 


of the arguments relating to the topics in Financial Mathematics.  


In experimental schools the potential of more robust learning was exploited with 


several worked-out context-based problem solving examples given to learners in worksheets 


(see appendix 2). In order to explore issues of social justice questions such as, “what do you 


think about what your fellow learner said?”; “do you agree with your fellow group member?”; 


“do you think you can learn from other learners?”, etc. were asked to learners. We started by 


simple tasks such as: 


 


An amount of R1 200 accumulates to R2 600 after 3 years. 


Find the interest rate if the investment earned simple interest. 


 


 


When solving such problems group discussions led us into talking about other 


interest bearing systems such as payday lenders. Inevitably, we talked about who uses 


which system and why, delving pretty deeply into discussions about socio-economic class 


and capitalism.  


Control schools were visited once on days agreed upon with teachers. On the last 


day both groups wrote a post-test. Two learners in each school were sampled for the 


interviews. 


 
 
Results and data analysis 


Achievement test 


Of all participants, 706 (90.2%) participated in all context-based problem solving 


activities, including writing pre- and post-tests. Post-test results suggested greater 


improvement in experimental schools (M = 33.3; SD = 4.213; n = 378) when compared to 


control schools (M = 25.8; SD = 4.095; n = 328).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







    Table 2: Summary of achievement test performance between two groups 


EXPERIMENTAL 


n = 378 


CONTROL 


n = 328 


CATEGORY pre-test post-test pre-test post-test 


Low-performing 282 (74.6%) 16 (4.2%) 224 (68.3%) 127 (38.7%) 


Average-performing 75 (19.8%) 311 (82.3%) 91 (27.7%) 181 (55.2%) 


High-performing 21 (5.6%) 51 (13.5%) 13 (4.0%) 20 (6.1%) 


 


 


According to table 2, it is observed that the experimental group outperformed the 


control group in post-test scores, particularly in categories of average-performing and high-


performing.  


Because the allocation of learners to groups was not random, one-way analysis of 


variance (ANCOVA) was used to statistically analyse results from the achievement test. Pre-


test scores were entered as the covariate and post-test scores as dependent variable. The 


following output was obtained: 


 


 


          Table 3: The test of Between-Subjects Effects  
 


 


 


 
           
          
           
 
 
           p < .05 
 


 


Two important observations are noted. Firstly, it is evident that pre-test scores 


significantly predicted and influenced learners’ context-based problem solving performance, 


as the significance value is more than .05 (p = .115). This result confirms the classification of 


pre-test scores as a covariate, and thus the use of an ANCOVA analysis. The second and 


far grander observation is the main effect of a context-based problem solving instruction 


Source SS df MS F Sig. 


Pre-test 42.977 1 42.977 2.490 .115 


        Groups 


        Error 


9643.604 


12134.837 


1 


703 


9643.604 


17.262 


558.677 .00 







after controlling for pre-test scores. From the above output, when the effect of pre-test 


scores is removed, the effect of a context based problem solving instruction becomes 


significant, as confirmed by F(1,703) = 558.677, p < .05. Meaning, the context-based 


problem solving instruction is superior to conventional instruction in substantially promoting 


learners’ problem solving skills in mathematics.  


 Given these results, we argue that the positive influence of context-based problem 


solving instruction was enhanced substantially due to a group approach that fostered 


adherence to principles of social justice, as opposed to conventional approaches that 


characterised instruction in control schools. 


 


Semi-structured interviews and classroom observations 


The following interview data was obtained and analysed (table 4). Atweh and 


Ragusa’s (2003) model of social justice was used to analyse data. 


 


Table 4: Analysis of learners’ interviews (n = 17) 


ADMC mode Construct Code Interview question R   e   s   


p 


o   n   s   


e 


   What is your view Positive Negative 


 


Aid 


Attitude to group 


approach 


 


AGA 


of teaching 


mathematics using 


a group approach? 


 


11(64.7%) 


 


6(35.3%) 


   How do you value More Less 


 


Development 


Critiquing other 


members’ work 


 


COW 


information from 


other group 


members? 


 


9(52.9%) 


 


8(47.1%) 


   Do you think it is Yes No 


 


Multiculturalism 


 


Acknowledgement 


of differences  


 


AD 


possible to do 


mathematics in 


more than one 


approach? 


 


 


13(76.5%) 


 


 


4(23.5%) 


   Do you think it is a  Yes No 


 


Critical 


collaboration 


 


Restructuring 


relations of 


recognition  


 


 


RRR 


good idea to group 


together learners 


who high-


performing low-


performing in 


 


 


5(29.4%) 


 


 


12(70.6%) 







mathematics? 


 


 
 


Results of the first question suggest that learners’ responses leaned more (64.7%) 


towards mode 1 (aid). This suggested that during context-based problem solving tasks 


learners tended to be more willing to share educational goods (problem solving knowledge), 


to promote social justice. However, in terms of ADMC model and mode 1, this could also 


imply that learners abstained from interrogating existing social structures. In responding to 


the second question, which is linked to mode 2 (development), there was an almost equal 


response distribution (with 52.9% for learner and 47.1% for teacher). It seems, respondents 


equally valued responses from both learners and teachers, thus restructuring modes of 


knowledge.  In mode 3 most respondents favoured doing mathematics in various 


approaches (76.5%). In terms of ADMC model the latter addressed issues of multiculturalism 


(acknowledgment of differences). Finally, most respondents objected to integrating both low- 


and high-performers (70.6% objection rate), suggesting a need to empower learners on this 


aspect. 


Observations in control schools revealed that most of teachers’ styles of instruction 


were less interactive, more formal and less individualistic, elements that potentially 


constrained enhancement of social justice.  


 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSION 


The study endeavoured to achieve three aims: (1) to use context-based problem 


solving instruction to promote grade 10 mathematics learners’ problem solving skills; (2) to 


design instruction that promoted aspects of social justice in class; and (3) to demonstrate 


mathematics instruction that promotes social justice in high school. The achievement test 


evaluated the first aim of the study. Post-test results suggested greater improvement in 


experimental schools, suggesting that context-based problem solving instruction is superior 


to conventional teaching approaches in promoting learners’ problem solving skills. 


Using interviews, classroom observations and Atweh and Ragusa’s (2003) ADMC 


model of justice we explored the second aim of the study. Data from these sources yielded 


positive results in promoting principles of social justice. In particular, results from interviews 


discussed in previous sections pointed to a conclusion that a group approach, mainly 


employed in experimental schools, opened opportunities for learners to explore issues of 


social justice. 







Finally, the third goal of the study was achieved when a group approach was opted to 


promote social justice during a high school mathematics lesson. This approach not only 


improved learners’ problem solving skills it also enhanced learners’ socio-cultural skills 


needed to promote social justice. 


From these observations we can conclude that the results of the study are 


particularly convincing because of the use of multiple methods for triangulation, convergent 


validity and internal consistency, all of which point to a more rigorous study than is typical. 


We do however recognise that including only one topic in mathematics curriculum does 


regrettably appear to set limits to the study and also constrain our generalisation power. We 


advise that studies that explore issues of social justice should be conducted further to 


include topics that are purely mathematics. Furthermore, we advise that courses that 


address issues of social justice should be incorporated in pre-service teacher training 


programmes to promote deeper understanding of learner diversity as a notion that relates to 


teaching. We conclude by making a call for the inclusion of group approach in mathematics 


instruction to advance and realise the goals of the new curriculum (NCS) in achieving a just 


society. 
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Exploring moderating effects of reflection and mathematics 


confidence on the performance of a mathematics task 


 


Divan Jagals and Marthie van der Walt 


 


Abstract 


This paper focuses on reflection as a metacognitive skill and on mathematics confidence. 


The context of the inquiry is mathematics problem solving as an educational task. The 


purpose of this paper is to present the results and findings of a qualitative inquiry into Grade 


8 and 9 learners’ reflection and mathematics confidence as experienced during problem 


solving in Mathematics. The interpretivist approach that was followed employed a convenient 


sampling of four participants who were interviewed and video recorded while solving a 


mathematics problem. Verbatim transcriptions were analysed by means of a priori coding 


that identified the role of reflection and mathematics confidence. The researchers’ analysis 


indicates that participants implemented metacognitive strategies through reflection on the 


task and the personal self. Through such reflection, participants displayed evidence of the 


dimensionality metacognition and mathematics confidence.  


Introduction 


This is an account of a descriptive study on the role that mathematics confidence and 


reflection play during mathematics problem solving. The qualitative study involves interviews 


held with four participants in senior phase mathematics and considers their reflective skills 


and the mathematics confidence they displayed.  


Concern is often expressed about learners’ mathematics achievement and the small number 


of learners that enrol for Mathematics in the Further Education and Training (FET) phase 


(Maree, Olivier & Swanepoel, 2004:54; DoE, 2010:13). According to Maree et al. (2004:85), 


South African learners perform inadequately due to a number of traditional approaches 


towards Mathematics teaching and learning. Maree (1997b:95) also classifies cognitive 


factors, external factors, internal and intra-psychological factors, as well as the facilitation of 


subject content as problems that affect study orientation.  


One psychological factor in the Study Orientation in Mathematics (SOM) questionnaire 


developed by Maree, Prinsloo and Claassen (1997b) measured the level of mathematics 


confidence of grade 7 to 12 learners in a South African context. Sherman and Wither 


(2003:138) documented a case where a psychological factor, mathematics confidence, 


caused the impairment of mathematics achievement.   


The phenomenon that learners reflect on their own achievement with fear, low self-


motivation, distraction and some mental disorganisation (regarded as aspects of their higher-







order reasoning and reflective questioning) undermines confidence to engage with the 


mathematics task.  


Purpose of and motivation for the research 


The aim of this study is to explore the reflective strategies learners in the senior phase 


implement and to foster the mathematics confidence that these strategies entail. Research 


investigating the relationship between mathematics confidence and mathematics problem 


solving concludes that low confidence results in poorer performance (Maree; Prinsloo & 


Claassen, 1997b; Sherman & Wither, 2003:138; Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001). There is a paucity of 


literature on confidence in mathematics, the awareness of the metacognitive strategy, and 


reflection on mathematics (Jain & Dawson, 2009). This study attempts to overcome this 


scarcity in literature by focusing on individual differences in mathematics confidence and 


reflective thinking as a facet of metacognition. (Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007:764). It seems as 


though mathematics concept development and the development of problem-solving abilities 


such as knowledge and regulation should be part of mathematics education, and that 


metacognitive and affective factors should be taken into account. 


Description of significant terms 


A mathematics problem, defined as a mathematical-based task, indicates realistic contexts in 


which the learner creates a model for solving the problem in various circumstances 


(Chalmers, 2009:3). Making decisions within these contexts is only one of the elementary 


concepts of human behaviour. 


Though the nature and development of mathematics problems are widely researched (Lesh 


& Zawojewski, 2007:768), especially with the focus on how learners see and approach 


mathematics and mathematical problems, Polya-style (heuristic) problems involve strategies 


such as picture drawing, working backwards, looking for a similar problem or identifying 


necessary information (English, Lesh & Fennewald, 2008:1; Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007:768). 


Confirming the use of these strategies, Zimmerman (1999:8-10) describes dimensions for 


academic self-regulation by involving conceptual-based questioning using a technique called 


prompting (asking questions on questions). Examples of these prompts are questions 


starting with why, how, what, when and where, in order to provide scaffolding for information 


processing and decision making. These prompts are also known as metacognitive strategies 


aimed at the regulation of knowledge and skills as a form of reflective thinking in the 


problem-solving process.   







Individuals who experience panic, helplessness and mental paralysis when they are required 


to solve Mathematics problems, have low mathematics confidence. Reducing anxiety builds 


self-confidence and sets the basis for a favourable attitude towards doing mathematics. 


Strawderman (2010:7) explains that individuals have certain avoidance behaviour strategies 


that cause them to replace their engagement with mathematics with avoiding mathematics in 


everyday life. 


Reflection, as defined by Glahn, Specht and Koper (2009:95), is an active reasoning process 


that confirms experiences in problem solving and relates to social interaction. Reflection can 


be seen as a transformational process based on previous experiences, affecting our 


objective way of thinking (Garcia, Sanchez & Escudero, 2009:1). According to Van der Walt 


(2008:79), all metacognitive knowledge is actively and collectively unified by reflection. 


Concise literature review 


English (2007:123-125) proposes powerful ideas for developing mathematics towards the 


21st century. Some of these ideas include a social constructivist view of problem solving, 


planning, monitoring and communication; effective and creative reasoning skills; analysing 


and transforming complex data sets; applying and understanding school mathematics; and 


explaining, manipulating and forecasting complex systems through critical thinking and 


decision making. 


In a technology-based information age, computation, conceptualisation and communication 


are basic challenges South Africans have to face (Maree, Prinsloo & Claassen, 1997; Lesh & 


Zawojewski, 2007). These challenges are constantly changing and have led to different ways 


of mathematical thinking and approaches to problem solving (English, Lesh & Fennewald, 


2008:1). Developing problem-solving abilities for academic success should stretch even 


beyond school level. According to Kleitman and Stankov (2003:2), managing uncertainty in 


one’s understanding is essential in mathematical problem solving and research into 


mathematical problem solving is becoming increasingly more complex than before (Lester & 


Kehle, 2003:510). Therefore, problem solving continues to gain consideration in the policy 


documents of numerous organisations, both nationally (DoE, 2010:3) and internationally 


(TIMSS, 2003; Moloi & Strauss, 2005). 


Anxiety, an aspect of neuroticism, is often linked to personality traits such as 


conscientiousness and agreeableness (Morony, 2010:2). This negative emotion manifests in 


faulty beliefs that cause anxious thoughts and feelings (Thijsse, 2002:17). Some examples of 


anxiety are general anxiety, test or evaluation anxiety, problem-solving anxiety and 


mathematics anxiety. The latter is a widespread phenomenon and relates to moderating 







effects in metacognition (Legg & Locker, 2009:30). In the presence of a supporting teacher, 


in a transmission-type classroom, mathematics anxiety reduces. In fact, Thijsse (2002:25) 


states: Math anxiety8 often begins with the teacher. 


Mathematics is probably the only subject causing this adverse reaction, as it is a clear and 


concentrated example of intellectual learning. Distinguishing between three domains of 


mathematics confidence, namely social, psychological and intellectual, Strawderman 


(2010:2) provides a range to compare Sheffield and Hunt’s (2006:2) math anxious and non-


math anxious learners. 


It is essential that learners take control of their mathematics performance. This will 


encourage them to take control of other aspects of their lives as well. According to Ashcraft 


(2002:2) the experience of mathematics anxiety is related to gender, teaching approaches, 


ethnic background, age, attitude and previous experiences in the subject. It appears we all 


have some degree of apprehension towards mathematics. Stuart (2000:331) declares: 


Anxiety is nothing else but a lack of confidence. 


Strawderman (2010:1) states that mathematics confidence is multidimensional. Both 


Newstead (1999:4) and McLeod (1993) argue that the root of mathematics confidence lies in 


the nature of classroom experiences as documented by Newstead (1999:7), McLeod (1993), 


Tobias (1978) and Stodolsky (1985). More recently, Legg and Locker (2009:42) conclude 


that metacognition has a moderating association with mathematics anxiety, and in turn, with 


mathematics confidence. Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) associate mathematics confidence with 


achievement in mathematics. 


Lesh and Zawojewksi (2007:778) agree with Livingston (1997:2) who believes that 


mathematics concepts (cognitive) and higher order thinking (metacognitive) should be 


studied correspondingly and interactively. Identifying individual trends, behaviour patterns 


and feelings, could relate to success in mathematics problem solving (Lesh & Zawojewksi, 


2007:778; Lesh & locker, 2007:28). 


While some research claims that seeing and doing mathematics is useful in the interpretation 


of and decision making in problem-solving processes (Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007), a more 


affective approach would involve feelings or the feelings about mathematics (Sheffield & 


Hunt, 2006), in other words, affective factors. High levels of negative metacognitive beliefs 
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 Math anxiety – a colloquial, general term in literature – refers to mathematics anxiety. For the 


purpose of this study, which takes place in a South African context, math anxiety is rather understood 
as insufficient mathematics confidence. 







are associated with various affective factors or a lack of confidence (Reeder; Rexhepi-


Johansson & Wykes, 2009:50). 


Metacognitive knowledge utilises planning in a goal-driven approach. Before, during and 


after the cognitive task, metacognition acts upon cognition and regulates cognition’s product: 


performance (Jacobs, 2010:1). Literatures regarding metacognition confirm difficulty defining 


this higher (meta-) approach to cognition and cognitive tasks. With over thirty decades of 


investigating and exploring this realm of the mind, some researchers still quote Flavell (1979) 


by stating metacognition is simply thinking about thinking (Flavell, 1979; Legg & Locker, 


2009:471; Lai, 2011:33). 


Reeder, Rexhepi-Johansson and Wykes (2009:49) confirm the two dimensions of 


metacognition as knowledge of cognition and the regulation of cognition. Knowledge about 


one’s own cognition includes knowledge regarding the functionality of the mind and insight. 


There are three sub-dimensions of this knowledge, namely knowledge of the person, task 


and strategies. The process of regulation refers to the control of cognition or the thinking 


process (Legg & Locker, 2009:473). It merges the processes of monitoring, planning and 


evaluation. Metacognition, as a skill, seems to rely on the reflective skills of the individual, 


thus completing the three stages: before, during and after the task reflection. Therefore, in 


this study, reflection is seen as parallel with metacognition. Reflection is in a sense the fuel 


that kindles metacognition.  


After the three stages, any individual (as a reflective practitioner) experiences moments 


where synchronous reflection facilitates the so-called aha moment, which is a moment of 


acquired insight (Schon, 2010:3). This acquirement is a result of metacognitive reflection.  


Reflection as a high-level cognitive thinking process can help with the solving of mathematics 


problems and understanding mathematics (Kaune, 2006:351). Kaune (2006:350) quotes 


Dubinsky (1991) when stating …that we somehow move into another dimension when we 


reflect on what we have done. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







The following conceptual framework, derived from the theoretical framework, portrays the 


literature and the concepts for the current research design. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Concept map of mathematics confidence and metacognitive reflection 


Source:   Adapted from Strawderman (2010), Gibbs (1998) and John (2000) 


The social domain involves external factors outside the individual’s control such as family, 


friends and teachers (Strawderman, 2010:2). The psychological field linked with this domain 


is the behaviour of individuals, and ranges between involving oneself and avoidance of 


situations like mathematics activities or classes.  


 


The intellectual domain entails cognitive influences. This includes skills and knowledge of the 


problem-solving procedures and strategies. Personal performance is measured in this 


domain and is associated with the field of personal achievement and the perception thereof 


(Strawderman, 2010:3). The psychological domain extends further because of affective 


factors. Emotional history, familiar experiences and stimulus reactions are associated with 


the individual’s feelings of confidence, anxiety or discomfort, and pleasurable experiences.  


Research question(s) 


The primary question this study sought to answer is: what role does reflection and 


mathematics confidence play during mathematics problem solving in the senior phase? 


The study consequently asks the following secondary research questions: 


(i) Which reflection strategies or skills do learners in senior phase mathematics 


implement, if any? 







(i) What does the mathematics confidence experienced by learners entail? 


Research design 


An exploratory qualitative research design was implemented. The researcher employed an 


interpretivist paradigm, as it seems fit to the description of the typology by Cecez-


Kecmanovic (2011:5) of research paradigms in social sciences. Aiming to understand the 


social reality9 as a phenomenon and to interpret the reasons for participants’ actions and 


thoughts, the researcher did not comment on participants’ attempts during the interview. The 


interpretation and explanations of the qualitative data were of a social constructivist nature. 


Approaches ranged between the solving of a mathematics problem, video recordings, field 


observations, and individual interviews. 


Sample 


Four participants were invited to take part in this qualitative study. The participants were 


learners in grade 8 and 9 who took Mathematics as part of their school subjects. Purposive 


convenient sampling (Maree et al., 2010:79) of the participants resulted in two learners with 


high achievement in Mathematics and two learners with average achievement. The specific 


participants were invited with the purpose of constituting a desired group with regard to 


mathematical achievement, gender and race.     


The researcher, in partnership with the participants (Maree et al., 2010:41), explored the 


phenomena considering the variables, mathematics confidence and reflection during 


problem-solving activities, as internal processes.  


Methodology 


Data was collected in two stages consisting of individual interview sessions. In the first 


session (stage 1), participants solved a Mathematics problem based on the area of circles. 


The participants’ attempt to solve the problem was video recorded. Once the problem was 


solved, the video recording was played back and occasionally paused, rewound and stopped 


to ask the participant semi-structured, open-ended questions about what he or she was 


doing or thinking at a particular moment. The participants answered questions about what 


they had done in each step, what they had been thinking and why they had done what they 


had done. The aim of this interview session was to answer the secondary research question, 


namely to explore which reflection strategies or skills learners in senior phase Mathematics 


were implementing.  
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 The social reality in the present study is learners’ confidence in doing mathematics and their 


reflection on mathematical processes. 







In the second interview session (stage 2), participants answered semi-structured questions 


regarding their experiences with Mathematics, currently and in the past. This was done in 


order to explore the mathematics confidence that learners develop based on their 


experience(s) with Mathematics. Three types of qualitative questions were asked: main 


questions, probes or exploring questions, and follow-up questions (Bormotova, 2010:69). 


The qualitative open-ended questions asked during the second session were adapted from 


questions by Simmer (2011:44-45). Some examples of these questions include the following:  


(a) Did the teachers you had for Mathematics have any effect on your fondness or dislike 


of Mathematics? How so? (Please give as much detail as possible.) 


(b) In your opinion, what makes Mathematics difficult or easy to understand? 


(c) What do you think being confident means? 


The use of semi-structured interviews had the following specific purposes: to identify the 


important variables; to formulate breakthrough questions about the variables, and to 


generate a hypothesis for further investigations (Welman, Kruger & Mitchel, 2009:197). 


Findings are represented in the two stages discussed below. 


Findings 


Stage 1: Interviews on the reflective skills that learners implemented during problem 


solving 


Each participant read through the Mathematics word problem more than once and then drew 


three circles relating to the information provided. All four participants read, reread and 


double-checked their work as they wrote the diameters in/or next to each of their respective 


circles. They used lines and half lines inside the circles to illustrate diameters or radii. 


However, when they started with the actual calculations, each participant had his or her own 


peculiar difficulties from then onwards. For this reason, each participant’s progress 


throughout the problem-solving process is discussed separately10.  


Learner A took 5 minutes to solve the given word problem. This learner monitored her work 


continuously and evaluated her answer using three different, but incorrect, strategies. The 


first difficulty this learner had was to remember the formula for the area of a circle. I couldn’t 


remember the formula, and so I just said the area of, and then I drew the circle and then I 


said length times breadth. I didn’t think it was that. 
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 Due to the summative nature of the paper, the analysis of findings will be represented and 
discussed by focusing only on one phase or facet of each participant’s problem-solving attempt.  







Having had trouble remembering the formula, the learner frowned and read the question 


again, this time in smaller parts, as if looking for something. Eventually she tried a different 


approach: So I tried half of the diameter and then I put a question mark because I didn’t 


know what it was. And then, I drew another circle and I thought area is, like shaded area is 


the whole circle and then I remembered what that formula was.    


She coloured in a fourth circle, not one of the original three, and remembered the formula, 


incorrectly: I figured out that half of the diameter is not the formula and I think, I remembered 


what the formula was. Feelings of confusion were aroused as she read the question 


repeatedly: I was confused about what the formula was. 


She regulated her understanding and planning by writing and underlining the word area just 


before she remembered  


I remembered the formula for the area. I couldn’t remember what was the difference between 


circumference and area, and then I remembered that area has a squared at the end. I’m 


looking at the information that I wrote here (pointing with her finger). I remembered that the 


shaded area is the area. And I just drew a picture for myself and that’s when I remembered 


what exactly the formula was.  


Learner B solved the word problem in 6 minutes. Checking her work and the information 


given in the problem, she constantly managed to use self-talk to guide herself through the 


process. She realised, after monitoring her every step, that she was unsure about what to 


calculate, what formula to use and whether what she was doing was right.  


What is the area of circle c? I wanted to write my formula so I went back to check what are 


we doing. Area? Perimeter or volume? So then I paused to double check; okay what is the 


area? So I specifically went to look for, if its area. I remember it from when we were doing 


circles. First I was looking at the pi and I was thinking is this right? … I first thought it was 


right so I went down to equals. And then I carried on. I think while I was reading the question 


I think I was…, wait – what was I thinking? I think I was thinking if the pi is right. If I put the r 


or if I had to do it a different way. Then I thought it was right so I carried on.  


The learner realised that she had made a mistake, and after checking and correcting it, she 


paused: 


Like every time you do it, a step, you go back to the beginning, so I think I recognized it after 


I changed the formula. (Looking down at her work and nodding her head). I was thinking wait 


is the r supposed to come before or am I not supposed to put the multiple multiplication sign 







or am I supposed to put it so I wrote and then I thought wait – Is this right? I did long 


multiplication; I thought it would be much easier.  


Learner C solved the word problem in the least amount of time, only four minutes. It appears 


that she too monitored her work, but not as much as learner A and B.   


I’m calculating two comma five times two comma five. Now, I’m working out what is three 


comma one four times two comma two five. I was checking if it was a six, I was making sure 


what the rest of the number was, so I didn’t write it wrong. I’m looking at this, (pointing 


towards her solution’s answer), because I wasn’t sure if I should write the square or not, sir. 


Yes sir (smiling shyly). At the end, the learner did not evaluate her answer: I went back to the 


question a lot, like I didn’t know I do that. I did not look at my answer again. 


Learner D took the longest time of all – altogether 8 minutes – to solve the problem. She 


identified a lack of strategy: I have a problem with making sure my adding and subtracting is 


right, I was going over my remainder. This learner had knowledge of other strategies that 


might help, including monitoring and evaluation. However, when reflecting on previous 


experiences, she realised that she didn’t understand: I knew the answer was wrong. I wasn’t 


sure if the answer was right, so I was checking my remainder again to make sure so I got 77 


and then I was checking basically the remainders, just to make sure it was right. Well I knew 


that was wrong once I remembered 8, but I just wanted to see if I did that, would it be right? 


Then I have to go back to see if I did add or subtract properly, the first time I got 3 and I don’t 


understand why. 


From this brief overview of four participants’ problem-solving attempts, it is evident that each 


utilised metacognitive strategies. The strategies included learners’ reflecting on their own 


knowledge of skills, their person and tasks, as well as reflection on regulation of planning, 


understanding, monitoring and evaluation.  


Discussion of Stage 1 


Learners drew conclusions from the information in the problem, made generalisations and 


solved, at least partially, the non-routine problem by applying their knowledge of geometry in 


complex procedures. However, it appears that the four participants attained these 


benchmarks by reflecting on their available knowledge and skills in an attempt to complete 


the task. 


The participants in the study read the problem more than once, indicating their regulation of 


understanding. This also shows that they reflected on their understanding and planning of 


the task. Drawings of pictures served as proof of their planning and reflection on their 







understanding, knowledge and memories of strategies that they had learnt in the past. When 


faced with uncertainty and low mathematics confidence in the intellectual domain, they all 


monitored more frequently and employed other metacognitive behaviours. These behaviours 


include regulation by reflecting on other strategies and using memories of skills previously 


acquired. The learners realised what strategies or knowledge they did not have and tried to 


find other ways, other formulas, pictures, rewriting and underlining words to broaden their 


understanding. Each learner experienced moments of low and high confidence when 


reflecting on his or her work. Alternating between low and high mathematics confidence may 


depend on the level (basic or deep) of reflection (i.e. whether the participant has the 


necessary knowledge or strategies to reflect on or not). It also depends whether the learner 


understood or merely memorised the steps. One learner in particular mentioned feeling 


confused after reflecting on her knowledge of the formula. Nevertheless, she did not give up 


(high mathematics confidence) and later remembered the formula.  


Constant monitoring by reflecting on their work was observed for all four participants. They 


monitored their performance after every step by looking back at the question, pictures, 


pointing with the finger or the pen towards something they had already written down. They 


also rechecked their answers on the calculator. They made sure that the values they 


substituted into their formula were correct.     


Balancing the complexity of the problem is important. The difficulty level should be not too 


low or too high, as this might de-motivate the learner and achievement will suffer (Schunk, 


Pintrich & Meece, 2008:256). In this study, it seems as though learners did reflect. However, 


it is not sure what they reflected on. When asked what they were thinking (probing a 


reflective thought), participants probably answered what they remembered (actual reflection 


on task, person or strategy), what they thought they remembered (reflecting on newly 


acquired knowledge of the task), or what they ought to have remembered. They probably 


even reflected on their reflection. This requires the ability to move from basic reflection on 


emotions, feelings, memories and skills to a deeper reflection where they understand the 


connection between their emotions, alternative strategies and surrounding thoughts. It 


appears from the study that the four participants actually monitored their progress and 


alternated between states of confidence. Reflecting by monitoring seems to have caused 


uncertainty in those participants who lacked a sufficient amount of strategies or knowledge. 


They ended up reflecting only on what they knew they could do. Some strategies that might 


have worked in the past were either forgotten or not understood in the first place. 


  


Stage 2: Interviews focusing on what the mathematics confidence of learners entails  







Participants were asked questions regarding their experiences with Mathematics so as to 


determine what their mathematics confidence entailed. The three domains of Strawderman 


(2010) supported, as part of the conceptual framework, the identifying of aspects of learners’ 


mathematics confidence. Their responses were categorised in two extremities, distinguishing 


between low and high mathematics confidence. Each end indicated confidence in the social, 


psychological and intellectual domain. The subcomponents for the social domain were 


identified as family matters, friends, teacher factors, and societal influences. Feelings, level 


of confidence, comfortableness and likes or dislikes were part of the psychological domain, 


whereas skills, strategies, success and failures regarding achievement were recognised as 


components of the intellectual domain.  


Teachers, understanding and feelings appeared to play a crucial and integrative11 role in all 


three domains. Learner C12 mentioned that the teacher just made the maths fun. The class 


was small, we were all close together. She would play around with us. Sometimes she gave 


us work to do; she would play music, nice music. We get a project to do, a fun project, a 


group project, creative and stuff. 


It is clear that this learner enjoyed the subject – however, she commented negatively on 


another teacher: We got this other teacher. He was a male. I think it was the teacher that 


made me dislike maths. You don’t like the teacher, so you don’t concentrate.  


This transcription clearly shows how the three domains interactively affected each other and 


to what extent (low or high) mathematics confidence was experienced.  


Figure 2 demonstrates this connection. It contains an explorative summary of one 


participant’s feelings and views the learner’s low and high mathematics confidence traits. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                           
11


 Although other aspects of the domains were also explored, only three examples are given in this 
paper. 


12
 Account is given of one participant only. 
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Figure 2: Two extremes of mathematics confidence 


 


Discussion of Stage 2 


The barrier between low and high mathematics confidence is clear. Disliking mathematics 


and blaming the teacher are warning signs that understanding (intellectually) is lacking 


(Refer to Stage 1 - findings for learner C). During problem solving, the learner reflected on 


knowledge and strategies previously learnt and eventually on the memories of prior 


experiences. Avoidance symptomatically describes why the learner did not evaluate her own 


answer in Stage 1. The literature confirms this as a trademark of low mathematics 


confidence.  


On the other hand, while reflecting on experiences with Mathematics that were fun and 


enjoyable, the learner engaged only in the tasks she liked. Ultimately, she only acquired 


some skills and knowledge, and therefore solved the problem despite experiences in low 


confidence. This is confirmed in Stage 1 when learner C said: I wasn’t sure. It was like I 


couldn’t remember. 


Concluding remarks and recommendations 


Some of the limitations of this research included time constraints and the small number of 


participants. Findings are limited to the specific described sample and therefore great care 


was taken not generalise outside the sample. Results may well vary depending on 


paradigmatic perspectives.   
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Evidence obtained from the interviews showed that participants reflected on their knowledge, 


regulation and confidence with regard to Mathematics. When a learner displayed low 


mathematics confidence, he or she initially reflected on experiences and skills that relate to 


the context of the problem, and in due course reflected on strategies utilised to solve the 


problem. Their confidence in the correctness of the solution was linked to their initial 


evaluation and monitoring of knowledge and skills. When reflecting on strategies and 


monitoring performance, participants showed low or high confidence in Mathematics 


depending on whether they had the necessary knowledge and strategies available. When 


reflecting on strategies or knowledge that was sufficient and helpful, participants who 


monitored their work appeared to be confident. The opposite was also true. 


More research, especially in South African contexts, is necessary to supplement the limited 


literature on metacognitive and affective roles during mathematics problem solving. Teacher 


training regarding the importance and role of metacognition and affect is essential, as 


teachers are the sole role models for metacognitive reflection. The findings in this study 


confirm that there should be an acute awareness of the role of reflection and mathematics 


confidence in the mathematics classroom, particularly during problem solving. 
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